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Preface
 

Since Stuxnet emerged in 2010, “cyber 
warfare” has truly entered into public dis-
course. But what is cyber war and what do 
we really know about it? Much has been 
written about the topic that has taken a solely 
information assurance perspective or a 
purely policy perspective. The former tends 
to focus on low-level technical details that 
are already described extensively in com-
puter security books, whereas the latter em-
phasizes high-level policy decisions that 
most readers can do little to affect. All the 
while, details of the highly interesting cyber 
incidents are often overlooked. As a result of 
this omission, the current literature leaves a 
very basic question unanswered: “how have 
human beings conducted cyber-warfare”? 

In this book, we seek to close the gap and 
provide the reader with numerous case stud-
ies highlighting what we felt were some key 
aspects of cyber war. Our interdisciplinary 
approach includes plenty of technical infor-
mation assurance details, although these 
are not the sole focus of the book. In each case 
study, we also attempt to highlight relevant 
military, policy, social, and scientific issues 
at play. We hope that reading this book is a 

great learning experience for the reader—as 
writing it certainly was for the authors. 

Paulo and Jana would like to thank all of 
their friends and coworkers who supported 
them throughout the writing of this book as 
well as their dog Sage who loudly assures 
them of how lively the neighborhood is. 

Andrew would like to thank his wife, 
Alice, for her love and support. He would 
also like to thank his friends and coworkers, 
for years of education and experience. 

All the authors would like to thank all 
reviewers (including the anonymous1 ones), 
supportive employers, and the good people 
at Syngress—who helped make this book 
possible. In particular, we would like to 
thank (in no particular order) Steve Elliot, 
Ben Rearick, Pat Moulder, Sushil Jajodia, 
Gerardo I. Simari, Roy Lindelauf, Jon 
Bentley, Eugene Ressler, J. Scot Ransbottom, 
Dan Guido, Dino Dai Zovi, T.J. O’Connor, 
Charles Otstott, V.S. Subrahmanian, and 
Greg Conti. 

Paulo Shakarian 

Jana Shakarian 

Andrew Ruef 

1Note that the “a” is lowercase. 
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Foreword
 

The concept of cyber warfare has now be-
come a regular part of public discourse. It 
dominates the contents of popular technical 
outlets such as Wired and SlashDot; it often 
appears in the more general media such as 
CNN, it has become a political priority in 
the United States, and a major concern for 
militaries around the world. But what do 
we know about this new dimension of con-
flict? There are many pundits that would 
have you believe that cyber warfare has 
put the world on edge—at any moment, 
the world’s computer systems can be sent 
into chaos by a clever teenager at a keyboard. 
On the other extreme, there are those who 
think that cyber warfare is overhyped—a 
minor issue exaggerated by computer secu-
rity firms and defense contractors to line 
their pockets. As with many issues, the real 
answer lies somewhere in between. While 
it is true that cyber weaponry can potentially 
cause great damage, we must also under-
stand that when these weapons are used to 
further political means, the actors in question 
operate under certain constraints—and can-
not wield these hi-tech instruments without 
encountering various consequences. So then 
the question becomes how are cyber warriors 
using these weapons in a political conflict? 
This suggests the need to study a history of 
sorts. Such a “history of cyber” is exactly 
what is presented in this book. 

This book is a one-of-a-kind anthology of 
cyber case studies. As the cyber domain of 
warfare is very technical in nature, such 
details, mainly regarding information 

assurance, are a must. However, as the Inter-
net has grown in a way where it touches 
many facets of our lives, studying cyber war-
fare in the vacuum of information assurance 
would lead us to place the incidents out of 
context. As this domain evolves, so must cy-
ber warriors—and these warriors will need 
to look at problems in this area from many 
dimensions. Paulo, Jana, and Andrew are 
truly an interdisciplinary team, and this is 
reflected throughout this book. Relying on 
Paulo’s computer science background and 
military experience, Jana’s expertise in the 
social sciences and violent conflict, and 
Andrew’s industry experience as a security 
practitioner, this book weaves together the 
requisite interdisciplinary threads to allow 
the reader to appreciate the tapestry that is 
cyber warfare. 

“Cyber” is a hot area today and will con-
tinue to be so for the foreseeable future. As 
society’s dependence on technology is a 
given, its dependence on secure technology 
is a must. Better understanding when, why, 
and how cyber war happens is the goal of 
this book—and there are already many indi-
viduals in industry, academia, policy, and 
the military who need this understanding. 
How should a firm’s computer security per-
sonnel adjust their posture in the time of an 
international conflict? What are the impor-
tant research questions that, if solved, will 
have a great impact on the cyber domain? 
What is the relationship between political de-
cisions and technical reality? How can cyber 
operations augment traditional military 
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xii FOREWORD 

ones? These are questions that will be asked 
by a variety of players and are explored 
throughout the chapters of this book. 

So, if I have convinced you to read this 
book because of its importance, that’s good, 
but reading a book because it is interesting 
is even better. The good news here is that this 
book is both—solid coverage of an important 
topic presented in an interesting way. Some 
of the stories described here you may have 
heard, but you will be surprised as to how 
much of these “old” stories you haven’t. 
How the poisoning of Russian journalist 
relates to a DDoS attack or what a Tibetan 

learned about Chinese cyber exploitation 
while detained are nuggets of information 
that make this book thought provoking. 

So I invite you to read this book and learn 
why this new domain is significant, as well 
as what can and cannot happen in it. I prom-
ise that you will learn something new. 
Despite my two plus decades of cyber expe-
rience, I certainly did! 

Sushil Jajodia 
Professor and Director of Center 
for Secure Information Systems 

George Mason University 



Introduction
 

It is 2006. An American businessman sits 
down at his computer to check his e-mail. 
A mysterious message from an “Israel 
cyber-terrorist hunter” claims that 
Hezbollah has hijacked one of his company’s 
IP addresses in order to disseminate their 
propaganda on the Internet.1 Not taking it 
seriously, but just to be sure, he calls his IT 
office. A few hours later, they confirm the 
scary truth; the Israeli sender was correct— 
one of the world’s most fervent insurgent 
groups had used his IT infrastructure for 
their strategic communication. 

Two years later. The political situation be-
tween Georgia and Russia becomes nerve-
wracking as tensions rise over Georgia’s 
recent hostilities with South Ossetia. Reports 
indicate that Russian armor formations are 
amassing near the border poised to invade 
the Western-friendly Caucasus state. Sud-
denly, Georgia is hit with a massive distrib-
uted denial of service attack (DDoS) against 
their main Internet servers2—just about sev-
ering their ability to communicate to the out-
side world. The Georgians, now unable to 
tell their story to the rest of the world, are 
faced with an unencumbered Russian mili-
tary crossing the border one day after the 
cyber attack. 

It is 2009. Iranian scientists at the Natanz 
Fuel Enrichment Plant have been scratching 
their heads for months. Even though they 
have nearly doubled the number of centri-
fuges, the amount of enriched Uranium pro-
duced has been stagnant—and worse, they 
are running out of ideas on how to fix the 
problem. Tests ruled out mechanical and 
electronic failure. Further, the Siemens Step 

7 software reports that the controller cards 
are receiving the proper instructions. The sci-
entists are mystified. Then a small Belarusian 
security firm discovers a piece of malware 
hidden on a USB drive of the computer that 
hosts the controller software. As it turns out, 
this stealthy piece of software, named 
“Stuxnet,” has been tampering with the 
Iranian machinery for months.3 

Still in 2009. In the neighboring country of 
Iraq, U.S. soldiers tasked with counter-
insurgency operations raid a house inhabited 
by a member of a Shi’ite insurgent group. In 
addition to finding weapons and Shi’ite insur-
gent propaganda, they confiscate a computer. 
Booting it up, they discover scores of Predator 
videos4—the insurgent had somehow been 
able to see everything the mightiest un-
manned aircraft was looking at—in real time. 

It is 2010. The Tunisian government has 
just been hacked and numerous sensitive 
e-mails are published on the Internet for 
the world to see5—imposing a twenty-first 
century version of Glasnost on the North 
African country. The responsible hackers, 
though savvy, are not affiliated with a gov-
ernment or traditional organization. They 
are simply an agglomeration of self-selected 
individuals who refer to themselves as 
“Anonymous.” The posted documents do 
not endear the population to the govern-
ment. The already tense situation builds 
up. When a despaired local street vendor sets 
himself on fire in December, Tunisians take 
to the streets. Thus starts the first revolution 
of a series of upheavals in Arab countries 
around the Mediterranean Sea, which would 
become known as the “Arab Spring.” 

xiii 
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It is 2012. In the United Kingdom, several 
senior British military officers receive a 
Facebook friend request from the NATO 
commander—their boss.6 Wanting to be on 
good terms with one of the most senior mil-
itary officers in Europe, they click “accept the 
request” providing their new “friend” with 
access to their personal profiles and commu-
nication—only to find out a few days later 
that the request was a hoax and they unwit-
tingly exposed their private profile data to an 
unknown third party. 

In recent years, the authors of this book 
have become fascinated with the idea of cyber 
war. From the Russian invasion of Georgia 
to the employment of Stuxnet and Duqu, 
the hacking of Tibetan exiles by GhostNet, 
to the international cyber-espionage ring 
known as the Shadow Network and others, 
cyber war has moved to the forefront of many 
national agendas. In trying to wrap our heads 
around this fascinating new dimension of 
warfare, we examined the available literature. 
Much seemed to be a re-hash of information 
assurance—covering important, but already 
well-documented, topics in computer net-
work security. Other work seems to take a 
much broader view of the topic—exploring 
cyber warfare from a high-level policy 
view—discussing the possibilities of legal 
accountability and the effects on international 
relations. While works of these types are use-
ful, they are not addressing cyber war from 
an operational and tactical perspective. 
We wanted to understand how cyber war 
was currently being conducted, what type 
of cyber operations seemed to be useful in 
a conflict, and under what circumstances 
nation-states and nonstate actors engaged 
in these operations. We wanted to go beyond 
information assurance, without marginaliz-
ing its importance. Cyber warfare is more 
than just information assurance and more 
than just policy. In this book, we make an 
effort to highlight military, sociological, and 

scientific aspects of cyber war as well. It turns 
out that all of these factors significantly affect 
how cyber warfare is conducted. None of 
the existing literature adequately explores 
cyber war in this way. 

In analogy to the way military art is being 
taught at the U.S. Military Academy, the 
structure of this book is centered on case 
studies. At West Point, military art is ex-
plored through actual historical battles and 
wars rather than through weapon systems. 
Hence, we wanted to explore what were 
the major actions of the cyber conflict; under 
what circumstances did they occur; and what 
tactics, techniques, and procedures were 
used. In our representation of the case stud-
ies, we relied solely on open sources— 
specifically reports of computer security 
firms, academic journal and conference pa-
pers, and media reports. As cyber warfare 
is inherently linked to the evolution of sci-
ence and technology, we included several 
scientific experiments among our case stud-
ies. These experiments (particularly “Robin 
Sage” and the DoE “Aurora Test” found in 
Chapters 9 and 12, respectively) were 
conducted under such conditions that their 
real-world replicability is apparent. Further, 
throughout the book, we often comment on 
scientific developments that, when consid-
ered in conjunction with the incidents in a 
given case study, lead to important consider-
ations for the future. Additionally, it has re-
cently been noted that many major 
corporations desire a more “military style” 
approach to cyber security.7 This book is 
based on such an approach. 

We also look at military, sociological, and 
policy implications of the various case stud-
ies we present. For instance, militarily, we 
discuss how the targeting process is lever-
aged in cyber espionage in Chapter 7 as well 
as how intelligence gathering plays a key 
role in cyber operations in Chapter 13. We  
perform an in-depth description of the 
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infamous hacking group Anonymous and its 
affiliates in Chapter 6. Sociology is also impor-
tant in discussing the interplay between cyber 
warfare and social networking—we have 
dedicated an entire chapter to this topic as 
well. Policy is another thread that runs 
through the book—nation-states and nonstate 
actors employing cyber operations clearly go 
through a decision-making process before 
they employ such attacks. This particularly 
comes into play when we explore how Israel, 
Hamas, and Hezbollah use cyber attacks 
to augment their information operations 
and their implications on world opinion 
(Chapter 4). But policy is also important in 
regard with the Chinese development of a 
national cyber strategy in the 1990s (which 
manifested in the 2000s—see Chapter 7). 

We organized this book into three parts. In 
the first part of the book, we explore how cy-
ber attacks are used to achieve political objec-
tives. This includes support to conventional 
military operations—particularly as a compo-
nent of information warfare. Another area 
where we explore politically motivated cyber 
attacks is in the case of internal strife: when a 
state takes action against dissidents. In some 
cases, large and capable, politically motivated 
hacker organizations direct these cyber ma-
neuvers with the full knowledge of the gov-
ernment (albeit often maintaining plausible 
deniability). We avoid the term “computer 
network attack” (CNA) as it implies a more 
narrow information assurance-related con-
cept. We view a “cyber attack” as an attack 
launched using one computer system against 
another as part of a cyber-warfare operation. 

In the second part of the book, we study 
cyber espionage and cyber exploitation. 
Again, we use these terms instead of the 
expression “computer network exploitation” 
(CNE) in order to highlight the newly arisen 
implications of these problems. We view 
cyber espionage and cyber exploitation as at-
tempts to steal data from target information 

systems through the use of technology. In this 
part of the book, we study Chinese-attributed 
cyber espionage, the hacking of unmanned 
aerial vehicles, social network exploitation, 
and high-end malware specifically designed 
for exploitation. 

Finally, in the third part of the book, we 
discuss the use of cyber operations to attack 
various kinds of physical infrastructure. 
These operations aim to cause damage in 
the physical world, although they are initi-
ated on a computer system. We explore topics 
such as industrial control systems, the power 
grid, and the most famous example of a cyber-
based infrastructure attack to date, Stuxnet. 

So, welcome to Introduction to Cyber 
Warfare. This book is designed to be read 
by information technology and military 
practitioners in addition to policy makers, 
historians, as well as everybody who is just 
curious about this new phenomenon. The 
chapters do not necessarily have to be read 
in order—most of the requisite knowledge 
is contained in a given chapter (or it is explic-
itly mentioned where else in the book to look 
for more background). Finally, as we men-
tioned in the preface, we learned a great 
deal in writing this book; we hope that the 
reader learns as much in reading it. 
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2 1. CYBER WARFARE: HERE AND NOW 

What is Cyber Warfare? Is it a credible threat? How should we study it? Before we start to 
present some case studies, we felt these questions need to be addressed first. Granted, our 
answers to these questions are only tentative: cyber warfare is and will be evolving. In this 
chapter, we attempt to define cyber war, discuss why it is important, and outline some tech-
niques that can help us study it. We also address the issue of attribution and examine an infor-
mation assurance-based framework that helps to better grasp some of the more technical issues. 

WHAT IS CYBER WAR? 

Many have sought to answer this question during the last decade as the Internet emerged 
as a new battlefield in conflict. It is tempting to simply define cyber war as when a nation state 
engages in cyber operations. However, a definition that restricts actions to a nation state is 
likely incomplete. As we note throughout the book, extra governmental organizations—from 
the more traditional actors such as Hamas and Hezbollah to newer organizations such as 
Anonymous and LulzSec—continue to play an increased role in conflict. However, in 
extending the range of actors in cyber warfare beyond nation states, where do we draw 
the line? It would not make sense to include every two-bit criminal sending out spam e-mails 
and high-school kids conducting Web defacements as cyber warriors. On the other hand, we 
cannot make an arbitrary decision based on the size of the organization conducting the 
attacks. This book is littered with examples of major cyber operations conducted by a handful 
of individuals. 

Clearly, cyber war is difficult to pin down with a definition. In this book, we first take 
on Clausewitz’s definition of war: “an extension of policy (or politics) by other means.”1 

Based hereon, we can create a corollary for cyber war: “an extension of policy (or 
politics) by actions taken in cyber space.” But we also want to avoid considering every 
politically motivated Web site defacement as an act of cyber war. Perhaps we should also ac-
count for capability and add the condition that the actions pose a “serious threat” to national 
security. However, we still cannot account for cases in which a state uses cyber operations 
against nonstate actors. Eventually, we resolved to use the following definition of cyber war: 

Cyber war is an extension of policy by actions taken in cyber space by state or nonstate actors that either 
constitute a serious threat to a nation’s security or are conducted in response to a perceived threat against a 
nation’s security. 

Most certainly, the debate on what (does not) constitutes cyber war is far from over. 
However, we found the above-mentioned definition a helpful guidance for this book and 
the case studies we present are good illustrations of the current state of cyber war. 

IS CYBER WAR A CREDIBLE THREAT? 

With our definition of cyber war, the reader may wonder if it is even possible for a cyber 
operation to pose a serious threat to national security. Based on the stories in this book, 
we (the authors) are convinced that cyber warfare can pose a serious threat to national 
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security. Further, cyber operations, in general, can aide other military operations such as 
intelligence gathering and information warfare. Hence, cyber warfare can potentially make 
conventional conflict more potent as well. However, there are many that in the past have 
disagreed with cyber war posing a serious risk to national security. 

About a decade ago, many analysts felt that cyber war was not a serious threat. In 2002, 
James Lewis of the Center of Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) dismissed cyber war-
fare as a serious threat—referring to cyber weapons as “weapons of mass annoyance.”a;2 The 
idea of cyber war was further downplayed in 2004 by noted security expert Marcus Ranum, 
who refers to it as “hype” arguing that cyber war is not cost-effective and lacks high-level 
expertise.3 Putting the analysis of Lewis and Ranum in context, their reports were created 
at a time when cyber warfare was not known to be well practiced by nation states. Further, 
Ranum cites the late 1990s as a period of mass speculation in popular media about the mere 
possibilities of cyber war. Back then, actual acts of cyber warfare were insignificant. Without 
major, publically known incidents of cyber war, analysts such as Lewis and Ranum were 
quick to ask “why is this important”? 

However, in the decade since the term “weapons of mass annoyance”4 was coined, there 
have been numerous instances of cyber warfare that we view as significant threats to security. 
Here is a sampling of some of the operations described in this book. 

•  In 2006, the armed group Hezbollah hijacked IP addresses in order to circumvent Israel 
shutting down its Web page during the July War (Chapter 4). 

•  In 2007, the U.S. Department of Energy conducted an experiment that resulted in a real 
power generator being destroyed by cyber attacks alone (Chapter 12). 

•  In 2008, Russian cyber attacks against Georgia during the initial phases of its conventional 
operation prevented Georgian new media from reaching the rest of the world as Russian 
armor formation entered the Caucasus nation (Chapter 3). 

•  In 2008, the Iraqi militant group Kata’ib Hezbollah was successfully able to steal the video 
feeds of Predator drones (Chapter 10). 

•  In 2009, security researchers discovered that many Tibetan Government-in-Exile computer 
systems were hacked into and monitored (likely by the Chinese government) for periods as 
long as 2 years (Chapter 7). 

•  In 2010, the Stuxnet worm was discovered. The Iranian government later made statements 
indicating that the worm had infected and caused damage to its Uranium Enrichment 
Facilities (Chapter 13). 

•  In 2010–2011, hacktivists from the group Anonymous played a major role in conducting 
DDoS attacks against government computers in various countries in the Middle East as 
part of the “Arab Spring” (Chapter 6). 

These and other cyber events have changed the public discourse on the topic. Even 
Marcus Ranum now seems to concede (at least partially)—particularly in the wake of 
Stuxnet.5 

aNote that in the paper, Lewis attributes the term “weapons of mass annoyance” to Stewart Baker. However, it 
was Lewis who assessed cyber war to not be a major threat to national security. 
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However, some individuals during the era of insignificant activity on the field of cyber 
warfare had a better intuition of what the future would hold. The computer science depart-
ment at the U.S. Military West Point then headed by Colonel Gene Ressler, in particular, 
prepared future officers for serious cyber threats. With several undergraduate initiatives, 
including the “cyber defense exercise”—a competition to protect a computer network against 
a team of hackers supplied by the National Security Agency, the program formed the avant-
garde in taking the possibilities of new technologies surrounding the Internet seriously. 
Students going through the exercise and associated classes were awarded an additional 
“Depth of Study in Information Assurance” in addition to their Bachelor’s degree. These ini-
tiatives were started in 2001 and helped ensure that the U.S. Army had a group of well-trained 
cyber warriors when Army Cyber Command was stood up nine years later. 

ATTRIBUTION, DECEPTION, AND INTELLIGENCE 

As we will describe in this book, cyber warfare is a complicated matter due to a large 
variety of issues—we have already touched on a few on a more abstract level in the section 
“Introduction.” One problem that seems to stand apart is the question of attribution— 
determining the creator and origin of a given cyber operation. To understand why this is 
so difficult, let us consider (at a coarse-grain level) how a security analyst examines the 
consequences of an adversary’s cyber operation. The key item that (s)he studies is the cyber 
weaponry—the software used to conduct the attack—which is transmitted through the 
Internet (or through some closed network). To conduct any type of attribution in the 
aftermath of an attack, security analysts basically look at three things: 

1. Where (from what IP address) the software came from (origin)? 
2. How, when, and by whom was the software constructed (structure)? 
3. What was the software designed to do (purpose)? 

Origin 

Suppose that a security analyst can work through the obfuscations employed by a cyber 
warrior to hide information regarding the software’s origins and find a source address (an 
Internet Protocol or IP address). Even if she or he can successfully reverse engineer the soft-
ware, the analyst still faces the problem that the source IP address can be faked and rerouted 
through many different physical locations. Further, the source IP address of a given piece of 
malicious software (malware) may even be computer, which itself was compromised. Hence, 
an analyst can never be quite certain that she or he correctly determined from where in the 
world the software originated. 

Structure 

Scrutinizing the structure of the malware often proves tricky as well as this analysis poses 
its own unique set of challenges. Essentially, everything within a piece of software could 
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potentially be designed to deceive the analyst. Normal techniques of investigation, such as 
determining when the software was compiled, what natural language (i.e., English, Arabic, 
Russian) was used on the computer upon which it was created, and so on, can all be forged at 
an extremely low cost. 

Purpose 

The third lead in the attempt to find who is responsible for the cyber attack is in many ways 
the most promising, since it is difficult to obscure its purpose. For instance, malware used to 
target a Uranium fuel enrichment plant is likely created by a very different group of individ-
uals as malware designed to steal credit card numbers. But often the mission of the malware 
may be deceitful too as criminal activities may be employed to hide the primary objective. 
Throughout this book, we highlight several instances of cyber warfare where criminal 
cyber infrastructure is leveraged for a politically motivated attack. The botnet attacks against 
Georgia (Chapter 3) and some of the actions against dissident groups (Chapter 5) come to  
mind. Hence, even this simplistic test yields unclear results. 

Knowing exactly who conducted a cyber operation is impossible to determine with 100% 
certainty unless the attacker simply claims responsibility. However, we note that many of the 
techniques described above are not always used and in fact suggest elaborate technical skills. 
Another way to approach the issue of attribution is not to look for evidence, but rather intel-
ligence that indicates who could have created the malware. Intelligence differs from evidence in 
that it is not something that can be used in a court of law. However, it can still help us paint the 
picture of what is happening. 

In studying artifacts of malware, intelligence relieves us from the task of knowing exactly 
who conducted an attack. But how can we account for the possibility of the cyber warrior 
attempting to mislead the analyst? Intelligence allows for considerations in regard to the or-
igins of malware that lie beyond actionable evidence found in its structure. It also makes room 
to account for potentially employed deception tactics. Intelligence takes background and con-
text information into account in an attempt to learn from actual, historical conflicts. It thor-
oughly examines the capabilities of known adversaries as well as the likelihood of potential 
deception operations. In this regard, intelligence gathered in the wake of an adversary’s cyber 
operation is no different than intelligence gathered in other conflict situations.6 In a deception 
operation, an adversary exploits the biases held by his opponent, “feeding” intelligence that 
may confirm preexisting beliefs. The opponent becomes willing to accept the deceiving intel-
ligence as it is in line with his preconceptions and thus appears plausible. For example, 
an adversary may launch a cyber attack from a hijacked server located in a country that is 
already an established foe of the targeted nation. In the eyes of the analysts of the victim coun-
try, it seems reasonable to look for the culprit there. In another scenario, the attacker may 
include hints in the malware’s source code that point to a certain organization—either reveal-
ing or referring responsibility. 

If we are considering the possibility of an adversary using deception, we should con-
sider a “deception hypothesis” that corresponds with every piece of intelligence that 
attributes a cyber operation to a certain source. By definition, the deception hypothesis 
is difficult to prove—as the adversary is assumed to make every effort to hide his/her iden-
tity, location, and intentions. However, some considerations aide in creating an intelligence 
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estimate that attributes a cyber attack to a certain group. In the guidelines listed below, 
suppose that security analysts studying cyber operation X have produced intelligence Y 
by analyzing the traffic of the malware. Y seemingly identifies organization Z as the per-
petrator of the cyber attack. Considering a deception, the analysts should also consider 
the following points: 

1. Does organization Z have the capability to conduct operation X? 
2. Does organization Z have a reason to conduct operation X? 
3.	 How likely is it that organization Z would have left intelligence Y indicating its 

responsibility? 
4.	 What other intelligence causes the analyst to believe that organization Z conducted cyber 

operation X? 
5. Is there another organization (Q) that has the capability to conduct operation X? 
6.	 Is there another organization Q that would have a reason to conduct operation X and 

benefit from misguiding the analyst into believing that Z was responsible? 
7.	 Is there another organization Q that would be savvy enough to plant intelligence Y 

indicating that organization Z was responsible? 
8. Is there another organization Q for which there exists some other intelligence (Y0) 

indicating that it conducted cyber operation X? 

Items 1-4 deal with determining the likelihood that a given piece of intelligence is accu-
rate. Items 5-8 deal with determining the likelihood of a deception hypothesis. Again, we 
note that using such techniques can only lead us to indicate who may have done the attack, 
but does not provide hard evidence. However, in the case of cyber warfare (as opposed to the 
study of cyber crime) often all we need is a good intelligence assessment as opposed to actual 
evidence. 

INFORMATION ASSURANCE 

In the final part of this chapter, we review a popular model for studying information 
assurance that is prevalent in the literature—the extended McCumber model.b;7 This model 
was then extended adding a fourth dimension 10 years later by Maconachy and his 
colleagues8: 

1.	 Information States: In a computer system, information is found in one of three states: 
storage, processing, or transmission. 

2.	 Security Services: A truly secure information system will guarantee the user of five security 
services: availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and nonrepudiation. 

3.	 Security Countermeasures: In order to maintain the security of an information system, 
technology, operations, and people must be considered—vulnerability in any one of these 
areas could lead to the entire system becoming vulnerable. 

bThe original McCumber model for information assurance was introduced in 1991. 
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4.	 Time: Temporal elements of the other three dimensions need to be considered. The state of 
information changes from one form to another in a system. Security services must adapt to 
a constantly changing environment as new software and new requirements are put in place 
within an organization. Likewise, countermeasures also need to be updated as the threat is 
dynamic—new malware and enemy tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) are 
constantly introduced. 

As this book is primarily about cyber warfare and not information assurance, we will focus on 
the first two dimensions because they allude to offensive cyber warfare (more purely defen-
sive operations tend to fall into the realm of information assurance). 

The state of information is an important concept as it often dictates what type of TTPs an 
attacker may use when evaluating a target. As stated above, there are three such states: Storage 
refers to the state when the information is written to a disk. Transmission refers to the infor-
mation being transmitted across a network. Finally, processing refers to the information being 
loaded in the temporary memory (RAM) of a computer. The state of the information becomes 
most important in the second part of this book where we explore cyber espionage and exploi-
tation. For example, in Chapter 10, we describe how Kata’ib Hezbollah (KH) was able to suc-
cessfully steal the video feeds of Predator drones. KH stole this information while it was being 
transmitted from the drone to a ground station. By contrast, Operation Aurora, described in 
Chapter 7, hackers, likely from China, stole sensitive intellectual property from Google— 
pilfering it from file servers. The information in question was in the storage state. 

The second point listed above (security services) is discussed throughout the book. One of 
these services is availability. This crucial service ensures that users are able to access the infor-
mation they seek. For instance, if a Web server is down, it is not available to provide informa-
tion. Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks—as described in every case study in the first 
part of this book—target this specific security service as they are designed to bring down com-
puter systems, thereby denying individuals access to the information contained in those 
systems. 

Another service informs about the authenticity of the data. If the data have integrity, a user 
can be sure that a third party did not alter it. Many of the attacks seen in the first part of this 
book were designed to cause users to question data integrity—specifically, Web site deface-
ments of groups like Hamas (Chapter 4) and Anonymous (Chapter 6). In the second part of 
this book, the integrity of the data was violated by virtue of a third party obtaining unfettered 
access to a target system. The break-in of the Tibetan Government-in-Exile (Chapter 7) and the 
cutting-edge malware known as Duqu (Chapter 8) come to mind. Integrity violations can 
affect industrial equipment as well. We give examples in Chapter 11 where we describe 
how the integrity of the Maroochy water facility was compromised. In Chapter 13, we  
present how Stuxnet manipulated the hardware and software that controlled Iranian 
centrifuges—hence, violating the overall integrity of the system. 

The next security service is authentication. We primarily see examples where authentication 
is violated in Chapter 7 when we describe several case studies of cyber espionage attributed to 
Chinese hackers. Authentication was also a missing component in the unencrypted Predator 
drone feeds that we will discuss in Chapter 10. Another role played by this security service is 
in industrial control systems—as many of these systems use protocols that rely on implicit 
trust relationships (Chapters 11–13). 
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Confidentiality is a security service that ensures that the communication between two 
parties is not “overheard” by others. This service primarily comes into play in the second part 
of this book on espionage and exploitation—particularly in Chapters 7 (Chinese-attributed 
espionage) and 9 (KH tapping into Predator drone feeds). 

Finally, nonrepudiation refers to the assurance that the sender of the data is provided with 
proof of delivery and the receiver is provided with proof of the sender’s identity.9 Perhaps the 
best example of this service being violated is in Stuxnet’s man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack 
against Siemen’s Step 7 software (described in Chapter 13) where the user is issued a false 
report about the software uploaded to a controller card. 

Now with a basic understanding of what this book is attempting to study, we shall examine 
several case studies. First, we look at what constitutes perhaps the first cyber warfare event to 
really capture the imagination of the general public: the 2007 Russian cyber attacks against 
Estonia—possibly the first significant cyber assault in history launched by one state against 
another. 
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P A R T I  

CYBER ATTACK
 

Information has become an important aspect in modern life. Banks, busi-
nesses, and media rely on a constant flow of information to operate. In a con-
flict, information is used to provide commanders situational awareness as 
well as to allow propaganda artists to provide their viewpoint on the conflict 
to the rest of the world. In a cyber attack, a combatant seeks to reduce the effect 
of information by taking computer systems offline, or at least somehow 
blocking access. A key example of this is when Russian hackers denied 
the Georgian media an outlet to the world as the Russian army invaded 
the Caucus state in 2008. Alternatively, when a combatant is able to weather 
a cyber attack and leverage information technology to broadcast their mes-
sage, they may gain an informational advantage. For instance, in the case of 
the July War of 2006, Hezbollah was able thwart Israel’s best efforts and still 
reach their worldwide diaspora on the Internet. Many considered Hezbollah 
as the victor in this incident. 

In this first part of the book, we start out by studying one of the first ob-
served cyber-warfare incidents that involved politically-motivated cyber at-
tacks originating from one state directed against another: the case of the 2007 
Russian cyber attacks against Estonia (Chapter 2). We then explore how the 
Russians used cyber attacks during a conventional conflict in 2008 against 
Georgia (Chapter 3). In Chapter 4, we explore how cyber operations were 
used to support broader information operations in two conflicts in the Mid-
dle East: the 2006 Israel-Hezbollah war and the 2008 Israel-Hamas war. This 
is followed by a discussion of how certain states leverage cyber attacks inter-
nally against dissident groups (Chapter 5)—specifically citing case studies 
from Russia and Iran. Finally, in Chapter 6, on the example of Anonymous 
and some of its collaborators we study how non-state actors conduct politi-
cally motivated cyber attacks (hacktivism). 
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As discussed in Chapter 1, throughout the 1990s, it was unclear whether attacks against com-
puter systems would constitute a serious political statement. The possibility of a group to carry 
out a massive, effective, and meaningful attack in order to achieve a political goal seemed remote 
at that time. However,when Russian hackers decided to take a stand as the Estonian government 
moved a Soviet-era statue of a Russian soldier, conventional wisdom shifted dramatically. 
Though there were instances of cyber warfareprior to2007, the attacks against Estonia were large 
enough in scale to garner worldwide attention—demonstrating to the global community that 
cyber warfare would add a new dimension to international relations. 

In this chapter, we discuss how disruption of information infrastructure can pose a signif-
icant threat and how relatively simple means such as denial of service attacks can be an effective 
method to attack such. We explore denial of service, related techniques, and issues in this 
chapter as well as describe the 2007 cyber attacks against Estonia and the response. 

RELIANCE ON INFORMATION AS A VULNERABILITY 

Edward Waltz in Information Warfare describes the concept of the Global Information In-
frastructure (GII), a service and network providing communications and control services 
worldwide. The GII would quickly and efficiently carry voice communications for phone sys-
tems, commercial data traffic, and would connect the intranets of large global organizations 
via virtual private networks.1 The GII is an idealized concept of how humans will someday 
share information in a streamlined manner. Access to such an infrastructure would be essen-
tial for modern life. Today, this vision is not fully realized. However, the Internet is consid-
ered by many as the current de facto GII.2 

Access to and the availability of the Internet in today’s GII are essential for the function of 
many first-world services, such as banking, personal communications, and logistical coordina-
tion. Estonian government officials have compared denial of access to the GII to closing a na-
tions sea ports.3 Without access to the communications infrastructure, the ability for businesses 
to communicate and transfer data would be significantly impeded. For instance, business-to-
business communication and logistical coordination are highly dependent on communication. 
Further, some businesses rely on network connectivity for their entire operation. 

Denial and disruption of the GII can then serve two powerful goals. First, it can cause a 
real-world disruption to the operations of businesses and governments. Second, it can also 
invoke the feeling of weakness or vulnerability in the victim because their systems and lives 
can indeed be disrupted in this way. As discussed in Chapter 1, availability is a key aspect of 
information assurance. Attacks that disrupt the availability of network and computing re-
sources are commonly referred to as DoS attacks.4 

RUDIMENTARY BUT EFFECTIVE: DENIAL OF SERVICE 

If availability is important, the disruption and denial of availability become a powerful and 
desirable capability to any adversary. Denial of service attacks, commonly abbreviated as DoS 
or sometimes simply “dos,” are a well-known form of aggression on the Internet. The essence 
of a denial of service attack is to flood the target of the attack with an abnormally large amount 
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of legitimate traffic to the effect of rendering it inaccessible to other users, though more subtle 
forms of this attack exist.5 When numerous systems are involved in the DoS attack (hence 
amplifying its effects) it is often referred to as a “Distributed Denial of Service” or DDoS. 

Data are carried over the Internet within a sequence of packets. Each packet can be thought 
of as an envelope, with some information on the outside describing where the packet is from 
and where it is going. Inside this “envelope” are the data carried by the packet. A packet flood 
denial of service attack entails one computer on the Internet sending another computer an 
unregulated and continuous stream of packets. Computers on the Internet, and the routing 
infrastructure that carry packets on the Internet, are required to examine every packet they 
transmit or receive. There is no obvious indicator in a packet whether it is part of a denial of 
service attack, or simply part of a file download or otherwise legitimate request of a server. 

Other forms of denial of service attacks are more subtle. Denial of service attacks ultimately 
hinge on an attacker’s ability to exhaust or monopolize computing resources of a server or 
network. For example, the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol provides a mechanism for 
two computers to transmit data without allowing an eavesdropper to read the data. It does 
this by using encryption. Using legitimate features of the SSL protocol, attackers are able to 
convince servers that support SSL into performing spurious computation, denying the usage 
of the servers to legitimate users.6 

These more subtle forms of DDoS attacks can carry individual markers that can allow net-
work defense software to block or reject requests that would cause a denial of service condition. 
For example, the Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) tool, used by the Anonymous hacktivists,a 

contained an identifying string that differentiated it from connections from benign Web 
browsers. Web servers could use this string to determine whether or not a client was the ma-
licious LOIC tool or a Web browser, and could then deny all connections to the LOIC tool. In the 
event where attackers were able to coordinate a sufficient number of hosts running the LOIC 
tool, the amount of bandwidth consumed by maintaining each individual connection could be 
sufficient for a DDoS attack of its own. Also, mitigatory technologies that perform this kind of 
discrimination can themselves become bottlenecks that are targets of DDoS attacks.7 

In the attacks against Estonia in 2007, posts were made on pro-Russia message boards 
inciting members and readers of those message boards to conduct a packet flood denial of 
service attack against Estonian computer systems. The posts contained a very simple program 
that users could download and run on their computers. The program would use commands 
that are present on all Windows computers, namely the “ping” command, to flood Estonian 
computers with traffic. “Ping” is normally used as a diagnostic utility to troubleshoot 
networking issues; however, when used en masse by a large group of people, the “ping” com-
mand can generate enough traffic to cause a packet flood DoS attack.8 

While performing a denial of service attack, it is very easy for the attackers to assess 
the effectiveness of their attack. If the Web site is reachable, then the attack is not working 
and the parameters of the attack need to be adjusted. This rapid feedback of information 
allows attackers conducting denial of service attacks to adapt quickly to changes that system 
administrators make. 

aWe further discuss the Low Orbit Ion Cannon, including its legitimate uses, in Chapter 6. 
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LEAVING UNWANTED MESSAGES: WEB SITE DEFACEMENT 

Defacement shares many characteristics with denial of service. Defacement usually applies 
to Web sites that people view in their browsers, and usually are carried out against Web 
servers owned by the organization that the attackers have a grievance with. 

Web site defacement usually results from a Web server with an exploitable vulnerability. 
The attacker uses this vulnerability to compromise the Web server and modify its content (i.e., 
Web pages). As long as the exploitable vulnerability remains present, the attacker can enter at 
will and change the contents of the Web page to any message they choose. 

Web site defacement has the same overall effect as a denial of service in that the intended 
users of a service cannot use it. It has an additional effect in that it communicates a message of 
the attackers’ choice to all of the intended users as long as the defaced message remains on-
line. Usually, defacements are relatively easy to remove, but if the original vulnerability is not 
also mitigated, the attacker can continue to alter the content of the Web server. This can be an 
even more potent message to the users of a Web site. 

Web site defacements used to be quite popular and they have been archived on the 
Internet.9 However, if attackers can compromise a Web server, they can also access any infor-
mation that Web server has, which could include valuable information such as usernames 
and passwords. Where previously, sites would be exploited and defaced, recently, this seems 
to have been eclipsed by silent compromises of Web sites followed by a gloating disclosure, 
weeks after the fact, including lists of compromised usernames and e-mail addresses. Typi-
cally these disclosures are made on third party Web sites such as pastebin.com or e-mail 
lists (see Chapter 6 for more details on how hacking groups such as Anonymous use sites 
such as pastebin.com to publicize stolen information). Another reason for the stealthy com-
promise of information is to gather intelligence. We discuss this in more detail in Part 2 of 
this book. 

TOOLS FOR DENIAL OF SERVICE 

Packet floods are considered unsophisticated because they are relatively easy to perform. 
Though custom software is required to carry out a packet flood denial of service attack, this 
software is extremely basic, usually just a few hundred lines of code at most. Writing a tool to 
execute a packet flood denial of service attack requires only a basic knowledge of Internet 
communications. 

Packet floods usually target servers and routers on the Internet. Packets used in a packet 
flood are identical to packets that servers and routers process normally. Servers and routers 
are designed to process many packets, so for a flood to be successful, it has to exceed the 
amount of packets that a server or router was designed to process. This is hard for an indi-
vidual computer to accomplish, we can think of it like a four-door sedan in a tractor pull 
against a bulldozer. 

Packet flood attacks can gain momentum by having more computers send floods at the 
same time. Attackers who conduct denial of service attacks have a few options for expanding 
the scope of their attack, but ultimately they must run a program on many other computers. 
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Some attackers entice other users to download and run denial of service programs as in Es-
tonia in 2007 and the Anonymous hacker group in 2011 with the “LOIC” program. 

Other attackers make use of “botnets.” A botnet is a collection of compromised computers 
controlled by the same entity. Usually, the owners of the compromised computers are un-
aware that their computers are being remotely commanded. Botnets are maintained by 
“bot herders,” individuals who compromise computers by a variety of means and monetize 
the compromised systems in the botnet. 

Attackers who wish to perform denial of service attacks can rent the services of botnets 
from bot herders. The services of botnet rental are quite affordable.10 Performing denial of 
service attacks via botnets is often an included feature of the bot software. Some botnets 
are known to be rented out for use by vengeful video gamers, the packet flood attack from 
the botnet are used to deny network connectivity to other gamers in competitive online video 
games. 

Computers are compromised globally, so a botnet for sale would have bots in many coun-
tries around the world. Some countries are more compromised than others. This is thought to 
be a function of the rate of software piracy in those countries. Pirated Microsoft products can-
not receive updates for security issues. However, the originating country is not a sufficient 
discriminator to use when responding to denial of service attacks as small numbers of 
compromised computers in countries with fast network connections (the United States, the 
United Kingdom, etc.) can be more effective than a larger number of computers in countries 
of poorer reputation with slower network connections. 

THE DIFFICULTY OF ASSIGNING BLAME: WHY ATTRIBUTION 
IS TOUGH IN A DDoS ATTACK 

As described in Chapter 1, conclusive attribution of a denial of service attack can be ex-
tremely difficult and often impossible. Messages sent as part of a denial of service attack 
can enter the Internet from any location. The source addresses assigned to packets as part 
of a packet flood can be falsified, and it is infeasible for the Internet service providers (ISPs) 
that carry data in the GII to trace a packet backwards through its network. 

Communication between two computers on a network can often be described as either 
connectionless or connection oriented. In connectionless communication, the information sent 
between the two computers is parceled into packets. These packets include enough address 
information to ensure that they can be transmitted from computer “A” to computer “B” in-
dependently. On the other hand, in connection-oriented communication, a connection be-
tween computers “A” and “B” is first established before the data are sent between the 
two. In reality, computers on the Internet often use both modes together in a multifaceted 
method of communication often referred to as a “protocol stack.” For instance, in the 
TCP/IP protocol stack, TCP is connection oriented, while IP is connectionless. Both TCP 
and IP work together to establish communication among computers on the Internet. 

While some denial of service attacks are connectionless, relying on sheer volume of 
packets, others are connection oriented, such as the denial of service attack against SSL. To 
carry out these attacks, an attacker cannot falsify the address information in packets sent 
to the server. Therefore, in connection-oriented attacks, the source of the attack can be 
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determined as far as the computer that ran the denial of service program, where that com-
puter is identified by its IP address. 

If messages can be sourced accurately, they could be part of a botnet that has been rented 
from its original owner for the attack. For example, a person sitting in St. Petersburg can 
command a computer that is in France to carry out a denial of service attack against another 
computer in Estonia. 

If the attack is grassroots and generated by posting inflammatory messages on Web sites, 
the attribution of the attack hinges on accurately identifying the author of the messages. This 
identification can often be impossible, as described in Chapter 1. 

Identifying the true source of a Web site defacement attack is as difficult as correctly iden-
tifying the author of a public blog or forum post. Web site defacements usually arise from 
vulnerabilities in Web sites or the servers that host them. Attackers can use co-opted proxy 
servers (systems that exist solely to relay application level traffic) or open proxy servers on 
the Internet to mask the source of their attack. Other uses of proxy servers are discussed 
in Chapter 5. 

Sometimes an attacker will ransom the target of the denial of service attack. The target will 
receive a communication claiming responsibility for an ongoing or very near future attack 
and ask for payment to stop the attack. In these instances, attribution is at least a little easier, 
as the blackmailer will probably be very closely tied to the attack. 

ESTONIA IS HIT BY CYBER ATTACKS 

On April 27, 2007, the Estonian government completed long-running plans to relocate a 
national monument. This monument was originally installed by the USSR in 1944 to honor 
Soviet soldiers who died during the Second World War. The government’s plan to move 
the monument was opposed by the ethnic Russian population of Estonia. The relocation of 
the monument triggered a wave of protest both in Tallinn and on the networks of Estonia that 
would last until May 18 (Figure 2.1). 

The ethnic Russian population of Estonia, who views the monument as a symbol of Rus-
sian sacrifice and victory in its fight against Nazi Germany,11 took to the street in protest of the 
statues relocation.b There were violent altercations between security forces and rioters that 
lasted for days. At the beginning of the protests on April 27, a post was made to an Internet 
forum that gave instructions for participating in a distributed denial of service attack against 
Estonian government systems. 

By April 29, the riots in the streets of Tallinn had been calmed. On the Internet, a multifac-
eted campaign of denial and disruption was under away against Estonia’s electronic infra-
structure. Inspired and directed by posts on the Internet, thousands of users in Russia 
simultaneously transmitted network packets at Estonian computer systems. The attacks came 
in four major forms: grassroots network packet flood, rented network packet flood, Web site 
defacement, and junk e-mail. 

bIn contrast, the majority of ethnic Estonians interprets the monument as a symbol of Russian occupation 
which merely replaced the oppressive Nazi-regime, emplaced in 1939 when Stalin and Hitler divided Europe 
with the Molotov-Ribbentrop Act.12 
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FIGURE 2.1 The Bronze Soldier of Tallinn. The reloca-
tion of this statue, which commemorates the Russian 
victory against Nazi Germany in World War II, led to mas-
sive cyber attacks against the Baltic State by Russian 
hackers. Source: Petri Kohn via Wikimedia Commons.24 

E-mail servers on the Internet are used to receiving unsolicited messages at continuous but 
moderate pace. They use techniques from machine learning to classify incoming messages as 
spam or not spam. The purpose of this classification is entirely to lessen the irritation to hu-
man users of unsolicited messages. E-mail severs exist entirely to process incoming messages; 
therefore, if they are sent an overwhelming quantity of e-mail, they are generally unprepared 
to deal with this in a graceful way. Which messages are part of the flood, and which messages 
are illegitimate? The system would not know until it reads them all, and since computing 
power is finite, the availability of e-mail servers can be negatively impacted by sending it 
a very large number of messages. 

On April 29, a flood of messages made the e-mail servers of the Estonian parliament 
unavailable. This system would remain off-line for 12 h. What direct impact this had on 
the government’s response both to the computer-based attacks and to the preceding riots 
is unknown. It is not difficult to imagine that the unavailability of e-mail significantly im-
pacted the situation, especially given the lack of direct action that the government could take 
to restore availability (Figure 2.2). 

This is a difference between electronic disruptions and physical disruptions: the source 
and means of a physical disruption can be identified. If protestors impede the availability 
of a road, clearing the protestors will restore access to the road. In the face of a flood of mes-
sages sent to an e-mail server, what means has the administrators of this server at hand to 
restore its availability? The source of the messages can be distributed across the entire 
Internet. 
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FIGURE 2.2 Toompea Castle in the upper town of Tallinn is the home of the Estonian Parliament. A Denial 
of Service attack in April 2007 caused the Parliament’s e-mail servers to become unavailable, delaying the Estonian 
government’s response to countrywide cyber attacks at the time. Source: CIA World Fact Book. 

Some hackers were able to compromise the security of the Web servers of Estonian political 
parties. They used their new access to these servers to deface them, replacing legitimate con-
tent provided by the government with content mocking the government. One such deface-
ment added a moustache to a picture of the prime minister. Another placed a false 
apology letter from the prime minister. 

The Estonian Government’s Response 

In the face of a massive and distributed denial of service attack, options are generally lim-
ited. Some Internet service providers offer a “DDoS protection” service or plan; however, ef-
ficacy of these services can be limited. In the face of a single remote host sending large 
amounts of data, an effective mitigation would be to stop talking to the host. Two complicat-
ing factors in the presence of a distributed denial of service attack are, firstly, the attacking 
computers will be numerous and will change over time, and secondly, the source addresses 
(IP addresses) of the attacking computers can be forged.13 

A denial of service attack can lead to panic and confusion among IT staff, so a critical 
element of the reaction to a denial of service attack is a swift and meaningful response by 
IT security. The Estonian government had a very capable computer emergency response team 
(CERT) that was able to both identify that an attack was taking place against their infrastruc-
ture and mobilize experts to help counter the attacks.14 
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The Estonian CERT was able to contact other national CERTs in Europe, such as the Ger-
man, Finnish, and Slovenian CERTs. Together, this collection of expertise was able to identify 
the nature of the attack against Estonian systems as well as the general location in the network 
of the systems that were generating the traffic for the attack. The security responders were 
able to identify networks that were originating attacks destined for Estonia, and could direct 
network operators to block those systems from reaching Estonia. 

The critical disruption with a DDoS is separating a business or organization from its 
customers or beneficiaries. By making a Web site for banking customers or citizens 
unavailable, the attackers deprive the customers/citizens of the ability to carry out some 
critical action or receive some potentially critical information. In the Estonian case, the at-
tacks originated from outside the country while the customers resided in the country. With 
this realization, Estonian network operators and businesses could block all traffic from out-
side the country and maintain service for citizens inside the country. This is an option not 
available for many companies who are the victims of a DDoS, as their customers are spread 
across the globe and the attack source could be immediately adjacent to a customer who 
needs access to the site.15 

The End of the Attacks 

In the weeks following the Estonian government’s responses to the DDoS attacks, the 
DDoS attacks lessened over time and eventually stopped. These DDoS attacks were generally 
incited by individuals and carried out by either individuals or individuals commanding a 
botnet, and they did not gain any financial rewards, which shows that the incentive to con-
tinue the attacks arose purely from personal interest. As the efficacy of the attack faded, and as 
the anger from the “Bronze Soldier of Tallinn” incident diminished, the staying power of the 
attack also dwindled.16 

About 2 years after the attacks, a leader from a pro-Kremlin youth group known as the 
“Nashi” (translated “ours”) named Konstantin Goloskokov claimed that he and other mem-
bers of the youth group orchestrated the cyber attacks against Estonia.17 While on the surface, 
the Nashi seems to be well supported among Russian youth, there are some who allege 
that the Kremlin often pays members to attend events such as protests and youth rallies.18 

More recently, a group referring to itself as the “Russian Wing of Anonymous”c posted 
e-mails that it claimed belong to those who lead the Russian youth movements—specifically 
the head of the Federal Youth Agency Vassily Yakemenko and its spokeswoman Kristina 
Potupchik. The e-mails revealed that the youth groups are often used as a tool for pro-Putin 
propaganda.19 We revisit the Nashi in Chapters 3 and 5, as they are believed to be involved in 
the 2008 cyber campaign against Georgia as well as cyber attacks against independent media 
outlets in Russia. Hence, it is probable that the attack claims are at least somewhat accurate. 
However, the question that remains unanswered is to what extent were the Nashi involved in 
the attacks as compared to other possible players—such as organized crime and the Russian 
government. 

cWe discuss the hacking collective Anonymous more in detail in Chapter 6. 
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If the claims of the Nashi are correct, then it is likely that the groups’ leadership arranged to 
leverage the computing resources of Nashi members to generate the traffic against Estonia— 
which caused the DoS. However, in general, DDoS attacks that arise from inciting a large 
number of people to generate mass amounts of traffic toward an individual Web site are dif-
ficult to sustain over time. Eventually, either the individual participants in the attack will be-
come exhausted and lose interest, and/or the network operators that are hosting the attacks 
will discover the compromised or subverted systems that are participating in the attacks and 
wall them off or shut them down. Historically, these kinds of responses may take weeks, but it 
does set an upper limit on the lifetime of a particular DDoS attack. When the attack begins, the 
victim can reason that, in the best case, the attack will last only a few hours before mitigating 
efforts take effect, and in the worst case, the attack will last a few weeks before the attackers 
lose interest or ability.20 

GENERAL RESPONSE TO DDoS 

DDoS is incredibly effective against small organizations. As a DDoS is a simulation of sorts 
of an extremely trafficked Web site, a Web site that is able to be used by millions of people 
worldwide is also generally a Web site that is resilient to DDoS. By taking a Web site’s content 
and making it available via a content delivery network (CDN), the ability for that Web site to 
be taken off-line is greatly diminished. Content delivery networks must serve high volumes of 
data to the global Internet constantly, and even a large DDoS against them would be dwarfed 
by the amount of legitimate traffic they receive and process. 

Movement of content in a CDN has been made more widely available since the Estonia 
DDoS. If a similar event happened, attackers would most likely be thwarted much speedier 
as resources are now available to quickly take a Web site and place it in a CDN. At present, 
services exist that make use of CDNs for the purpose of mitigating denial of service attacks. 
One example for a company presently providing this service is CloudFlare, which—like its 
competitors—transparently makes static content accessible via CDN.21 

The threat of DDoS attacks has generally been mitigated by the astute use of large-scale 
network architectures and CDNs. Organizations and companies with enough resources to 
deploy a significant presence on the Internet and the ability to support a large volume of traf-
fic (e.g., Akamai, CloudFlare, Amazon) are not threatened by DDoS attacks. However, many 
local or state government and some federal government Internet resources are not supported 
by such large-scale architectures due to lack of funds, lack of awareness, or a regulatory re-
striction on where their data may be stored. Those systems, like the Estonian government’s 
systems, are at a greater risk.22,23 

For individuals, maintaining a large-scale network architecture is economically infeasible, 
hence the utility of companies providing CDNs. Purchasing the support of a CDN is a little 
like buying insurance: for a small premium, a buyer’s systems are protected by the CDN’s 
large-scale network architecture, and in the (hopefully) unlikely event that those systems 
come under a DDoS attack, the CDN/insurer will pay out in the form of bandwidth and other 
mitigating efforts. 
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SUMMARY 

The attacks against Estonia demonstrated that computer-enabled demonstration against 
government resources was not fiction and within the reach of individuals on the Internet. This 
should not have come as a surprise to any informed observer, as these types of DDoS attacks 
have been carried out against individual and corporate entities in the past (Chapter 6 dis-
cusses several attacks of this type). The efficacy of the attacks, however, may foreshadow 
the role of DDoS in future conflicts that include a computerized element. However, the cyber 
attacks against Estonia were really only the start of politically motivated cyber warfare. In 
Chapter 3, we shall see how politically motivated cyber attacks against Georgia contributed 
to conventional military operations in the Caucus nation. 

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING 

Edward Waltz was one of the few in the 1990s, who had some foresight into what the future 
of cyber warfare would hold. His seminal work, Information Warfare, published in 1998 was 
one of the first to look at how information could be targeted and weaponized—particular pay-
ing attention to commercial and military information systems. 

For more information on DDoS, in general, we recommend Subramani Sridhar’s SANS pa-
per entitled Denial of Service attacks and mitigation techniques: Real time implementation with de-
tailed analysis. This chapter studies various types of DDoS attacks, detecting such attacks, and 
mitigation strategies. 

For more on the Russian hacker cyber attack on Estonia in 2007, we recommend Merike 
Kaeo’s presentation Cyber Attacks on Estonia—Short Synopsis produced by Double Shot Secu-
rity. This presentation provides a detailed technical analysis of the DDoS attacks against the 
Baltic state. 
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In August 2008, the Russian Army invaded Georgia with the mission of expelling the latter 
from South Ossetia. The military campaign was accompanied by numerous coordinated cy-
ber attacks. This represents the first instance of a large-scale cyber attack conducted in tandem 
with major ground combat operations. While there is no direct connection to the Russian 
government, these cyber attacks had a significant informational and psychological impact 
on the Georgians as they effectively isolated the Caucasus state from the outside world. This 
chapter describes the Russian-Georgian cyber conflict, analyzes the campaign, and draws 
conclusions on how to better prepare for a cyber-capable adversary in the future. 

THE 2008 RUSSIAN CYBER CAMPAIGN AGAINST GEORGIA 

The Russian cyber campaign against Georgia can be divided into two phases as earlier 
identified by security experts from a private, nonprofit organization known as the “US Cyber 
Consequence Unit.” The first phase commenced on the evening of August 71 when Russian 
hackers primarily targeted Georgian news and government Web sites. Head of the Russian 
Military Forecasting Center, Colonel Anatoly Tsyganok, describes these first actions as a 
response to Georgians hacking South Ossetian media sites earlier in the week.2 Note that 
the alleged counter-attacks occurred only one day prior to the commencement of the 
ground-campaign. This has led many security experts to suggest that the hackers at least 
knew about the date of the invasion beforehand. 

The types of attacks launched by the Russian hackers in the first phase were primarily 
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. The DDoS attacks during this phase were pri-
marily carried out by botnets.3 Criminal organizations like the Russian Business Network 
(RBN) use and lease botnets for various purposes.4 The botnets used in the onslaught against 
Georgian Web sites were affiliated with Russian criminal organizations, including the RBN.5 

In this first phase, the attacks were aimed primarily at Georgian government and media 
Web sites. The Russian botnets relied on a brute force DDoS when actioning these targets.a;6 

The Georgian networks, due to their fragile nature, were more susceptible to flooding than the 
Estonian networks attacked by Russian hackers a year earlier (described in the last chapter).7 

While Georgian media and government Web sites continued to receive DDoS, the Russian 
cyber operation in the second phase sought to inflict damage upon an expanded target list 
including financial institutions, businesses, educational institutions, western media (BBC 
and CNN), and a Georgian hacker Web site8 (Figure 3.1). The assaults on these servers not 
only included DDoS, but defacements of the Web sites as well (e.g., pro-Russian graffiti on 
government sites such as a picture likening Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili to Adolf 
Hitler). In addition, several Russian hackers utilized publically available e-mail addresses of 
Georgian politicians to initiate a spam-e-mail campaign.9 

In order to carry out Web site defacements, the Russian hackers resorted to another type of 
attack known as an SQL injection. This particular tactic exploits a common vulnerability in 
Web applications. SQL refers to “structured query language,” currently the most popular 
way to program queries for a database. In an SQL injection, SQL code is entered into the 

aThe Russian botnets in this phase particularly focused on a vulnerability in the protocol known as a TCP SYN 
exploit. 
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FIGURE 3.1 The Georgian President’s Palace in Tbilisi, the country’s capital. Georgia was the subject of massive 
cyber attacks during the initial phases of the Russian invasion of that country in 2008. CIA World Fact Book photo. 

Web form from an untrusted source and passed to the back-end database of the application 
either changing the content in the back-end database or dumping the database (normally, a 
common SQL database—hence the name). A system susceptible to this type of vulnerability 
essentially gives the hacker total access to the database—including anything from list user 
login IDs, financial transactions, or Web site content10. 

In this phase of the operation, much of the cyber activity shifted to the recruitment of “pa-
triotic” Russian computer users—often referred to as “hacktivists.”11 According to postings 
on some Russian hacker Web sites, many “hacktivists” were thought to be members of Rus-
sian youth movements—specifically, the Nashi described in Chapter 2.12 The recruitment was 
primarily done through various Web sites, the most infamous of which was StopGeorgia.ru, 
which went online on August 9.13 One hacktivist notes that the instructions provided 
were very accessible, even for a novice user.14 For example, StopGeorgia.ru provided easy-
to-use tools and instructions to launch DDoS from private machines. It even featured a 
user-friendly button called “FLOOD” which, when clicked, deployed multiple DDoS on 
Georgian targets. Although many of the hacktivist assaults relied on a different specific vul-
nerability than the botnet actions, they still aimed to overload Georgian servers by a brute 
force DDoS.b;15 The tools provided were also very versatile. For instance, some could assail 

bThe DDoS attack conducted using such tools differed somewhat from the DDoS attacks by the botnets. Where 
the botnets used TCP SYN attacks, which exploit the underlying network protocol, many of the tools 
employed by the “hacktivists” relied on flooding servers with HTTP requests. Basically, this attack worked by 
requesting a given web site more times than the webserver can handle. 
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up to 17 Georgian servers simultaneously. These hacktivist Web sites also featured target 
lists of Georgian systems—including specifications whether it was accessible from Russia 
or Lithuania16 and known vulnerabilities, including susceptibility to SQL injection.17 It is also 
noteworthy that some security experts have linked StopGeorgia.ru to Russian organized 
crime.18 

Another interesting aspect of the Russian hacker Web sites is the level of their adminis-
trators’ professionalism. Not only did they provide novice hacktivists with timely advice, 
they also policed their sites very well. During the conflict, administrators of Russian hacker 
site XAKEP.ru promptly responded to port-scans by the US-based open-source security 
project called “Project Grey Goose” by temporarily blocking all US Internet Protocol (IP) 
addresses. There was also evidence of them quickly cleaning up the server, in one instance, 
removing a post containing the keyword “ARMY” in a matter of hours.19 The precautions of 
the administrators were well founded as one security organization identified a fake tool 
uploaded to a Russian hacker Web site described to launch attacks against Georgian targets. 
However, this particular piece of software turned out to actually target Russian systems. 
The experts concluded that Georgian hackers uploaded the software in an effort to launch 
a cyber counterattack, although there was no evidence that this tool caused significant 
damage.20 

The Georgian reaction to the Russian attacks first consisted of filtering Russian IP 
addresses, but the Russian hackers quickly adapted and used nonRussian servers or 
spoofed IP addresses. The Georgians then moved many of their Web sites to servers out 
of the country (mainly to the United States). But, even these offshore servers were still sus-
ceptible to the flooding exploits due to the extremely high volume of the Russian brute 
force assault.21 

WHAT IS INTERESTING ABOUT THE RUSSIAN CYBER CAMPAIGN 

Objectives of the Attack 

Kenneth Corbin wrote that the goals of the Russian cyber attacks were to “isolate and 
silence” the Georgians.22 The assaults had the effect of (1) silencing the Georgian media 
and (2) isolating the country from the global community. The reports on the event and 
the target lists provided on the Russian hacker Web sites give credence to Corbin’s hypoth-
esis. Furthermore, the Georgian population was dealt with a significant informational 
and psychological defeat as they were unable to communicate what was happening to 
the outside world. 

While careful not to attribute the cyber attacks to the Russian government, the head of the 
Russian Military Forecasting Center, Colonel Anatoly Tsyganok, describes the Russian cyber 
campaign as part of a larger information battle with Georgian and western media.23 This is 
also echoed by Russian journalists Maksim Zharov, who describes cyber warfare as only a 
small part in a larger information campaign that also included bloggers and media outlets.24 

At one point, Russian sympathizers even flooded a CNN/Gallup poll with over 300,000 
responders stating that the Russian cause was justified.25 In Chapter 4, we shall see similar 
actions by the pro-Israeli groups in the 2006 Israel-Hamas war. 
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Many analysts believe that the primary goal of the first phase of the Russian cyber attack 
was to prevent Georgian media from telling their side of the story.26 This seems to align with 
the Russian emphasis on information warfare.27 This goal of isolating Georgia from the out-
side world also may explain the attacks on Georgian banks that occurred during the second 
phase of cyber operations. At this time, several banks were flooded with fraudulent transac-
tions. International banks, wanting to mitigate the damage, stopped banking operations in 
Georgia during the conflict.28 As a result, Georgia’s banking system was down for 10 days.29 

Russian hackers targeting of Georgian business Web sites, also during the second phase, may 
have aimed to cause similar economic damage. 

It should also be noted that the objectives of “isolate and silence” were limited in 
scope. Cyber attacks causing permanent damage to Georgian networks and on Industrial 
Control Systems (ICS) and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) targets 
were generally avoided.30 Such systems are designed for real-time data collection, con-
trol, and monitoring of critical infrastructure, including power plants, oil/gas pipelines, 
refineries, and water systems.31 Obviously, disruption to these systems would have seri-
ous implications for the Georgian infrastructure. As the Russian hackers most likely 
had the capability to action these targets, it is feasible to assume that some restraint 
was exercised to make sure they were avoided. Further, Georgia’s physical connection 
to the Internet remained largely unaffected. At the time of the attacks, Georgia was 
connected to the Internet by landlines through Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Russia. 
No evidence points to an attempt to sever these connections in either the physical or vir-
tual world—including the connections running through Russia.32 This could suggest that 
the Russian aggressors did not intend to inflict permanent damage on Georgia’s Internet 
infrastructure, but rather target particular servers to meet their objectives of “isolate and 
silence.” Such restrictions on warfare are actually quite common in conventional military 
operations as well. For instance, in the initial campaign of Operation Iraqi Freedom, 
power and oil infrastructure were spared. It is important to understand that, despite 
the conflict, Russia and Georgia have deep economic and cultural ties. Hence, permanent 
damage to the Georgian Internet infrastructure could lead to a negative outcome for 
both parties. 

Coordination with Conventional Forces 

The coordination of cyber attack with conventional forces was very limited. While many 
experts assert that the Russian hackers at least knew when the ground operations would com-
mence, beyond the timing of the cyber attacks, there is little evidence of coordination. Two 
possible reasons for this are (1) the Russian government wanted to be able to totally disasso-
ciate itself from the cyber attack operations (and there is still no hard proof for their involve-
ment) and (2) the Russian military had not embraced jointness to a great extent at the time of 
the conflict—causing cyber operations to be stovepiped.33 However, some security experts 
made observations that would indicate some coordination between cyber and ground forces. 
For example, media and communication facilities were not targeted by kinetic means (i.e., 
normal warfare with bullets and bombs)—this may have been due to the success of the Rus-
sian cyber attack. Additionally, Russian hackers also attacked a Web site for renting diesel-
powered electric generators—an odd target for such an action. However, the attack on this 
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site may have been conducted in support of conventional strikes against the Georgian elec-
trical infrastructure.34 

Reconnaissance and Preparation 

Many security experts35 believe that the Russian hackers had prepared their operation 
prior to the initial cyber strikes of August 7. This is due to the speed of the botnet attacks 
in phase 1 and the availability of target lists and hacking tools—which included known 
SQL injection vulnerabilities—in phase 2. Simply put, the effectiveness of the cyber attack 
initiated by the Russian hackers leads us to infer that reconnaissance took place well in 
advance. 

There are other indicators of preparation as well: In July 2008, Georgian servers (including 
the presidential Web site) were flooded with the message “win þ love þ in þRussia.”36 These 
DDoS attacks originated from a botnet known as Machbot Network, which is known to be 
used by various Russian criminal organizations.37 Some analysts suspect that this early 
strike may have been a “dress rehearsal” for the August attacks.38 Another indicator of prior 
preparation is based on the analysis of the graffiti images used to deface the Georgian Web 
sites. Security experts discovered that some of these images were created as early as 2006.39 

This could mean that the cyber attacks may have functioned as a contingency operation well 
before 2008. 

Attribution 

Many authors (particularly bloggers and news reporters) have pondered the level of in-
volvement of the Russian government in the attacks. Here are a few theories on the level 
of the Russian government’s potential involvement with the cyber attacks against Georgia: 

1.	 The Russian cyber operations originated spontaneously from patriotic “hacktivists” primarily in 
response to attacks on South Ossetian Web sites. While this theory may seem plausible, it also 
poses some problems. First, there was apparently a great amount of reconnaissance 
planned and executed in preparation. This most likely occurred well before the attacks 
on South Ossetian media sites on August 5. Secondly, the majority of cyber attacks 
during the first phase of the operations were launched from botnets. These assaults were 
significant and occurred several days before many sites recruiting and supporting the 
hacktivists went online. The use of botnets suggests the involvement of Russian organized 
crime—either launching DDoS against Georgia themselves or leasing their botnets to other 
individuals doing so. 

2.	 The cyber attacks originated solely from Russian organized crime. The use of botnets and 
the fact that many hacktivist Web sites (such as StopGeorgia.ru) have been linked to 
Russian organized crime makes this hypothesis more credible than the previous one. 
However, the obvious question is what did the criminal organizations gain from these 
operations? Supposing that they were not funded or otherwise supported by the 
Russian government, one theory suggests that the hackers were using the cyber attacks 
to infiltrate certain Georgian systems for later use (such as the financial institutions 
attacked in phase 2). 
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FIGURE 3.2 The Russian Tomb of the Unknown Soldier outside the Kremlin Wall. While there are many 
indicators in Kremlin involvement or complacency in the cyber attacks against Georgia, it is difficult to attribute 
the attacks to the Russian government with 100% confidence. Photo from the CIA World Fact Book. 

3. The cyber attacks originated from Russian organized crime at the request of the Kremlin. 
This theory has been put forth by several writers, particularly pointing out that 
organizations such as the RBN have links to Vladimir Putin and the Kremlin.40 The 
coordination with conventional military operations addressed earlier and a linkage 
between StopGeorgia.ru and the Russian GRU are also supporting arguments.c;41 

However, these findings are circumstantial (at the time of this writing, there is no hard 
proof of Kremlin’s involvement; Figure 3.2). 

PREPARING FOR A CYBER-CAPABLE ADVERSARY 

Cyber as a Battlefield Operating System 

Whether or not the Kremlin was involved, the cyber attacks yielded a benefit to the overall 
Russian operation. As such, perhaps cyber capabilities should be considered as a battlefield 
operating system (BOS) similar to maneuver, artillery, air-defense, and others. Fully under-
standing the enemy’s cyber capabilities is an important piece of analysis when considering 
the cyber BOS. We note that the enemy hacker can take various forms—including individuals 
at government-sponsored labs, uniformed members of cyber units, members of criminal 

cThis circumstantial linkage is based on WHOIS registration for servers associated with StopGeorgia.ru. One 
registration address is located next to the Russian GRU headquarters in Moscow. This analysis was performed 
by security experts and Project Grey Goose. 
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organizations, and hacktivists (politically motivated hackers). Often in cyberspace, it is dif-
ficult or impossible to distinguish different players. However, understanding which of these 
cyber soldiers are in a combatant’s order of battle (OB) can provide insight into their actions. 
With the OB established, cyber “doctrinal templates” (DOCTEMP) can then be applied. An 
example based on the Georgia conflict would include Russian criminal organizations in the 
OB, even though their precise relationship to conventional forces is not known. Based on their 
presence in the OB, we can then look at a DOCTEMP associated with the criminals. This may 
indicate the use of botnets and hacktivists with the mission to isolate and silence the enemy, 
but not permanently affect the cyber infrastructure or ICS/SCADA. 

The Cyber Aspect of the Area of Interest 

Another lesson to infer from the Georgian case is that perhaps commanders should con-
sider security issues not only for military networks but also for civilian networks. While gen-
erally not focused on military targets, the Russian cyber attacks in Georgia had significant 
informational and psychological effects. Further, some cyber attacks, such as the July attacks 
on Georgian government Web sites, may forebode not only larger-scale cyber attacks but also 
ground operations. In order to help protect the local populace, it may become imperative to 
ensure the survival of civilian computer networks. 

As a result, a commander may want to develop priority information requirements (PIRs) 
that are cyber in nature. Priority information requirements refer to information that a military 
commander must be aware of as soon as it is known. Normally, this type of information will 
cause a military commander to make a decision. As the modern battlefield, it will become 
necessary for all military commanders to thoughtfully consider how cyber operations affect 
their overall plan—regardless of what the nature of the current fight is. 

Cyber Reconnaissance and Surveillance (R&S) 

As described above, smaller cyber attacks may be indicators for larger-scale cyber attack as 
well as kinetic operations. Additionally, there are other signs of impending cyber attack, the 
reporting of which may fall on a variety of individuals. For example, suspicious traffic on a 
computer network may be reported by the computer security personnel for military net-
works, or a liaison with a host nation government for civilian networks. Bloggers or other 
posts to hacker Web sites may also hint at an imminent cyber offensive. These could be 
monitored by personnel tasked with conducting open-source intelligence (OSINT) analysis. 
Finally, more traditional intelligence reporting such as signals intelligence (SIGINT, informa-
tion obtained through the interception of electronic signals) and human intelligence 
(HUMINT, information gained from insiders) should also be tasked and trained to identify 
indicators of cyber attacks specific to their domain. 

In many of the other case studies in this book, we find examples of cyber warriors prepar-
ing to conduct operations through their own reconnaissance efforts. A good cyber counterre-
connaissance is a must for cyber defenders. We specifically explore this issue with respect to 
cyber espionage in Chapter 8. It should also be noted that “gaining a foothold” in a computer 
network through cyber espionage and exploitation is often a prerequisite for cyber attack. 
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SUMMARY 

The Russian cyber campaign on Georgia in August 2008 represents the first large-scale 
cyber attack occurring simultaneously with major conventional military operations. These 
cyber operations had a significant informational and psychological impact on Georgia as they 
reduced the capability to communicate with the outside world not only for media and 
government but also for the general public. Although the attacks cannot be directly linked 
to the Russian government, the benefits are clear and probably warrant consideration in 
future conflicts. Processes such as PIR (priority information requirement) development 
and R&S (reconnaissance and surveillance) planning should be adjusted to account for a 
cyber-capable enemy. 

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING 

Much of this chapter is based on one of the author’s (Paulo Shakarian’s) journal articles 
entitled The 2008 Russian Cyber-Campaign Against Georgia that was featured in the November 
to December 2011 issue of Military Review where the cyber campaign was explored as a mil-
itary operation. For more of a policy-oriented view on this cyber conflict, see Stephen Korns’ 
and Joshua Kastenberg’s “Georgia’s Cyber Left Hook” in the winter 2008-2009 issue of Param-
eters. For technical analyses of Russian cyber operations against Georgia, we recommend John 
Bumgarner’s and Scott Borg’s US Cyber Consequence Unit report entitled Cyber Campaign 
Against Georgia as well as Jeff Carr’s GreyLogic report entitled The Evolving State of Cyber 
Warfare. 
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In Chapters 2 and 3, the incidents of cyber attack were somewhat one-sided in the virtual
world. The Russians attacked Estonia and Georgia with little or no retaliation from the other
combatant. However, two other wars that occurred in the same decade saw significant cyber
attacks performed by both sides, specifically, the Israel-Hezbollah war in the summer of 2006
(“July War”) and the Israel-Hamas war of 2008-2009 (“Operation Cast Lead”).

Conventional wisdom on the cyber capabilities of the combatants in these conflicts could
lead us to believe that Israel likely is themore formidable cyber force. For instance, it has been
long rumored that the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) “Unit 8200” was involved in cyber opera-
tions throughout the early 2000s.1 Anti-Israeli groups were generally less regarded in this
respect. The “cyber terrorist” group known as “Team Evil”2—predominantly consisting of
Moroccan youths3—was noted for many hacks, particularly Web defacements, throughout
the first decade of the 2000s. However, although numerous, these hacks generally lacked
sophistication. The cyber activities of the “JulyWar” and “OperationCast Lead”moved some-
what beyond these more simplistic attacks. As Israel’s conflict with Hezbollah and Hamas is
expected to continue for the foreseeable future,we can expect the cyber activities to continue to
evolve, perhapsmaking the Levant one of the fastest developing areas of theworld in the field.

HIJACKING NONCOMBATANT CIVILIAN IP
ADDRESSES TO HELP THE WAR EFFORT: THE
ISRAEL-HEZBOLLAH “JULY WAR” OF 2006

In February 2005, Lebanon was rocked with the assassination of Former Prime Minister
Rafiq al-Hariri. This event resulted in mass Lebanese protests (“Cedar Revolution”) against
occupational power Syria as well as American and French insistence on the withdrawal of
Syrian troops from the country. Syria ultimately obliged, leaving the Lebanese to form a
new coalition government in April 2005.4 Many in the West believed that this new govern-
ment would lead to the demilitarization of Hezbollah. The Iranian-supported Shi’ite militant
group operates freely in Lebanon and is listed as a “terrorist group” by theUnited States.With
its role doubted by many in Lebanon, and rumors of an impending Israeli strike on Lebanon,
the leaders of Hezbollah decided to take preemptive action against Israel in July 2006. Mem-
bers of the organization killed three and kidnapped two Israeli soldiers in cross-border raids.
Hezbollah proceeded by initiating a series of short-range rocket attacks against the Jewish
state. The resulting massive Israeli retaliation caused significant damage to the Lebanese in-
frastructure and claimed the lives of over one thousand civilians—while failing to dislodge
the true culprit, Hezbollah. After about a month of fighting, the Lebanese government an-
nounced that it would send 15,000 troops to the South—a move that would potentially esca-
late the conflict further. However, at this point, both sides sought to end the conflict—which
was done by U.N. Resolution 1701, which ordered a ceasefire and practically led to the end of
the “2006 Lebanon War.”5

Though both Hezbollah (Figure 4.1) and Israel declared victory, the fact that Hezbollah
was neither destroyed nor disarmed led many to view Israel as having lost the conflict.6 After
all, these were the original goals Israel had stated, while Hezbollah sought to merely survive.

The operations on the ground were accompanied by various cyber war techniques on both
sides. Notably, the Israelis conducted a denial-of-service attack on theWeb site of Hezbollah’s
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television station, “Al Manar.” Israeli civilians, especially the “World Union of Jewish Stu-
dents” created a piece of software called “megaphone” that alerted users to online polls, dis-
cussion forums, and blogs in order to encourage them to post information supportive of the
Israeli cause.7 On the other side, there have been reports of Hezbollah hackers gaining access
to networks of Israeli Defense Force (IDF) units stationed on the Lebanese border.8 If such
activities occurred, it was likely for Intelligence gathering as there have been no reports in
the open media of DDoS-style attacks against tactical IDF units during this conflict.

The Information Operations of Hezbollah

Perhaps the most noteworthy instance of cyber warfare during this conflict was a tactic to
support Hezbollah’s information operations (IO). It is feasible that one of the key enablers of
Hezbollah’s “victory” was their ability to communicate their story faster andmore effectively
than the Israelis. For example, immediately after the successful missile attack on an Israeli
naval vessel, Hezbollah’s Secretary General, Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah, was on Al-Manar
satellite television station persuading viewers to take a look at the burning Israeli ship.
His statements followed footage of the attack and the wreckage. At that point in time, the
Israelis had not even confirmed the event.9

Hezbollah’s integrated approach to information warfare was central to their strategy
(Figure 4.2). One of the main components was “cyber psychological operations” (Cyber-
PSYOP or CYOP).10 CYOP is defined as the use of cyber operations to directly attack and
influence the attitudes and behaviors of soldiers and the general population. For instance,

FIGURE 4.1 Hezbollah insignia (http://www.english.
moqawama.org/).
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CYOP could include the use of “new media”—social networking sites such as Facebook—to
spread the message of one of the combatants. Likewise, CYOP can also potentially take the
form of a DDoS attack—denying the enemy the ability to spread their message. CYOP is a
core component of a new type of strategy adopted by Hezbollah in the early 2000s known
as cybercortical warfare.a In this strategy, a state or nonstate actor uses credible political
and military power to command attention and project information power—offensively shap-
ing the information environment in a conflict via the Internet.11

Hezbollah’s efforts to leverage cyber assets as a key part of their information campaign
started as early as 1996 with the launch of “hizbollah.org.” Other related Web sites included
one for Hezbollah’s Al-Manar satellite television station (www.almanar.com.lb) as well as a
homepage for HassanNasrallah. At the time of writing, the Al-ManarWeb site coexists with a
Web site of the “Islamic Resistance in Lebanon” (www.moqawama.org). Perhaps most inter-
esting about the early launch of “hizbollah.org” was the lack of Lebanese and Arabic audi-
ence. In 1997, there were less than a quarter million Internet users in the Arab world
(outside of Israel) and a mere 35,520 users in Lebanon.12 This small presence, coupled with
the fact that Hezbollahmaintained their sites in both English and Arabic from the day of their
launch, indicates that the militant organization viewed the Internet as a tool to shape their
image in (mainly) western eyes. Hezbollah’s targeting of worldwide and adversarial media
had become a standard practice by the 2006 war with Israel. The organization quickly and
accurately reported the tactical situation and created professional media products that were
disseminated through a variety of means—their respective Web sites and YouTube. Further,
these products were created in a variety of languages, including Hebrew—which again illus-
trates the strategy’s main goal of influencing the opponent’s perception.13

These reports tended to focus on and emphasize the destruction of civilian infrastructure
caused by the IDF. What could be viewed as “collateral damage” Hezbollah understood to
exploit for its own benefits. It should be noted that in the aftermath of the war the assessed
damage was less than reported by the group.14 Perhaps most infamous in the exaggerated

FIGURE 4.2 Hezbollah’s Secretary General, Sayyed
Hassan Nasrallah. Under Nasrallah, Hezbollah embraced
the Internet in the 1990s for propaganda purposes and
later for cyber warfare activities in support of propaganda
(http://www.english.moqawama.org/).

aThe term cybercortical warfare is derived from the idea of neocortical warfare that was introduced by Richard

Szafranski in the November 1994 issue of Military Review. Szafranski defines neocortical warfare as a warfare

that “strives to control or shape the behavior of enemy organisms, but without destroying the organisms.”
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reporting of this sort was the case of Reuter’s reporter Adnan Hajj who doctored images of
destruction. Hajj was ultimately dismissed by Reuters.15

Hezbollah Hijacks IP Addresses

In response to Hezbollah’s CYOP, many of Israel’s allies in the West, such as the United
States, banned Hezbollah Web sites such as Al-Manar.16 There were also reports of the IDF
launching unspecified cyber attacks against Al Manar and other Hezbollah sites.17,18 Unable
to rely on their own, legitimate IP address, Hezbollah “hijacked” addresses from corporations
worldwide—including the United States, Canada, and India.19 We will now examine a case
study of this sort of hijacking (Figure 4.3): on the Internet, information is transmitted from
one location to another through a series of routers. A collection of routers and other network
devices under control of a single organization on the Internet is referred to as an “autonomous
system” (AS).20 Each AS has a few routers that are facing the rest of the Internet known as
“border gateway routers.” These special routers communicate to the rest of the Internet
and help ensure that any traffic intended for a computer in a certain AS is directed the right
way. For example, if you request to view the Web site of “Company X,” your request will be
routed through the Internet until it reaches the border gateway router of that company. It is
then internally routed though Company X until it reaches theirWeb server. The routers on the
Internet are able to successfully transmit the request to Company X’s AS because their border
gateway router sends its adjacent routers on the Internet a list of IP addresses that the firm
uses. This information is communicated using the “Border Gateway Protocol” (BGP).21
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FIGURE 4.3 The role of a border gateway router.
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In the BGP protocol, there is an implicit trust relationship. The adjacent router receiving the
list of IP addresses from the border gateway router assumes that the addresses are valid
(which in normal goodwill transactions is the case). However, if the administrator of an au-
tonomous system does not take the proper precautions, and/or misconfigures the border
gateway router, then some of the IP addresses allocated to this network could be hijacked.
In such a case, a third party advertises a subset of the target system’s addresses.22 As Hilary
Hylton of Timemagazine points out, IP-address hijacking is analogous to adding an extension
on a phone line from the victim company. If the target does not detect the hijack, the hijackers
would have effectively taken control over that IP address to use for their own purposes. This
is what Hezbollah did during the July war. The organization that headed the effort to stop
Hezbollah’s hijackings was the “Society for Internet Research”—a group that referred to
themselves as “freelance counter-terrorists.”23 This informal group of computer security ex-
perts monitored Hezbollah’s Internet traffic in order to identify the coopted address and alert
the target company in order to shut down the Hezbollah IO operations. However, the Society
for Internet Research noted that Hezbollah once detected was able to quickly hijack new IP
addresses, which caused them to refer to their efforts as “whack-a-mole”—soon after one
hijacked IP address was shut down, another one was corrupted.24

The Israel-Hezbollahwar of July 2006 is significant from a cyberwar perspective, because it
illustrates the emerging interplay between cyber warfare and information operations. Be-
cause of their prior adoption of the strategy of cybercortical warfare, Hezbollah closely linked
tactical operations with information operations (IO). The Israeli response of shutting down
their opponent’s Web sites can be viewed similar to the supposed Russian intent of their
2008 Georgia campaign. However, Hezbollah was able to successfully respond with cyber
operations of their own, borne out of and extending their preexisting IO efforts. The repeated
hijacking of noncombatant IP addresses allowedHezbollah tomaintain the communication of
their strategic message.

CIVILIANS IN THE CYBER MELEE: OPERATION CAST LEAD

Israel learned some difficult lessons from the 2006 war with Hezbollah. Despite the fact
that the UN Resolution 1701 was actually more favorable toward Israel, the IO campaign
ofHezbollahwas able to portray Israel as a paper tiger to the “Arab Street.” According to their
IO, Hezbollah appeared to be David fending against the Goliath IDF. Hezbollah further
painted a picture of the IDF as a force that, despite launching attacks that had serious impact
on Lebanese infrastructure, was still unable to achieve the tactical goals of liberating Israeli
prisoners and stopping Hezbollah’s short-range rocket attacks. As a result, the Israelis en-
tered a period of introspection. The Jewish state established the Winograd Commission to
collect the lessons learned from their recent bout with Hezbollah. The commission found that
tactically the IDF leadership had become entrenched in the mindset of Low Intensity Conflict
(LIC) as exemplified by the al Aqsa Intifada in 2000. Consequently, combined operations that
involved armor and tactical aviation became neglected in the years leading up to the 2006
war.25 The Winograd Commission also made recommendations to improve Israeli IO and
subsequently the National Information Directorate was created. This organization—tasked
with “hasbara” or “explanation” organized all media activities—from traditional means
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(i.e. broadcast) to emerging technologies on the Internet.26 These efforts included outreach to
Jewish and Israeli support groups worldwide through social media. This outreach differs
from Hezbollah’s cybercortical warfare, which is oriented toward the opponent as these
Israeli efforts were directed at like-minded audiences to rally support.

IO and Cyber Warfare in the 2008 Israel-Hamas War

In late December 2008, Israel commenced a new operation—“Cast Lead”—with the goal of
stopping missile strikes in southern Israel that originated from Gaza. The attack commenced
with an air assault that took out 50 Hamas targets on the first day. Israel emplaced a carefully
constructed information campaign that actually began simultaneously with the physical con-
flict. Two days after the initial airstrike, the IDF launched the YouTube channel called the
“IDF Spokesperson’s Unit.” This channel, the brainchild of some IDF soldiers, included a va-
riety of footage of the IDF—everything from video logs (“vlogs”) of IDF personnel to gun
video of precision strikes and the footage of humanitarian assistance missions.27 Addition-
ally, the “Jewish Internet Defense Force” played a key role in encouraging the Jewish
Diaspora to become active in the “new media” of the Internet. For instance, their Web site
included instructions for using various types of social media—including Facebook, YouTube,
Wikipedia, and various blogging services. Further, they also directed efforts against the “new
media” of the opposing force as they also claimed to be responsible for shutting down several
pro-Hamas YouTube channels.

Hamas and the inhabitants of Gaza responded to Israel’s IO campaignwith its own content
documenting the devastation of the Israeli attack. Leveraging mobile phones, Twitter, digital
images, and blogs, the Gazans were able to tell their story to the world.28 They responded to
the attempts to shut down their YouTube channels with the creation of paltube.com—a site
dedicated to Hamas videos.

Not only did Hamas and its supporters fight Israeli IO with their own information cam-
paign, and conducted a series of hundreds of defacements of Israeli Web sites. Though some
Web site defacements were high profile enough to gain the attention of mass media,29 the ac-
tual damage (likely economic) is presumed to have resulted from the sheer number of these
actions carried out by pro-Hamas hackers. Typically, the pro-Hamas groups conducted some
rudimentary vulnerability scanning of targeted Israeli Web sites, often with the Web server
software. Upon obtaining access to parts of the server, the pro-Hamas hackers would deface
the Web sites with anti-Israeli graffiti.30

Perhaps the most notable hacking group for these Web site defacements was known as
“Team Hell.” One member, known as “Cold Zero,” was responsible for over 2000 deface-
ments of Israeli Web sites, nearly 800 of which were carried out during the 2008 war. He al-
legedly conducted defacements of high-profile sites such as Israel’s Likud Party and the Tel
Aviv Maccabis basketball team.31 Upon his arrest in early January 2009, “Cold Zero” was
found to be a 17-year-old Palestinian male Israeli-Arab who worked with accomplices in
other Islamic countries.

In addition to Web site defacements, Hamas supporters also leveraged DDoS attacks on a
small to medium scale. Pro-Hamas hacker, Nimu al-Iraq, who is thought to be a 22-year-old
Iraqi Mohammed Sattar al-Shamari, modified the hacking DDoS-tool known as al-Durrah
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for use in the 2008 Gaza war. This software is similar to that the DDoS software used by the
Russian hacktivists in the Georgian conflict (as described in Chapter 3): both allowed novice
users to easily participate in DDoS attacks during the conflict without giving up control of
their own computer. An al-Durrah user would enter the addresses of targeted Israeli servers
into al-Durrah’s interface, which he/she would obtain from a pro-Hamas hacker forum,
and the software would proceed to flood the targeted server with requests eventually taking
it offline.32

Israeli hacktivists also had DDoS tools of their own. A pro-Israeli group known as “Help
Israel Win” created a tool called “Patriot” which was designed to attack pro-HamasWeb sites
during the conflict. This software has been referred to as a “voluntary botnet” as the users
of this software would then be connected to a command-and-control server, which uses
the URL “defenderhosting.com” which would then direct the Patriot user’s computer in
attacks. Unlike al-Durrah, the tools used by the Russian hacktivists (see Chapter 3), or the
low-orbit ion cannon (LOIC) of Anonymous (Chapter 6), Patriot is not configurable by the
user—allowing defenderhosting.com to completely control the cyber attack actions of its
volunteered host.33

As the 24-day conflict passed its initial days, the tide of the IO war shifted from Israel,
who initially was telling the more dominant story, to Hamas. The pictures of devastation in
Gaza spread through the news media like a virus. What led to this shift? The likely expla-
nation is the fact that several months prior to the outbreak of the conflict Israel started lim-
iting media access to Gaza. In doing so, they hoped to limit the images of collateral damage
to infrastructure and civilian casualties that would undoubtedly be reported by Hamas and
the Gazans. By limiting the output of such reports, the international community would be
slower to call for a resolution to stop the hostilities—thereby giving Israel more time to ac-
complish its tactical objectives. In this regard, their plan worked—the IDF was generally
successful in achieving its tactical goals (as opposed to the 2006 conflict with Hezbollah).
However, the side effect was that all the reporting from within Gaza came from Hamas
and the Gazans. As a result, the story told from within Gaza was one-sided. By not letting
independent media in the area, the Israelis effectively denied the opportunity for a disinter-
ested party to refute the claims of the Gazans.34 Though there were some successful Israeli
hacking operations, such as the IDF’s hack of the Hamas television station and attempts by
Israeli supporters to hack pro-Palestinian Facebook accounts,35 the Israeli efforts in cyber-
space were insufficient to stop Hamas from delivering an effective message to the world.
Further, the presence of Arab news media reporters from Al Jazeera, who stayed in Gaza
since before the IDF started to curb media access, ensured that the Gazans’ story was told
to the entire (Arab) world.36

The Israel-Hamas war of 2008 illustrates the importance of social media in modern infor-
mation operations during conflict and both sides’ attempts to integrate cyber operations to
support them. However, unlike Hezbollah’s use of IP address hijacking, which directly con-
tributed to the success of their IO in 2006, neither Israel nor Hamas were able to make highly
effective use of cyber tactics to support their respective public relations in 2008. The Israelis,
despite DDoS attacks against a pro-Hamas Web site and the shutting down of pro-Hamas
YouTube channels, was ultimately unsuccessful in stopping Gazans’ story from reaching
theworld.While theHamas supportersmay have successfully leveraged some IT knowledge,
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as in the case of setting up paltube.com, they did not seem to conduct successful, sophisti-
cated cyber operations—as their cyber attacks appeared to be limited toWeb site defacements
and small-/medium-scale DDoS. Likely, this is due to a lack of technical expertise in their
organization—something Hezbollah clearly had in 2006. This could potentially reflect a lack
of prioritization on cyber within Hamas in 2008.

SUMMARY

The armed conflicts between Israel and Hezbollah in 2006 as well as Israel and Hamas in
2008 illustrate how combatants attempt to use cyber operations to support their information
campaign. These conflicts clearly illustrate that the use of social media such as Facebook and
Twitter, along with the ease of uploading digital images from mobile phones, adds a new di-
mension to an otherwise conventional conflict. As a result, cyber operations—to both enhance
and diminish the adversary’s use of social media—become an attractive option to military
commanders and civilians alike to support the war effort. Hezbollah showed how an orga-
nization can become resilient by cleverly hijacking IP addresses to convey their message.
Israel, in 2008, sought to use cyber attacks to prevent Hamas from telling their story—at least
long enough to complete tactical objectives. Hacktivism by all parties will likely increase in
future conflicts as civilians—both in the conflict area and members of global communities
backing one side or the other. For example, Chapter 6 describes howmembers of Anonymous
enabled and supported the protestors in Tunisia, Egypt, and other countries experiencing the
upheaval of the so-called Arab Spring.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

Cybercortical Warfare, which is viewed as central part of the Hezbollah strategy, is
discussed by Maura Conway in an article entitled “Cybercortical Warfare,” which
was presented in 2003 at the European Consortium for Political Research. This concept is closely
related to the idea of “CYOP” introduced by Timothy Thomas in his paper “Hezbollah,
Israel, and Cyber PSYOP” published in IO Sphere in 2007. Cyber operations of the Israel–
Hezbollah war are discussed in the ACM WebSci’11 conference paper “Asymmetric
Cyber-warfare between Israel and Hezbollah: The Web as a new strategic battlefield,” by
Sabrine Saad et al.

The information operations of the Israel-Hamas confrontation are discussed in detail in the
Military Review paper “Learning to LeverageNewMedia: The Israeli Defense Forces in Recent
Conflicts” by LTG William Caldwell and others. Cyber operations during that conflict,
though limited, are explored along with an analysis of pro-Hamas hacking groups, in a paper
published in 2009 byGreyLogic security firm entitled “Project Grey Goose Phase II Report: The
evolving state of cyber warfare.”
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In Chapter 4, we saw how Israel attempted to use cyber attacks to limit the use of social
media by Hamas during their war in 2008. An aspect of this incident that makes it different
from other scenarios we discussed so far (e.g., Estonia, Georgia, and Lebanon) is that Hamas
is a groupwhosemembers live in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel.a Therefore, we
can look at Israel’s use of cyber attacks against Hamas as a means to quell a dissident group
residingwithin the state. This raises an interesting question: Do governments and their ardent
supporters conduct cyber attacks against dissidents outside of civil conflict? It turns out that
dissident groups and independent media outlets are reporting distributed denial of service
attacks at an alarming rate—particularly in countries known for limiting press freedom.

Why should a “cyber warrior” study intrastate cyber attacks against dissident groups? It
might seem that these attacks would be of lesser importance in a book such as this where
the primary focus has been on conflict betweennation states or conflict against a foreign armed
nonstate organization such asHezbollah.Howdo attacks against independentmedia residing
within a state’s territory fit in?

First, the tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) used in cyber operations against a dis-
sident group within a state may also be used in an interstate conflict. If a government carries
out a certain type of attack against nonconformists, then they clearly have that capability for
conflicts involving external actors. If a certain attack against such a group is carried out by a
patriotic pro-regime organization, then perhaps we can expect to see that organization on the
cyber battlefield of an interstate conflict. For example, consider the actions of the Russian
youth groups in the 2008 conflict with the Georgia or the Jewish Internet Defense Force de-
scribed in Chapter 4—such groups could conceivably conduct cyber attacks against internal
as well as external adversaries without discrimination.

A second reason to study cyber attacks by dissident groups is to understand the techniques
used to limit the communication within a country. As we saw in Chapter 4, cyber operations
can be a key enabler of information operations (IO) as well as a weapon used to counter them.
Further, the use of dissident groups, both for propaganda and operational purposes, is quite
common in conflict—often these groups tend to continue to exist and operate after a conflict.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: first, we discuss some general trends in the
use of cyber attacks against dissident groups—in particular distributed denial of service
attacks (DDoS). We then describe case studies from two nation states where cyber attacks
against dissident groups are well documented: Russia and Iran.

DDoS AS A CENSORSHIP TOOL: WHY DISSIDENT GROUPS ARE
INHERENTLY VULNERABLE TO CYBER ATTACKS

In 2010, researchers from the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at the Harvard
University conducted a study of independent news media and human rights groups that were
targets of DDoS attacks.1 This section is largely based on their study. Based on a series of Google
searches and alerts on open-source information, the group found 329 different attacks against
815 different sites of this type from1998 to 2010.However, the trend seemed to accelerate: 140 of

aGaza and the West Bank are collectively referred to as OPT—Occupied Palestinian Territories.
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those attacks on 280different sites occurred fromSeptember 2009 toAugust 2010.While it canbe
expected that these numbers are much lower than the actual number of attacks, they indicate
that independentmedia andhuman rights groupsare significant targets of cyber attack. Further,
the researchers noted that sites registered in the USA, Tunisia, Russia, China, Vietnam, Burma,
Mexico, Israel, Egypt, and Iranwereparticularly common—which indicates the global spreadof
such attacks (Figure 5.1).

In addition to where a dissident group or independent newsmedia outlet hosts its Internet
presence, another factor that may account for the likelihood of them being attacked is the size
of their Internet service provider (ISP). Such providers are informally categorized into three
tiers. Tier 1 are the major service providers (e.g., the American companies AT&T, XO Com-
munications and CenturyLink, as well as German Telekom and Indian Tata Communica-
tions), which consist of providers that reach a large number of customers. Tier 1 ISPs
exchange Internet traffic with each other without paying transit costs, because the large vol-
ume of users such a network services makes it beneficial for the receiving provider to forgo
transit costs. Tier 2 providers are peers with some networks, but pay transit costs for others,
whereas Tier 3 networks purchase IP transit from all other providers (Figure 5.2). Popular Tier
2 networks are administered by Vodafone, Atrato IP networks, Comcast, and Virgin Media.
Unsurprisingly, the security staff of a Tier 1 provider is typically much larger than others,
allowing them to be able to rapidly respond to security incidents such as a denial of service
attack. Often, Tier 1 networks are pictured as lying near the “core” of the Internet. Among
each other, Tier 1 providers typically share information, particularly with regard to security
matters. Hence, the security personnel of these large networks are usually very knowledge-
able about the latest tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) in the realm of cyber security.

Independent media and human rights groups most typically operate servers that
are connected to a Tier 3 Internet provider. The reasons may be manifold—such as budget
constraints or the Tier 1 provider in their home country is close to the government which

FIGURE 5.1 Countries where independent media on the Internet is often targeted (though not necessarily by the
host nation): USA, Tunisia, Russia, China, Vietnam, Burma, Mexico, Israel, Egypt, and Iran.
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might not support them or which they may oppose. As a result, these servers are located
farther away from the Internet “core” and skilled security personnel, and hence face more
difficulty in responding to attacks.

The Harvard researchers surveyed 317 independent media and human rights sites
concerning cyber attack and received 45 responses. Of the respondents, 72% experienced
some sort of filtering at the national level, 62% experienced DDoS attacks, 39% experienced
forms of intrusion, and 32% experienced some sort of Web site defacement. It is noteworthy
that the Harvard study also found a correlation between sites targeted with DDoS and those
targeted with filtering. Perhaps this suggests that respective governments and/or their
supporters seek multiple means to inhibit the message of these groups.2

Further, at the time of the survey, 2010, the majority of respondents reported an increase in
the number of cyber attacks over the previous year. This aligns with broader surveys (i.e.,
including business, governmental, and private organizations), which also report increases in
cyber attacks in more recent years. Another concern of the surveyed organizations that is
interesting within the context of this chapter is the fact that 48% reported that they experi-
enced unexplained downtime of their systems for seven or more days a year. Granted, cyber
attack is just one possible explanation, but such a noticeable amount of time, in which the
networks remain inexplicably unavailable, is noteworthy. All reported incidents highlight
the lack of technical expertise small network providers may often experience and which
makes them vulnerable to cyber attacks. By contrast, the researchers noted that Tier 1 and
2 providers respond to the majority of cyber assaults in under an hour.3

According to the survey, the Tier 3 ISPs appear less than helpful to these organizations
once their sites are under attack. Only 36% of respondents reported that their provider
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was able to successfully defend them from a DDoS attack, whereas 55% stated that their
Internet connections were shut down instead. It is possible that smaller Internet providers,
with a low profit margin, could view independent media and human rights groups as clients
whose political positions potentially lead to higher costs than profitable when it comes to
maintaining their Internet presence.

The Harvard researchers also interviewed a dozen of the administrators of sites that had
experienced cyber attacks. The interviews show that many assaults take on the form of hybrid
attacks, inwhichDDoS is pairedwith a different formof attack. For example, in the anonymous
survey results of Zuckerman et al., according to one system administrator, a dissident organi-
zation experienced a DDoS attack followed by an attempted extortion in which he was pressed
to retract a particular story (according to the system administrator, the organization refused to
comply). Another interviewee reported the occurrence of not only high-volume multigigabit
DDoS assaults but also the harassment of individual users of the site, on which additionally
inflammatory information was posted in an effort to trigger government persecution. Another
administrator reported a creative style of denial of service, where the attacker had hacked into
the system and modified the Web site to display fake antivirus messages to the users in an
attempt to scare them from accessing the site. These fake antivirus messages also contained
links that initiated the download of malware that conceivably might have comprised Trojans
allowing the attacker access to the visiting individual’s computer systems as well.4

The interviews by the Harvard researchers also showed that the site administrators had
a strong belief that their national government was ultimately responsible for the attacks.
However, none of those interviewed had any clear evidence indicating that this was the case.
Despite the lack of evidence, there are some interesting indicators that their suppositions
were right. For instance, an interviewee from Vietnam pointed out a press report of a
Vietnamese military official claiming responsibility for the attack. Another Vietnamese
administrator reported that his national government often filtered his site, but lifted this
measure to constrain traffic just in time for a major DDoS attack to hit the site. He claimed
that the assault was later attributed to a botnet. An Iranian administrator reported that a
DDoS attack against his Web site was traced back to a site hosting the official government
newspaper. It appeared that third-party visitors of the newspaper Web site inadvertently
triggered a Javascript (computer code embedded as a part of a Web page) that flooded the
opposition group’s Web presence with requests and eventually shut it down.5

The small size of providers catering to dissident groups and independent media make
them particularly vulnerable to DDoS attacks. A cyber-capable government or its skillful sup-
porters can easily take a dissident site offline for a week or more at a time. In the remainder
of this chapter, we describe specific case studies of cyber attacks targeting dissident groups,
particularly in Russia and Iran.

SILENCING NOVAYA GAZETA AND OTHER RUSSIAN DISSIDENTS

Novaya Gazetab is a Russian newspaper known for its investigations into official corruption,
human rights abuses, and illicit government affairs.6 One of itsmost prominent staff members

bAn English-language version of the medium is available under http://en.novayagazeta.ru/.
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was the late journalist Anna Politkovskaya, whose assassination was prominently featured
in Western media. At the time of writing, former lieutenant colonel of the Moscow police,
Dmitry Pavlyuchenkov, confessed to initiating her surveillance as well as procuring the mur-
der weapon.7,8 Stagnant official investigations into the case repeatedly accuse Chechen
government supportersc as having perpetrated the murder, but the people who tasked them
remain unknown.9,10 The journalist was known for her sharp criticism of the Kremlin, and her
death was widely seen as a repercussion of her work. Politkovskaya’s fate was shared by four
other Novaya Gazeta reporters within the last decade.11,12 In the summer of 2012, Dmitry
Muratov, Novaya Gazeta’s chief editor published an open letter to the government describing
how Russia’s chief federal investigator, Aleksandr I. Bastrykin, threatened the life of his dep-
uty editor about an article implicating corruption within the Russian judicial system.13 The
Moscow-based Novaya Gazeta is known for its detailed investigations and publications of
power abuse, high-level corruption, and human rights violations in Russia.14 Other promi-
nent stories include the major smuggling scandal involving the TriKita (three whales) and
Grand furniture companies as well as officials of the Federal Security Service (FSB, formerly
KGB)15 as well as other government agencies,16 investigations into which were unfolding
over many years finally concluding in court with a relatively minor case of furniture smug-
gling.17 The main witness, then president of the Furniture Business Association, Sergei
Pereverzev, was murdered in a hospital where he was hoped to recover from a car acci-
dent—just days before his scheduled court appearance.18 A high-profile investigative jour-
nalist and state Duma deputy, Yury Shchekochikhin,19 working for Novaya Gazeta on this
case died under circumstances similar to the radiation death of Alexander Litvinenko in sum-
mer 2003.20 In both cases, the individuals rapidly showed signs of abnormal exposure to ra-
diation and were thought to have received a high-end poison that has been described as a
“nuclear weapon inside one’s body.”21 Shortly before his death, the seasoned journalist
claimed to have obtained evidence that the smuggling of goods was linked to practices of
money laundering (through the bank of New York) and illegal arms trafficking.22 The case
of his death was eventually referred to the Investigative Committee—headed by Aleksandr
I. Bastrykin. This fourth probe into his death was closed in 2009 arguing that another tissue
lab test had not substantiated poison as the cause of passing away,23 while all medical files
concerning this case remain classified.24 Organizations like the Committee to Protect Journal-
ists (CJP) have noted that reporters from the Novaya Gazeta often operate at significant per-
sonal risk.25

In early February 2010, the Web site of Novaya Gazeta was the victim of a DDoS attack that
peaked at 1.5 million connections per second and lasted over 6 days. The newspaper resorted
to using the LiveJournal blogging site to maintain an online presence.26 It was widely thought
that the attack was performed in response to an article by a noted reporter Yulia Latynina,
who had recently written an article on rampant corruption in Russia. Previously, Latynina
was awarded the U.S. State Department’s FreedomDefender’s Award for her work to expose
human rights violations and corruption (Figure 5.3).27

cAs the motivation for Politkovskaya’s murder investigators cited her reports on human rights abuses

committed by the Chechen government.
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Moving to LiveJournal

With the February 2010 attack, and a subsequent DDoS attack in November of the same
year,28 the newspaper increasingly relied on LiveJournal for their online presence. According
to the report of Harvard’s Berkman Center, moving content to a site such as LiveJournal is a
good step to mitigate DDoS. Even though an organization might view posting their informa-
tion on LiveJournal as less prestigious than using their own Web site, the loss in prestige is
countered with increased security. Large Web sites such as LiveJournal are typically more
robust and therefore fend off DDoS attacksmore easily. This is due to having greater capacity,
as well as more dedicated information security personnel.

However, about a year later, in April 2011, several Russian LiveJournal sites were hit with
DDoS attacks.29 According to security expert Alexander Gostev of Kaspersky Lab, the Web
site of Novaya Gazeta was also targeted during this operation.30 LiveJournal is extensively
used in Russia, with an estimated 4.7 million users during the time of the assault.

A report by Kaspersky Lab indicated that the LiveJournal blog of political activists like
Alexey Navalnyd may have been an intended target of the attack.31,32 Navalny’s Twitter ac-
count has almost 40,000 subscribers and his blog andWeb site, Rospil.info, are a popular out-
let for the opposition in Russia.33 In 2008, the financial lawyer and political activist started a
blog on which he posted allegations of corruption within state-controlled corporations. Since
then, the prolific blogger became Putin’s worst enemy.34 In 2012—though lacking the support
of the majority of Russians35—he was featured as one of Time’s most influential people and is
described as part of Russia’s “data dissidents.”36

Ahead of the December 2011 parliamentary elections, Navalny urged the readers of his blog
to give their vote to parties other than pro-Kremlin party United Russia. Putin’s party still won,
but with a much lesser majority than expected and under allegations of vote-rigging that lead
to mass protests (“March of Millions”) in Moscow and other major Russian cities.37 Similar

FIGURE 5.3 Yulia Latynina receiv-
ing the Defenders of Freedom award in
2008. An article by Latynina on the cor-
ruption in the Russian government is
thought to have led to a massive DDoS
on the independent news media outlet
Novaya Gazeta in 2010. Picture from
U.S. State Department video.

dThe address of his English-language blog hosted by LiveJournal: navalny-en.livejournal.com/.
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events threw shadows on Putin’s win of the presidential elections a few months later. Allega-
tions of corruption were brought against himself by the state of Russia in May 2011, which he
calls “thought up, falsified, and fabricated.”38TheNewYork Times cites analysts, who believe the
charges are the repercussion ofNavalny’s public campaign againstAleksandr Bastrykin,whom
the activist claims, entertains property and other investments in Europe.39

At the same time, Navalny reported that the FSB had collected data on donors to his
RosPil Web site and had passed them on to pro-Kremlin youth group, Nashi (“ours”).40

Additionally, his e-mail account was hacked into, and the data were subsequently
published.41 In August 2012, Nashi sought to remove Navalny from the board of directors
of Russia’s main airline, Aeroflot, to which he was just elected. Their argument in court relies
on the mistaken interpretation of Russian law that prohibits lawyers from additional employ-
ments, but neglects the fact that the position is gained by election and thus perfectly legal to
pursue.42 In preparation of 2012 presidential elections, the youth group apparently bought
Putin support as unveiled in the publication of about 1000 e-mails, hacked and published
by Internet hackers associated with the Anonymous collective (see Chapter 6).43 According
to the e-mails, Nashi paid Internet users large amounts of money for comments either in favor
of Putin or in denigration of the opposition—the financial means to which are alleged to come
from the Kremlin.44 The pro-United Russia youth group is also rumored to be behind a series
of DDoS attacks against the liberal media—among others, the radio Ekho Moskvy and election
monitoring group Golos—ahead of Russia’s parliamentary elections in December 2011.45 But
as it appears, DDoS attacks against the online presence of independent media and key oppo-
sition figures are a common tool for many years already and—as one blogger complains—the
perpetrators are met with impunity.46,47

Possible Motivation for the 2011 DDoS

Though the reason for the attack is unknown, as it remains unclaimed, however as pointed
out earlier the Russian parliamentary elections occurred in December 2011 and Russians
cast their vote for a President on March 4, 2012.48 Perhaps the attacks were a means to silence
the opposition as they started their public campaign against the leadership of the country.
For instance, in early 2011, prior to the attacks, Novaya Gazeta had launched the “Online
Parliament of the RUNET” (RUNET is a term referring to the “Russian Internet”). According
to the newspaper, this “online parliament”would serve as “an alternative to incumbent author-
ities.” Additionally, the opposition group known as the People’s Freedom Partywas preparing to
publish a report on LiveJournal entitled “Putin. Corruption” during the time of the attacks.49

If the Russian government was behind the attacks—as claimed by several opposition
leaders—another possible theory is that the Kremlin was becoming increasingly concerned
that the “Arab Spring” may spread to the Motherland. Prior to the attacks in 2011, the
Egyptians, partly fueled by social media, ousted President Hosni Mubarak. In February
2011, one of Prime Minister Vladimir Putin’s deputies leveraged accusations at Google for
having a role in the Egyptian uprising.50 Around the same time, with regard to the situation
in the Middle East, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev stated “They have prepared such a
scenario for us before, and now more than ever they will try and realize it. In any case, this
scenario won’t succeed.”51 Additionally, during the time of the attacks, the FSB’s Cyber
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Center chief, Alexander Andreyechkin stated “Uncontrolled usage of [services like Skype,
GMail, or Hotmail] may lead to a massive threat to Russia’s security.”52

Despite the theories of Kremlin involvement, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev’s
LiveJournal page was also taken offline during the attack.53 We note that by analyzing the
network traffic to the compromised computers launching a botnet attack, security researchers
can identify which sites were targeted by a specific botnet during a major cyber offensive as
well as howmany command and control servers were involved. Based on this knowledge, the
botnet launching the attacks against LiveJournal andNovaya Gazeta at this time was receiving
commands to target one or two specific URL’s over a period of a few days.54 On April 6, there
was a surge in the attacks, with the botnet receiving 36 such URLs—which included http://
livejournal.com and http://livejournal.ru.55 These attacks effectively took out all LiveJournal
users—including the Russian President. Medvedevmade statements condemning the attacks
on April 7—after his personal blog was attacked. If the Kremlin was involved in the attacks,
the 1-day DDoS against Medvedev’s blog site might have been the small price paid to main-
tain plausible deniability for silencing the opposition at a perceived critical juncture.
“RUNET” is, at the time of writing, surprisingly free of censorship compared to more tradi-
tional media like newspapers, television and radio, which are harshly censored. The collateral
damage experienced by the loss ofMedvedev’s blog would not inhibit the Russian leadership
from communicating their message as they could always resort to traditional media—unlike
the opposition. Further, the blocking of Medvedev’s blog leads to a counterpropaganda
campaign. For instance, on April 7, Reuters ran a story entitled “Medvedev criticizes ‘illegal’
attack on his blog.”56

Days after the attack, the Novaya Gazetamade a formal request to the Russian government
to investigate the April 2011 DDoS attack against its Web site.57 It is unknown if any official
action has been taken with regard to this request. In an apparent move to appease the public,
in February 2011, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev issued an order to the head of the
FSB, Aleksandr Bortnikov, to investigate the November 2010 DDoS against Novaya Gazeta.
However, at the time of this writing, no investigation was carried out.58

The Optima/Darkness Botnet

One botnet known to be involved in the April 2011 DDoS attack was known as the “Des-
tination Darkness Outlaw System”59 also referred to as “Optima” or simply “Darkness.”60

The creators of this botnet first started renting the use of the botnet—allowing users in the
criminal underworld to launch attacks or steal data—inMarch 2009.61 However, even though
the services of the botnet were advertised for rent at this early stage, the earliest evidence of its
usewas not discovered by security experts until 2010.62,63 Thewillingness of botnet authors to
sell its services is not uncommon. It was observed that, during the time of the LiveJournal
attack (March 23-April 1, 2011), besides the various Navalny Web sites (rospil.info and
navalny.livejournal.com), the Web site of the Northwest arm of the Federal office handling
industrial supervision as well as the Web site of a furniture factory, kredo-m.ru, were also
targeted.64 The target of a furniture business might indicate a business-to-business attack
occurring at the same time as the politically motivated one.65 Optima/Darkness was well
developed by the time of the attack. At that point, the newest version was at least 8—which
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indicates rapid development and bug-fixing on the part of the authors who initially released
the bot in 200966 (at the time of this writing; the current version is 1067). SecureList identifies
Optima’s authors as “Russian-speaking malware writers,” which is mainly sold over
Russian-language forums.68 The author also reports about the uncertainty in determining
Optima’s size due to its highly segmented structure. With such a structure, the botnet owners
may rent out parts of the botnet and may have more than one renter at any given time.69 The
segmented nature could also explain why the furniture factory as well as the federal office
was targeted at the same time as the Russian opposition, although seemingly unrelated. In
2010, it appeared that there were two C&C servers for Optima/Darkness—greatfull.ru and
greatfulltoolss.ru, both registered to smilefrince@yandex.ru. Further analysis of this e-mail
address led to advertisements for the botnet.70 In early 2011, researchers identified
16 C&C sites—likely indicating the growth of the botnet in both size and popularity.71

The botnet’s DDoS capabilities include flooding via various different protocols including
HTTP, ICMP, TCP, and UDP. The HTTP and ICMP protocols are used for Web page delivery
and system-level message communication, respectively. TCP and UDP are two of the core pro-
tocols that many applications on the Internet leverage for communication. Often, the Optima
malwaremakesuseof specific design flaws in theseprotocols.72At the timeof the attack, the size
of the botnet was assessed to be in the tens of thousands of compromised systems.73,74 Since its
inception, the bots of Optima/Darknesswere designed to use 100 threads. The use of “threads”
allows a computer to runmultiple processes at once (each process is run in a different “thread”).
As a result, the software running on the infected computer could actually conduct 100 attacks at
the same time.75 Themalwarewas also configured in amanner tomake it appear as if each of the
hundred threads was running on a different computer—which allows the botnet to fool some
DDoS protection tools.e The end result is that an attack performed byOptima/Darkness would
besubstantially amplified.Asearlyas2010, theauthorsofOptima/Darkness claimed that just 30
of theirbots couldoverwhelmmostWebsites.76Other featuresof themalware include theability
to steal passwords, files, and log keystrokes of the bots.77

The “March(es) of Millions”

On June 12, 2012, on the national holiday, Russia Day, antigovernment protestors swarmed
the streets ofMoscow. Slogan chanted included “Russia without Putin” and “EndKGB rule.”78

The event was known as the “March of Millions” and was the first major protest of Vladimir
Putin’s new term as president which started about a month prior. A prior attempt at
the protest—actually held the day before Putin took office—resulted in clashes inwhich author-
ities arrested 700 protestors and injured another 150 of the nonviolent protestors.79 Authorities
estimated approximately 18,000 protestors participated in the protest, while protest organizers
estimated over 100,000. It appeared as though the Russian authorities sought to curb the effect
asmuch as the protests themselves. Fines for protest-related property damagewere raised. The
day prior to the protests, Russian authorities raided the apartments of several key protest
leaders, including Alexey Navalny—whose LiveJournal site was among the targetedWeb sites

eThis is often referred to as source address spoofing as each thread sends packets from a different spoofed source

address.
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in the prior year. Following the searches, protest leaders Navalny, Sergei Udaltsov, Ilya Yashin,
and Ksenia Sobchak were summoned for questioning on the day of the protest.80,81

During the earlier “March of Millions” protest on May 6, 2011 in Moscow, webcasting
(streaming video) sites Ustream and Bambuser were taken offline by DDoS. Other Web sites
experiencing DDoS attacks on that day belonged to newspapers, Ekho Moskva and Novaya
Gazeta, and Internet-satellite TV station, Dozhd (Rain).82 Journalist Markaz Kavkaz noted that
Chechen news Web site, Kavkaz Center (kavkazcenter.com), was under attack for almost a
week and claimed theKGB successor, the FSB,was the perpetrator.83At the time of thiswriting,
the technical details are not available.84 The fact that the protest turned violent has led some to
suspect that the DDoS of streaming video sites may have been part of a larger plan to avoid
images and video of violence becoming widespread in the media. At the “March of Millions”
the following month, major DDoS attacks were once again leveraged against several Russian
independent media sites known for antigovernment reporting—including the Web site of
Novaya Gazeta.85 Again, although technical details are currently not available, the occurrence
ofmajor DDoS attack in conjunctionwith opposition protests likely indicates a newTTP emerg-
ing in Russia. It is interesting to note that just as the Israelis worked to limit the media before
military operation “Operation Cast Lead” (see Chapter 4), the Russians looked to curb video
accounts of the “March of Millions” as they prepared antiriot operations. The same could also
be said for the cyber attacks that occurred against Georgia prior to the Russian invasion in 2008
(Chapter 3). The employment of cyber warfare as a means to silence an opponent—hence
denying them the ability to tell their story—is likely to continue as up-to-the-minute news
reporting is highly dependent upon the Internet as communication infrastructure.

The response to dissident groups and independent media—whether by the Russian gov-
ernment itself or by staunch supporters—is indicative of a new trend in the politics of the
nation. Novaya Gazeta and other liberal and independent media are often attacked in cyber-
space due to the content of their publications, attempts to form new organizations (such as the
“Online Parliament”), or in advance of major protests. Further, these attacks are taking place
outside of civil conflict—so evenwhen dissident do not take up arms the state seems to be in a
constant state of cyber and information civil war. Finally, the use of highly effective cyber
weaponry, such as the Darkness/Optima botnet—even against well-resourced sites such
as LiveJournal, indicates a strong capability for cyber attack possessed by either the Russian
government and/or highly capable supporters. As of December 2011, 61.5% of the Russians
are registered Internet users.86 The opposition relies heavily on this medium as more conven-
tional media outlets are (traditionally) subject to the government’s censorship. With prolific
opposition bloggers like Navalny and a feasible rise in Internet users, it appears that the
government—which is so far not filtering the information provided on the Internet—is only
beginning to appreciate the opportunities this medium can provide.

IRAN—HOW THE 2009 ELECTIONS LED TO AGGRESSIVE
CYBER OPERATIONS

In the past 4 years, two events have shaped the Iranian government’s view of cyber war-
fare: Stuxnet and the 2009 Iranian presidential election. Stuxnet was a computer worm that
was designed to sabotage Iranian nuclear facilities and will be discussed in detail in the
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“Infrastructure Attack” part of this book (see Chapter 13). The Iranian elections saw wide-
spread use of social media among dissidents—particularly Twitter and YouTube (the access
to Facebook is usually blocked by the government)—along with dissident-launched DDoS
attacks against government run sites.87 In this section, we briefly review some of the cyber
attacks that occurred in the aftermath of the 2009 election. We will further examine a signif-
icant proregime Iranian hacker group known as the “Iranian Cyber Army” that started
gaining attention in 2010. Finally, we look at the Iranian government’s formal solution to deal
with problems arising from the cyberspace: the “Cyber Police.”

The 2009 Elections

The 10th presidential election of the Islamic Republic of Iranwas held in early June, 2009. In
the election, incumbent President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad obtained over 60% of the popular
vote—besting political rival Mir Hossein Moussavi.88 Moussavi was a former Iranian Prime
Ministerwho adopted a “reformist” platform that included awillingness to negotiatewith the
United States.89 Immediately following the election, Moussavi’s supporters took to the streets
in Tehran protesting the outcome of the election—claiming irregularities secured
Ahmadinejad’s victory.90

In the immediate aftermath of the election, Iran seemed to drop off the Internet. There were
six providers that connected the Iranian Internet to the rest of the world. All noted that com-
munication between the Islamic Republic and the rest of the world nearly stopped the day
after the election.91 It is unclear what caused the outage, but some suspect that the Iranian
government implemented deep-packet inspection (allowing extremely selective blocking
of potentially subversive communication) of all traffic entering and exiting the country.92

Such a measure would slow traffic to a crawl. However, Iranian citizens were able to work
around the restrictions imposed by the regime through the use of various proxy servers,93

including software known as Squid and Tor94 (Tor is discussed further in Chapter 7). Essen-
tially, a proxy server acts as an intermediary that enables the communication between two
computer networks.

Able to work their way around potential government censorship, the Iranian protestors
embraced social media—particularly using Twitter—to provide updates about their situation
to the outside world.95 In the immediate aftermath of the elections, they were producing over
100,000 Tweets a day relating to the protests.96 The U.S. government was encouraged by the
anti-Ahmadinejad demonstrations. The State department requested Twitter to postpone up-
grades to its software during the time of the protest in order to ensure the communication of
the dissidents.97 Ahmadinejad’s supporters were also present on Twitter, but they were sig-
nificantly outnumbered by the opposition.98

Another noteworthy use of the Internet by dissidents was YouTube. On June 20, 2009 apo-
litical Neda Agha-Soltan was gunned down watching a street protest. A bystander recorded
her fate on his phone and posted the video to YouTube. Neda soon became the symbol of the
cause of Iranian dissidents around the world.99,100 Supposedly, her killer was a member of
pro-government Basij militia.101

Basij-e Mostaz’afin (literally “Mobilization of the Oppressed”) is a force of currently
estimated 400,000 loyalists, which was founded by Ayatollah Khomeini in 1979 (during
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the Iran-Iraq war). Barely trained they were deployed in human-wave tactics, in which the
mere number of armed assailants is hoped to bring victory in close-range battles. During
the Iran-Iraq war, they would clear mine fields for the conventional (trained and thus
more costly) armed forces by running over them.102,103 Today, the “Basij Resistance Force”
is the feared auxiliary arm of the Revolutionary Guard and is called upon to disperse
antigovernment protests, quell dissident gatherings, and enforce dress codes.104 During
the postelection protests, an estimated seven protesters—among them Neda—are thought
to have died at the hands of Basij militants.105 Basij compounds are dispersed throughout
Tehran, whichmakes them readily available. As incentives to join themilitia for mainly lower
class Iranians (traditionally predominantly male, but more recently female Basijis take action
as well) to serve: money, a seat at a university,106 and possibly the benefits of a like-minded
community. The loyalist paramilitary troops are feared for their swift and brutal actions, the
employment of crude weapons (such as clubs, hoses, and other readily available material
which allows beating up protesters) as well as kidnappings.107

Neda’s death became the centerpiece of an information campaign by the dissidents and
their supporters—as it is thought to symbolize the excesses and brutality of the current
Iranian regime. In protests against the current Iranian regime signs depicting Neda or
containing the slogan “I am Neda,” feature prominently. In her mother’s words: “She’s dead
but her memory is getting brighter and brighter each day”108

During these events in Iran, a semiorganized network of hackers mobilized worldwide to
provide activists within Iran proxy servers, anonymizersf and any other appropriate technol-
ogies that would enable them to circumvent filtering and remain undetectable to Iranian au-
thorities in their communication and organization of protest. The project was called
“NedaNet”g (www.nedanet.org) named for the slain 26-year old.h As described earlier, the
Iranian government was suspected to have used “deep-packet inspection” to identify content
containing messages they did not want to leave Iran and block them. Proxies that encrypted
communications would therefore allow activists to communicate with the outside world. The
Iranian government reacted to NedaNet by blocking the Internet addresses of the servers and
proxies configured by NedaNet volunteers. This is due to an inherent weakness in a proxy
server: the address needs to be advertised for a user to access it in the first place. Unfortu-
nately, such advertising also allows adversaries (in this case the Iranian government) to either
monitor or block access to the servers.109

The protests and use of social media were also accompanied by some simple cyber attacks
against Iranian state-run media conducted by dissidents. As with the hacktivists noted in
the 2008 Russia-Georgia war and in the Israel-Hamas conflict, individuals were launching
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks using a tool that was circulated throughout their
online community. However, these DDoS tools were much less sophisticated—mainly
consisting of automaticWeb page refresh trappings such as Pagereboot.com and some simple

fAnonymizers are proxy servers that hide the source information (IP address) of the user—hence ensuring an

additional layer of privacy while he/she uses the Internet.
gIt apparently spawned the foundation of IT-company, NedaNET Inc., in Silicon Valley providing computer

and network counseling services to small and mid-size businesses (www.nedanet.com).
hThis is the organization whose public spokesperson was Eric S. Raymond.
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customized tools.110 Despite their simplicity though, these attacks were actually somewhat
effective. In an interesting counter-attack, the Iran news site Fars News added some code
to their home page that would redirect the attack to pro-opposition Web sites. However,
it was noted that this did not discourage the dissident attacks.111 This is possibly the same
incident described earlier in the chapter by the Harvard researchers.

The Iranian Cyber Army (ICA)

The Ahmadinejad regime ultimately weathered the storm following the June 2009 election.
However, Twitter had caused great international embarrassment to the government as this
allowed first-hand information to be reported from the protesters to international newsmedia
organizations. Supporters of the Iranian regime were likely interested in seeking some sort
of retribution. In December 2009, the proregime element got their chance with a “hack” of
Twitter—disabling the service for several hours.112 The group claiming responsibility is
known as the “Iranian Cyber Army” (hereafter, ICA) and had managed to replace Twitter’s
home page with a Web site stating “THIS SITE HAS BEEN HACKED BY THE IRANIAN
CYBER ARMY” followed by some anti-US rhetoric.113 The truth was that this hacking group
had not actually broken into Twitter’s server, but conducted a domain name hijacking. All
computers connected to the Internet can be identified by their Internet protocol (IP) address.
However, to avoid having users remember such addresses, domain name service (DNS)
servers act as sort of an“address book” resolving standardWeb site hostnames to IP addresses.
The ICAmanaged to change the corresponding IPaddress forTwitter, directinguser’s to oneof
their servers.114 Though it is unclear how the ICA accomplished this, there are a few ways to
hijack a domain name. One straightforward method is to deceive the domain name registrar
or register organizations into allowing the hijacker to reassign the site a new IP address. An
alternativewould beDNSpoisoning. In this type of attack, the hackers corrupt the information
on the DNS server (by hacking into that system) causing it to send users to an IP address of
the hacker’s choosing rather than the desired destination. Often, DNS poisoning attacks are
limited geographically as the user base of a given DNS server is normally limited in space.
Either type of attack requires much less computing resources (from the attacker) than a
DDoS, but is somewhat easier to overcome—particularly for a firm like Twitter. It is likely that
the ICA wanted to simply grab headlines and give the appearance that they exacted revenge
against Twitter. If that was their intent indeed, then they seem to have succeeded.

In another high-profile attack, the ICA targeted the Chinese search engine Web site
Baidu.115 The Baidu attack was similar to the Twitter incident and resulted in a similar
outcome—the site was unavailable for several hours.116 A third site was DNS hijacked at the
same time of the Twitter attack—the homepage of the Green Movement—mowjcamp.com.
The Green Movement is an opposition group that played a key role in the postelection pro-
tests.117 Unlike Twitter and Baidu, the Green Movement was offline (with respect to its DNS
name) for 6 weeks following the attack.118 The difference is whereas Twitter and Baidu are
connected to Tier 1 or Tier 2 ISPs, the Green Movement was more on the periphery of the
Internet. As described in the introductory part of this chapter, Tier 3 ISPs are usually lacking
the technical expertise and bureaucratic resources of the larger companies, so that the Green
Movement was forced to work through the time-consuming bureaucracy encountered with
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DNS disputes (when two parties register for the same URL name). The disputing second
party in this case was a fictitious individual set up by the ICA. The process of identifying
the legitimate owner of the domain name appeared to have been particularly lengthy. Hence,
the attack on the Green Movement was a very successful ICA operation.

ICA: Beyond Domain Name Hijacking

In 2010 and 2011, the ICA continued to make headlines with its signature domain name
hijacking, perhaps the most notorious of which was the attack on the Web site of the Voice
of America (VOA)—the U.S. government’s external broadcasting institution (Figure 5.4).119

However, there was another purpose for these attacks beyond media attention. In investig-
ating the ICA 2010 attack of the Web site TechCrunch, researchers found something interest-
ing. The DNS entry redirected users to an ICA server, which—as in the other attacks—
contained pro-Iranian regime messages. But this time the ICA server additionally executed
a script that caused a Web-browser vulnerability to install malware on users’ computer.120

Security researchers at Seculert analyzed this malware and found that it leverages numerous
exploits in the target operating system. They were also able to obtain access to a “control
panel” view of the malware that revealed statistics on infected machines. There, the re-
searchers found that over 400,000 computers had been infected. However, noticing that
the counter had been reset numerous times, the conclusion was reached that the number
of infected computers was much higher—the researchers estimated approximately 20million
infected machines.121 Based on this analysis, the ICA hypothetically used domain name
hijacking to create a botnet—likely for more devastating attacks in the future.i It also appears
that they intended to use the botnet to raise money for their organization—as the interface
uncovered by the researchers allows individuals to rent time on the botnet.122 Another inter-
esting aspect of such a botnet is that hijacked dissident sites, such as the Green Movements,

FIGURE 5.4 ICA “Defacement” of
the Voice of America Web site through
DNS hijacking. Thetechherald.com, used
with permission.

iBotnets are described in more detail in Chapter 2.
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are usually visited by dissidents. Most botnets allow the botmaster not only to control the bots
for a DDoS but also access to their systems. Hence, the ICA might as well gather information
on dissident systems.

Who Controls the ICA?

All that is currently known for sure about the ICA is that they are a pro-Iranian hacker
group, which has performed the aforementioned attacks. Though there has been no real ev-
idence showing them to be subordinate to the Iranian government, an Iranian dissident Web
site known as “The Green Voice of Freedom” claims that the ICA was created in 2005 as part
of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). The “Green Voice” also asserts that the
Iranian government forced hackers into the ICA by threatening with imprisonment.123 An
alternate hypothesis ponders that the ICA is actually a Russian group—not Iranian. The Cen-
ter for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) rejects this notion, stating that the domain
name hijacking efforts are a lower skill-level attack—as opposed to the technical prowess held
by Russian hackers.124 However, the CSIS analysis does not take into account that the orga-
nization likely used the domain name hijacking efforts to create a botnet.

Alleged Iranian Botnet Strikes

Whether or not the ICA is affiliated with the Iranian government, one thing is clear:
the hacking group launches cyber attacks that align well with the politics of the current
Iranian regime. Therefore, if the ICA or other pro-government Iranian hackers were working
to build a botnet, we would suspect the targets to be political in nature. In the fall of 2012,
botnet DDoS attacks occurred against several major U.S. banks including Bank of America
Corp., JPMorgan Chase & Co,Wells Fargo &Co, U.S. Bancorp and PNC Financial Services.125

Security researchers concluded that the attacks were the work of a botnet.
In late September, a group identifying itself as “The Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Cyber Fighters”

posted a declaration on Pastebin.j They stated that the DDoS attacks against the banks were
part of what they called “Operation Ababil” (“Swallow”). The “Cyber Fighters” claimed that
the attacks were in response to the low-budget anti-Islamic video “Innocence of Muslims”
that stoked the ire of the Muslim world.126 However, U.S. Senator Joseph Lieberman publi-
cally disagreed with this motivation, stating that he believed the attacks to be sponsored by
the Iranian government and executed in response to increased economic sanctions against the
Islamic Republic.127

The attack on the American banks was not the only cyber operation in the fall of 2012 that
were claimed by hackers on Pastebin and attributed to Iran. In August, the Saudi Arabian oil
firm Saudi Aramco revealed that it was a victim of a cyber attack that led to 30,000 of its work-
stations becoming disabled. The attack was the result of a piece of malware that erased the
master boot record (MBR) of the target systems which would cause them to be unable to start
up.128 The Master Boot Record is the first part of the hard drive that is accessed when a

jPastebin is a site used by hacker groups to post unattributed communication. Hackers from the group

Anonymous often use this site. We discuss this more in Chapter 6.
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personal computer starts up. Essentially, it lets the rest of the computer know what the major
portions of the hard drive contain. Without this information, the computer cannot start up
properly. Shortly after the attack, a group of hackers calling themselves the “Cutting Sword
of Justice” owned up to the incident and posted the IP addresses of the hacked computers on
Pastebin.129

Even though neither the Aramco nor the “Cutting Sword of Justice” identified themalware
used in the attack, security analysts found that the “Shamoon”malware included a command
to erase the MBR at the precise time of the Aramco attack and concluded that it was the cyber
weapon used in the incident.130 Some of the over-written files on the target computers were
replaced with images of burning American flags.131 About a week after the attack, Saudi
Aramco chief executive Khalid al-Falih stated that the company had recovered from the
attack and pointed out that the attack affected only the computer workstations—not systems
controlling oil production.132

Aswith the attacks on the U.S. banks, several analysts pointed to Iran as the perpetrator for
the Aramco incident.133 One interesting aspect of the Aramco attack is the fact that the at-
tackers claimed to be hacktivists yet other than hitherto known hacktivists conduct an attack
using a piece of malware—as opposed to a DDoS tool (such as those described already in
Chapters 2 and 3 and the LOIC tool described in Chapter 6). This could indicate that the
Cutting Sword either was somewhat savvier than a typical hacktivist group or were provided
themalware by a third party that holds a greater degree of sophistication. It is feasible that this
attack toowasmotivated by the resentment of the recent installment of economic sanctions on
Iran as mentioned earlier. Regardless, the Aramco attack, along with the attack against the
banks, was significant enough to warrant a statement by the U.S. Secretary of Defense Leon
Panetta in October 2012 where he warned the business sector of the perils of such incidents
(Figure 5.5).134

How do these two incidents illustrate the capabilities of groups such as the Iranian Cyber
Army once they have control of a large number of compromised systems? Irrespective of
whether or not these attacks were sanctioned by the Iranian government, it is clear that both
targets aligned well with the politics of the Islamic state. It is notable that the capability to
compromise a large number of computer systems is also useful for intelligence gathering

FIGURE 5.5 The cyber attacks against
numerous U.S. banks and Saudi oil interests in
the fall of 2012 led U.S. Secretary of Defense Leon
Panetta (pictured) to make a public statement
regarding these cyber operations in October
2012. DoD photo: http://www.defense.gov/.
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purposes. Groups such as the ICA, the Cyber Fighters, or the Cutting Sword could also pos-
sibly target organizations such as the GreenMovement for purposes of information theft. The
use of DNS hijacking could clearly sever this purpose: dissidents attempting to log on to their
group’s home pagemay receive a malware payload as a result of this technique. Themalware
can then reside on their system, sending information on the users back to the hackers (as we
shall see in similar events occurring in China in Chapter 7) or even disabling the systems as in
the Aramco attack.

The Iranian Cyber Police

By mid-2010, the Ahmadinejad regime apparently felt a desperate need to showcase the
nation’s cyber prowess. Not only had they experienced negative repercussions from dissi-
dents’ use of Twitter following the 2009 elections, but in June 2010, the Stuxnet worm became
known to the general public based on a security report by a small Belarusian firm known as
VirusBlockAda.135 We will discuss Stuxnet more in detail later in the book (Chapter 13), but
the political effect within the Iranian regime was very significant. In early 2011, the Iranian
government announced the creation of a “Cyber Police” that will handle “Internet crimes.”
According to Iranian Police Chief Esmaeil Ahmadi Moghaddam, the “Internet crimes” in
question include the use of cyberspace for “espionage and riots”—perhaps a reference to
Stuxnet and the 2009 postelection protests. Further, he stated that the Cyber Police would spe-
cifically focus on dissident groups.136 The Cyber Police has already been active—making a
few headlines in 2012. Specifically, they arrested several Iranian Facebook users from a group
called “Daaf and Paaf” that had organized an online beauty contest on Facebook. The chief of
the Cyber Police, Kamal Hadian, stated that the group was spreading corruption and immo-
rality.137 More recently, the Cyber Police announced that they plan to start blocking the illegal
use of Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) within Iran.138 Likely this is because VPNs can allow
users to access Web sites outside of the Iranian Internet—avoiding filtered and blocked
content. VPN would also prevent the Iranian government from examining the content
of the communications of an Iranian user with the rest of the world. In another current de-
velopment, there are reports that the Iranian government intends to create a “Halal Internet”
that imposes what has been termed as an “Electronic Curtain” of monitoring and restriction
on Iranian Internet traffic.139

The use of social media in the wake of the 2009 Iranian presidential elections, as well as the
discovery of Stuxnet led the Iranian government to accelerate and strengthen its cyber efforts.
The ICA, with possible connections to the IRGC, has launched several high-profile attacks
and at the same time seems to be establishing a sizable botnet. The Cyber Police, on the other
hand, appears to be cracking down on the internal use of the Internet in Iran. In one way, the
ICA can be viewed as an offensive asset and the Cyber Police as a defensive one.

Both the ICA and Cyber Police are relatively new, and it is feasible wewill readmore about
them in the near future. Another harrowing possibility includes the collaboration of the
two bodies: the intelligence gathered by the ICA by breaking into dissident systems could
be transmitted to the Cyber Police, which would proceed to arrest the identified dissident.
Further, it is certainly possible that these organizations (or others like them) may also start
working with tech-savvy Iranian proxies, such as Hezbollah (discussed in Chapter 4) and
Kata’ib Hezbollah (discussed in Chapter 9).
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SUMMARY

Cyber warfare knows no boundaries. Capabilities developed for interstate conflict can eas-
ily be leveraged for civil conflict and vice versa. Further, there are some special considerations
for dissident groups that should be kept in mind if they are to be used as a part of an infor-
mation operation campaign. Perhaps most importantly is that Web sites of the opposition are
more susceptible to attack due to their location on the Internet, often obtaining service from a
higher number Tier ISP. Additionally, organization similar to Iran’s “Cyber Police”—whose
stated mission is to curb dissident groups online—will likely appear in other countries as
well. Finally, it should be noted that capabilities used for internal government actions can
be easily used in interstate conflict as well. For instance, consider the large botnets created
by Russian criminal organizations or those of the ICA.
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INFORMATION IN THIS CHAPTER

• An overview of nonstate hacking groups

• An analysis of the ideological backgrounds

and modi operandi of gray and black-hat

hackers

• An introduction to the activities of

Anonymous, LulzSec, and others

• An overview of the online culture and

expertise that provides the basis for

“hacktivism”

Anyone can get on 4chan/7chan/someintegerchan/IRC and propose a raid or operation [. . .] It’s hard to say when it’s the

same people pursuing these different causes or different subgroups entirely. I suppose you could say “this group organized
at Anonops.net” or “that one from PartyVan.net,” but even those are pretty loose affiliations [. . .] it’s hard to say how

many people on those sites truly agree on what issues are important. Adrian Crenshaw1

This chapter introduces the hacker collective Anonymous as a real-world and highly popular
case study of hacktivism. While what this collective is accused of may not be new, the scale of
the activity and popularity of Anonymous certainly is. Anonymous’ roots, structures (or the
absence thereof), and history is the tale of a new form of political activism. Anons (activists in
the realm of Anonymous) merely need to share a common vision to act together for a cause.
Geographical boundaries are nonexistent allowing every human being with access to the In-
ternet to participate in protests of their choosing. In support of the Occupy Wall Street, this
new cyber social movement claims to represent the 99% of the nameless world population
whose lives are inhibited by more or less oppressive governments and corporations.2,3 The
protest is taken mainly to the Web sites of the targets, which are either defaced or subjected
toDDoS attacks. Claiming to defend and uphold the Internet as a forum of free speech to some
critics, the action appears to belie the collective’s proclaimed cause. Themore popular discus-
sions revolve aroundwhether Anonymous’ hacks are more than a nuisance. On the following
pages, we are trying to portray this elusive collective starting with an outline of its possible
internal structure according to the information obtainable through open source media: it ap-
pears that about two dozen skilled and experienced hackers, former members of the German
Chaos Computer Club constitute the directorate, which makes decisions about the general
direction, the ethics and enforces crude accountability thereto on behalf of the members of
the collective. Besides announcing campaigns (“operations”) that form the frame in which
individual attacks are undertaken, the leadership also resolves and plans more prominent
and sophisticated attacks. The original Anon used to call the “category b” of the largest
English image board 4chan his second home. On this legendary raucous subsection of the
anime-inspired message board, the authors of oftentimes repelling posts and images are
allowed to remain anonymous. Increasingly, b-tards (those who would identify 4chan’s
b-board as a main communication device or even living space) would refer to “Anonymous”
as if it was a real person. The collective’s label thus stands for every (potential) anonymous
online commentator as well as a nomer for an issue close to its heart: the protection of an in-
dividual’s online privacy. 4chan’s b-board has nothing to do with hacking and thus the
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legions of Anons originated here (as well as those who later joined from other forums and
IRCs) were often less-skilled hackers. Their activism is for the current select cause; their con-
tribution is their computer power as they provide bandwidth to a larger DDoS attack. How-
ever, from this mass of supporters, IRC- and system administrators form an intermediate
level in the Anonymous hierarchy. These people are knowledgeable with information tech-
nology and often moonlight as hackers. In May 2011, the moderator of an Anonymous IRC
channel took control of the servers that hosted the collective’s IRC network, redirected some
“AnonOps” domain names, launched a denial of service attack against the IRC servers, and
published the IP-addresses of everyone connected to those servers.4 So far, a group of people
employing user names like “Owen,” “shitstorm,” “blergh,” “power2all,” and “Nerdo” has
maintained the servers, paid the bills, registered the domain names, and moderated the IRCs
somewhat.5 Ryan stated his coup was motivated by his concerns over private decision mak-
ing on the part of “Owen” and the other leaders. Increasingly, it appeared that important op-
erations were decided upon and planned in invite-only chats.6 Lastly, it can be fathomed that
Anonymous, like other social movements, has a considerable amount of sympathizers, who
do not spend much time on IRC channels, but share the proclaimed ideals. They may down-
load the LOIC (LowOrbit Ion Cannon) to aid in the DDoS attack against Tunisian government
Web sites only, but refrain from any further participation in the future.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. After outlining the origins and the “mem-
bership” of the collective, we attempt to describe the motivations that drive Anons to act on
a certain target as well as their most common modus operandi of a DDoS attack. In the case
where self-professedmembers of the collective find it (forwhatever reason) necessary to expose
the target or affiliated individuals, they conduct cyber-exploitation operations. These may em-
ploy other tools, such as SQL injection, to capture personal or confidential data in order to pub-
lish it later on Pastebin. Over time, the collective morphed from the boundary transgressing
hive-mind of random actors to an organization that collaborates with hacker groups world-
wide—provided they pursue a shared goal. During its history, the Anonymous collective gave
birth to smaller entities that emphasize either certain aspects of the original Anonymous mo-
tivation or redefined its targets. Eventually, the collective stood to absorb the remnants of these
spin offs as their smaller, more structured organization proved to be their weakest point. The
chapter will conclude with the account of select examples of Anonymous’ hacking activities,
which help to illustrate the movement’s multifaceted, multifactional character. The study of
Anonymous and related groups is likely going to gain importance in the study of cyberwarfare.
The presence of politically motivated hacking groupswith an apparent core of highly skilled IT
personnel, in addition to their global distribution and ability tomass computing resources in an
attack, make this kind of organization rather formidable. Further, the political motivations and
willingness to conduct operations against government and military-affiliated Web sites cer-
tainly draws them into the fray of cyber war.

“CHAOTIC” BEGINNINGS: THE CHAOS COMPUTER CLUB, CCC

According to a hacker known as Commander X, Anonymous’ directorate formed itself from
the Chaos Computer Club (CCC).7 The CCC looks back on a 25-year history and is today the
largest European hacker conglomerate with its main headquarters in Hamburg, Germany.8
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Club members engage in technical research, anonymity, and IT services, and organize con-
ferences, campaigns (“Chaos Kampagnen”), and counsel politicians on information technol-
ogy. It understands itself as a medium operating in the tensions created between social
demands and technical development.9 Its most famous founderwasHerwart Holland-Moritz
(Wau Holland), who back in 1981 wrote an article titled “Computer Guerilla” for a German
left-wing newspaper (“Die Tageszeitung”) when computers and certainly hackers were not
commonplace.10 Shortly thereafter, he established the magazine “Datenschleuder” (literally
translated: data slingshot, with the subtitle Scientific Journal for Data Travellers11) for (aspiring)
hackers. In 2008, the magazine provocatively featured the finger prints of the (then) German
interior minister, Wolfgang Schäuble, and added to the public discussion about privacy in-
fringement by the government.12 The newly incepted Chaos Computer Club set out to shatter
trust in the security of computer systems.13 Wau Holland,14 founder of the CCC, was a tech-
nician and a writer with political vision and viewed hacking as a cultural service, his slogan
being “free access to information for everybody.”15 He never sought to earn money with his
skillsa;16 but instead eagerly wandered around teaching.17 Externally, the Chaos Computer
Club describes itself as a part of the “Chaos Family,”b which is made up of regional versions
of the club (e.g., CCC Berlin, CCC Karlsruhe) and organizations that are close in ideology
(e.g., a group of women computer scientists or a club that fights for civil rights and online
privacy), and/ or technically (e.g., a club of amateur radio enthusiasts). Internally the Chaos
Computer Club features three levels of authority: member assembly, executive board, and
advisory board (“Erfa-Beirat”).18 There is an initial and annual fee every member has to
pay. The CCC is regionally represented through “experience circles” (“Erfahrungskreise”)
or regional franchises, throughout almost all of Germany’s states and neighboring countries.
The club encourages on its Web site local foundations of the most basic and loose form
of like-minded get-togethers in the so-called Chaos Meetings (“Chaos Treffs”). The head-
quarters in Hamburg appears keen to keep track of the various loose group meetings
and franchises and organizes annual meetings with Erfa directors, as well as themed con-
gresses, and conferences of its own. Besides the annual Chaos Communication Congress,
which had to be moved from Hamburg to Berlin due to the number of attendees, the GPN
(“Gulaschprogrammiernacht” or goulash programming nightc) also has programming and
hacking workshops and lectures on social as well as political issues on its agenda. The Chaos
Communication Camp is held every 4 years and provoked interest across borders, which
established English as primary language of the event. The camp features 30 (in 2007, 70 in
201119) themed tent villages and an area dedicated to the arts. For the event in 2007, the project
“Hackers on a Plane” (a nod to the 2006 Samuel Jackson movie “Snakes on a Plane”)
flew participants in from the DefCon Conference in Las Vegas.20 The Easterhegg is another
annual happening that takes on the form of a conference with calls for papers that address
one of the topics of interest: “creative ways to utilize technology,” “biometric and genetic data
sets,” “IT- and network security,” “hackerspaces,” “energy and the smart-grid,” “hacktivism,
politics, and lobbyism,” “art with and around technology,” “government surveillance and data

a“No hacks for money” was one of his slogans.
bhttp://www.ccc.de/de/club/chaosfamily.
cA flyer from the co-organizer can be found here: https://entropia.de/wiki/images/6/69/GPN-Flyer.pdf.
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retention,” “civil rights in the digital age,” “data protection and information freedom,” and
“open government and open data.”d The Club also sponsors the SIGINT conference in Cologne
every year where hackers and “netizens” discuss societal life in the digital age with emphasis
on sociopolitical questions, “utopia,” and creative deviance (“Normverletzung”)—somemight
say hacktivism.21

The Chaos Computer Club first made headlines when in 1985 members hacked a home
terminal system that was then widely used in Germany and transferred DM 134,000 to the
Club’s bank account from a Hamburg bank,22 which they returned in a press conference
the following day. Bildschirmtext (Btx) was owned by the Deutsche Bundespost (German
Federal Mail Service, later privatized it took on the name Deutsche Telekom or German
Telekom), which before had asserted it was 100% secure.23 In 1985, the then 20-year-old Karl
Koche is a cofounding member of the Chaos Computer Club Erfa-circle in Hanover.24 To-
gether with Markus Hess and other hackers, he later became infamous for hacking into var-
ious U.S. systems stealing more or less sensitive data to sell it to the KGB (hence the catch
name “KGB-hack”).f

The Chaos Computer Club shares a common ground with Anonymous and its associates:
an Internet free of censorship.g;25 The Wau Holland Foundation, which was established after
the death of Wau Holland in 2001 and is “loosely”26 connected to the Chaos Computer Club,
made headlines in 2010with their funding efforts forWikiLeaks.27 The nonprofit organization
reimburses WikiLeaks’ business expenses with the donations they collect for WikiLeaks.28,29

Christopher Doyon is referring to the existence of “two dozen”30 people in his interview30

who act as a guiding and directive instance within the Anonymous-collective, which is often
portrayed as some sort of self-organizing co-op, but as ChristopherDoyon, self-professed per-
son behind ominous screen name “Commander X” and head of theAnonymous-friendly Peo-
ple’s Liberation Front quips “It takes organizers to get things done.”31

THE ROOTS OF THE ANON—4CHAN, 7CHAN,
AND OTHER MESSAGE BOARDS

Borne from the illustrious Anonymous contributors to 4chan’s early miscellaneous
b-forum who is either too busy or shy to identify him or herself, members of Anonymous to-
day are thought to be script-kiddies,h hackers, and those less able butwanting to contribute by

dEasterhegg 2012—Call for Participation—Crossing the Borders. URL: http://events.ccc.de/.
eAfter Karl Koch’s death, the CCC publishes an obituary, which can be found here: http://seti23.org/

illuminati/illuframe.html.
fThe case is described in detail in Clifford Stoll’s book “The Cuckoo’s Egg.”
gIn an interviewwith the Germanmagazine, Der Spiegel, Hendrik Fulda, a boardmember of theWauHolland

Foundation, distances his organization from Anonymous’ “Project Payback” stating: “We do not encourage

people to take such action, nor do we have anything to do with it.” (Der Spiegel, December 13, 2010).
h“Script kiddies” are amateur hackers whomerely follow instructions for a given hack or exploit—rather than

using technology to fully understand or create their own exploits.
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leveraging their computer’s resources. The ever-elusive Anon springs frommessage board to
message board (4chan/b, 7chan, 888chan.org, 711chan.org32, and the like) in search for pris-
tine ideas and true thoughts.33

4chan was created in October 2003 in the likeness of 2channel (2chan.net), an image board
highly popular in Japan dedicated to Anonymous postings concerning all walks of life. Here,
users could post pictures as well as text. The Anime-themed (Japanese animation) board was
what inspired the 15-year-old Christopher Pool (screen name “Moot”) to set up an English
version, hence 4chan.org was born with different subsections.i The random-subject board
was dubbed simply /b/ and would eventually make this image board famous. At the time
of this writing and according to its own statistics, the page serves 22 million plus impressions
to more than one million unique users each day and ranks number six in Google’s
PageRank.34 The majority of its users are said to be between 18 and 34 years old and mainly
male.35 Offensive too many, /b/made 4chan.org one of the largest Web forums in the United
States.36 A visit to the forum is a baffling experience for the uninitiated: repulsive images
mingle with funny ones (e.g., a dog wearing false teeth or a horribly mutilated dead body).
Pornography appears to be a staple of this online culture, in which at times it appears to serve
as currency. /b/ is an image board, where members (“b/tards”) post and share pictures of
any kind (the only taboo being child pornography). Other users respond to these pictures—
popular threads stay at the top. /b/ also is the birthplace of many of the Internet’s viral
memes like “LOLcat” and “rickrolling.” If the origins of the Anons can be traced to any
one point, it is this almost lawless online space and other forums like it whose Anonymous
community grew to be a shared collective identity.37 This collective identity used to describe
itself as an “Internet hate machine” with members using the online forum to vent real-world
troubles by cyber-bullying others or hacking for fun (“lulz,” see below) or the challenge.38

Anonymous utilizes forms of shock humor, including cringe, surreal, and black comedy,39

to make fun of everybody and everything. This principle is best expressed in the distorted
meaning of the nowadays ubiquitous “lol” (laughing out loud), “lulz” referring to the fun
derived from another person’s misfortune.

HOW WE ARE INFLUENCED BY 4CHAN: MEMES

At this point, a closer look at memes is adamant. Linguistically, “meme” is derived from
the Greek word “mimema” (“imitation”) and was coined to describe the spread of ideas and
cultural phenomena—in our case online. The theoretical concept of memes originates
from the philosopher Richard Dawkins,j and refers to units of information (e.g., a method
to make a clay pot, a painting or a catchy tune—any human expression that is meant to com-
municate an idea) that propagate through a culture. Memes live from their replication and

iRead more in Cole Stryker’s insightful book “Epic Win for Anonymous—How 4chan’s Army Conquered the

Web.”
jRichard Dawkins was the first to publish a book on the subject of memes and memetics called “The Selfish

Gene” in 1976.
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experience variations and changes after their inception and have to withstand the compe-
tition with other memes in order to survive.40 Hence, the term also refers to the jokes,
videos, and catchphrases that spread online. More exactly, meme is a popular post and
Cole Stryker proclaims in his book that 4chan is “the meme factory of the Internet.”41 4chan
was not the first and is not the only Internet forum producing, sharing, and replicating
memes,k but so far it appears to be the most viral. A self-professed Anon describes memes
as the 4chan/b/’s raison d’etre.42 Some memes that originated from or entered the vocabu-
lary of “b-tards” eventually became popular among Internet users in general. LOLcats is
a meme derived from the 4chan’s introduction of Caturdays—on Saturdays, the users
would post images of cats complemented with phrases representing the cats’ comments
(Figure 6.1).l

Othermemes refer to singers like Tay Zonday,whose original of the song “Chocolate Rain”
at the time of writing had over 79million views on YouTube. Since its first upload by the artist
in April 2007 on YouTube and its subsequent posting on 4chan.org (in July 2007), it experi-
enced numerous covers and remixes.44 Rick Astley experienced a comeback when his 1987
song “Never Gonna Give You Up” featured in a bait-and-switch practice, in which a seem-
ingly relevant link leads to the music video. The Internet user who falls prey to this particular
bait-and-switch trap is said to have been “rickrolled.”45 As the domain name suggest, theWeb
site Know Your Meme.com is generally a go-to source for popular and “dead” memes and
associated culture.

Even the term “Anonymous” really is a meme referring to bloggers in 4chan, 7chan, and
other image boards and associated with its ownmythology and aesthetic. “Every time you’ve
ever posted anything on the Internet without stating your name, you’ve been Anonymous,
and that’s all that defines Anonymous,” an Anon is quoted in an interview.46

FIGURE 6.1 A “Caturday” image. Anonymous mem-
bers would post Saturday images of cats with quotations
such as this. Source: M-J, WikiCommons.43

kAt the time of writing, there are many Web sites and fora dedicated to memes including knowyourmemes.

com, memegenerator.net, quickmeme.com, memebase.com, memecenter.com, and thedailymeme.com.
lFrom here, a now popular Web site dedicated to such postings spiraled out (icanhascheezburger.com).
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ANONYMOUS—ON IMAGE, STRUCTURE, AND MOTIVATION

Anyone can get on 4chan/7chan/someintegerchan/IRC and propose a raid or operation
[. . .] it’s hard to say how many people on those sites truly agree on what issues are important. Adrian

Crenshaw47

The meme “Anonymous” refers to a collective of image board users who seek to remain
nameless. Postings marked as “Anonymous” on image boards like 4chan (7chan, 711chan,
PartyVan.net, Anonops.net) are inclusive and unlimited (everybody can use this identification
as often as desired). On message boards posters sometimes jokingly pretend “Anonymous”
was a real person. Eventually, the concept of “Anonymous” signifies the term as a placeholder
for any and all people to represent an unnamed collective, a shared online identity for every-
body posting without giving specific names (logos commonly used to represent the Anony-
mous collective or parts thereof today can be seen in Figures 6.2 and 6.3). In various public
statements, the collective claimed to represent the real-world socioeconomical “99%”.48

Another 4chan/b viralmemewas substantiated by the first posting of the b/- internal char-
acter of the Epic Fail Guy in 2006, who—well—fails at everything he sets out to do. The Epic

FIGURE 6.2 The Guy Fawkes mask became a prominent symbol
of Anonymous. Source: Anon News Netherlands Blogspot, May 8, 2012.

FIGURE 6.3 The headless suit also became a symbol of
Anonymous. Source: sott.net, March 7, 2012.
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Fail Guy popped up in posts depicting him in ever new failure-adventures, one of which had
him find aGuy Fawkesmask in a trash bin.49 Two years later, Anonymous’ real world-protest
against the Church of Scientology (“Project Chanology”) had self-proclaimedAnonswear the
Guy Fawkes mask as a visual provocation.50

In the open media, Anonymous is described as “loose-knit,”51 which may either hint at an
inclusiveness of the membership (there is no apparent selection as to whomay join the forum
or at the irregularity of members—there is a large amount of fluctuation among the member-
ship). Other media outlets described Anonymous as “anarchic,”52 describing the apparent
lack of leadership. Commander X, “field commander” of the People’s Liberation Front
(PLF)m;53 an activist group founded in 1986,54 in an interview gave insight into the internal
structure of Anonymous and he stated that Anonymous’ organizational structure features
“about two dozen [. . .] oldern”55 leaders, who were once members of the Chaos Computer
Club. They make the decisions about what campaigns to endeavor, and “rein in the ‘kids’.”56

Not only is there evidence for an internal hierarchy but Anonymous also engages external
liaisons in a very structured and organized way: Commander X describes his PLF as being
subservient in their cooperation with Anonymous.57 Stemming from discussions on the
4chan/b/-board, the community ascribes itself labels concerning the duration of a person’s
experience in the community or an individual’s intention: “Moralfags”o—moral beings
through and through for whom there are (moral) limits to the ways and means to lulz,58 such
as do-gooders and political activists or “Hatefags”—who some people would say remain
most true to the original flavor of the board as the “Internet Hate Machine,” trolling the
Internet and hacking for the lulz.59 “Newfags” describe newcomer to the Internet or the
Anonymous scene, whereas “Oldfags” refer to people being perceived or perceiving them-
selves as experienced around this particular scene and its culture.60,61 Likewise, users who
are most active during the summer months causing notable hypes of activity across 4chan’s
boards are known as “summer fags.”62

Core “Anons” develop into some sort of leadership through creating a history of perma-
nent or frequent presence and certain activities. Leadership through visibility: Visible
“Anons” (such as Sabup) establish themselves through their visibility in IRCs as popularities
and become as such (informal) representatives of the movement.63 The longer a member
belongs to a movement the more he or she will recognize other members—not only through
faces, but also through names or, in this case, online user names. The individual online
handle, as it is being consistently used by a single, person undergoes the same process of
establishing an identity within a group as a natural person does in a face-to-face setting.

mThe PLF appears to be a smaller organization that started out as a “traditional” (face-to-face interactions and

physical, “real world” engagement to make their convictions known) activist group that always exploited the

possibilities of (using the internet for dissemination of information and for publicizing their motivations and

actions) and later solely depend on (it appears that the PLF from Operation NetShield in late 2001 on)

exclusively employs IT technologies as means of their protest.
nOlder in reference to the majority of Anons in their late teens and twenties.
oUsers on 4chan use titles containing a most striking feature of one another and add the suffix “–fags” when

referring to each other, e.g., Christians are called “Christfags” (Stryker 2012:72).
p(The real) Sabu (Twitter-name @anonymouSabu).
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The formation of hacking groups like LulzSec proves this very point as Parmy Olson illus-
trates in her book on Anonymous64:

There were three people, in three different parts of the world, and they had been invited into an online chat
room. Their online nicknameswere Topiary, Sabu, andKayla, and at least two of them, Sabu andTopiary,were
meeting for the first time. The person who had invited them went by the nickname Tflow, and he was also in
the room. No one here knew anyone else’s real name, age, sex, or location. [. . .] They knew snippets of gossip
about one another, and that each believed in Anonymous. That was the gist of it. The chat room was locked,
meaning no one could enter it unless invited. Conversation was stilted at first, but within a few minutes
everyone was talking. Personalities started to emerge. Olson (p. 10)64

According to Olson, this was the closed-door meeting that ultimately founded LulzSec, but
it shows that—just as in real life—certain people had been selected to form it.

Tflow, the guy who’d brought everyone here [. . .] had been with Anonymous for at least four months, a
good amount of time to understand its culture and key figures within it. He knew the communications chan-
nels and supporting cast of hackers better than most. Olson (p. 11)64

Similar to real-life interactions, the online handles produced identifiable characters that
could be called upon to join together and constitute a group who would meet and interact
more often with each other, plotting hacks, or just conversing. Eventually, via their online
IP addresses, law enforcement agencies in two countries would put an end to LulzSec. Some
Anons participating in the only campaign that had a real-life component so far, the protests
against the Church of Scientology, built real-life friendships.65,66

The PLF’s Commander X estimates that there are about 10,000 “Anons” worldwide who are
willing to join in Anonymous’ campaigns.67 Other than the leaders, these actors appear
“Anonymous” on the screen and represent thewhole idea of “Anonymous”: everybody could
and can be Anon.q Anons are everywhere, all the time, underestimated but crucial. Let us
think about what this means. Like other new social movements, Anonymous does not have
a consistent membership outside of its core group (if there is one). Who participates in an at-
tack depends on the target. Hypothetically, an individual Anon may take action once and
never again. Although unlikely, every attack could potentially be orchestrated by ever
new members. And it does not stop at attacks. The dilemma that comes with such an elusive
organizational structure is highlighted during “Project Chanology,” where someone posted a
YouTube video in the name of Anonymous threatening to blow up Scientology churches,
while other members denied the video was genuine.68 In December 2011, one group associ-
ated with Anonymous, LulzSec, claimed responsibility for the intrusion into the Stratfor
system and the theft of personal data and credit card information of thousands of its
customers.69 In the following 2 days, a Pastebin entry denied this claim70 while another
posting confirmed, once again, Anonymous’ involvement in the hack.71

Anonymous today is an inclusive network of screen names—anybody can sign up and create
multiple online user names as publically available accounts on the alleged LulzSec members in
the aftermath of the arrest wave suggest. At any given time, Anonymous’ physical structure is a
networkof computers that are online, loggedon in respective online forums (e.g.,messageboards

qParticipants in DDoS attacks using LOIC can legally be identified and arrested through their transferred IP

addresses.
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and IRCs) if only for communication and information purposes. At the time of this writing,
worldwide Anonymous groupswith a presence on the Internet include but do not suffice Anon-
ymous Sweden (Twitter @AnonOpsSweden, Facebook: Anonymous-Sweden), Anonymous
Mexico (Facebook: AnonMex), Germany (Facebook: OfficialAnonymousGermany, anon-ger.
blogspot.com, berlinonymous.wordpress), USA (Facebook: AnonUSA), UK (Anonymousuk.
org), Romania (Anonymousromania.com, Facebook: anonro, Anonymous-Romania), and China
(Twitter: @AnonymousChina). In Germany, Anonymous has launched a Web site (nazi-leaks.
net) exposing donors, as well as emails and personal data of members of the neo-Nazi political
party and other politically far-right extremist groups as part of Operation Blitzkrieg.72

Somemembers of the now highly publicized strands of Anonymous appear to be young ro-
mantic idealists who set out to protect the Internet—as an arena of true democracy, free speech
and information, and transparency. Hence, any institution, be it a government or a religious
organization, and any individual whose actions are perceived to counteract these ideals
becomes a possible target mainly of DDoS attacks or Web site defacement. Taking much inspi-
ration from popular culture, Anonymous often cites popular culture such as the movie “Fight
Club”73 when described by self-professed members. In an apparent contradiction to what
Anonymous has set out to defend and protect—transparency—self-professed Anons hold
themselves to a rule resembling the first two rules of “Fight Club”r: “Do not talk about Anon-
ymous.”74 The headless suit, a ubiquitous graphic that has come to symbolizeAnons, is thought
to be adopted from a painting by Rene Magritte.75 Another popular culture token prevalent
with these groups is the Guy Fawkesmask.Wearing Guy Fawkes masks in real-world protests
may be inspired by Alan Moore’s illustration for the comic book series (and 2005 movie
adaptation) “V for Vendetta.” The main character in the comic book series, who just calls
himself “V” and wears a Guy Fawkes mask at all times, is determined to bring down the to-
talitarian government of a dystopian near-future Great Britain. While he is portrayed as an an-
archic character in the original comic book series, themovie paints himmore as a revolutionary
and freedom fighter (see figure 6.4 for slogans reminiscent of this cultural reference). The film
culminates in the blowing up of the Palace of Westminster in the night of November 5 in
reference to the historical Gunpowder Plot in 1605.76

The adoption of the mask into the realm of Anonymous—like Anonymous itself—came by
way of 4chan’s b-board coinciding with the release of the movie, “V for Vendetta,” in 2006.77

In a discussion thread, the mask is found by an existing fictional protagonists who fails at
everything he attempts (hence, he is called the epic fail guy). With the first real-world protest
in Project Chanology, the masks first appeared worn by protestors to conceal their identity.
Combined with a black business suit, white shirt and black tie, the mask has subsequently
been identified with the movement. The masks depiction as well as references to the movie,
“V for Vendetta,” repeatedly appeared in the collective’s communication.

InMay 2012, Anonymous launched “OperationMayhemCode Tyler” in obvious reference
to the cult movie “Fight Club”.79

rThe first two rules Fight Club members have to adhere to are: “The first rule of Fight Club is: you do not talk

about Fight Club. The second rule of Fight Club is: you doNOT talk about Fight Club” (Chuck Palahniuk. 1996

(2005) “Fight Club”, Norton, p. 50).
sLike a meme, characters like this appear repeatedly through bloggers posting about them in another context

or situation (much like a running gag).
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The Anonymous slogans vary, but all stress that Anonymous represents The People, every-
body, but the establishment: “Anonymous—We Are Everywhere—We Are Legion—We
Never Forget—We Never Forgive—Expect Us” or alternatively “We are Anti-Security, We
Are the 99%,”t;80 (Figure 6.5) “WeDoNot Forgive,WeDoNot Forget, ExpectUs!”More focused,
Anonymous’ and PLFs historically seem to spring into action when their decision makers
perceive the freedom of information and expression is curbed. Yet, as mentioned earlier, the
motivations are almost as numerous as the number of members: albeit sharing (for the most
part) a hazily defined ballpark ideology the Anonymous collective is driven by a number of
motivations (in publications Anonymous representatives referred to a “hive-mind”). As de-
scribed earlier, each act could be viewed as a democratic process in which activists decide on
a case-by-case basis whether they render bytes for the cause. Anonymous’ motivation appears
to be more of a patchwork with the rationalization for each hack (and quite possibly
each member) differing.u In a few cases, the disparity among the collective’s motivation is
revealed when claims of responsibility are issued, withdrawn, and reissued from different
subsets of the collective.v This also throws some light on the structure of the collective and its
internal (lack of) communication. Hence, it is very feasible that no Anon could draw a map of
his collectiveandall its subsetsandsubgroups.Understoodassuch thecollective’sname“Anon-
ymous”notonly isdescriptiveof its structure, but alsoof its (main)motivationandgoals, suchas
protectionofonlineprivacyanddigital rights,unrestrictedusageof the Internetasaforumfor the
publication and exchange of however skewed ideas. These ideals brought the collective into
opposing Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA),
which intend to bolster copyright law and intellectual property rights, respectively. Although
Anonymous’ campaigns were graded as “very noisy, low-grade crimes” in a CNN article,81 it
may appear tomany that nowprotests can be executed from the comfort of themembers’ home.

Like other social movements, Anonymous seeks publicity in order to appeal to a certain au-
dience. The media frenzy started with a Fox News report most famous (now infamous) for its
depicting a burning van in support of the claim that Anonymous conspired to blow up football

FIGURE 6.4 Inspired by the comic book and film “V for
Vendetta,” anti-establishment rhetoric, often accompanied
by the ubiquitous Guy Fawkes mask, is a staple of the col-
lective. Source: Twitpic Anonymous Circle.78

tThis phrase is also used by the Occupy Movement (CNN, December 01, 2011).
uWhere available in open media reports, we noted the stated motivation for each represented hack within the

text body as well as in the list of events in Appendix II.
vAs was the case in the Stratforhack of December 2011 (Pastebin entry by “Guest,” December 25, 2011,

“Emergency Christmas Anonymous Press Release,” URL: http://pastebin.com/8yrwyNkt and Pastebin entry

by “Guest,” 12/26/2011, “Merry LulzXmas,” URL: http://pastebin.com/q5kXd7Fd).
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stadiums across America.83 The person responsible for posting these threats on 4chan/b/ (and
another 40 Web sites) in fall of 2006 turned himself in.84 “The report (Fox News) gave us carte
blanche. You realized you could get attention,” a self-proclaimed member of the collective
stated in an interview much later.85 Whether it matters if this attention is positive or negative
is again reflective of the collective’s character. People who would call themselves “Anons” dif-
fer so much in their motivation; their evaluation of media coverage does so, too. The under-
standing of what Anonymous is to the individual Anon influences the ways in which this
individual participates in Anonymous’ attacks and its evaluation in the media. 4chan users
who set out to wreak havoc and are dubbed “Internet hate machine” might not mind negative
press. Politically aware Anons who see the Internet as a tool to change the world are probably
interested in positive media coverage in order to recruit those in the audience who share their
view. This part of Anonymous is interested in being viewed as acting in ethical ways (indeed
they are called “moralfags” on 4chan) and do not condone the act by its goal: “any illegal act
acted out by someone on the Internet is denounced by Anonymous [. . .] We’re not terrorists.
We’re not bullies,”86 an Anon from Sydney explains in an interview.

Having inmind the structure of the collective, it is also easy to understand the apparent con-
tradictions in what Anonymous claims to be its goals and ideals and its actions. How is it pos-
sible to punish Internet censorship as exercised by regimes and governments with DDoS
attacks and Web site defacements while at the same time taking down Web sites and hence
rendering them unavailable? How is it reconcilable to fight for privacy in the digital realm
and publish huge data files of personal information? Apparently, there are some Anons
who are aware of these paradoxes and their effect on the collective’s image, who refrain from
publishing the personal information they captured and only post censored proof of their hack.87

ANONYMOUS—EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS AND SPIN OFFS

Anonymous has declared solidarity with numerous other social movements like the An-
imal Liberation Movement and the Occupy movement (such as Occupy Wall Street or Occupy
London).88 It appears that Anonymous takes on the cause of the social movements, expands

FIGURE 6.5 Often referring to themselves as the
“99%,” members of the Anonymous collective often
would often launch cyber attacks in a stated effort to sup-
port online privacy. Source: Twitpic Anonymous Circle

(@AnonCircle).82
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their action into the realm of the Internet, but also undertakes its own actions dedicated to the
specific causes. Self-proclaimed Anons participated in the occasional Occupy protest featur-
ing the iconic mask. Julian Assange, cofounder and chief-editor of the whistle-blowing Web
site, WikiLeaks also addressed an Occupy protest in London in October 2011.89 About a year
earlier, WikiLeaks drew ire with the publication of U.S. government cables and lost hosting
resources and funding pathways. Anonymous then declared to fully support the organiza-
tion and its cofounder, which they mainly realized by targeting Amazon, Mastercard, VISA,
PayPal, and others who had broken off their business relationshipwithWikiLeaks with DDoS
attacks and data breaches.90,91 The Stratfor hack in December 2011 officially constitutes the
first cooperation of Anonymous with WikiLeaks as the latter published millions of sensitive
emails captured in the Anonymous raid.92 Due to the shared objective of information free-
dom, Anonymous sources report a personnel crossover between the two entities since the
February disclosure of the Stratfor e-mails.93 Later, hackerswith #OpAntiSec and the People’s
Liberation Front would again turn to WikiLeaks with a huge data trove taken from servers in
Syria.94 Though, the cooperation does not appear to be as smooth as could be expected as can
be seen in a row about the release of the Syria data between the author(s) of Anonymous Twit-
ter account (@AnonymousIRC) and the WikiLeaks-tweeter(s).95 The inauguration of Par:
AnoIA, a data dump site set up and run by someAnons, also caused altercations asWikiLeaks
apparently perceives the project as competition.96 In the months leading up the launch of this
and another related site (Anonpaste, to be introduced later), doubts arose about the sincerity
of the go-to dumping site for Anons, Pastebin.97

The People’s Liberation Front (PLF) engages in political activism and civil disobedience
since 198598 and joins in select Anonymous hacks. Gradually, while technical possibilities
arose, it shifted its activities from real-world protests to the exclusive use of the Internet.
According to its own reporting the PLF started their career in information technologies with
phreaking, developing a device (“chinger”) that mimicked the frequency of a pay phone after
coins were inserted.99 In their manifesto, the PLF claims to be a “nonviolent group of freedom
fighters,”100 whose foremost interest lies in the protection of the Internet as a source of em-
powerment to individual freedom.101 In the same vein, these activists support other groups
and organization who share causes among others, and besides select Anonymous operations,
Germany’s Chaos Computer Club and the Internet Defense League.102 Fugitive Christopher
Doyon is believed to be Commander X,103 the head of the PLF. After his arrest in Santa Cruz,
California, on charges of participating in an Anonymous-related DDoS attack on the city’s
Web site in September 2011,104 he fled to Canada, where he appears to be still active and en-
tertaining contact with the media.105

Famous for its breaches into Manwin-owned pornography Web sites in early 2012,106,107

Th3 Consortium posted subsequently the captured personal information emphasizing espe-
cially data pertaining to government employees and military personnel. At the time of writ-
ing, there has been no news on the group for 4 months.

Amore prominent related hacking group known as TeaMp0isoN (read: team poison) is said
to have been founded in 2010.108 The eight members of this group have allegedly accom-
plished several notable hacks. These include the theft of information from Research In Motion
(RIM, the makers of the BlackBerry),109 former British prime minister Tony Blair,110 the
United Nations,111 the Australian government, and the Panasonic Corporation.112 In the case
of Blackberry, TeaMp0isoN acted to take revenge on the company’s attempts to aide
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authorities in the localization of participants in the London riots.113 It appears that the hackers
mostly breach IT systems in order to steal and later publish personal or confidential informa-
tion on Pastebin. The online equivalent for stalking is called “doxing” and entails any permis-
sible or illicit action to obtain personal information on the selected person such as names and
addresses of family members, their employers, where the children go to school and such.114

The collected data is then published onlinemainly to amuse and harass.115Members of Anon-
ymous in their protest of Sony suing George Hotz for altering and manipulating his
Playstation collected information on the private addresses of Sony executives. Online open
sources give away how much in property taxes they pay, how spacious the house, and
who the neighbors are.116 Other sources of dox—the data collected—are often obtained
through social engineering. The term was popularized by a famous hacker, Kevin Mitnick,
and refers to the practice of manipulating people into unknowingly provide information
on or access to the target. Social engineering involvesmany real world and online tricks found
in the toolbox of a theft: a convincing personality is key to obtain confidential information
about the company you are working for over the phone by impersonating a coworker or au-
thority figure or to coax the delivery truck to a new address.117 Social media scams like
obtaining access to a Facebook account and subsequently asking friends for money to help
out in an alleged dire situation or click jacking scamsw like the “see who viewed your
Facebook profile”—trick that aims at obtaining personal information.118

Anonymous members used social engineering against HBGary Federal and CEO Aaron
Barr when they engaged in an email conversation claiming that they were HBGary founder
Greg Hoglund to obtain access to a simple company account.119 We describe astonishing
cases of online social engineering via social networking sites in Chapter 9.

Besides collecting personal information, hackers might engage in the occasional Web site
defacement. Public communication is undertaken via TeaMp0isoN’s Twitter accounts,
@TeaMp0isoN,120 and others. In addition to the hacks, TeaMp0isoN members also targeted
a British police terrorism hotline121 andMI6’s phone service122 with automated prank calls.123

The apparent head of the hacker group, then 18-year-old Junaid Hussain aka TriCk,124 was
arrested in April 2012. Other self-proclaimed members include “Hex0010,”125 “iN ŜaNe,”126

and “MLT,” whowere arrested by British police inMay 2011.127 TeaMp0isoNmembers in the
past claimed their foremost cause is the exposure of wrong doing especially by governments.
Like that special benevolent brand of Anonymous, TeaMp0isoNmembers insist that they are
not interested in intruding in ordinary citizens’ privacy: “We do not release stuff which
causes problems for innocent people, we do it to thosewho deserve it.”128 But they apparently
also dislike “script kiddies” who embarrass skilled hackers and saw LulzSec129 and Anony-
mous members as such.130 Before joining forces with Anonymous, team members set out to
reveal identities of LulzSec-members and the progovernment hacker, th3j35t3r (The Jester).131

According to an interview with Fox News, TeaMp0isoN is officially sympathizing with the
Palestinian Mujahideen Hacking Unit and the Pakistan Cyber Army.132 In operations
OpRobinHood, OpCashBack, and OpCensorThis, the merger of TeaMp0isoNwith the Anon-
ymous collective formed p0isAnon picked up the fight against corporate banks.133,134 It is also
believed that TeaMp0isoN members participated in the Stratfor hack in December 2011.135

wClickjacking scam obtains targeted information by duping the victim into clicking certain buttons and links.
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But Anonymous is not restricting its reach to the English-speakingworld. In April 2012, the
outlet, #FreeAnons, published a video declaring Anonymous’ support for the Turkish left-
wing hacker group, R3dH4ck (RedHack).136 Members of this group hacked into computers
of the Turkish police and captured information that they perceive is underlining the claim
that the Turkish police are corrupt, using illegal means to further their end, many police de-
partments suffered DDoS attacks.137 In an attempt to curb R3dH4ck, the Turkish authorities
arrested seven people, who appear unrelated to the hacker group, which proceeds with in-
trusion into government affiliated IT Systems as published on their Twitter account
(@r3dh4ck).138 Following the Turkish government’s declaration of the group as terrorists,
Anonymous launched “OpSupportRedHack”139 in July 2012 and took down the Web sites
of the Turkish Police Directorate (www.egm.gov.tr) and subpages of the Turkish National
Intelligence Agency (www.mit.gov.tr).140

Out of the turmoil created by LulzSec’s and T3amP0ison’s demise another hacker group
took shape out of the ubiquitous and fluid structure of Anonymous. Malicious Security (or
MalSec) is apparently comprised of Anons who claim to refocus on political activism and that
it would avoid harming individuals as they criticize Anonymous for hurting citizens by steal-
ing and publishing confidential information such as credit card details.141 It is also in con-
tempt with the in-fighting within the Anonymous collective, referring to LulzSec head,
Hector Xavier “Sabu” Monsegur, aiding the FBI in arresting other LulzSec members.142

MalSec makes extensive use of blogs and social media, entertaining presences on Twitter
(@malsec), Facebook (Malicious Security) and posting their introductory video on
YouTube.143 Eventually, they hacked into government and government affiliated as well
as corporate bank Web sites in Romania, Bhutan, the Philippines, and other countries using
SQL injection.144,145 In late March 2012, the breach into theWeb site of Security Centre Ltd. on
the Cayman Islands resulted in its defacement and a polite to-do-list on how to fix the security
issues that allowed the hack.146 As it seeks to replicate the structure of the much larger Anon-
ymous collective147 and avoid the disadvantages of the highly visible and active directorate
that brought LulzSec and TeaMP0ison down,148 it also has to face the accompanying side ef-
fects. It will have to be seen, if the fluidity in membership and the decentralized leadership
will collide with the proclaimed goals of MalSec.

The possibly most prominent association with hacking groups and Anonymous in 2011 is
LulzSec, which in its claim that their only motivation and cause to their numerous and highly
publicized hacks be amusement appears most contrary to the most vociferous political and
ethical hackers within the Anonymous collective (alas at least at the time of writing, in the
summer of 2012).

YOUR SECURITY IS A JOKE: LULZSEC

An alleged Anonymous spin off that would later rejoin the collective, Lulz Security (also
called itself LulzBoat) announced an end to its “50 day cruise”150 on Twitter on June 26, 2011
(LulzSec’s logo can be seen in Figure 6.6 below). Although one of their slogans, “Laughing at
your security since 2011,” suggests a longer life-span may have been intended, LulzSec offi-
cially lasted only for 50 days. The name is derived from the popular Internet meme “lol” for
“Laughing Out Loud” and is meant to represent the group’s main motivation: fun.151 On the
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contrary, many alleged and confirmed LulzSec hacks were propelled by an ideology close to
that of Anonymous (otherwise LulzSec would hardly qualify as actors of hacktivism). As in
the hacks of Nintendo and the British National Health Service (NHS), LulzSec members at
times present their action as aiding in the discovery of system vulnerabilities.x;152 LulzSec ap-
parently sees the protection of customer data as a responsibility of an online service. They
justified their attack on SonyPictures.com as an exposition of the company’s inability to live
up to that standard.153 In other campaigns, LulzSec portrays itself as a defender of human
decency and civil rights. In this vein, they accusedArizona law enforcement of racial profiling
and corruption.154

Since late April, the Anonymous spin-off identified, breached, and circumvented security
of computers around the world including Fox News,155 the U.S. Public Broadcasting System
(PBS) television,156 Sony Corp. compromising more than one million user accounts,157 the of-
ficial CIAWeb site (www.cia.gov) knocking it offline for a few hours158,159 as well as the Brit-
ish Serious and Organized Crime Agency (SOCA). Other targets included two Web sites
associated with the government of Brazil, an Irish political party, and MasterCard aside sev-
eral cases in which participation was denied (Sega, UK census 2011). A more complete list of
LulzSec events with alleged motivation can be found in Appendix II. The hack of the British
tabloid The Sun and its sister-newspaper The Times posting a story announcing the death of
Rupert Murdoch160 was orchestrated after the disbandment of the group was already an-
nounced and could hint at disunity among group members. A week prior to its retirement
on June 20, 2011 LulzSec announced its merging with Anonymous in the Operation Anti-
Security (also OpAntiSec or #AntiSec), in which government agencies, banks and corpora-
tions are targeted in an effort to protest against Internet censorship and surveillance as well
as to protect privacy.161

FIGURE 6.6 The LulzSec’s logo.149

xAs will be described later, a few members, including the alleged head of LulzSec have worked as IT

professionals specializing in uncovering system vulnerabilities (The Telegraph, June 9, 2011).
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LulzSec used Twitter (@LulzSec - The Lulz Boat) to announce its campaigns as well as to
celebrate their success in a taunting language.162 Inmid June 2011 a tweet advertised a hotline
and encouraged “true Lulz fans” to call in and suggest targets (614 LULZSEC).163 To commu-
nicate with one another aWeb site called paste.org was utilized.164 In their attacks, DDoS and
the exploitation of SQL injection vulnerabilities dominate.

The alleged head of LulzSec, (TheReal) Sabuy a 28-year-old New Yorker IT consultant,
whose real name, Hector Xavier Monsegur, was officiallyz;165 revealed after he led law en-
forcement to the remaining members of the group in early March 2012. As a former member
of the defunct IT-security company TigerTeam-Security,166 he was skilled and trained to find
vulnerabilities in computer systems (a hacker with these skills is also called “rooter”).167,168

Monsegur also entertained a private blog on the matter (http://xavsec.blogspot.com).
He pleaded guilty to “computer hacking conspiracy” in August 2011 after the FBI closed
in on him in June 2011, when several members of Anonymous were arrested. Monsegur’s
IP address (and eventually physical location) was disclosed as he logged on to an IRC server
without using an IP-encoding service.169 It is possible that rival hacker groups and pro-
government hacktivists aided the FBI in identifying Sabu.170 Monsegur allegedly decided
which campaigns to embark upon and famouslymotivatedAnons. Besides computer hacking
charges, he also confessed to have sold stolen bank information online and to have used stolen
credit card information to purchase car parts for himself among other petty crimes.

With Sabu’s help five more LulzSec members were identified and located mainly in
Britain and Ireland. Sabu’s alleged second-in-command went by the screen name Topiary,
who acted as “PR-guy” posting for LulzSec on Twitter.171 Gregg Housh, who became a sort
of a spokesman for Anonymous after his unmasking, stated that a Topiary Gardenslayer was
well acquainted with AnonOps, the servers hosting all of Anonymous’ communication
fori.172 Jake Davis, who was found to be behind the pseudonym, was arrested in July 2011.
The then 19-year-old resident of the Shetland Islands was subject of the “Free Topiary” cam-
paign kicked off by Anonymous after his arrest while part of the collective still insisted the
police had arrested the wrong person. The 25-year-old (in 2012) Ryan Ackroyd of Doncaster
allegedly used the screen names “Kayla,” “lol,” and “Lolspoon” and was arrested in summer
2011.173 His specialty, too, was to identify weaknesses in the targeted computer systems and
circumvent their security.174 Together with Jake Davis, Darren Martyn (aka Pwnsauce,
raepsauce, networkkitten),175 and Donncha O’Cearrbhail, he is charged with the Fox, Sony,
and PBS breaches.176 The latter, known by the screen name “palladium,” is additionally
accused of eavesdropping on a conference call concerning Anonymous between the FBI
and the London police and subsequently posting it on the Internet.177 Tflow—a 16-year-
old London resident, whose name was not revealed due to his young age, was one of the
arrested in the summer 2011 international sweep.178 Much earlier Web designer Sven
Slootweg (screen names Joepie91 or Joepie92) was ousted by the then rival hacker group
TeaMp0isoN. Not all of these hackers were steady members of LulzSec, but Joepie, Storm,
Neuron, and trollpoll were said to have been participating fans or infrequent guests.179

yOther screen names Monsegur used were Xavier Kaotico, Leon, and Xavier de Leon.
zA hacker with the pseudonym KillerCube posted Sabu’s real name and physical address along with other

personal data and affiliations on Pastebin in late June (KillerCube pastebin-entry, June 22, 2011).
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Another temporary member known by his/her screen name Devrandom ad recursion quit
after the FBI hack.180 The British and Irish nationals arrested in earlyMarch 2012 face possible
extradition to the United States on charges that range from theft of confidential data to
mishandling of computers, computer hacking, as well as conspiracy and if convicted warrant
up to 20 years imprisonment.181

The Facebook presence of LulzSec appeared to have grinded to a halt after the March-
arrests as there were no new posting for about 2 weeks. On March 19, 2012, the status was
updated with the post seen in Figure 6.7.

But the group’s Facebook activity has since been rather sporadically. Later in spring of
2012, “LulzSec Reborn” (on Twitter as @lulzboatR) claimed the intrusion and theft of data
of 170,000 militarysingles.com users.182

Another offshoot of Anonymous, Th3CabinCr3w (“The Cabin Crew”), experienced a sim-
ilar fate. In “Operation Pig Roast” Th3CabinCr3w hacked intoWeb sites of U.S. police depart-
ments and other government-affiliated departments with employing SQL injection
methods.183 In response to the Brazilian governments’ initiative to control Internet content
for their population, members of the CabinCr3w posted captured confidential information
in “Operation Satiagraha.”184 Two alleged members, John Anthony Borell III from Toledo,
Ohio aka “Kahuna” and Higinio O. Ochoa III aka “w0rmer” or “higochoa” from Galveston,
Texas are currently under arrest.185 The latter published a letter on Pastebin recounting his
arrest and the FBI’s apparent attempt to recruit him in order to capture the remaining crew
members.186 Following the arrests, the remaining members announced in a post on
anonnews.org on April 17, 2012 that they are rejoining the Anonymous collective.187

The3CabinCr3w ceded their considerable online presence on several social networking
and bloghosting sites, such as Facebook,aa Scribd,bb Twitter,cc and Tumblrdd in March or
April 2012, respectively.

ANONYMOUS’ MODUS OPERANDI

I think what is, important about Anonymous is that it works, I don’t know how it works but it
works Australian Anon quoted in NineMSN, May 8, 2008188

FIGURE 6.7 LulczSec was sporadically active on
Facebook.

aahttps://www.facebook.com/pages/Cabin-Cr3w/200338873391440.
bbhttp://www.scribd.com/CabinCr3w.
cchttp://twitter.com/CabinCr3w/.
ddhttp://cabincr3w.tumblr.com/.
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Avideo, mostly published on YouTube, announcing a new campaign kicked off many pro-
jects in the past.189 Additionally, every “operation” (“AnonOp”) is declared beforehand on
Twitter (@YourAnonNews, @Anon_Central), tumblr (youranonnews.tumblr.com), and
first-hand Anonymous Web sites, such as anonnews.org and whyweprotest.net. Other com-
monly used outlets are Pastebin, Pirate Bay,190 and Facebook (Anonymous News Net-
work).191 Internet Relay Chats (IRC) and image boards, Internet forums, as well as wikis
serve the purpose of online communication and coordination.ee These as well as the
partyvan.info192 hosted raid boards and IRCs as well as those run by AnonOps (anonops.
ru, anonops.net) are apparently used to garner support for ideas from individual Anons.
The Web sites of collaborating hacktivist groups, too, may explain the mission and extend
the opportunity to participate to the visitor.193 One chan user might post a call to arms where
s/he perceives something is wrong or has potential of being fun. If enough other users agree a
date is set on which the operation is launched.194 If the initial recruiting process was unsuc-
cessful, nothing will happen. Factors that might motivate an Anonymous attack (i.e., further
the recruitment process to an individual idea) are the lulz-potential,ff perceived arrogance of
the potential target, and perceived Internet censorship or other ethical or moral challenges.195

The latter may be secondary or even afterthought for themere justification of the hacks for the
public eye and the decisive moment is the actual possibility to achieve the desired results (al-
though the ensuing real-world consequences may not necessarily have been anticipated
fully).196

The most often employed tactic in Anonymous & Co.’s campaigns is the distributed denial
of service attack (DDoS). As with the some of the other DDoS attacks discussed in previous
chapters, the DDoS attacks of Anonymous rely on DDoS tool provided to the hacktivist par-
ticipants. These tools were somewhat more advanced than the software used by Russian
hacktivists in the Georgia cyber campaign (Chapter 3), but unlike the “voluntary botnet” used
by pro-Israel supporters against Hamas (Chapter 4) they do not allow a central C&C total con-
trol over the user’s computer. The creation of such tools allows Anons to participate with vir-
tually no hacking skills—while still contributing their computing resources. The most widely
known software of this sort in use by Anonymous includes the LowOrbit Ion Cannon (LOIC)
and the RefRef Web script.197 The latter of which was meant to replace the former in Septem-
ber 2011 since LOIC retains the IP address of the senders, which lead to numerous arrests of
Anons.198 The RefRef Web script is a command-line-based Java site that exploits SQL
and Javascript vulnerabilities in order to exhaust the server supporting the Web site.gg

eeEspecially 4chan, 711 chan, Encyclopedia Dramatica, IRC channels, YouTube, and (supported) blogs (e.g.,

anonops.blogspot.com (by invitation only), Legion News Network and AnonNews.org as news outlets,

whyweprotest.net (Anonymous supported website originally in support of operation Chanology, but

expanded to service the organization of protest initiatives and campaigns, grass root activism), and

Anonywebz.com (Anonymous tool network), social networking services like Twitter and Facebook are used to

organize real-world protest.
ffAccording to Adrian Crenshaw (“Crude Inconsistent Threat”), this is what appears to draw the most

supporters.
ggThe tool exploits the fact that mostWeb sites save the .js file of an incoming request on their own server, since

the request is still working the packets bounce back and forth on the target server, exhausting its resources

(THN, July 7, 2011).
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The low-orbit ion cannon is a legitimate tool to stress test aWeb application by sending a large
amount of requests to the Web page to see, if it can handle it (“bandwidth raep”). It was writ-
ten in C#, which is available in three versions (manual, server-controlled, and in JavaScript)
and can be found on any major open source code repository. Individual users download the
application and opt their computer to become part of the botnet, which is employed in Anon-
ymous’ DDoS attacks; one form of membership is thus the mere contribution of computing
power to Anonymous’ resources. LOIC also features a connection to an IRC channel in order
to coordinate the load of packets send from the individual computers. Unbeknownst to a large
number of participants in illegal DDoS attacks may be the fact that the LOIC does not encrypt
or hide the IP addresses of the senders. The target computer’sWeb site logs all IP addresses of
incoming requests, which in turn can be traced back to a single computer.199

Another prevalent Anonymous tactics requiring somewhat more hacking skills, but less
computing resources is the SQL injection, which exploits weaknesses in the database of a
Web site—previously described in Chapter 3. In its attack on HB Gary Federal and its head,
Aaron Barr, a handful of Anonymous and affiliated hackers gathered compromising docu-
ments and emails this way. Captured data usually is “dumped,” i.e., published on Pastebin
or most recently on Anonpaste. More rarely, the obtained data are used for In Real Life (IRL)
pranks—the staging of real-world events such as unwanted pizza delivery or using social en-
gineering to have a SWAT team called to the respective residence (“swatting”).200 Other ends
through the mean of SQL injection include the defacement of Web sites, in which the original
content is substituted by pictures or messages of the intruders or the hijacking and/or redi-
rection of the target Web site. In the latter cases, the Web site would either cease to be under
the control of its original authors or redirect to another site as selected by the hacker(s).

TARGETING GOVERNMENTS, CORPORATIONS, AND
INDIVIDUALS: NOTABLE HACKS ON ANONYMOUS

Anonymousmeanwhile is featured in themedia almost everyweekwith either claiming or
being found responsible for cyber attacks against selected targets. It would not make any
sense to recap a chronology of Anonymous’ attacks (for an extensive yet still incomplete list
of Anonymous-attributed hacks see the Appendix, which also includes stated motivation for
the hacks where available to help form a more complete picture of the ideology behind these
actions) as the resulting long list would probably have a lot of holes: the media coverage of
Anonymous acts depends either on largesse or on popularity of the target.

Habbo Hotel Raids

Long before Anons engaged in hacks for which the collective know is famous and feared
for 4chan’s Ur-Anonymous raided their targets. Protesting against Habbo’s ban on African-
American avatars and accusing Habbo’s social moderators of racism the virtual game made
a great target for raids. Habbo Hotel raids began in mid-2005 in which avatars looking like
a wealthy African-American in a business suit (to some reminiscent of the Samuel Jackson’s
Pulp Fiction character Jules) obstruct entry to the pool (Figure 6.8). This hack already signifies
two important motifs for the collective action of the Anonymous we know today: perceived
discrimination as well as the humungous lulz potential.201
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“Pool’s closed” became a catch-phrase for theHabbo raids that resulted in 4chan exercising
otherwise rare censorship andmoderation. A year later Habbo raids culminated in an unprec-
edented organized raid across four countries (UK, USA, Germany, and Australia) that
resulted in the site being knocked offline. The Habbo raids are also a precedent for the coun-
terproductive actions that bring about what (at least part of) the momentary Anonymous
force set out to prevent in the first place andwhich will form the core of the criticism of Anon-
ymous years later: In the aftermath of the summer 2006 attacks, Habbo Hotel administrators
programmed the automatic ban of African-American avatars with afro and suit.203

Internet Vigilantism

In December 2007, in an act of Internet vigilantism204 Anonymous hackers aided the arrest
of Canadian Chris Forcand by impersonating teenage girls.hh;205 He would subsequently be
brought to court on charges related to pedophilia.206 In summer 2012, Anonymous followed
up on this initiative against pedophiles in launching the Twitter hashtag “#TwitterPedoRing”
to invite pedophiles on the communication network to join. A week later, 190 offenders were
arrested by the U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement, though no reference to

FIGURE 6.8 During the Habbo hotel raid, members of 4chan protested against the ban on African-American av-
atars by creating avatars of African-American businessmen who blocked access to the pool. Source: Know Your

Meme.202

hhThe online threads from the perspective of the anonymous collective of b/tards are saved on 4chan’s archive

here: http://4chanarchive.org/brchive/dspl_thread.php5?thread_id¼42828652&x¼brb%20church%20-%

20chris%20forcand.
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Anonymous was made. In August 2012, the Anonymous Twitter account, @YourAnonNews,
asked its 615,000 subscribers to report the account “@many501611” spamwho had published
pornographic pictures of young boys.207 Other instances in which the propagation of evi-
dence of perceived injustice through the Internet resulted in real-life consequences for the
perpetrator include a South Korean girl who refused to clean up after her dog on a subway
and whose subsequent harassment brought her on the brink of suicide, the tactless Zhang Ya,
whose inhuman remarks on the suffering of the victims of the Sichuan earthquake in 2008
eventually got her arrested, American pioneer spammer, Alan Ralsky, receiving mailbox
spam in truck loads, the New York City cop, Patrick Pogan, who attacked an unsuspecting
cyclist and would have gotten away with it, if it was not for the video of the incident being
spread all over the Internet.208 Internet vigilantism is neither an invention of 4chan nor the
Anonymous collective nor constrained to North America.ii

Project Chanology

Anonymous first real-world protest brought thousands donning Guy Fawkes masks onto
the streets in numerous cities and countries to protest against the Church of Scientology.
Churches experienced real-world pranks, like harassing phone calls, black faxes (in order
to waste ink),209 pizzas and taxis they did not order.210 as well as letters with what turned
out to be harmless white powder.211 Project Chanology was sparked by the leak of an insider
video of an interview with actor Tom Cruise talking about his life in the sect.212 The subse-
quent forceful attempts by the Church to retract the video were perceived as a metaphorical
example for the general restrictiveness the organization is often criticized for. The initial mo-
mentum that kicked of immense headaches for the Church of Scientology was an anonymous
post on 4chan/b: “it is time to do something great.”213,214 In January 2008, self-confessed
Anons originating from image boards like 4chan, Partyvan.org, and 711chan among others
officially launched “Project Chanology” by posting a video on YouTube entitled “Message
to Scientology.”215 Besides the real-world protests, Anons rendered the official Web site of
the Church of Scientology inaccessible by way of DDoS attacks and captured and published
literature for which adherents normally have to pay.216,217 In the course of 3 weeks, Project
Chanology encouraged over 8000 harassing phone calls, 3.6millionmalicious emails, 141mil-
lion hits against the church Web sites, 10 acts of vandalism, 22 bomb threats, and 8 death
threats.218 The Internet activists employed online tools like JMeter and Gigaloader in DDoS
attacks and the exploit of computer security vulnerabilities like Cross-site Scripting.219

Botnets and the LowOrbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) had their debut as Anonymous’ tools in Project
Chanology.220,221 Scientology responded with attempts to obtain restraining orders for their
premises and identify the Anons who organized local protests. One of the exposed, Gareth A.
Cales of Los Angeles reported legal threats and general harassment by Scientology mem-
bers.222 His account also includes details about the organization of the protests associated
with Project Chanology. Mark Bunker and other critics of the Church of Scientology released

iiClay Shirky authored an insightful book (“Here Comes Everybody—The Power of Organizing Without

Organization”) on online group action, which argues that it does not only take new forms of technology but

also new forms of behavior.
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a video encouraging the protests to remain legal and were surprised that Anons appeared to
heed the advice.223 Four years later, in February 2012, still some protesters wearing Guy
Fawkes masks beleaguer Scientology churches.224 The two-pronged approach showed effect:
The resounding response to the Project Chanology not only made the organizers aware of the
possibilities of the online organization of a social movement, but it also appears to have re-
fined Anonymous’ character. While the majority of the Anonymous collective prior was in-
terested in the lulz potential of an undertaking,225 with the protest against an enigmatic
organization known for its attempts to censor public information about itself, many Anons
appear to be spurred by the perceived righteousness of this quest.226

Arab Spring

Anonymous targeted government Web sites of countries in North Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula as well as Asia Minor that found themselves engulfed in civil uprisings in 2011—
the Western world would call it hopefully “Arab Spring.” Anons used their computers and
knowledge to support the protesters on the ground, whose governments in many cases had
resolved to deny them access to social media or the Internet altogether. For each country,
Anonymous launched a new “operation.” Starting with “Operation Tunisia” and “Operation
Egypt” affiliates of the collective and sympathizers took down the governments’ computers
with DDoS attacks (Figure 6.9).227

The PLF’s Commander X boasted in a chat-interview that his organization kicked off
Tunisia’s “Jasmine Revolution” by stealing compromising information on the government
and leaking it to WikiLeaks.229,230 Other media outlets stress the dire living conditions in
Tunisia, among others the high unemployment and inflation as well as the lack of political
freedom as causes taken to Tunisian streets after the self-immolation of Mohamed Bouazizi
on December 17, 2010.231,232 The press acknowledged Anonymous’ support of the protesters
on the ground by taking down at least eight government Web sites with DDoS attacks

FIGURE 6.9 2011, Anonymous conse-
quently took up the fight with the Syrian
government after it clamped down violently
on public protesters. Source: PLF, Operation

Syria.228
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(including Web sites of the President, Prime minister, the ministries of foreign affairs and in-
dustry, as well as the stock exchange)233 and defacing some of them.234 Anonymous also pro-
videsmeans and knowledge to activists on the ground to conceal their online identity in order
to prevent prosecution and coordinate their activities with the events on the ground.235 As
Commander X stated in regard to their participation in various episodes of the “Arab Spring,”
besides the admittedly mostly negative attention Anonymous and its collaborators earn with
each campaign, the goals are to deny the targets (here: governments) lines of communication
and to “encourage the protesters on the ground.”236 The initial motivation to join in the up-
rising for one Anon was the Internet censorship as exercised by the Tunisian government.237

Subsequently, a host of Anons identified with the struggles of the revolutionaries in the re-
spective countries and sought to alleviate their plight by doing whatever they could to pro-
vide them with avenues for information exchange238 while at the same time denying them to
their opponents. The Tunisian governments attempt to identify political activists by phishing
online for their social networking or email accounts239 was countered by a subdivision of
Anonymous, the Internetfeds. A greasemonkey script made available to the Tunisian protes-
tors would override the governments’ spyware.240 They also translated and distributed infor-
mation on how to conceal IP addresses and other techniques to obscure individual identities
in French and Arabic.241 Anonymous’ involvement did not stop with the ouster of Zine el
Abidine Ben Ali. The new Tunisian Anons proceeded to use online tools to fight alongside
the new moderate Tunisian government against the pressure it experienced from Islamist
fringe groups.242 To circumvent Internet censorship in Egypt, Anonymous aided in the res-
toration of proxies and mirrors in order to guarantee information flow to benefit the revolu-
tionaries.243 The Egyptian authorities had blocked twitter.com and other social media
apparently in order to aggravate communication between protestors.244 Anons targeted
Web sites of the Egyptian government and ministries with DDoS attacks.245 In both opera-
tions, the trickster-natured among the Anons still found pleasure in real-world pranks, like
flooding the respective embassies with unwarranted pizza-orders.246 In August 2011, Anon-
ymous consequently took up the fight with the Syrian government after it clamped down vi-
olently on public protesters. TheWeb site of the Syrian Ministry of Defense was defaced with
an encouraging message to the Syrian people.247

Besides the above mentioned, the governments of Yemen,248,249 Algeria,250 Zimbabwe,251

and Italy252 also drew the ire of the online collective, which targeted associatedWeb sites with
more or less extensive DDoS attacks.253 The predecessor to these diverse operations associ-
ated with the “Arab Spring” could perhaps be found in Anonymous’ engagement in Iran’s
post-election crises in 2009. Back then, Anons intercepted the propagation of hit lists depicting
protestors distributed by progovernment groups.254

HBGary Federal and Aaron Barr

The InternetFeds, an AnonOps spin off of skilled black hat hackers, engaged in what ap-
pears to be a “personal” vendetta on Aaron Barr, HBGary’s CEO, who had claimed to have
identified key actors after infiltrating Anonymous.255 After mocking Barr online and
obtaining all his passwords via SQL injection, the hackers were amused to have him “watch”
how they hijacked his email and all Internet social media and stole data from internal
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company emails he had sent to his coworkers.256 DDoS attacks brought down hggary.com
and hbgaryfederal.com.257 The latter was breached using SQL injection, which exploited a
security flaw in the custom-made content management system (CMS) the company had
employed.258 The so-called rainbow tables appeared to have immensely alleviated the quest
to garner the hashed passwords of Aaron Barr and COO Ted Vera.259 Barr had apparently
reused one password over and over, “kibafo33,” which allowed access to other company
email inboxes, since Barr enjoyed administrator rights.260 Ultimately, this led to compromis-
ing HBGary’s founder, Greg Hoglund’s rootkit.com Web site by way of hijacking his email
account. The hackers then impersonated Hoglund in an email conversation with an associate
in order to obtain the last bits of information necessary to gain control over rootkit.com.261

Besides defacing the Web site, the intruders also resolved to publish the user database.262

Ted Vera’s repeatedly used password enabled the hackers to access the support server that
hosted the shell accounts of many HBGary employees and which enabled them to upgrade
Vera’s personal account through the exploitation of a personal escalation vulnerability, which
gave the hackers full access to HBGary’s system.263 Gigabytes of data were now immediately
at the hand of the intruders. More than 60,000 company emails were published on the Pirate
Bay file-sharing site.264 Another case apparently motivated by revenge was the hack into
Sony’s online Playstation store and the DDoS attack against the Playstation Web site.265 Sony
had sued PS3-hacker George Hotz (aka “GeoHot”), who had become famous for unlocking
various iPhone versions266 before he managed to gain administrator rights to the entire sys-
temmemory and the processor of the PS3 system in early 2011.267 An abrupt settlement in the
case was reached in April 2011 with neither side disclosing the full terms, but on the part of
the phreaker/hacker was the deletion of all his information on the PS3-hack from the Inter-
net.268 Hotz was subsequently hired by Facebook, but found himself just months later with
Lady Gaga’s start-up social networking site, Backplane.269

Straightforward Operations

Anonymous’ goals become apparent when looking at those campaigns that aim at institu-
tions that are either held responsible or perceived to embody the objectionable with DDoS
attacks. In some cases, sensitive material is published after the successful intrusion of hackers
into the target’s system.Aprominent example is the charge underwhich attacks against copy-
right companies were launched. The effort was later extended to also aim at companies that
ceased business relation with the whistle-blower, WikiLeaks, after the publishing of sensitive
U.S. diplomatic cables (Operation Payback).270 In this instance, Anonymous officially became
a supporter of WikiLeaks, its co-founder, Julian Assange as well as Bradley Manning, a U.S.
soldier who had leaked confidential information on America’s military campaign in Iraq.

The term “anti-security” refers to a movement conceived in the late 1990s to counteract the
cyber-security industry’s tactic of provocatively exploiting vulnerabilities in order to increase
sales.271 Apparently, Anonymous joined by LulzSec272 takes the viewpoint that governments
employ similar tactics to justify legislation that monitors Internet behavior and allows censor-
ship and surveillance (Operation AntiSec). In its quest to safeguard online privacy, the
hacktivists encouraged the defacement of governmentWeb sites and leaking of data obtained
through breaches into the systems government organization, banks, and other institutions
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deemed to profit from infringements on user privacy.273 Other digital rights-related reasons
for hacks under the AntiSec banner are racial profiling, copyright laws, and the War on
Drugs.274 The attack against the British SOCA presented the debut of AntiSec, followed by
the publication of material from the Cyberterrorism Defence Initiative Sentinel program,275

and the release of private information apparently obtained through SQL injection from
sources related to the governments of Brazil, Zimbabwe, and Tunisia. So far, Anonymous
attacked U.S. defense contractor Booz Allen Hamilton, U.S. Central Command, U.S. Special
Operations Command, U.S. Marine Corps, and the U.S. Air Force in a spree dubbed “Military
Meltdown Monday.”276 The December 2011 Stratfor-hack where subscribers’ credit card in-
formation and emails were stolen and later published on WikiLeaks was also perpetrated by
the LulzSec member(s) now working under the Anonymous banner.277

Other campaigns launched under the Anonymous banner include Operation Vendetta278

launched after a wave of arrests of alleged Anonymous-affiliated hackers in March 2012 to
helpAnons escape the authorities. This campaign is the second one to date that entails amajor
real-world component in that it aims to set up safe-houses and an “underground railroad”279

to lead sought-after hackers to countries which do not have extradition treaties with the pros-
ecuting authorities. A popular hacktivist who apparently benefitted from this operation
is Christopher Doyon aka Commander X, whose People’s Liberation Front had joined
forces with Anonymous in this campaign again. After having been arrested in Santa Cruz,
California, as the “homeless hacker”280 who protested against a recent county ban on outdoor
sleeping by launching DDoS attacks,281 Doyon reportedly found an interim sanctuary in
Canada.282

SOFTWARE FOR THE LEGION: ANONYMOUS PRODUCTS

In early 2012, Anons engaged in the creation of software. Partially in protest to existing
applications, such as the social music platform, AnonTune, and partially in the quest of open-
ing new avenues beyond hacking as in the launch of its operating system, Anonymous OS live.
Besides the file-sharing site, AnonPaste, the collective also launched a WikiLeaks-like site in
an attempt to control and deepen the public impact of their hacking activity.283 Both platforms
were meant to serve as data dumps.

AnonTune

In April 2012, Anonymous launched a social music platform that provides streaming songs
from third party users (e.g., YouTube) for users to compile into playlists and share. Initiated by
online discussions the ambitions of an individual, who created and uploaded a prototype, gen-
erated the technical support necessary to render AnonTune capable of handling large requests
aside from the user interface.284 It is planned that AnonTune will grant its users anonymity,
shielding them from prosecution and copyright law suits while offering a service better orga-
nized and less expensive than similar platforms.285 Upon its launch, AnonTunewill be a project
borne purely of the Internet. Once more, the creators of this online forum must not have ever
been in personal physical contact and may even be spread out over different continents.
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AnonPaste

After the operators of PasteBin, hitherto Anonymous’ favorite forum to publish captured
data, was found to be compromised, Anonymous affiliates associated with Operation Anti-
Sec together with the People’s Liberation Front launched its own data-sharing Web site,
AnonPaste,jj in April 2012.286 Jeroen Vader, owner of PasteBin, announced an increase in cen-
sorship of the site.287 He further admitted that at times he shares his logs—a register of the IP
addresses of users—with law enforcement agencies, which drew immediate recognition on
the part of Anonymous, which introduced its new Web site with the following comment:

As a recent leak of private emails show clearly, Pastebin is not only willing to give up IP addresses to gov-
ernments—but apparently has already given many IPs to at least one private security firm. And these leaked
emails also revealed a distinct animosity toward Anonymous RT.com April 23, 2012

AnonPasteallowstheuser todeterminewhen thepost is tobedeletedata time incrementofhis
orher choosing.Thecreatorsof thisnewhaven for captureddatapromotea secure forumwithout
advertisements, censorship or connection logs, and which retains only encrypted data.288

AnonPaste was registered in the New Zealand–administered Tokelau (.tk) which allows every-
body to register a free domain. It relies solely on donations as advertisements are not featured.289

When WikiLeaks sought to verify the data captured during the intrusion into the intelli-
gence company, Stratfor in December 2011, part of Anonymous was frustrated with the slow
release of their bounty and launched Par:AnoIA (Potentially Alarming Research: Anonymous
Intelligence Agency). It also appears to be an attempt at solving a problem high-volume Web
sites are struggling with everywhere: the sensible organization of humungous amounts of
data.290 The Anons who run the page say their sole task is to present the data others from
the Anonymous collective have hacked in a usable format.291 At the time of writing, neither
AnonPaste nor Par:AnoIA were workable Web sites.

Anonymous-OS 0.1/Live

TheUbuntu11.10-basedoperatingsystemreleased for“educationpurposes,”292Anonymous
OS Live allegedly performed security checks on Web sites testing for password-security and
simulating DDoS attacks.293 As default search engine, it used DuckDuckGo and it came with
a host of preinstalled applications, which included Tor, Slowloris, and AnonymousHOIC.294

In its initial news release, The Hacker News warned that a genuine source of the operating
system is not apparent and that it could be “backdoored” by law enforcement or affiliated
hackers.295 Accompanying the software, a Tumblr andAbout page provided news and updates
and the disclaimer that the user—not the developers—is responsible for any illegal use of the
operating system for a screenshot of Anonymous-OS 0.1 see Figure 6.10.296,297

In the 4 days following its release, the operating software was downloaded over 26,000
times and enjoyed user ratings of 62%.299 The free application was quickly marred by doubts
about its true origin and the Web site hosting its free download, SourceForge, eventually
closed the project site and removed the downloads from its server.300 Official Twitter ac-
counts, AnonOps, YourAnonNews, and AnonNewsSec warned it was “wrapped in
Trojans”301 while its creators denied it was spyware.302,303

jjAnonpaste.org, last accessed May 12/2012—no entries.
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In July 2012, an effort to represent itself in the media world without the bias other news
outlets304 are accused of carrying took forms in “AnonPR” (anonpr.net, complete with news-
letter subscription) and “Anonymous Analytics” (anonanalytics.com, featuring “research”
and a mirror of media reports on Anonymous).

SUMMARY

This chapter represents the attempt to outline what the hitherto most notorious hacker col-
lective, Anonymous, might look like on a whiteboard. Publically available hints toward its
structure had been followed and explored: the possible initial “directorate” recruited from
an idealist veteran hacking group as well as the better known online seedbed, a mingling
place for contempt and counterculture. Whatever the beginnings, Anonymous is driven by
a set of motivations largely shared by those whose actions are most visible: freedom of infor-
mation and the right to online privacy. There are a certain number of online arenas that are
used to decide upon, plan, and organize a hack—mostly using SQL injection or a related, basic
hacker skill that grants access to target systems. Personal, confidential, and otherwise
compromising data are later dumped on one ormore popular file-sharing sites mainly to give
evidence of the intrusion. Mostly after capturing sensitive data, but not requiring this more or
less clandestine step a DDoS attack is used to render the target Web site inaccessible. In some
cases, Web site defacement prominently displayed the reason and goals of Anonymous’ in-
terference. Over its history, the collective experienced dedicated functional spin offs (e.g.,
LulzSec) or ideological derivatives who sought to be more “pure” (e.g., MalSec) whose his-
tory and demise is antidote as well as a defining element of Anonymous’ structure. The po-
litical hacktivists also encountered like-minded collaborators (e.g., PLF), who probably

FIGURE 6.10 Screenshot of the Anonymous Operating System—essentially, a Linux distribution. Source:
Softpedia, March 16, 2012.298
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helped to emphasize this facet of the collective. Finally, this chapter sought to display repre-
sentative motivations, modi operandi, and tools through the brief description of select hacks.
In the wake of Anonymous’ refocusing or just the skilled public relation work of a fewAnons,
the chapter concludes with examples for the nascent stage of products: a music portal, two
dumping sites, and a highly controversial, quickly retracted operating system.

Anonymousmight bemore the history of hacking exploits than a social structure, but in the
role of Sabu alone it contradicts its claims of being a legion of countless “everybodies.” Sabu
organized, motivated, and lead many of the highly popularized hacks in 2011. His absence
after the March 2012 arrests was noticeable and it forced LulzSec to reinvent itself. The global
wave of arrests in 2011 and especially those in early 2012305 are perceived by some as crip-
pling for the Anonymous collective,306 which can only be the case for an organization that
is hierarchically structured. Detentions can have effects on the activity-level of a group only,
if the arrested individuals were crucial in the organization of the activities.Whether there is or
was a handful of people conceiving and directing the politically aware and active Anony-
mous, the collective appears to be much more than a loosely knit organization now. The col-
lective action presented in its every hack represents an enormous challenge not only to the
reader who seeks to wrap her head around this virtual phenomenon but also to the social
scientist. Initially self-proclaimed members of the collective without any real-world connec-
tion to fellow hacktivists, political Anons may form real local groups with regular meetings
and faces, real names. In the virtual meeting spaces (user), name recognition still applies and
allows for virtual groups and Anonymous-spin offs to be formed. But the numerical majority
of the collective remains elusive with many different levels of possible engagement ranging
from sympathizers to participants in DDoS attacks. The world-spanning virtual social net-
work, which conceives, decides, plans, and organizes hacking exploits is what and who
Anonymous really is: a number of IRC-channels, blogs and message boards accessed from
(at least) several hundred thousand devices all around the globe. 4chan might have been
its cradle, but so far it seems Anonymous has risen beyond this tactless, seedy playground
with its bored opportunists, tricksters, and hustlers.

So far, it seems the political activists have by and large conquered the movement, though it
cannot completely abandon its trickster nature. The Janus-faced character of the collective is
reflected in its every aspect from activity, to the motivation and the understanding of itself is
due to the myriad of individuals who have used the Anonymous platform for very different
reasons. In a handful of interviews some self-proclaimed Anons try to fixate an image for the
collective, but due to the elusiveness of itsmembership itwill be difficult to instill andmaintain.
Thepolitical hactivists theAnonymous collectivedependon its favorabledepiction in themedia
since the nature of its preferredmodus operandi, the employment of the low-orbit ion cannon in
DDoS attacks, hinges on a large number of volunteers. The advance in new alleyways with the
launches of the Anonymous operating system, the music sharing Web site as well as the data
dump sites, albeit with different levels of success, help diversify the collective, but are also
evidence of the lack of guidelines for members, that could serve as identity markers.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

ParmyOlson’s 2012 book,WeAreAnonymous—Inside the HackerWorld of LulzSec,Anonymous,
and theGlobal Cyber Insurgency, is a very readable synergyofdocumentary andnovel that explores
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aspects of the Anonymous collective by following the exploits of a fictitious hacker. Some of
Olson’s story is mirrored in insider Cole Stryker’s account of the legendary 4chanmessage board
in Epic Win for Anonymous—How 4chan’s Army Conquered the Web (2011).

For a more, general perspective on how the Internet has changed social movements, we
recommend Clay Shirky’s 2008 Here Comes Everybody—The Power of Organizing Without Orga-
nizations. Finally, one of the best known early computer espionage stories is Clifford Stoll’s
classic The Cuckoo’s Egg—Tracking a Spy Through the Maze of Computer Espionage, which pro-
vides a first-hand account of the KGB-hack. This was later made into a television documen-
tary entitled The KGB, the Computer, and Me.
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P A R T II

CYBER ESPIONAGE AND
EXPLOITATION

In this part, we discuss cyber espionage and exploitation, which deals with
the theft of information through and from computer systems. Throughout
the last decade, there have been many such incidents which are believed
to be politically motivated. In most of these cases, the data are stolen as part
of intelligence collection, theft of intellectual property and/or to gain a tech-
nological knowledge of an adversary’s weapons systems. Many such events
were attributed to hackers fromChina. Hence, all of Chapter 7 is dedicated to
cyber espionage attributed to China. This if followed by a discussion of the
more recently discovered cyber-based intelligence gathering platforms such
as Duqu, Flame, and Gauss in Chapter 8. Then we discuss of social network
exploitation in Chapter 9—which is an emerging trend in social engineering
and intelligence collection. Finally, in Chapter 10, we take a more tactical
view of cyber exploitation in studying the interception of unencrypted video
feed from the Predator drones during Operation Iraqi Freedom by Shi’ite
militants.
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INTRODUCTION

News reports in the first decade of the twenty-first century were seemingly littered with
alleged Chinese cyber incidents. These activities have included instances of theft of guarded
scientific data, monitoring of communication of the Dalai Lama, and theft of intellectual prop-
erty fromGoogle. In this chapter, we study these three incidents and others like them.What is
more, cyber operations originating in China like these persevere to this day. Recently, in a
testimony to the Congressional Armed Services Committee, General Keith Alexander, the
commander of U.S. Cyber Command and head of the National Security Agency (NSA), stated
that China is stealing a “great deal” of military-related intellectual property from the United
States.1 Clearly, cyber espionage, which includes the theft of intellectual property, is already a
key component of Chinese cyber strategy.

The activities of exfiltration, monitoring, and theft of digital information described in this
chapter can be easily labeled as incidents of cyber espionage. The apparent goal of this type of
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cyber operation is not to take the computers offline, as with the Russian cyber attacks against
Georgia in 2008. Rather, the goal is to capture data of the opposing force. This being the case,
such activities could not be labeled as cyber attacks because the targeted systems and their
data must remain intact in order to obtain the desired information. Hence, we can define
cyber espionage as the act of obtaining access to data from a computer system without the
authorization of that system’s owner for intelligence collection purposes.

Just like the incidents of computer network attacks described in earlier chapters, these
incidents of cyber espionage too are notoriously difficult to attribute. What then leads us to
believe Chinese involvement in the cyber espionage incidents discussed in this chapter? If
attribution is so difficult, then why do these actions cause corporations like Google and
Northrop Grumman, as well as high-level diplomats such as U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton to issue strong statements against the Chinese government in the wake of such at-
tacks? The issue lies in the origin of the incidents.a We shall see in this chapter that com-
puters involved with the theft of digital information are often traced back to computer
systems that are located on the Chinese mainland. Further, forensic analysis of malware
from such incidents often indicates the use of Chinese language software development
tools. Though it is virtually impossible to implicate the government of the People’s Repub-
lic of China (PRC) in these cyber espionage actions, the fact that they can be consistently
traced to the Chinese mainland raises serious policy questions. Is the Chinese government
conducting active investigations against the hackers, and what legal actions are they taking
once hackers are identified? Is the Chinese government transparently sharing information
of these supposed investigations with the victims of the cyber espionage? Is Beijing taking
any legal actions to prevent individual hackers from attacking organizations outside of
China?

What would China have to gain by offering a permissive environment for hackers? It is
unlikely that the Chinese government—hallmarked by state monitoring—would not have
the resources to reduce such activity. It can further be expected that the fire drawn by the
international community is diplomatically undesirable. These activities provide key benefits
to the PRC. The nature of the stolen information—which ranges from details of American
weaponry to trade secrets to the communications of the Dalai Lama—are all of highly partic-
ular interest to Beijing. Further, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, several Chinese military
thinkers wrote on the topic cyber warfare. These writings indicate that obtaining
unauthorized access to computer systems for the purpose of information exfiltration is an
integral part of Chinese cyber strategy.

The information thefts throughout the first decade of the twenty-first century show a def-
inite progression in sophistication. Initial forays into cyber espionage circa 2003-2005—such
as what the American Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) terms “Titan Rain”—were cer-
tainly advanced for their time, these activities were often linked to hackers operating in real
time—meaning that the hackers were working at the keyboard to exfiltrate data as opposed to
using more automated means. Espionage directed against the Dalai Lama in 2008-2009 initi-
ated by malware known as “Gh0stNet” was more sophisticated than “Titan Rain” in that it

aOrigin cannot only refer to the source IP addressed (traced through intermediate proxies) but also the origin

of the software as determined by technical analysis of the code (i.e., the origin based on the version of the

compiler and the language of the operating system used to create the software in question).
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relied on the use of botnets. However, locating the command and control (C&C) servers of
these botnets—typically located in mainland China—was relatively easy for investigators.
The successor to “Gh0stNet” became known as the “Shadow Network” and leveraged an in-
novative C&C structure that included the use of social media sites and obfuscated servers
making it more difficult to pinpoint. Finally, in late 2009, “Operation Aurora,” which in-
volved the mass exfiltration of sensitive intellectual properties frommajor corporations, most
notably Google, illustrates a high degree of sophistication, because it entailed multiple tech-
niques including previously unheard of vulnerabilitiesb in Web browsers.

The chapter is organized as follows: first, we present a brief description of the writings of
Chinese military thinkers on cyber espionage. After laying out the conceptual base of Chinese
thinking on cyber war, we will attempt to identify some of the prominent Chinese cyber war-
riors. This is followed by a discussion of “Titan Rain” and a case study of an early cyber
exfiltration incident described by Northrop Grumman in a presentation to the U.S.-China
Economic Security Review Commission. Though Northrop Grumman does not disclose cer-
tain details of the attack (i.e., the company which was attacked or the exact date in which it
occurred), it does provide good insight into some of the earlier Chinese cyber espionage op-
erations. We then go on to discuss “Gh0stNet” and the “Shadow Network.” This is followed
by an example for intellectual property theft during “Operation Aurora.” The chapter closes
with a description of the more recent Chinese-attributed espionage operation using the
“Sykipot” malware where cutting-edge techniques are used to steal information on the next
generation of U.S. unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

WHY CYBER ESPIONAGE IS IMPORTANT TO CHINA:
A LOOK AT CHINESE CYBER DOCTRINE

Two Examples on Chinese Strategic Thought

Perhaps, the most striking aspect of Chinese cyber doctrine is how it seems radically dif-
ferent from Western thought. This section outlines two examples on how Chinese and West-
ern thought on strategy contrast. These examples were originally presented by COL Edward
Sobiesk, head of the Information Technology Program atWest Point, in a 2003 SANS Institute
paper.2

In the first example, we compare two classic board games—theWestern game of chess and
the game of Go, which originated in China more than 2500 years ago.3 Over the course of a
chess game, the players conduct a war of attrition by capturing the opponent’s pieces with the
ultimate goal of capturing or cornering the opponent’s king. In Go, on the other hand, each
player starts at an empty board and, at each turn, attempts to conquer parts of the game space
with colored stones. Note that in chess the destruction of a player’s opponent is required to
win. Conversely, in Go, a player’s opponent is more of an obstacle to victory. In many ways,
the writings of Chinese military thinkers highlight these two ideas. With regard to the first
idea, it may be preferable to focus on conquering parts of the cyber-playing field, rather than
directly confronting the enemy. With respect to the second, it may be preferable to find ways

bSuch vulnerabilities are known as “zero-day” exploits.
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in which to neutralize certain capabilities of an opponent rather than seek his destruction.
Perhaps, even such subtle methods can be conducted outside of a conflict. Clearly, cyber
espionage offers an excellent set of tools to accomplish tasks within such a strategy.

The second example that illustrates the vast differences in Western and Chinese thought
comes from a footnote in a 2002 Report to Congress on TheMilitary Power of the PRC by theU.S.
Secretary of Defense.4 This report identifies one of China’s strategic objectives as maximizing
“strategic configuration of power” called “shi.” In the report, a footnote for “shi” states “There
is no Western equivalent to the concept of ‘shi.’ Chinese linguists explain it as ‘the alignment
of forces,’ the ‘propensity of things,’ or ‘potential born of disposition,’ that only a skilled strat-
egist can exploit to ensure victory over a superior force.” Another interpretation of “shi”
could focus on setting favorable conditions. If a nation-state attains a higher level of “shi” than
a rival, the latter will be easily defeated when conflict does arise because any battle (if even
necessary) will be conducted in conditions extremely favorable to the first nation—as the first
nation has already set favorable conditions through the attainment of “shi.” By attaining a
high level of access to an adversary’s active computer systems—the information stored on
those systems has lost two critical aspects—confidentiality and integrity.5 Confidentiality en-
sures that the information is not viewed by unauthorized individuals, while integrity ensures
that the information, once retrieved, was not tampered with. Taking away these aspects of an
adversary’s information can contribute greatly to setting the conditions of the battlefield—
perhaps even avoiding battle altogether. Considering “shi” cyber espionage appears to be
a formidable strategic tool—by accessing the opponent’s computer systems, the rival’s infor-
mation advantage is reduced while the same is gained on the initiating side.

From Active Defense to Active Offense

Traditionally, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) was focused on the traditional Chinese
idea of “active defense” which refers to the idea of not initiating conflict, but being prepared
to respond to aggression. In a 2008 Military Review article, Timothy Thomas points out that
the late 1990s and early 2000s saw a shift from this mentality, particularlywith regard to cyber
warfare. The paradigm that seemed to emerge at this time was “active offense.” Under this
new rubric, the idea of setting the conditions of the battlefield (i.e., developing “shi”) is still
preeminent, but the manner in which it is pursued takes a different turn. In the cyber arena,
this entails not only building one’s defenses to deter attack but also utilizing cyber operations
to obtain the upper hand in the case of a larger conflict (Figure 7.1).

This idea of “active offense” is introduced in the 1999 book Information War by Zhu
Wenguan and Chen Taiyi. In this book, they include a section entitled “Conducting
Camouflaged Attacks” where preemption and active offense are laid out.6 A key component
of active offense is network surveillance which includes obtaining an understanding of an
opponent’s command and control (C2), electronic warfare (EW), and key weapon systems.
In 2002 and 2003, General Dai Qingmin echoes some of these ideas.7 He stresses that it is nec-
essary for information and cyber operations to be both “precursory” (i.e., done before oper-
ations take place) and “whole course” (performed throughout the operation). Where does
cyber espionage fit into this schema? Preemption can take many forms. Earlier in this book,
we saw how the Russians leveraged denial of service cyber attacks in the early phases of the
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Georgia campaign to hamper the opposing force’s government, banking, and news media
Web sites. However, preemption can take other more subtle forms as well. For example, hav-
ing constant access to the Tibetan information systems would certainly be an advantage and
would perhaps yield the possibility to avoid open conflict altogether. Theft of military secrets
relating to new weapon systems may give the Chinese the technical intelligence (TECHINT)
needed to find vulnerabilities, or even develop their own copies of said weapons. Stealing
intellectual property from software vendors may give Chinese hackers a wealth of insight
needed to identify new vulnerabilities for future cyber attack and cyber espionage operations.

The work Information War and the writings of General Dai illustrate the importance of the
cyber aspect to Chinese military operations. However, many of the cyber espionage incidents
that we will discuss in this chapter deal with theft of information from private companies
during peacetime. How is this accounted for in the Chinese literature on cyber warfare? An-
swers to questions of this type seem to lay in the 1999 book Unrestricted Warfare by PLA Col-
onels Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui.8 In this work, the authors assert that modern warfare

FIGURE 7.1 The Great Wall of China
is the classic example of the Chinese prin-
ciple of “active defense.” However, with
in the world of cyber warfare, some au-
thors see China shifting this policy to-
ward “active offense.” CIA World Fact
Book photo.
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extends beyond simply a military domain. Modern warfare includes political, scientific, and
economic leaders in addition to military personnel. The notion of “unrestricted” warfare ex-
tends not only the domains of war but also the time at which such actions of war can take
place. “Military” operations—that now include information, economic, and psychological as-
pects, can take place in peacetime in this perspective—further supporting the notion of “ac-
tive offense.” This may help explain why the early twenty-first century has been littered with
stories of Chinese cyber espionage against corporations and scientific laboratories.

In this same vein, Colonel Wang Wei and Major Yang Zhen of the Nanjing Military
Academy’s Information Warfare and Command Department wrote in China Military Science
that in a war against an information-centric society, a nation’s political system, economic po-
tential, and strategic objectives will be high-value targets.9 They then go on to describe that
the preferredmethod to attack such a societywould be through the use of asymmetricwarfare
techniques. Asymmetric warfare refers to the ability of a combatant to defeat a superior force
by using tactics that exploit a major weakness in their weapon systems, tactics, or information
technology. In the America’s war in Iraq from 2003 to 2011, insurgent often used asymmetric
attacks such as road-side bombs as opposed to more traditional attacks that would otherwise
expose them to the superior firepower of the Americans. Colonel Wei and Major Zhen es-
pouse asymmetric attacks on a more strategic level—specifically calling for peacetime oper-
ations that have military and economic goals. To achieve such goals, under “informatized
conditions,” they state that both economic and trade warfare must be carried out.10 Clearly,
these authors were influenced by the earlier ideas of Unrestricted Warfare. It seems that the
peacetime cyber espionage operations launched from the Chinesemainland against scientific,
military, and commercial targets align well with this line of thinking.

The Three Warfares

The idea of “active offense” which espouses preemptive strikes, military in peacetime, and
an extension of warfare beyond the military, while fitting nicely with the earlier Chinese in-
tuitions of conquering territory in the gameGo or establishing “shi” seem very bold. Even the
book title Unrestricted Warfare has a very negative connotation to it. In an age where media
perception during a conflict is often directly associated with the success or failure of a cam-
paign, to appear as the aggressor seems a misinformed step. To avoid such negative percep-
tions, the Chinese have developed propaganda guidelines known as Regulations on Political
Work which outline how to relate their side of the story to the media.11 The key items in this
regulation are the “three warfares.”c These include (1) media which is used to support the
righteous cause, (2) legal justification of the cause, and (3) psychological warfare which is
used to aide friendly and attack the enemy’s morale. Under this framework, Chinese propa-
gandists have become adept in responding to accusations of cyber espionage operations. The
usual response consists of a firm denial—which is performed with relative ease due to the
difficulty of attribution in cyber warfare. The denial is normally followed by counterclaims
of conspiracy, ulterior motives, etc. directed at those making the original claim. Later in this

cThe “Three Warfares” was originally introduced to the western audience in Timothy Thomas’s article

“Google confronts China’s three warfares” published in Parameters; Summer 2010. p. 101–5.
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chapter, when we discuss Operation Aurora, directed against Google and other companies,
we shall see what this framework looks like in action.

Another line of thought in Chinese writing to justify their seemingly bold moves in cyber
space is that they believe these activities can be done with relative impunity. In a 2009 article
in China Military Science, Senior Colonel Long Fangcheng and Senior Colonel Li Decai state
that cyber operations directed against social, economic, and political targets can be donewith-
out fear of such activities leading to large-scale military engagements.12 As such is the case,
they generally regard cyberwarfare as an element of soft power—albeit onewith great effects.
They then proceed to claim that the ultimate effect of this highly effective form of soft power is
that the line between peacetime and wartime becomes blurred. This blurring may be a hall-
mark of cyber operations in general and might lead to the metaphorical endless war in the
near future.

The Art of War

Perhaps, no discussion of Chinese military doctrine would be complete without a mention
of how Sun Tzu’s The Art of War—written about 2000 years ago—influences modern thought.
Perhaps, the current Chinese cyber strategy can be best summed up by the following quotes
from this famous work.13

Therefore, to gain a hundred victories in a hundred battles is not the highest excellence; to subjugate the
enemy’s army without doing battle is the highest of excellence.

Warfare is the Way of deception. Therefore, if able, appear unable, if active, appear not active, if near, ap-
pear far, if far, appear near Sun Tzu, translation14

Clearly, the Chinese are looking to set the conditions so that in the event of a looming con-
flict, an opposing force would seek negotiation and abandon direct conflict as futile—causing
the Chinese to havewonwithout fighting. Viewing the line betweenwar and peacetime in the
cyber arena aligns well with Sun Tzu’s original idea. Likewise, the idea of deception also
plays significantly into the plan of Chinese cyber strategy. Unlike the cyber attack events
outlined in the earlier chapters of the book, cyber espionage is inherently more discrete—
which may explain why it seems that the Chinese seem to prefer these types of operations.
Further, the difficulty of attribution and the cleverly crafted public denials that utilize the
“three warfares” also align well with Sun Tzu’s ideas of deception.

Now, with a basic understanding of Chinese military thought, we will next discuss who is
conducting cyber warfare operations in China.

LEVERAGING RESOURCES BEYOND THE MILITARY:
THE CYBER WARRIORS OF CHINA

In the previous section, we have looked at the ways Chinese military thinkers and leaders
view the role of cyber warfare for the PRC. Now, we shall look at who in China is actually
carrying out the attacks. The cyber warriors of China have developed in two ways. First, they
have developed top-down. Chinese military leaders who identified the need for cyber
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warfare in the late 1990s sought to adapt Chinese military organizations, doctrine, and train-
ing for this new form of warfare. Second, Chinese cyber warriors have developed bottom-up.
Like many countries, China was home to several communities of hackers. Over the course of
the first decade of the twenty-first century, leaders in the Chinese military identified some of
the more talented groups. Since China also developed antihacking laws during this period,
the general trend was that the members of these groups became integrated into legitimate
entities—including computer security companies, consulting firms, and academia. These en-
tities, in turn, forged close relationships with the Chinese government and military.

INEW and Cyber in the PLA

The general information warfare (IW) strategy in use by the PLA is known as Integrated
Network Electronic Warfare (INEW).15 This strategy was originally outlined in a book by
General Dai Qingmin in 1999 known as On Information Warfare. This integration of cyber op-
erations to traditional information warfare assets is a key component of the INEW strategy.
INEW relies on simultaneous application of both electronic warfare and cyber operations to
overwhelm an adversary’s command, control, communication, computers, intelligence, sur-
veillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR). Hence, the mission of key pieces of cyber warfare (cy-
ber attack, cyber espionage, and cyber defense)—are assigned to elements of the PLAGeneral
Staff traditionally given similar roles in electronic warfare.

According to a 2009 Northrop Grumman report to the US-China Economic and Security
Review Commission, the General Staff of the PLA is divided into several departments. INEW
generally assigns offensive tasks (cyber attack and more conventional electronic counter mea-
sures (ECM)) to the 4thDepartment—whichhas traditionally played a large role in offensive in-
formation warfare. Notably, General Dai Qingmin was promoted to the head of the 4th
Department in 2000—perhaps an indication that the PLA intended to adopt his vision of INEW.
Defensiveand intelligence tasks—specifically cyberdefenseandcyberespionageareassigned to
the 3rd Department—which traditionally focused on signal intelligence (SIGINT). It is thought
that the 3rd Department is the headquarters for the Technical Reconnaissance Bureaus, whose
normalmission is SIGINT collection. In the late 1990s, several of these Bureaus received awards
relatingtoresearch in informationwarfare. Someanalystsbelieve this indicates their role incyber
operations.16

To augment the information warfare specialists in the 3rd and 4th GSDs, the Chinese have
also established information warfare militia units.17 These militias can be thought of as a “cy-
ber national guard” as they consist largely of personnel from the commercial information
technology (IT) and academia. Open source reporting indicates that these units have been cre-
ated from 2003 to 2008 in Guangzhou, Tianjin, Henan, and Ningxia provinces. There is even
evidence that some of these militia received specific wartime tasks—most of which appear to
be focused on cyber attack.

The Chinese Hacker Community: From Black Hat to White Hat

From 1999 to 2004, the Chinese hacker community, thought to consist of several thousand
hackers, gained notoriety for several high-profile pro-PRC attacks. These included cyber at-
tacks against Indonesia, Taiwan, and the United States in response to political incidents.
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These attacks largely consisted of DoS andWeb site defacement. Open source literature, such
as the previouslymentionedNorthrop Grumman report, indicates that the government of the
PRC was not involved with these attacks—hence, they can be considered as hacktivism—as
discussed in previous chapters. Though not directly involved, the Chinese government’s re-
action to the attacks was initially encouraging—even publically lauding the efforts of the
hackers. However, by 2002, this sentiment changed significantly—the PRC started to take
a firm stance against freelance hacking of foreign systems. Perhaps, the watershed event
was the PRC’s reaction to large-scale DoS against the White House. The PRC responded to
this attack according to the “Honker Union of China” by labeling the assault as “Web terror-
ism” and “unforgivable acts of violating the law” published in the official newspaper of the
Communist Party.18With a few notable exceptions, such as an attempted DDoS against CNN,
the activities of freelance Chinese hacker groups waned toward the later part of the first
decade of the twenty-first century. The PRC further looked to cement their position on such
activities with a national antihacking law in early 2009—which was followed by a series of
high-profile arrests of prominent hackers (Figure 7.2).

Why did the PRC seem to shift their policy on hacking groups? Perhaps, as the power of
cyber weaponry became more prevalent, the PRC sought to limit the proliferation of such ca-
pability. For instance, some military thinkers within the PLA expressed concern over mem-
bers of cyber militias improperly using hacker tools.19 Further, it also appears as though
hacktivism, in general, is incompatible with INEW. There are three main aspects of this strat-
egy that run counter to the notions of hacktivism: command and control (C2), precision

FIGURE 7.2 The front of the “Great Hall of People” in Tiananmen Square, Beijing. The Beijing government ini-
tially lauded the efforts of independent hacker groups in the late 1990s but in the early 2000s the government’s at-
titude shifted, likely as such groups were operating outside of government control. This sentiment led to the
enactment of antihacking laws starting in 2009. CIA World Fact Book photo.
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targeting, and deception. Regarding C2, hacktivist operations can quickly grow into a self-
sustaining operation, making such a movement easily uncontrollable by the PLA. INEW’s
focus on precision targeting and operational discipline (which we shall note in some of the
case studies later in the chapter) is also difficult to foster in a hacktivist movement. Finally,
as hacktivism is inherently public, operational security becomes extremely difficult, making
deception and plausible deniability hard to implement.

With the PRC cracking down on hacking not condoned by the government and with
hacktivism not fitting into the PLA strategy, what becomes of the Chinese hackers who were
active in the early 2000s? It turns out that the PRC and PLA were able to leverage this pool of
talent, but in a more controlled manner. This was accomplished by many key members of the
hacker community making the transition from “black hat” (unsupervised, extragovernmental,
or illegal hacking) to “white hat” (“ethical”hackingnormal in the formof “security consulting”).
Therewere twoways inwhich this occurred, one ofwhich sawmanyhacker groups reinventing
themselves as computer security firms—often seeking a relationship with the government. The
chart below lists some hacker groups from the late 1990s/early 2000s that later became security
firms that established a relationship with the Chinese government (Table 7.1).20

The second way in which the PRC encouragedmembers of the Chinese hacker community
to turn “white hat”was through direct recruiting of skilled hackers. For example, according to
Northrop Grumman’s report in 2007 and 2008, a user known as “City_93” posted job an-
nouncements for the Ministry of Public Security’s First Research Institute on two of the most
well-established hacker forums.d Not only has the PRC attempted to recruit hacking talent
but the PLA has succeeded in doing so as well. In 2005, they allegedly held a series of regional
hacker competitions—most likely to identify and recruit hacker talent.21

In another example of the black hat-to-white hat transition, Peng Yinan, alleged cofounder
of the Chinese hacking group Javaphile, is believed to be currently conducting research on
behalf of the Chinese government. Based on the analysis by American security specialist Scott
Henderson, Peng Yinan (under the screen name “CoolSwallow”) is thought to have led the
Javaphile hacking group to conduct a large-scale attack against the White House in response
to the accidental bombing of the Chinese embassy in Serbia by the United States in 1999.22

Yinan surfaced in 2008 when he published, under his own name, two academic articles on
cyber espionage techniques. In the publications, he along with other former Javaphile mem-
bers, was listed as researchers under the Shanghai Jiaotong University’s Information Security

TABLE 7.1 Chinese Hacker Groups and Corresponding Security Firms

Hacker group Security firm

Green Army Alliance NSFocus

XCon XFocus

Patriot Hackers-Black Eagle Base Black Eagle Honker Basea

a The Black Eagle Honker Base is not a security firm, but rather an informal group that reformed 6 months after the Patriot Hackers—Black Eagle

Base was shut down. The group then released a statement espousing that the group was now partaking in efforts to train individuals from the state

and work to improve the PRC’s network security industry.

dThe hacker forums to where the job announcement were found were EvilOctal.com and XFocus.net.
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Engineering Institute. This institute is led by Peng Dequan, a former director of the Science
and Technology Commission under China’s foreign intelligence service.23

Chinese Academia and Hacking

Peng Yinan’s entry into the world of academia at Shanghai Jiaotong University is not the
only example of Chinese academia being involved in cyber warfare. Later, in this chapter we
discuss Operation Aurora, which was an incident of organized data theft directed against
numerous American companies. According to open source reports, security experts traced
the attacks to two Chinese schools—a vocational school and Shanghai Jiaotong University.24

Incidents of Chinese involvement in cyber operations have appeared in the media. A 2009
academic paper entitled “Cascade-based attack vulnerability on the US power grid”
by a graduate student at Dalian University of Technology caused uproar by the U.S.
government25—particularly in the wake of Chinese cyber actions against U.S. infrastructure
(further discussed later in this book). Later, in 2011, a propaganda film from a Chinese
military school showed a student using a hacking tool—apparently being used to conduct
a cyber attack against the University of Alabama.26

The main ideas of Chinese cyber operations grew out of the writings of PLA officers in the
late 1990s and ultimately implemented in the INEW strategy, which aligns cyber attack and
cyber espionage responsibilities with organizations conducting similar operations in the realm
of EW. Though the Chinese hacker community came to prominence in the late 1990s and early
2000s with attacks that seemingly had goals congruent to the government, the PRC ultimately
disapproved of these actions. As a result, many of the hackers turned “white hat” by either
transforming their hacker groups into consulting firms or by obtaining employment with
the government and/or academia. Chinese academia also appears to be highly involved with
cyber warfare—not only in research but also potentially with operations.

STEALING INFORMATION FROM THE U.S. INDUSTRIAL-MILITARY
COMPLEX: TITAN RAIN

The first major series of cyber espionage incidents largely attributed to China was known
to American FBI investigators as “Titan Rain.” It appears that the primary objective of this
operation was the exfiltration of large amounts of data from numerous organizations in or
related to the U.S. government. From 2003 to 2005, the hackers targeted a diverse list of or-
ganizations including the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), SandiaNational Lab-
oratories, the World Bank, Lockheed Martin, and NASA.27 The hackers appeared to be well
organized in that they conducted the operation in phases. It seemed that once they deter-
mined a given target set, they would first create and carry out a detailed cyber reconnaissance
mission. Then, upon an evaluation of the results of that endeavor, they would carefully plan
and execute the exfiltration of the desired data. In this section, we shall discuss cyber recon-
naissance in general and then describe why the actions of the hackers in Titan Rain were con-
sidered sophisticated (at that time). Finally, we shall conclude the section by looking at
indicators that point to Chinese involvement in this attack.
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Cyber Reconnaissance: Footprinting, Scanning, and Enumeration

Cyber reconnaissance is often carried out through three basic steps: footprinting, scanning,
and enumeration.28 Footprinting is the process of examining the structure of an organization’s
computer network. The information the hacker wishes to determine at this stage pertains to
the electronic traces users with the targeted organization leave, such as the range of IP ad-
dresses, the addresses of key network equipment such as routers, the availability of remote
access to the network, and the presence of network-level security devices such as intrusion
detection systems and firewalls. If we liken the targeting of information using cyber espio-
nage with the targeting of a fugitive using conventional means, footprinting would be anal-
ogous to determining the neighborhood where the fugitive lives. This type of reconnaissance
can be performed with varying levels of intensity. On the low end, reconnaissance can be in
the form of simple lookups of system information—for example, using a domain name server
(DNS) to identify the IP address associated with a URL. On the other end of the spectrum,
specialized software can be used for this step as well.

Often, such footprinting can be accomplished without being detected at all. For instance,
even on the low end, this task can be accomplished without queries made to the targets sys-
tems. In particular, queries to DNS servers and IP address registries can be made without the
knowledge of the targeted organization. More intense footprinting reconnaissance could re-
quire accessing the target system (i.e., visiting Web pages maintained and written by the or-
ganization). However, information about the organization could also be found onWeb pages
not operated by the target institute, i.e., looking for employees talking about the company’s
network infrastructure on Web forums.

Scanning is examining a computer network at the next level of granularity. If we return to
our analogy with the fugitive, we have identified the neighborhood where the fugitive lives
and now wants information on potential hideouts. Likewise, with scanning, using the infor-
mation about the computer network we gained in footprinting, the hacker now examines the
individual systems of interest. Here, the intruder is interested in determining details of the
systems such as what operating system is being used, what are the open ports on the system,
and the configuration of the firewall. Earlier, less sophisticated and secure technology
allowed the hacker to simply “ping” the targeted system—essentially sending a message
to the system—to see if it was connected to the Internet. However, this rudimentary technique
quickly became blocked. Further, hackers are able to obtain much more of the desired infor-
mation using specialized pieces of software. This software tends to run in an automated fash-
ion. The hacker normally enters a range of IP addresses and the software runs overnight. The
next day, the hacker checks the results of the scan, which is presented to him in the form of an
output file from the software. With the proper information of the specific systems identified,
the hacker then proceeds to the next step of reconnaissance.

This next step is called Enumeration and involves the interrogation of specific systems.
Returning to our fugitive example, we are now examining specific possible hideouts for cer-
tain vulnerabilities—i.e., determining the lock used on the door, determining if the fugitive
has a guard dog, etc. With enumeration, the hacker often attempts to log into a system with
the goal of finding specific data. The primary goal of this step is to determine the vulnerabil-
ities of the system that may allow the intruder to obtain access. This process can be doneman-
ually, but again there are numerous pieces of specialized software that allow the hacker to
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accomplish this task. Examples of such software include Crawl Web site, DumpSec, NetBIOS
Auditing Tool, Network Scanner, and others.

Titan Rain Dissected

To perform footprinting, scanning, and enumeration, the hackers involved in Titan Rain
resorted to customized versions of software designed to automatically perform such tasks.
Thoughmuch of the Titan Rain investigation remains confidential, the investigators disclosed
the following time line of a typical day of cyber reconnaissance to TimeMagazine29 that started
on November 1, 2004:

• 10:23 pm:Hackers identify vulnerabilities on systems at the U.S. Army Information System
Engineering Command in Ft. Huachuca, AZ

• 1:19 am: Hackers identify the same vulnerabilities at the Defense Information Systems
Agency in Arlington, VA

• 3:25 am: Hackers scan the Naval Oceanic Systems Center in San Diego, CA
• 4:46 am: Hackers scan U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense installation in

Huntsville, AL

Once the cyber reconnaissance phase of a mission was complete, the next step for the
Titan Rain hackers was to infiltrate the systems of interest. Based on open source reports,
we know that the first systems infiltrated in the Titan Rain operation were most likely done
with a piece of software called a “Trojan Horse” (or simply a “Trojan”). These pieces of
malicious software (or malware) appear to be innocuous (i.e., games, pirated commercial
software, data files, etc.) but instead contain code that allows the hacker to access the system
running the software. Often, after the user clicks on some ordinary appearing icon or link, a
Trojan may start running on the system but remain completely unnoticeable—simply resid-
ing in the memory of a computer unknown to the user. In November 2003, a government
alert described a wide-spread infection of U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) computer
systems by such a Trojan.30

They Never Hit a Wrong Key

Shawn Carpenter, a veteran of the U.S. Navy, worked as a computer network security spe-
cialist for Sandia National Laboratories. He first became involved in the Titan Rain investi-
gation in September of 2003 when he helped investigate a break-in of computer systems at
Lockheed Martin. A similar event subsequently occurred at Sandia only a few months later.
He noted that the hackers would move quickly to the archive and upload the desired infor-
mation from a given system—spending a mere 10-30 min logged on to the target’s system.
Carpenter noted that unlike amateur hackers, whose mistakes become visible once they
compromised a system, the Titan Rain hackers knew what their job was and what they
wanted—they “never hit a wrong key.”31

By regulation, military and government systems connected to the Internet do not contain
classified data. So, what was the nature of the data stolen in Titan Rain? We return again to
the Chinese ideas presented in the Chinese book Unrestricted Warfare. Although the
compromised systems are, by nature, unclassified, they may still contain information
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concerning technology and innovation that is under export control. By obtaining such infor-
mation, the hackers would be accomplishing the objectives of supporting economic warfare
or of simply increasing their technological know-how for scientific or military purposes. For
instance, data stolen by the Titan Rain hackers included U.S. Army’s Falconview flight plan-
ning software, specifications for a U.S. Army aviation-planning system, and schematics of
the propulsion system, solar panels, and fuel tanks for NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter.32

Additionally, information obtained from the target system, although typically unclassi-
fied, may provide the attackers other information for follow-on intelligence gathering oper-
ations—both through cyber warfare and conventional means. For instance, obtaining
personal information such as documents and e-mails allows the penetrator to obtain “pattern
of life” information on scientists and decision makers in key parts of the military and govern-
ment. Information about personal relationships and political views expressed by employees,
in private, monitored by emplaced Trojans, could be used for other purposes such as follow-
on social engineering campaigns or more conventional espionage.

Indication of Chinese Involvement

Shawn Carpenter, the analyst from Sandia National Laboratories, worked to trace back the
steps of the hackers, who exfiltrated data from Sandia. Ultimately, his search led him to three
Chinese routers in the southern province of Guangdong.33 Carpenter estimated that between
six and ten workstations constantly working connected to these three routers. Files stolen
from places like Sandia were first sent to other compromised systems, normally in an Asian
country such as South Korea. Hailed by TimeMagazine as a “stunning breakthrough” in cyber
security, this finding, similar to the analysis done on Russian hacktivist servers described ear-
lier in this book, provides only circumstantial evidence. Perhaps, the best use for this type of
analysis would have been to use in a joint investigation with Chinese law enforcement per-
sonnel, but such an effort most likely did not occur. As expected in accordancewith themedia
playbook of the “three warfares,” the Chinese responded to the claims of data theft with a
simple denial. However, albeit circumstantial, the patterns of this act of cyber espionage bears
notable similarities to other operations initiated from the Chinese mainland discussed in this
chapter.

Titan Rain illustrates some basic principles of a cyber espionage operation. Just as with the
Russian cyber attacks described in the last chapter, these operations begin with a detailed re-
connaissance phase. Upon completion of that task, the hacker then proceed to their mission of
infiltrating target systems—which was likely accomplished through the use of Trojan soft-
ware. Once the hackers had access to the systems, they worked quickly and efficiently to
get the desired data off the targets and exfiltrated the data to an intermediary compromised
system in an effort to cover their tracks. The nature of the data, though unclassified, was re-
stricted under export control which may indicate that the attackers had strategic objectives
related to obtaining technological know-how for economic and military purposes. Finally,
the Chinese response to such intrusions was a firm denial, although there was no indication
that they made an effort to investigate these operations that originated from their country. In
the next section, we take a detailed view of another alleged cyber espionage operation against
a large U.S. firm.
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CYBER WAR AGAINST THE CORPORATE WORLD: A CASE STUDY
OF CYBER INTRUSION ATTRIBUTED TO CHINA

This section presents a description of an alleged Chinese cyber intrusion into a U.S. firm
occurring sometime in the middle of the first decade of the twenty-first century. This case
study was originally presented in a report put together by Northrop Grumman for the U.
S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission.34 In this case study, certain details,
such as the name of the U.S. firm and the precise year in which the intrusion occurred, are
not revealed. However, the publication of the report (2009, the intrusion occurred “several
years” earlier) indicates that this operation occurred either during or soon after Titan Rain.
Throughout this section, we shall refer to this cyber intrusion incident as “Operation X”
and the company that was broken into as “Company Y.”

The theft of CompanyY’s data occurred in tandemwith theft of data from several other large
American firms. These operations ensued over a period of several weeks. The large scope of
Operation X aswell as the notion that hackers seem toworkmuchmore purposefully than am-
ateurs suggests a certain level of professionalism. Rather than attempting to steal any bit of in-
formation they could find, the intruders appeared to desire only select data. Most likely, this
indicates that the hackers were operating under a set of information requirements (IRs) and were
executing a collection plan. Intelligence professionals refer to “information requirements” as
pieces of information that, if known, could directly impact the effect of a military operation.
A collection plan is literally a plan to gather such information. Traditionally, the means of col-
lection could include human intelligence (HUMINT) or radio intercepts (signals intelligence or
SIGINT). In this case, the information requirements were directly related to the files on Com-
pany Y’s computer system. The hackers were professionals functioning in an efficient manner
to obtain exactly what was needed. This self-discipline was directly related to an aspect of op-
erational security (OPSEC) as they wanted to take every precaution to minimize the time that
they were active on Company Y’s computer network. By minimizing the time in which they
were active, they also reduce the possibility that they were detected.

The hackers of Operation X likely worked in two teams. “Team 1” was the breach team,
whose mission was to break into Company Y’s servers. “Team 2” was the exfiltration team
charged with actually stealing the data. Investigators determined the existence of the two
teams by the types of tools employed and how these tools were used.e This division of labor
is yet another example of the high degree of expertise employed in Operation X.

Reconnaissance and Initial Entry

The theft of Company Y’s data was ultimately discovered midway during the
exfiltration—and was halted (by Company Y). Hence, the details of this case study were as-
sembled together after the fact. Prior to the data theft, the Company Y’s information security
specialists noted activity that was later attributed to hacker Team 1. This assessment was

eWe note that, the Northrop Grumman report, from where this vignette is originally described, assesses that

multiple teams were involved in the attack. However, notwithstanding additional indicators not included in

that report, it possible that it could be one team using two different tool sets might also be responsible.
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based on relatively low volumes of traffic through the network system. The security person-
nel halted the traffic, but the attackers had apparently prepared to resort to other vulnerabil-
ities to maintain access to Company Y’s systems.

It is interesting to note that the hackers were savvy enough to minimize their traffic on
Company Y’s systems. This was most likely an effort to thwart any intrusion detection sys-
tems (IDS) that Company Y may have had in place. An IDS is a piece of software designed to
detect unauthorized traffic on computer networks. This type of software falls into two general
categories. A signature-based intrusion detection system identifies attacks based on known attack
patterns. On the other hand, anomaly-based IDSs look for certain irregularities in the network
traffic. The hackers, by keeping the volume of traffic low, were making an effort to remain
undetected by an anomaly-based system.

Although it does not seem as though Company Y had observed a great deal of the cyber
reconnaissance that occurred on their systems (if so, they may have been able to preempt the
theft), the ability of the hackers to adjust once discovered indicates that a very thorough re-
connaissance had been conducted. Rather than relying on a single vulnerability to obtain ac-
cess to Company Y’s networks, the hackers allowed themselves in several ways to enter the
network. We also note that network intrusion detection systems are able to find either com-
promises or mere attempts of intrusion. Often, if network security people find an attempt at
compromise, they consider this a useful metric to shut the intruder out. If the attackers make
their way through a number of locations and are able to maintain access across the spectrum,
the system remains compromised as long as there is a single pathway left unidentified by se-
curity personnel. Once the reconnaissance phasewas complete, it seems that the hackers were
able to assemble a list of user accounts and credentials. The security personnel at Company Y
identified almost 150 instances of this type of access leading up to the final movement of data.

Movement of Data on Company Y’s Network

Where Team 1’s mission ended (reconnaissance, identifying vulnerabilities, obtaining user
credentials and NTLM hashes), Team 2’s mission began (finding and preparing the desired
data for exfiltration). It appears that Team 2 focused on a single compromised system in Com-
pany Y’s network to direct its activities. The Northrop Grumman report refers to this as the
“Command and Control” or C2 node. Through the C2 node, the Team 2 hackers established
multiple connections to compromisedworkstations in Company Y’s network (see Figure 7.3).
These connections were established through RDP—Remote Desktop Protocol—a Windows-
based protocol to control other computers while not physically present at that system.
Through these workstations, Company Y’s file server was accessed and the targeted files
were then copied to a “Staging Server” (systems internal to Company Y) in preparation
of exfiltration. It is interesting to note that these staging servers were some of the most
high-capacity servers on Company Y’s network. The use of these high-performancemachines
indicates two things: (1) the comprehensiveness of the reconnaissance phase and (2) the
time-conscious attitude of the hackers.

Team 2 purposefully and quickly copied data from the file servers to the staging servers.
They had clearly done an analysis of the file structure ahead of time and had identified exactly
what information theywished to target. For instance, they did not spend time opening files and
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examining their contents. Once the data were positioned on the staging servers, the hackers
prepared it for exfiltration. First, they compressed the data into archive files and encrypted
them. Compression has obvious benefits—reducing the file size to ensure that the transfer pro-
ceeds much faster. The encryption of the data was an interesting additional step that could
serve multiple purposes. One reason for encryption (as with any data transfer) is that the
hackers could be reasonably assured that a third eavesdropping party could not steal the data.
A further aspect of encryption is its effect of covering up Team 2’s tracks. Assuming Company
Ywould eventually analyze the traffic of the stolen data, it would have noway to know exactly
whatwas stolen—making post-incident consequencemanagement very difficult. It is also note-
worthy that each of the compressed files was 650 MB in size—suggesting that the hackers were
preparing to copy the stolen data to recordable CDs. Finally, Team 2 renamed the archived files
to resemble innocuous Windows system files in an attempt to avoid detection through casual
scans of network traffic and thus alerting system administrators.

Exfiltration of the Stolen Data

With the data prepared on the staging servers, the Team 2 hackers were ready to com-
mence with the portion of Operation X where they assumed the most risk—exfiltration of
the data. Due to the large amounts of data the attackers wished to steal, this part of the op-
eration would require them to spend a relatively long time connected to the servers—
potentially exposing their actions to security professionals. Forensic analysis of the operation
indicates that Team 2 took numerous precautions to ensure that this part of the operation
would go as smoothly as the previous parts. These precautions typically took the form of test
runs, checks to ensure that they had adequate bandwidth, and connectivity checks to external
machines. There is also some indication that Team 2 hackers also rehearsed a portion of the
exfiltration task.

The Team 2 hackers’main goal was to upload the information fromCompany Y’s networks
to externalWeb servers—most likely under control of the hackers—located within the United
States—at least one of which was associated with a U.S. university. There is some forensic
evidence that suggests the hackers moved large amounts of the data from the staging servers
to “exfiltration hosts” internal to the company—these would be used to forward the stolen
data to the external Web servers.

The data were uploaded to the external Web servers using a common piece of software
known as file transfer protocol or FTP. Initially, Team 2 used a custom-built piece of FTP soft-
ware (which provided an additional layer of encryption), but this ultimately failed and they
resorted to a standard piece of FTP software. It seemed that the large size of the files had
caused too many failures, which is why the hackers had to forgo the custom software. It is
somewhat ironic that a group skilled enough to penetrate into a large company’s private net-
work and remain undetected while exfiltrating large amounts of documents, is unable to
write a secure FTP client. Perhaps, this reflects that the level of expertise of the hackers on
Team 2 was not on par with the other team. Perhaps, if they were more highly skilled, the
attack would have never been discovered by Company Y.

Multiple, redundant file upload sessions were utilized—sending redundant copies of a
particular file of stolen data to multiple hosts. This was most likely done to maximize the
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success of the operation. After several of the files were exfiltrated outside the perimeter of
Company Y’s network, security professionals detected the operation and stopped it
midsession. For 5 h after the security personnel stopped the exfiltration, Company Y’s net-
work still received attempts from the hackers to return. Although it seems as if the hackers
felt they had not met their objectives, the security professionals were unable to determine the
intended scope of Operation X. Further, as previously discussed, there was noway to identify
what data were actually stolen (Figure 7.3).

Evidence of Chinese Involvement

As with Titan Rain, the evidence of Chinese involvement is circumstantial at best—there
are only indicators, but no direct proof. The main indicators of their involvement are some
perceived slip ups of the cyber spies. For instance, due to the specific tools and techniques
used, certain activities on Company Y’s network attributed to the reconnaissance phase of
Operation X originated from PRC IP addresses. During exfiltration, one of the external ma-
chines that compromised aworkstation in Company Y used as a “C2”machine was located in
Hong Kong.

In addition to these blunders, the techniques, tools, and operational profile of the attack
were consistent with other attacks believed to originate from China during this time period
(most likely attacks associated with Titan Rain). Further, the fact that the data were stolen
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FIGURE 7.3 Diagram of the exfiltration route from the case study of Operation X on Company Y.
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from a U.S. company may also indicate Chinese involvement based on ideas such as those
presented in Unrestricted Warfare.

The case study of Operation Xwhere datawere stolen fromCompany Y, presented byNor-
throp Grumman to the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, illustrates
several important aspects of Chinese intrusions and cyber espionage in general. Perhaps,
the most telling aspect of this case study is that the profile of the attackers substantially differs
from amateur hackers. The scope of the mission, the division of labor among teams, the pre-
cautions taken to prevent detection, as well as contingency planning, and discipline of the
hackers in this case are highly indicative of a professional organization. Such professionalism,
in turn, increases the probability of an attack being associated with a nation-state. In general,
this pattern of behavior can be viewed as a key differentiator between identifying an incident
as cyber warfare as opposed to criminal hacking.

It appears that Operation X had a more strategic goal related to enhancing the economic
and/or technological status of the perpetrators’ sponsor. The overall strategy of the two
hacker teams was to obtain access, consolidate the data, and exfiltrate over a relatively short
duration. The actions of the intruders indicate that their mission ended once the stolen data
were uploaded outside of Company Y’s network. Based on their use of encryption of the sto-
len data, the perpetrators may have even expected to be detected. Suppose that the hackers in
the case study were instead intending to monitor Company Y over a long period—perhaps
focused on strategic communication of the executives. How would they change their tactics?
This is the topic of the cyber espionage operation outlined in the next section—Gh0stNet—
which deals with cyber espionage against the Dalai Lama.

MONITORING DISSIDENTS: GH0STNET

In the previous two sections, the operations discussed were primarily focused on events of
data exfiltration. The hacker performs reconnaissance, obtains access to the systems, deter-
mines which data meets his information requirements, and then exfiltrates the data. The fol-
lowing case study deals with what is known as an advanced persistent threat (APT). With an
APT, the hacker seeks not only to maintain access but also to maintain a foothold in the target
system for a long period of time.35 The cyber infiltrator may have multiple objectives on the
target system, which can include long-term monitoring or even modification of data with the
intent to disrupt the operations of the target.With the goal of staying on the target’s system for
a longer period of time, the hackers must adjust the way they operate and their goals.

For instance, in the case study of the previous section, it appears that the hackers attempted
to upload several gigabytes of information outside of Company Y’s network. Likely, they
should have expected that the system administrators would, at some point, halt the ongoing
exfiltration of such massive amounts of data. Hence, it appears that the movement of the data
was likely understood to be the last part of that cyber operation.

The data movements of the case study in this section are more modest by comparison. The
cyber spies in the present case study maintained a much longer presence on the target sys-
tems. The average duration a system was infected was 145 days, with many being infected
for more than a year.
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In this section, we shall describe a case study inwhich data were stolen from target systems
belonging to the Office of His Holiness the Dali Lama (OHHDL, Tibetan Kuger Yigtsan), the
Tibetan government in exile (TGIE), and systems of affiliated organizations (such as the pro-
Tibetan non-government organization (NGO) Drewla) from May 2007 through March 2009.

At the request of the office of the Dalai Lama, researchers from the Canadian-based SecDev
Group and the University of Toronto jointly investigated an outbreak of malware in the of-
fices of the Tibetan authorities starting in September 2008. The project became known as the
Information Warfare Monitor. Their inquiry led them to uncover a comprehensive APT that
utilized command servers primarily located in the PRC. This cyber espionage operation took
place during a 2-year period from 2007 to 2009 in which nearly 1300 computers belonging to
the office of the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government in exile were found to be infected.
The computers were located in more than one hundred countries. The investigators refer to
the cyber espionage operation as “Gh0stNet”—named after a piece of malware found on
many of the machines. We describe this case study in the remainder of this section. First,
we present a very basic model for cyber operations that applies very well to APT. Then,
we discuss the initial malware infection and how social engineering was leveraged by the in-
truders. This is followed by a discussion of how the cyber operators used command servers to
siphon information from the Buddhist networks over a long period of time. We conclude this
section by examining some evidence that may suggest PRC involvement.

The Cycle of Cyber Operations Applied to APT

In reading the introduction to this section, one may wonder how the cyber operators were
able to compromise such a large number of systems belonging to organizations affiliated with
the Dalai Lama for such a long period of time. The answer lies in the use of consolidation—that
is utilizing information obtained in a cyber espionage operation to target further systems. We
can view this as the third step of a four-part cycle of operations (see Figure 7.4). The first step
involves reconnaissance—the tasks of footprinting, scanning, and enumeration—which we
laid out in the Titan Rain case study. The second step is exploitation—the actual theft or mod-
ification of data on target systems. The third step is to maintain persistence—that is to stay
present on the target systemwhile remaining undetected. In the third step, consolidation, some
of the information garnered through exploitation is then used to identify and create new tar-
gets. Next, we shall discuss how hackers perform this last step.

Using Social Engineering and Malware to Perform Consolidation

Much like some of the compromised systems in Titan Rain, the cyber spies gained access to
the Tibetan émigrés’ systems using Trojans—seemingly innocuous pieces of software or data
files that install malware onto the target system.36 When the user clicks on a certain icon or
link—normally received through e-mail or downloaded off the Internet—a series of events
are commenced that allow an adversary access to that system. Often, this results in the Trojan
constantly running on the affected system as either a piece of innocuous software or as an
invisible process running on the system (hence maintaining persistence).
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In this case, the unsuspecting user received an e-mail with either an infected document or a
link to amaliciousWeb site.When the user opens the document or clicks on the link, normally
one of two things occurs: either the Trojan just simply executes on the target’s computer sys-
tem or it initiates contact with an outside server, which subsequently downloads and runs the
actual Trojan to that machine.

In the first case, the user may be fooled into opening an executable file, say report.doc.exe, that
instead of starting (for example) Microsoft Word, initiates the Trojan, thus compromising the
system. In such a case, when security personnel identify the Trojan, they can easily identify the
source (i.e., if the user received report.doc.exe in an e-mail).However, in the second case, the user
opens a file inside a vulnerable program that initiates contact with an adversary’s server. In this
case, the user clicks on something like a malicious Adobe Acrobat file or a URL link. However,
this malicious file or link, unlike report.doc.exe, is a real file or link (just containing malicious
content). Hence, it is more difficult to detect. Further, this file or link is not the Trojan itself (in-
stead, it is often simply called an “exploit” or “exploit kit”). Often, such an exploit kit will in-
corporate multiple software vulnerabilities (thereby allowing the adversary to get to the next
step regardless of which version of the Web browser or other vulnerable software the user is
running). The goal of the exploit is to initiate contact with the adversary’s server. The exploit
then ensures that the Trojan is downloaded to the target computer and starts working.

In this second scenario, investigations become more difficult. The discovery of the mali-
cious software, in this case, does not necessarily tell a security professional of how it got
to there. As the exploit must execute first, it is likely that by the time an investigation is
conducted, the software (exploit) is long gone and all that remains is the Trojan running
on the target computer. This makes it difficult to determine how the perpetrator initially
gained access to the system—which means that it may happen again.

Using electronic communication, such as e-mail, for the purposes of obtaining
unauthorized access to a computer system is often referred to as phishing. As phishing is
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an attempt to manipulate individuals to perform a certain action (i.e., activate a Trojan) or
divulge information (i.e., disclose a password), it is considered a form of social engineering.
In the case of the cyber espionage operations performed against the organizations affiliated
with the Dalai Lama, the cyber operators used what is often referred to as spear phishing—
extensive use of social engineering to craft an e-mail that has specific, personal information
to entice a user to somehow activate a Trojan. As the attackers gained access to certain sys-
tems, they can start to understand relationships among employees based on things such as
intra-office memorandums, e-mails, and other forms of communications. With this under-
standing, and access to certain computer systems, highly advanced spear phishing e-mails
can be created. For instance, let us suppose the hacker obtains access to the computer of
User A. In reviewing the user’s e-mails, he finds that User A often works with User B. The
hacker can then leverage his access to User A’s computer to send an e-mail with an infected
document to User B—perhaps asking User B to review the document. User B receives this
seemingly normal message from his colleague and proceeds to activate the Trojan.

In the case of the intrusion into the Tibetan exiles’ systems, the cyber spies initially used e-
mails designed to interest a large number of the Tibetans in opening a malicious document.
One such e-mail was sent from campaigns@freetibet.org and attached a Microsoft Word doc-
ument entitled “Translation of Freedom Movement ID Book for Tibetans in Exile.doc.”37

Hence, by designing a legitimate-looking message, users were enticed to open the Microsoft
Word file—which contained the Trojan. Later, e-mails were more highly targeted, using in-
formation harvested from those activating the initial Trojans.

One can also consider the spear phishing targeting the Buddhist organizations’ computers in
the context of the “security countermeasures” dimension of cyber security as discussed in the
introduction of this book. Of the three components of security countermeasures—technology,
policy/practices, and people, social engineering primarily relies on people being theweak link.
Users in an organization not properly educated in the threat posed by malware-containing so-
cially engineered e-mails are more likely to open such messages and their associated attach-
ments. Hence, in any organization, education and training of the user population is a key
factor in mitigating the effects of an adversary’s cyber espionage campaign.

However, there is another aspect of security counter measures to be considered: technol-
ogy. What tools do the system administrators have in place to detect and quarantine mali-
cious documents? In addition to identifying such measures in the reconnaissance phase of
the operation cycle, hackers also typically make an effort to use lesser known system vulner-
abilities. The analysts at Information Warfare Monitor examined malicious files found on the
Tibetan organizations’ computers and found that of the 34 leading antivirus software pack-
ages in use at the time, only 11 were able to properly identify the files as containing Trojans.38

Using lesser known vulnerabilities, or even discovering new vulnerabilities, are reliable
methods for hackers to obtain access to systems and circumvent technological security coun-
termeasure such as antivirus software.

Harvesting Data from the Compromised Systems

At least eight different families of Trojans were identified on the Tibetans expatriates’ sys-
tems. Upon establishing connection with a command server, the malware allowed practically
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total access to the target systems. One of the first tasks performed by the malware installed by
the Trojan is to communicate with a C&C server—much the same way as the botnets de-
scribed earlier in this book do. About 70% of C&C servers identified by Information Warfare
Monitor were in the PRC. Other locations of C&C servers included the U.S., Sweden, South
Korea, and Taiwan. Further, the connections made to these C&C servers were employing
HTTP—the standard protocol used for Web servers. By using this standard protocol, the net-
work traffic to and from these servers appears less obvious—hence avoiding detection by in-
trusion detection systems (IDSs—see the previous section of this chapter for a brief discussion
on these systems).

It turned out that several of the C&C servers identified by the InformationWarfareMonitor
researchers were still active during the time of the investigation. Based on the apparent con-
figuration of these servers, members of this research teamwere able to deduce their file struc-
ture of the C&C server. Based on this logic, they were able to locate the software that allowed
for remote administration of the machine and then obtained access to the administration in-
terface for these servers. The administration interface is a software tool that allows the hackers
to direct the actions of the compromised systems using easy-to-use Web-based screens. It
turned out that the hypothesis of the researchers was correct. More bizarrely, they found ad-
ministration interfaces on four of the C&C servers that were not secured. This allowed them to
actually direct the actions of many of the compromised computers.39

The administrative interface of the C&C servers had three screens. These included a listing
of infected machines in communication with the server, a tool to send commands to the
infected computers, and a screen displaying the results of recently sent commands. The tool
to send commands to the targets included several options. These commands included the ac-
quisition of system information (such as listing of documents on the target machine), sending
additional malware to the target (to add functionality), and a feature to make the malware on
the target dormant. The ability to send additional malware to the target allows the hacker to
perform such tasks as file management on the target, screen capture, key logging (which re-
cords all keystrokes taken on the target machine), audio capture (through the target’s micro-
phone), and webcam view. To disguise the traffic of the additional malware, the executable
code is sent disguised as a digital image file.

One of the additional pieces of malware that can be uploaded to a target machine from the
C&C server is a Chinese piece of software known as gh0st RAT (Remote Access Tool).f This
provides many of the functionality (key logging, file management, etc.) described above by
giving the hacker access to the target system in real time. We note that gh0st RAT can be con-
figured to connect to a third-party command-and-control server (possibly different from the
ones already described). Such use of an additional master server could be to obfuscate the
lines of communication to the target or could resemble a division of labor (i.e., the breach
and exploitation teams described in the Operation X case study earlier in the chapter).

The investigators at Information Warfare Monitor wanted more to fully understand the
nature of the interaction between the version of gh0st RAT installed on the Buddhists’ sys-
tems and their C&C servers. To do so, they set up what is known as a honey pot. A honey
pot is a computer designed to appear vulnerable in order to lure hackers. Once the hackers

fSometimes also referred to as “Remote Administration Tool.”
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gain access to the honey pot, their actions are thenmonitored by security professionals. How-
ever, instead of waiting for the honey pot to become infected, the researchers simply installed
gh0st RAT on theirs. After installation, the researcher’s honey pot attempted to established
connection with master servers located in China. However, gh0st RAT can also use proxy
servers—hence, the Chinese servers may have just been functioning as relays in the scheme.

Return to the issue of the administrative interface of the command-and-control server as-
sociated with the malware installed by the Trojan and consider the screen that shows the re-
sults of issued commands. Some of the results include information of the target system
(amount of memory, disk space, computer name, operating system version, etc.), listing of
files and folders, and even determining the geographic location of the target system. The list-
ing of system information allows the cyber spy to be selective in what tool (i.e., gh0st RAT) he
or she will use to further exploit the system. With this additional level of detail, the perpetra-
tor can ensure that any additional malware sent to the target will not only function properly
but also do so in the stealthiest manner possible. The listing of files and folders on the target’s
computer is also highly useful for exploitation. In this way, the attacker can preselect what
information is to be exfiltrated from the target using gh0st RAT or similar tools. In this
way, the hacker can often avoid searching through files on the target system in real time—
which would increase the chances of detection (note that a similar technique was used by
the hackers during Operation X in the previous section). Additionally, some of the newer ver-
sions of the administrative interface allowed the hackers to perform a geoIP lookup on the
target—enabling them to determine which country an infected system was located. The geo-
graphic information aides not only in the exploitation but also in developing follow-on op-
erations during the consolidation phase as precise country information of a system can
enhance spear-phishing attacks.

Hints of PRC Involvement

As usual, we note that it is virtually impossible to state with certainty that the cyber espi-
onage operations directed against the Tibetan émigrés truly originated from China—not to
mention PRC sponsorship. However, there are some indicators that may point to PRC in-
volvement. We have already discussed that many of the command-and-control servers in-
volved in the operation were located in China—which is perhaps the most obvious hint at
involvement of the Chinese government. Nowwe look at other factors that suggest an official
hand in this operation.

In examining cyber espionage operations against any organization, the question ariseswho
would benefit from the monitoring, theft, or modification of the target’s data. As the office of
the Dalai Lama and its affiliates are perhaps one of the best known dissident groups working
against the Chinese occupation of Tibet, their activities are of much interest to the PRC. Given
that the earliest observed communication to C&C servers took place in March 2007,40 the op-
eration commenced after the apparent shift in PRC policy against freelance hacking, although
ahead of the enactment of stricter antihacking laws in 2009. This consideration makes it less
likely that it was the work of freelance or patriotic Chinese hackers. Further, even though this
operation took place before the passing of the new antihacking laws, the related attack of the
Shadow Network (discussed in the next section) was actually launched afterward. If both
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operations were conducted by the same organization, the hackers behind Shadow Network
were operating illegally—unless sanctioned by the PRC.

An alternative explanation is that the cyber espionage operation was conducted by a crim-
inal organization. Aswe saw earlier in this book, several criminal organizations in Russia rent
out botnets that could be capable of what is described in this section. It is feasible that a similar
group or groups could exist in China, but what motive would they have collecting data on the
Tibetans? The office of the Dalai Lama is responsible for much of the Dali Lama’s strategic
communication. Though the exact nature of the stolen documents is unknown (due to con-
fidentiality issues), the researchers at InformationWarfare Monitor note that some of the doc-
uments appeared significant to Sino-Tibetan negotiations. Additionally, of the nearly 1300
infected computers, the researchers labeled 397 of them as high-value targets due to their sig-
nificant relationship between the PRC and Tibet, Taiwan, or India. Others were associated
with embassies, diplomatic missions, government ministries, or international organizations.
In order to obtain access to these systems, the hackers must have used social engineering via
numerous phishing attempts. This level of effort seems unlikely for a criminal enterprise
seeking to simply gain access to systems for activities such as fraud or large-scale phishing.

As Tibetans strive for autonomy, the targeted organizations essentially form Tibet’s gov-
ernment in exile. Like in any other (international) conflict, negotiations may be accompanied
by the show of military force41 and as described earlier in this chapter, cyberspace is under-
stood as a new addition to Chinese military strategy. In fall 2006, a deadly incident at the
Nangpa La Pass propelled the plight of Tibetans once again into the focus of world attention.
From the 75 Tibetans, who charged for neighboring Nepal, only 41 arrived safely in Kath-
mandu. Chinese border security opened fire on the unarmed refugees, whowere mainly chil-
dren and fatally shot a 17-year-old nun, a 13-year-old boy,42 and a young man.43 Around 9 to
14 children between the ages of 6 and 10 were arrested. The news of the tragedy was brought
to the world stage only due to the reporting ofWestern eyewitnesses—mountaineers, some of
who took photographs of or videotaped the event as it happened.44,45 In spring of 2008, the
49th anniversary of the Tibetan Uprising Day and socio-economic grievances stirred consid-
erable protest against Chinese repression, which spread quickly from Lhasa to other regions
and monasteries of the Tibet Autonomous Region and beyond. In the year of the Beijing
Olympics, it was in the government’s interest to resolve the situation quickly. Diverging
accounts of the total number of individuals on both sides who lost their lives eventually
ranged between 20 (official Chinese reports) and more than 200 (according to Tibetan
authorities).46 Massive trials against arrested protestors sought to put a quick end to the riots
themselves before the Olympic Games were to commence in August.47

The violence spawned subsequent negotiations with representatives of His Holiness the
Dalai Lama, whom the Chinese government held responsible for instigating the unrest
(Figure 7.5).48 State media ran defamation campaigns against the Tibetan authority in exile.49

Independent media is generally restricted especially in Tibet, but this time the Chinese gov-
ernment granted 26 foreign reporters access to Lhasa.50 After the emanation of violence, Chi-
nese officials apparently took every measure at hand to curb foreign publications on the
situation in Tibet, ranging from the destruction of photographs and video footage to death
threats against 10 journalists.51 A German television station running an opinion poll on the
cancellation of the Olympic torch relay experienced drastically increasing amounts of visitors
to their Web site. Eventually, the television’s correspondent in Beijing reported that the
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information about the opinion poll had been posted on 7600 Chinese Web sites calling upon
their visitors to “not cast the wrong vote.”52 Eventually, 600,000 users had voted against the
premature end to the torch relay.53 Although this incident was apparently the result of an
aggregate effort of Chinese individuals, the BBC also reports on the government’s sophisti-
cated practice of keyword filtering and blocking foreign media and their Web sites.54 As in
October 2007, the Chinese government blocked access to social media Web sites.55, 56 In ad-
dition to YouTube, the authorities apparently rendered the Web sites of online media, The
Guardian, Yahoo, and L.A. Times unavailable to Chinese Internet users.57 The Tibetan pro-
tests were neither the first nor the last occasion for the Chinese government to execute Internet
censorship. In the wake and during the 2008 Olympic Games, Beijing blocked theWeb sites of
amnesty international and other human rights organizations as well as the online presence of
Tibetan authorities in exile.58 Other case studies of government filtering and use of the Inter-
net against dissidents in Russia and Iran are described in greater detail in Chapter 5.

In the aftermath, Chinese academics and human rights activists called for press freedom
and the independent investigation into the recent crisis in Tibet.59 Chinese philosopher Zhang
Boshu published an extensive treatise in which he points out that the Chinese problem with
Tibet is first and foremost a human rights issue and that the arrogance of Han-dominated
China prevents improvements in Sino-Tibetan relations. Although Boshu does not support
Tibetan independence, he argues that violence and oppression cannot lead to peaceful coex-
istence and cooperation.60

Writings like this appear to voice the growing awareness among the Chinese public of not
only the grievous situation of Tibetans in Tibet but also the drastic mishandling of the situ-
ation by their government. The latter now had to face increasing internal critique in addition
to international accusations of human right abuses in Tibet.61 To make matters worse, the

FIGURE 7.5 The Dalai Lama, pictured here with President Barrack Obama, leads the Tibetan Government in ex-
ile. It is possible that the Chinese government leverages cyber espionage against Tibetans for critical information to
obtain an advantage in their negotiations with this group. Official White House photo by Pete Souza.
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envoys of the Dalai Lama presented the government officially with their “Memorandum on
Genuine Autonomy for the Tibetan People” in the commencing round of negotiations in No-
vember 2008.62 Chinese officials decried the advance as pretext for Tibetan independence and
apparent violation of Chinese law.63 After the long history of Sino-Tibetan negotiations, es-
pecially since the late 1980s, numerous revisions of the Memorandum and additional rounds
of talks since 2008, the involved envoys of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Lodi Gyari, and
Kelsang Gyaltsen, resigned in summer 2012 in the face of the lack of positive Chinese reac-
tions and a deteriorating situation in Tibet.64

Against this backdrop and the emerging Chinese cyber prowess described earlier in this
chapter, the case of cyber espionage against the Tibetan institutions appears to have com-
menced as soon as the necessary infrastructure was in place and the necessary capabilities
were achieved. Quite possibly, the information gathered in this case might have provided
Beijing with great insight into the inner workings as well as external relations of this adver-
sary and might have put Chinese negotiators, public relations specialists, and propagandists,
as well as policymakers andmilitary strategists at a significant advantage. Negotiatorswould
be knowledgeable in the details of the Tibetans’ agenda, effectively rendering their diplo-
matic strategy unworkable. Public relations specialists, who are aware of potentially upcom-
ing buzz themes in the media war over public opinion, find themselves in the formidable
position to prepare counter propaganda and take the punch out of the news from the Tibetan
side. Almost needless to ponder is the plethora of actionable intelligence made available
through cyber espionage to policy makers. The Chinese government’s objective in regard
to Tibet is to prevent its independence, because it views the territory as an intrinsic part of
the motherland.65 Knowing about every move Tibetan authorities make, would put the
PRC in control and in the position to match and counter any forthcoming Tibetan policies
and political advances. The Tibetans’ foreign relations could be monitored and documented
easily. Any rifts in internal or external relations could easily be exploited to further China’s
interests. If China is indeed using information stolen from Tibetan computers in order to ob-
tain an edge at the negotiation table, then it would be a clear example of intelligence gathering
(the cyber espionage) feeding into an operation (the negotiations). In this case, it would also
be likely that information requirements identified by negotiators would be sent back to the
cyber spies, which would cause them to target new systems in the hope of better supporting
the negotiations.

In addition to the aforementioned described hints and hypotheses of PRC involvement, the
researchers at InformationWarfareMonitor present an anecdote that provides further insight
into this issue. One of the organizations investigated by the researchers was a pro-Tibetan
NGO known as Drewla. During the investigation, a young woman at a Drewla office in
Dharamsala, India decided to visit her family in a village in Tibet after working for 2 years
at the NGO. She claims that she was detained by the Chinese at the China-Nepal border
for 2 months on suspicion of involvement in pro-Tibetan activities. When she denied such
involvement during the interrogation, she was presented with transcripts of her Internet chat
communications from her time at Drewla. Eventually, she was released to her village.66

This story, if true, highlights oneway inwhich cyber espionage operations are used against
dissident groups. In the past, authoritarian regimes leveraged signals intelligence (SIGINT,
mainly phone taps) against potential rebels. In 2003, while Paulo Shakarian, one of the au-
thors, was deployed to Iraq, many of the locals correctly identified antennas on top of a major
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hotel in Baghdad as one of SaddamHussein’s SIGINT stations. Upon inspection of the interior
of the building, U.S. soldiers found aging pieces of equipment specializing in the collection of
signal intelligence. Hussein was able to leverage this capability to answer some of his infor-
mation requirements—particularly those internal to the country. There is some evidence that
China has leveraged SIGINT in a similar manner. The anecdote above shows how intelligence
gathered from a cyber espionage operation was used to support an interrogation. It is inter-
esting to note that cyber espionage and SIGINT often can answer related information require-
ments and add redundancy and verification to an intelligence collection plan. Perhaps, this is
why the People’s Liberation Army tasked the 3rd General Staff Department (historically
assigned a signals intelligence mission) with the cyber espionage tasks.

The story of Gh0stNet provides some good insight into the advanced persistent threat—
where systems are monitored for months or even years—for the purpose of intelligence gath-
ering. The challenges with this type of operation seem to differ somewhat from the more
straightforward data exfiltrations of Titan Rain or the case of Operation X. Further, the use
of social engineering allowed the hackers to perform the step of consolidation—completing
a cyber operations cycle and allowing them to action follow-on targets.

While the operators behind Gh0stNet were largely successful, they still made several mis-
takes. Perhaps, the most glaring errors of the hackers dealt with the ease at which command-
and-control servers could be found and the fact that they were not properly secured. About a
year after Gh0stNet, the same investigators analyzed another cyber espionage ring—likely
involving many of the operators from Gh0stNet. This is known as the Shadow Network
and showed an increase in sophistication when compared to Gh0stNet, because it addressed
some of the short comings. We shall explore the Shadow Network in the next section.

USING LEGITIMATE WEB SITES FOR DATA EXFILTRATION:
THE SHADOW NETWORK

After the investigation of Gh0stNet, researchers from the InformationWarfareMonitor no-
ticed that the vast majority of domain names used for the Gh0stNet hackers’ command-and-
control serverswent offline. But complaints aboutmalware infections from the personal office
of the Dalai Lama continued. Working with another group of researchers, known as the
Shadowserver Foundation, the investigators found that one of the computers was
compromised by two different types of malware. Upon examining the communication from
the malware to its associated command-and-control servers, the investigators concluded that
at least two different groups of spies were conducting cyber espionage operations against this
particular machine in the office of the Dalai Lama.67 The subsequent examination of the re-
lationships among the command-and-control servers to identify potential espionage net-
works revealed that one of these networks, known as the Shadow Network, was found to be
used for cyber espionage operations not only against the office of the Dalai Lama, but also
targeting the Indian government and Indian military systems among others. The observed
relationships among the involved command-and-control servers were found to be based
on their respective domain names, which over time revolved to the same IP addresses,
malware on one of the server being used to connect to another and similarities among file
paths on these servers.
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Leveraging Legitimate Web Sites for Data Exfiltration

The investigators assess that, as with Gh0stNet, the hackers behind the Shadow Network
relied on spear phishing in order to gain access to targeted systems. They observed that the
hackers used files such as Adobe Acrobat (PDF), Microsoft PowerPoint (PPT), and Microsoft
Word (DOC) that contained Trojans that exploited one of several vulnerabilities. Although
the vulnerabilities used by PPT and DOC files were older and hence better known, the
PDF files used weaknesses that had been addressed by Adobe only several weeks prior to
the infection. Hence, though a counter measure was available, it clearly was not in place
in the Tibetan information systems due to its (then) very recent development.

When the researchers examined the actual malware installed by the Trojans, they noticed a
significant departure from what they found in Gh0stNet. In several of the infected systems,
the investigators found that the Shadow Network hackers were not relying on a simple
command-and-control server or even a proxy thereto, but were rather using popular Web sites
such as Yahoo! Mail and Twitter to add a layer of communication to the target system. For in-
stance, several computerswere found to connect to Yahoo!Mail. The hackers interfaced directly
withaYahoo!’s e-mail inboxusing the associatedapplicationprogram interface (API)—the set of
software libraries intended for the development of legitimate applications to access Yahoo!
Mail. Using this communication with Yahoo! Mail, the infected computer periodically used a
particular e-mail account to send and receive messages. In a scheme of direct communication,
the hackers would send e-mails to the target machine, which contained executable code (com-
puter code that is capable of actually running a piece of software) directing the computer to do
further actions. These actions functioned similarly to the capabilities provided to the Gh0stNet
hackers in the administrative interface of their command-and-control (C&C) servers. The inves-
tigators analyzed this executable code and found that it directs the target to download another
piece of malware from a Web site publically hosted on a Google server. This malware, in turn,
connected to another C&C server in order to download several files disguised as digital images,
whichallowed it to connect to theTor anonymitynetwork.68 Thisnetwork is usedby individuals
desiring anonymity such as journalists, law enforcement, and human rights activists. Tor is an
anonymity system that uses a special protocol known as Onion Routing to hide the origin of
the sender. Amessage sent on the Tor network relies on a series of servers to route the message
to its destination. A given message travels from an “entrance node” to an “exit node.” The
sender’s locationisonlyknownto the“entrancenode”andthedataareencrypteduntil theyreach
the “exit node” (full details of this protocol can be found inGoldschlag et al.69). Although the exit
node has nomemory of the original sender, it passes on the original, unencryptedmessage. The
researchers from InformationWarfare Monitor referred to a study by Dan Egerstad70 where he
examined network traffic leaving an exit node in the Tor network. He identified information,
apparently from embassies belonging to countries such as Australia, Japan, Iran, and India.
Based on his conversations with some embassy personnel, Egerstad suspected that someone
hacked the accounts of the embassy personnel, sent data through Tor, and then eavesdropped
on the exit nodes. In this way, he could capture the data in a stealthy manner, as the location
of the eavesdropper would not be in the Tor network path. It is possible that members of the
Shadow Network were using Tor in a similar manner to exfiltrate data from their targets.

Yahoo! Mail was not the only legitimate Web site being misused by members of the
Shadow Network for data exfiltration. The Information Warfare Monitor investigators found
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Shadow Network malware that used Baidu Blogs, Twitter, Google Groups, and other similar
sites to control the compromised computers. These channels of communication were often
used in conjunction with traditional HTTP-based C&C—similar to what was observed in
Gh0stNet. However, unlike Gh0stNet, the hackers made better efforts to obfuscate the
HTTP-based command-and-control servers as well. They relied on legitimate free Web-
hosting services such as justfree.com and yourfreehosting.net and free domains provided
by co.tv and net.ru. The IP addresses associated with C&C servers on the free domains were
all traced back to locations in the U.S. and Germany. But when these free hosting accounts for
whatever reason failed to function, the researchers observed that the hackers would send a
message to the compromised systems via a blog post redirecting their HTTP traffic to what
appeared to be the “core” C&C servers. This handful of servers, as it turned out, resided in the
Peoples’ Republic of China (Figure 7.6).

Targets of the Shadow Network

The researchers at InformationWarfare Monitor and the Shadowserver Foundation used a
novel technique known as DNS Sinkholing to investigate the Shadow Network. Often the
command-and-control (C&C) server of a botnet or other network of compromised computers
is either shutdown or becomes abandoned. In the aftermath of such abandonment, the
compromised systems may still attempt to communicate with the server. With DNS
Sinkholing, a security professional registers a machine using the name of the C&C server.

Compromised workstation

Publically hosted
Web site

(sites.google.com) 

Tor

Hacker1
2 3

5

1  The target established a connection with a Yahoo! Mail account and receives an
email with executable code that directs the target to download malware from a
publically hosted web site.
2  The target downloads the malware from the publically hosted web site.
3  Directed by the new malware, the compromised system downloads files disguised
as digital images from another C&C server.
4  The new files direct the target to upload unencrypted data files to Tor.
5  While uploading the files to Tor, the hacker monitors the unencrypted traffic,
hence obtaining the desired data from the compromised system.  

C&C server

4

Yahoo! Mail

FIGURE 7.6 Use of Yahoo! Mail for command and control of a compromised workstation. The relationship to the
Tor network is hypothesized based on a different investigation.
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The compromisedmachines then connect to the server belonging to the security professional.
The IP addresses of the compromised machines can then be identified in order to determine
the extent of the spread of a given piece of malware.g The idea is similar to that of a “Honey
Pot.” A “Honey Pot” is a system set up by security professionals with the goal of enticing in-
dividuals to compromise it—hence, allowing the security pros to study the behavior of the
hackers. A DNS Sinkhole is similar in that it is set up by security professionals to study
the behavior of malicious software. However, it differs in that it is designed to capture traffic
of compromised systems rather than lure attackers.

The investigators used this technique based on abandoned C&C servers to which the com-
puters in the Office of His Holiness the Dalai Lama were attempting to connect. They found
that a great many of systems were compromised—many completely unrelated to the Tibetan
organizations whose infected computers initiated the analysis. Affected computers were lo-
cated in academic institutions such as New York University, the University of Western On-
tario, and Kaunas University of Technology (Lithuania); or pertained tomedia outlets such as
the Times of India. Science and technology organizations such as the Commission for Science
and Technology for Sustainable Development in Pakistan and the National Informatics Cen-
ter in India as well as various Indian institutions, including the Chambers of Commerce and
Industry and the New Delhi Railway station, had also been infected.

In addition to DNS Sinkholing, the investigators were able to recover stolen data from one
of the C&C servers that was not properly secured. In addition to the documents captured
from the Office of the Dalai Lama, the researchers found data relating to government diplo-
matic missions, national security, defense, academia, and the media. India was the predom-
inant target of these exfiltrations. Several documents taken from Indian diplomatic computers
were marked with “SECRET” (two documents), “RESTRICTED” (six documents), or “CON-
FIDENTIAL” (five documents) markings.71 Many of these classified documents dealt with
security assessments of certain Indian provinces as well as embassy information on India’s
relationship with Russia, West African nations, and the Middle East. Unlike the documents
taken from diplomatic organizations, the data exfiltrated from defense systems appeared to
be unclassified. However, it appears that the information taken was not generally known to
the public. Documents were recovered relating to the Russian Pechora Missile System,72 the
Israeli Iron Dome air defense system, and an Indian artillery system known as Project
Shakti.73 The hackers also stole documents on several academics and journalists—focusing
on those associatedwithwritings either on the containment of the Peoples’ Republic of China,
Chinese military exports, the Chinese-Indian relationship, or armed groups within the PRC.

Much of the stolen data may seem to answer Chinese IRs, but there were other clues that
pointed the researchers to suggest the involvement of the Chinese government.

Clues of Chinese Involvement in the Shadow Network

The investigators from InformationWarfare Monitor captured several evidences that linked
theoperators toChengdu,Sichuan.First, the IPaddresses fromwhichthee-mailsweresent to the
compromised machines via Yahoo! Mail (as described earlier) were traced back to Chengdu.

gFor more on DNS Sinkholing, we suggest the SANS Institute paper “DNS Sinkhole” by Guy Bruneau

available at http://www.sans.org/reading_room/whitepapers/dns/dns-sinkhole_33523.
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Second, the investigators obtained a document describing how to use Yahoo! Mail to remote
control-infected computers. Thisdocument also containedane-mail addresswhichwhen inves-
tigated by the researchers led to several advertisements for apartment rentals—also located in
Chengdu. The Information Warfare Monitor researchers point out that a Technical Reconnais-
sance Brigade (TRB) of the Chinese government (traditionally tasked with SIGINT collection
and believed to be involved in cyber espionage) is located in Chengdu. Unfortunately, there
is notmuchmore analysis that can link the attacks to theChengduTRB.However, it seemsplau-
sible that the Shadow Network, an international cyber espionage ring, is the type of operation
that would fall within the TRB’s traditional role—intelligence collection through SIGINT.

The stories of Gh0stNet and the ShadowNetwork illustrate how cyber espionage operators
monitored target systems over a long period of time for intelligence collection purposes. The
targets of these cyber espionage operations included Tibetan dissidents and governmental
organizations from countries that Chinamay have a substantial interest in. In the next section,
we examine another attack largely attributed to the Peoples’ Republic in China—Operation
Aurora. The level of sophistication increases yet again in this cyber espionage operation, but
this time the targets are mainly part of the industry sector.

CYBER WAR THROUGH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THEFT:
OPERATION AURORA

On January 12, 2010, Google announced shocking news. The firm published on its official
blog that it had been the victim of a cyber warfare originating from China. According to the
blog, the purpose of the operation was to access the Gmail e-mail accounts of Chinese human
rights activists.74 As a result of this cyber espionage operation, Google announced that it
would no longer censor results on its flagship search engine in China—google.cn—a move
that caused consternation with the PRC. The company stated that if they could not run their
search engine uncensored, they would be willing to close operations in China.

Literally, minutes after the announcement from Google, Adobe—another major software
vendor—announced that their corporate systems had also been hacked.75 It turns out that
both Google and Adobe were targets of the same adversary—an adversary that conducted
the very same operation against 32 more companies. These firms included Dow Chemical,
Northrop Grumman, Symantec, and Yahoo.76 It seems the purpose of the operation was to
exfiltrate not only information about Chinese human rights activists but also intellectual
property—namely, source code of commercially developed software.77

This operation—known as “Operation Aurora”—is the topic of this section. It leveraged
social engineering alongwith an advanced Trojan known asHydraq to steal intellectual prop-
erty. Several analysts strongly suspect PRC involvement. Here, we review the attack, review
the evidence of PRC involvement, and discuss the implications of intellectual property theft
from corporations.

Trojan.Hydraq

The act of cyber espionage dubbed “Operation Aurora” employed an exploit in Microsoft
Internet Explorer that was exploited by software referred to as Trojan.Hydraq by the security
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firm Symantec. As with several of the cyber espionage operations discussed in this chapter,
Operation Aurora was initiated with spear phishing. In the case of the Google break-in, it
is thought that this initial spear phishing was directed at an employee using the Microsoft
Messenger instant chat software. The user supposedly received a link to a malicious Web site
during one of his chat.78 It is unknown if the operations against the other firms were also ini-
tiated with chat software. Based on similar operations (such as those discussed earlier in this
chapter), it seems likely that e-mailmay have also been used as away to initiate the infiltration
of themalicious software. Either way, the initial communication to these firms had three char-
acteristics. First, they were sent to a select group of individuals, which suggests that this type
of targeting (spear phishing) indicates that the hackers had some additional source of intel-
ligence on their targets. Second, the communications were engineered in a way to appear as
though they originated from a trusted source, which also shows that the perpetrators were
operating with profiles of their targets. Third, they all contained a link to aWeb site—clicking
upon which initiated a certain series of events.

Once the user clicked on the link, theirWeb browser would visit a site based out of Taiwan.
This Web site, in turn, executed malicious JavaScript code—this is source code that runs on a
Web site normally used to provide interactive features to the user. The malicious JavaScript
code exploited a weakness in the Microsoft Internet Explorer Web browser that was largely
unknown at the time. Often, such a new vulnerability is termed a “zero-day exploit.”
The malevolent JavaScript code proceeds to download a second piece of malware from
Taiwan—disguised as an image file. This secondary malicious software would proceed to
run in Windows and set up a back door allowing a cyber-spy access to the targeted system.79

A back door refers to amethod of accessing a system that allows an intruder to circumvent the
normal security mechanism.

The use of a zero-day exploit is significant because identifying such a vulnerability
most likely required a skillful engineering effort. This, along with the highly targeted
spear-phishing campaign (suggesting that the hackers had access to some additional intelli-
gence on their targets), might hint at the backing of a larger organization—possibly a nation-
state.

Theft of Intellectual Property

Several months after Google announced that it had been hacked, the New York Times
reported that more than just e-mail accounts of Chinese human rights activists had been
compromised. Citing an unnamed source with direct knowledge of the Google investigation,
reporter John Markoff wrote that the source code to Google’s state-of-the-art password sys-
tem had likely been stolen during Operation Aurora.80 The system, known as Gaia, was
designed to allow users of Google’s software to use a single username and password to access
the myriad of Google services. This software is also known as “Single Sign-On.” Markoff
reported that Google addressed the problem by adding an additional layer of encryption
to their password system.

The compromise of Gaia is significant for more than one reason. First, obtaining software
source code of a commercial system is intellectual property theft and thus unlawful in the
United States. As with the data stolen during Titan Rain, the stolen source code could allow
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certain developers to illicitly create software similar to Gaia. If we view Operation Aurora as
the actions of a nation-state, theft of intellectual property can be thought of as a form of eco-
nomic warfare—leveling the technological playing field in order to reduce the advantage of
an adversary nation’s industrial capability. Clearly, this is in line with the Chinese ideas of
Unrestricted Warfare—where various forms of IW occur constantly (including during peace-
time) and attack all aspects of a nation’s power (including industry).

However, beyond the economic advantages gained by the theft of source code, major se-
curity implications are also imminent—particularly in the case of Gaia. Consider the cyber
espionage operation cycle described earlier in this chapter (see the section on Gh0stNet).
In the final phase of this cycle, the hackers consolidate their gains. Specifically, they used
information obtained from their infiltration to help develop intelligence for follow-on oper-
ations. With Gh0stNet and the ShadowNetwork, the consolidation phase primarily relied on
leveraging personal information obtained from computer systems to identify new targets and
create socially engineered e-mails to entice those targets to allow access to their systems. The
consolidation phase from these two operations can be thought of primarily as analysis and
development of communications intelligence (COMINT). This type of intelligence deals with
intercepted communications from people. Assuming the perpetrators of the Google hack
follow the samemodus operandi, the consolidation phase for Gaiawould be different. Analysts
working with the hackers would most likely determine technical vulnerabilities in the pass-
word system. The examination of a piece of technology in order to understand its inner work-
ings and identify weaknesses is often referred to as technical intelligence (TECHINT).

Though it is clear that the theft of intellectual property is an important consideration for
corporations, it also raises an important question. How were the attackers able to obtain
source code for a system such as Gaia by leveraging a relatively small number of
compromised computer systems? It turns out that many corporations work with specialized
servers as storehouses for this type of data—often fittingly termed “intellectual property re-
positories.” Centralized locations of this type of data make it easier for teams to work collab-
oratively on a project and share information with each other. These systems often take the
form of Software Configuration Management (SCM) systems such as IBM Rationale# or con-
tent management systems such as Microsoft SharePoint#. Following Operation Aurora,
McAfee examined Perforce# and found a few facets of that system that allowed unauthorized
access.81 We list a few below:

• By default, the passwords for the Perforce system are unencrypted. Hence, if intercepted
during login, an adversary can easily read and reuse the password to obtain unauthorized
access.

• An arbitrary user can list out all the workspaces on Perforce. Workspaces are areas on the
server designed for a team to collaborate on a software project. Therefore, with a single
compromise, an adversary can enumerate all workspaces—an important step in
reconnaissance (see the section on “Titan Rain” in this chapter formore on reconnaissance).

• All communication between Perforce and the user is unencrypted. Hence, a third party
somehow eavesdropping on their communication can steal intellectual property in transit.

• By default, user accounts created on Perforce have high privileges. If a system
administrator does not change the default, a single compromised account on the system
can potentially lead to theft of any intellectual property on the repository.
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We illustrate these points about Perforce# as it is commonly used as an intellectual prop-
erty repository and its particular vulnerabilities of that system are common to such repository
systems in general.

Similar to the case of Stuxnet described later in this book, Operation Aurora invalidated a
key assumption made by many system administrators and IP repository software vendors at
the time. The professionals operating those networks assumed that the intellectual property
would not be accessed due to security countermeasures taken to protect the network as a
whole. The result of this perspective is a lesser focus on the security of an IP repository lying
within the perimeter of a corporation’s network. By utilizing a zero-day vulnerability for their
mission, the perpetrators behind Operation Aurora were able to exploit this assumption.

Theft of intellectual property, as with the other types of data exfiltration, already discussed
in this chapter also presents another key difficulty—determining what was actually stolen. In
the wake of Operation Aurora, security researcher George Kurtz wrote an article entitled
“Where’s the body?”82 As opposed to a physical theft where it is relatively easy to determine
what was stolen, with cyber espionage and data exfiltration this is much more difficult to es-
tablish. Though systems administrators have a few tools at hand—such as the examination of
server logs and the analysis of network traffic—in advanced cyber espionage operations
hackers often take various steps to cover up their tracks and operate in a manner, which
makes it difficult to ascertain what data were stolen. For instance, if we consider Operation
X described earlier in this chapter, we see that the hackers encrypted the stolen information
before exfiltration. In that case, even a reconstruction of the upload from the company’s net-
work would not reveal the stolen information. Though security vendors provide software so-
lutions to help with this issue, determining “where’s the body” in the wake of a cyber
espionage operation is still often a difficult task.

Indicators of PRC Involvement

It is interesting that Google’s announcement of the security breach seems to implicate Chi-
nese involvement—or suggests at least complacency on the side of the government. Here are
some indicators that Operation Aurora was executed with the full knowledge or even under
the directive of the Chinese government.

The earliest signs of Chinese involvement were made public in January 2010—several
weeks after Google’s initial blog post. A report released by the security firm VeriSign stated
that the “source IP’s and drop server of the attack correspond to a single foreign entity
consisting of either agents of the Chinese state or proxies thereof.”83 The researchers at
VeriSign also found that the Aurora hackers used HomeLinux Dynamic DNS and
“borrowed” IP addresses from the American firm Linode (a company specializing in Virtual
Private Server Hosting). These are the same circumstances as in a July 2009 DDoS attacks
against South Korea andWashington, D.C. Evenmore so the IP addresses for all these attacks
were within the same subnet—in fact, only six addresses apart. These and other similarities
between the two operations led the VeriSign researchers to conclude that Aurora and the at-
tacks against Washington, DC and South Korea were possibly conducted by the same entity.

Just a few weeks later, New York Times reporters John Markoff and David Barboza
published an article which stated that investigators had identified two Chinese schools of
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higher education involved in the attack84—Shanghai Jiaotong University and the Lanxiang
Vocational School. The former’s Information Security Engineering Institute is the workplace
of Peng Yinan (alleged to be the Chinese hacker “CoolSwallow”). When New York Times re-
porters conducted an anonymous telephone interview with a professor from that institute,
they were surprised with the candid response. He stated that students hacking into foreign
computer networks were “quite normal.”85 However, as an alternate explanation, the profes-
sor stated that the university’s IP address could also have been hijacked which he said “fre-
quently happens.”86

At the Lanxiang Vocational School, the investigators were able to identify a specific class
taught by a Ukrainian professor suspected to be involved in Operation Aurora.h When
confronted with the suspicion, the dean of the computer science department there (identified
in the media only as Mr. Shao) stated that the students at the school simply would not have
the ability to carry out such an attack. However, he did acknowledge that students from the
school were often recruited into the military.87

The reports of Chinese involvement might have inspired U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton’s speech on Internet freedom given shortly after Google’s announcement.88 In this
speech, she called upon China to perform a transparent investigation on the intrusions into
Google. This was perhaps the strongest statement by a high-ranking U.S. government official
made in response to a cyber warfare incident at the time. More recently, U.S. Secretary of De-
fense Leon Panetta alsomade statements in the wake of recent cyber warfare operations—this
is discussed in the next chapter (Figure 7.7).

China responded to the accusations and Clinton’s strong diplomatic statements by
resorting to the “three warfares” as outlined earlier in this chapter.89 First, in order to ensure
that the media supported their righteous cause, the government imposed tight guidelines on
all media outlets directing them to only use central government media when writing on the

FIGURE 7.7 U.S. Secretary of State, Hillary
Clinton (pictured here in early 2010) spoke out
on Internet freedom shortly after Operation Au-
rora was discovered. At the time, she was the
highest ranking U.S. official to make a statement
on a cyber operation. State Department photo by
Michael Gross.

hAs of the time of this writing, the extent of the involvement of the class and the name of the Ukrainian

professor appear unavailable in open-source reporting.
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incident and not investigate or analyze it further. With regard to the legal aspect of the “three
warfares,” the initial response from the Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman focused not on
Operation Aurora, but on Google’s threat to not adhere to Chinese censorship laws. This
move was designed to illustrate to the public that Google was the one breaking the law—
not China. Finally, with regard to psychological warfare, Chinese media began publishing
counterpoints to Google’s claim—specifically accusing Google and the U.S. government of
conspiring against China. Google and the U.S. government fabricated the claim in order to
justify violation of Chinese censorship law, the Chinese government reasoned. In support
of this argument, China Daily pointed out that four of Google’s former executives were cur-
rently holding positions in the U.S. government.90

Operation Aurora illustrates the continued evolution of cyber espionage in the early
twenty-first century. In this case of cyber espionage, the targeted information was deemed
so important that the operators utilized a zero-day exploit and spear phishing to gain access
to corporate systems, locate the target’s intellectual property repositories, and steal company
secrets. Originally reported by Google, this operation affected over 30 big-name companies.
The stolen information was unlikely to only further economic gain, but is also feasibly ben-
eficial for technical intelligence, such as the evaluation of vulnerabilities—possibly for use in
further cyber attacks. Operation Aurora invalidated existing assumptions about the security
of intellectual property repositories in corporations and again highlighted the difficulty of
determining the specifics of the captured data. The newsmedia accounts of potential involve-
ment of China led to a diplomatic statement by the U.S. Secretary of State, which, in turn,
elicited responses by the Chinese government which resolved to the “Three Warfares.” Op-
eration Aurora is not unique. In its aftermath, there have been other Chinese-attributed cyber
maneuvers performed with the goal of stealing intellectual property. A series of events
known as Nitro91 (directed against the chemical industry) and Night Dragon92 (against the
energy sector) are but two examples. Finally, there are many potential second- and third-
order effects of amajor software vendor such asGoogle or Adobe being hacked. It is unknown
what consequences the knowledge of potentially widely used software, such as Google’sGaia
password system, will have in follow-on cyber operations. Though currently not connected to
Aurora, it was recently revealed that Adobe’s software certificate system was hacked—
allowing malicious software to create seemingly safe add-ons to many of that firm’s soft-
ware.93 In this case, a development server at Adobe was broken into. It is a clear example
of how the cyber security of a major software vendor’s own systems can have a direct impact
on an extremely large population of users—hence, potentially providing ample opportunities
to an adversary conducting follow-on cyber attacks.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ART: SYKIPOT

In 2011, a class of malware known as “Sykipot” reemerged in cyber space. By this time,
Sykipot had been around for a few years—with unconfirmed reports from as early as
2006.94 This particular piece of malware is a Trojan—installing a back door onto the target
machine for the purposes of exfiltrating information. InMarch 2010, Sykipot was loaded onto
target computers using a zero-day vulnerability in Microsoft Internet Explorer. In late 2011,
the malware was again being used in conjunction with a zero-day vulnerability—this time in
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Adobe Acrobat and Acrobat Reader. The software was again distributed using spear phish-
ing. The hackers sent e-mails to targeted individuals in federal agencies and contract organi-
zations containing a malicious Adobe Acrobat PDF file that exploited the zero-day
vulnerability, installing the back door that once initiated and created a secure connectionwith
a command-and-control server. The modus operandiwas very similar to the attacks described
previously. The weakness in Adobe Acrobat was originally noticed by LockheedMartin’s se-
curity response team and the Defense Security Information Exchange (DSIE)—a group of ma-
jor U.S. defense contractors that share knowledge on assurance information.

The e-mails and PDF files used in the spear-phishing campaign were particularly well
crafted. One such message contained a PDF file that had the latest per-diem rates (daily allow-
ances for U.S. government employees on travel to defray the costs ofmeals and other incidental
expenses).95 Another had a 2012 guide on the contract award process.96 As with the previous
attacks in this chapter, these messages illustrate the great care taken by the attackers to select
their targets—this was not a mass e-mail campaign, but rather a highly precise operation.

The security firm AlienVault examined traffic to the C&C servers transmitted by Sykipot
and noticed that some of the exfiltrated data dealt with American technology for unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) and space technology. Specifically, they found unclassified documents
relating to Boeing’s X-45 Unmanned Combat Air Vehicle (UCAV) and X-37 orbital vehicle.97

The researchers at AlienVault also managed to trace the controlling server’s traffic back to
Chinese IP addresses. They noticed that the malware contained error messages in Chinese,
a fact that was also confirmed by researchers at Symantec.98 Based on the Chinese principles
of informationwarfare, it would be feasible that the Chinese government had a vested interest
in supporting these missions as information on experimental aircraft furthers both economic
and military goals as espoused in Unrestricted Warfare. Further, considering the Sykipot cam-
paigns since 2007, there were six total observed zero-day exploits—five of whichwere used in
2010 or later. These vulnerabilities could indicate that the operations were sponsored by a
well-funded organization (i.e., a nation-state). The use of highly targeted spear-phishing
e-mails may also point to a nation-state as they likely required a good source of intelligence
to develop (Figure 7.8).

FIGURE 7.8 Documents relating to the X-45A
UnmannedCombatAir Vehicle (shownhere dur-
ing a 2003 demonstration) were harvested by the
Sykipot malware in 2011. NASA photo by Lori

Losey.
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After reading about Titan Rain, Operation X, Gh0stNet, the Shadow Network, and Oper-
ation Aurora, Sykipot may seem like a standard cyber espionage operation. However, the
AlienVault researchers noticed that the latest Sykipot variants added a new twist. The U.S.
Department of Defense employs smart cards to help protect sensitive-but-unclassified
(SBU) information. The researchers found that Sykipot had the ability to steal the smart card
credentials (security certificates stored on the user’s machine) as well as the corresponding
pin number that functions as the password.99 Therefore, as long as the smart card is physically
in the target’s hardware, Sykipot hackers can access secure resources to which the user has
permissions. Also noteworthy is that Sykipot specifically targeted ActivClient—the
Smartcard software currently in use by the U.S. Department of Defense.

SUMMARY

This chapter has explored Chinese cyber espionage operations.We discussed several ideas
espoused by China’s military thinkers on information warfare—highlighting the ideas of
Unrestricted Warfare—in which cyber operations are thought to extend into peacetime and in-
volves military, political, economic, and scientific domains. We looked at how the Chinese
structured their cyber warriors around the INEW strategy. In the PLA, cyber operations were
put under the responsibility of organizations with similar missions in the realm of electronic
warfare. Though the Chinese hacker community was initially lauded for their achievements
in the early 2000s, the government shifted their stance as the decade progressed—likely due to
their inability to control them. As a result, many Chinese hackers reemerged as members of
legitimate security consulting firms or academia.

Throughout the early 2000s, there were many cyber espionage operations attributed to
China. In 2004, the FBI investigatedwhat became known as “Titan Rain”—a series of network
penetrations into various government and defense contractor systems. The hackers took full
advantage of cyber reconnaissance—footprinting, scanning, and enumeration—to learn
about their targets and steal data. Years later, Northrop Grumman described what we termed
“Operation X”where datawere stolen from an unnamedU.S. company byChinese-attributed
operators. Those behind Operation X worked quickly to exfiltrate as much information from
the target as possible. They focused on specific information on the systems and worked to
minimize the time they spent on the network in order to avoid detection. Further, when they
decided to exfiltrate data, they encrypted it first in order to make it difficult for the targeted
company to determine which data were stolen. Based on the analysis of the events, evidence
suggests that all these operations originated from China.

In the second half of the first decade of the 2000s, the Chinese also appeared to be heavily
involved in using cyber espionage for the purposes of information gathering. In operations
such as Gh0stNet (directed against the Dalai Lama) and the Shadow Network (directed
against India and other nations), data were collected over long periods of time—likely as a
source of intelligence. The systems in these incidents were often accessed once the target
opened an attachment in an e-mail message. However, unlike phishing scams normally as-
sociated with cyber crime, these e-mails were skillfully crafted pieces of social engineering—
often referred to as spear phishing. The nature of these messages had led analysts to conclude
that the operators behind these missions had access to background information. Further, to
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exfiltrate data in a stealthy way, the personnel behind these missions leveraged legitimate
Web sites—such as Yahoo! Mail—as a medium to communicate with the target machines.
Based on the analysis of the command-and-control servers, investigators suspect that these
operations too originated in China.

In Operation Aurora, a zero-day exploit allowed operators to steal intellectual property
from repositories at Google, Adobe, andmany other major companies in late 2009. The fallout
of the incident led to strong statements from the U.S. Secretary of State directed against the
Chinese government, which responded using the tactics of the “three warfares.” New York
Times journalists also reported that the attacks could be traced back to two Chinese schools
of higher education. A more recent operation, also suspected to have originated from China,
involves the “Sykipot” malware. This operation—taking place in late 2011—used spear
phishing to target defense contractors in another effort to steal intellectual property—
including information on the next generation of American UAVs. Sykipot also used tech-
niques to obtain access to material requiring a smart card to authenticate the user.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

For further information on the origin of Chinese cyber military doctrine, we recommend
the article “China’s Electronic Long-Range Reconnaissance” by Timothy Thomas published
in the November 2008 issue ofMilitary Review. This article describes several different Chinese
writings theorizing on the use of cyber operations for military means throughout the first de-
cade of the 2000s. Another excellent article, from the SANSReading Room by Edward Sobiesk
entitled “Redefining the Role of Information Warfare in Chinese Strategy” provides good in-
sight into how Chinese culture could influence their cyber operations. Written in 2003,
Sobiesk’s article was certainly a harbinger of things to come.

With respect to the hackers in China conducting cyber operations, we recommend the Nor-
thropGrumman report entitledCapability of the People’s Republic of China to Conduct of CyberWar-
fare and Computer Network Exploitation, prepared for the U.S.-China Economic and Security
Commission.This report also includesdetails of “OperationX”described in this chapter.Werec-
ommend that those interested in exploring the cyberwarriors of China also consultTheDarkVis-
itor by Scott Henderson, which provides a concise overview of the Chinese hacker community.

For more details on the case studies of “Gh0stNet” and the “Shadow Network,” it is
recommended to consult the reports by Information Warfare Monitor and the Shadowserver
Foundation entitled Tracking Gh0stNet: Investigating a Cyber Espionage Network (2009) and
Shadows in the Cloud: Investigating Cyber Espionage 2.0 (2010), respectively. At the time of this
writing (October 2012), both reports are available on the online document repository Scribd
(http://www.scribd.com).

Inadditiontothecited technical reportsandblogposts—primarilybysecurityfirmsSymantec
and McAfee—we recommend the Parameters article “Google Confronts China’s Three War-
fares,” also by Timothy Thomas (published in the summer 2010 issue). This article primarily fo-
cuses on how the Chinese government uses the techniques of the “three warfares” in the
aftermath of a cyber operation. For more information on the 2011 Sykipot malware incidents,
we recommend the analysis of the security firm AlienVault—http://labs.alienvault.com.
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INTRODUCTION

Though interesting, the cyber-espionage operations of Chapter 7 really represent an initial
foray into the use of intelligence-gathering cyber platforms. In the past 3 years, several
advanced pieces of malware have emerged: namely, Stuxnet, Duqu, Flame, and Gauss. Many
believe that these four pieces of software represent the future of cyberwarfare. In this chapter,
we describe the Duqu intelligence-collecting platform in detail along with some preliminary
information regarding Flame and Gauss—which also harvest information from the target
system and are believed by some to be related to Duqu. Stuxnet, which many researchers
believe to be related to the other three, was designed to primarily target industrial control
systems, and is described in detail in Chapter 13. Here we discuss Stuxnet in the context
of its technical similarities to the other pieces of software.

Stuxnet was the first of these advanced pieces of software that was discovered. In 2011, it
took the world by surprise. Previously, the popular concept of a computer virus involved an
unsophisticated piece of code that performed a few very basic steps to “infect” a computer,
and then a few more steps to “propagate” to other computers. These viruses, such as the
“Melissa” and “ILoveYou” viruses, were high-powered annoyances that caused indiscrimi-
nate mayhem. Stuxnet, as the media and open security community portrayed it, was not a
virus but a complicated software system that was unique in its sophistication.1 More than
that, Stuxnet was a tool used by parties unknown to affect a direct change, allegedly to the
nuclear program of Iran.2

Stuxnet was a system that needed very precise information to be effective. That malware
concerned itself with the operation of high-precisionmotors used in industrial processes, and
it made subtle modifications to the functional parameters of those motors. These modifica-
tions would be made to systems that were not connected to the Internet (a circumstance often
referred to as “blind”); so, precise informationwas needed ahead of time. Additionally, future
Stuxnet-type attacks would probably require similar information about their specific targets
to be effective.3

The Duqu Trojan was detected in October 2011 and was identified as an information
stealing Trojan. Some initial analysis revealed similarities between Duqu and Stuxnet, both
in tactics and in the structure of the malicious programs. Both Duqu and Stuxnet, as pieces
of software, were charged with executing on a computer system and remaining resident on
the infected systems. Due to the similarities between the two pieces of malware and the fact
that Stuxnet seems to have had a clear political motivation (curtailing the Iranian pro-
duction on enriched Uranium), it is conceivable that Duqu was designed to steal information
in preparation for a Stuxnet-like attack. Hence, we view Duqu as an intelligence-gathering/
cyber-espionage tool—althoughmore advanced than other such tools (i.e., those discussed in
Chapter 7). Further, it appears that advanced cyber-based intelligence-gathering campaigns
are continuing. The more recent discoveries of related malware in the Middle East, specifi-
cally Gauss and Flame, indicate that malware such as Duqu is becoming the norm—
displacing some of the more first-generation efforts discussed in Chapter 7.

Programs like these have long-term goals with infected computers and need to conceal
their presence. Viruses such as “Melissa” and worms such as the “Slammer” worm did
not have the goal of remaining undetected. So, similar to the efforts directed against the
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Tibetan Government in Exile (see Chapter 7), Duqu (and later Flame and Gauss) was
designed to harvest information for a long period of time undetected.

In this chapter, we take a detailed look at the Duqu platform and how it relates to the
greater landscape of the related malware, specifically describing kernel-mode rootkits,
operating system vulnerabilities that Duqu and others exploit, and the use of stolen keying
material to add an element of stealth to the information harvesting. We also look at where
Duqu was found, how it relates to other pieces of malware such as Stuxnet and TDL3. We
further examine the more recent discoveries of Flame and Gauss and how they compare
and relate to Duqu.

KERNEL MODE ROOTKITS

The operating system kernel represents the highest level of privilege in a modern general
purpose computer. The kernel arbitrates access to protected hardware and controls how lim-
ited resources such as running time on the CPU and physical memory pages are used by pro-
cesses on the system.When a process on the systemwants to access files, the network, or view
configuration data, the kernel is the piece of software with ultimate authority both for deter-
mining if it is appropriate for the process to take these actions, and also for carrying out those
actions.

Since computers have been compromised, attackers have sought means to conceal their
presence on compromised systems from the users and administrators of those systems.
The term “root kit” refers to a collection of tools, or kit, which can be employed to retain access
to the root (administrative) account of a system. Rootkits that modify system software can be
detected with the cooperation of the operating system kernel, so the logical next step for
rootkit developers and computer attackers is to compromise the operating system kernel.
A compromised operating system kernel can deceive other programs, the users, and the
administrators of that computer system in difficult to detect ways. A kernel-mode rootkit
is extremely attractive as it allows complete access to all files and all processes on a computer.

Since the operating system kernel is the logical central unit of the operating system, itmight
be reasoned that kernel-mode rootkits represent a high degree of sophistication. While this
might have been true at one point, there are many factors now that work against this hypoth-
esis. “Cookbooks” for creating kernel-mode rootkits and understanding the concepts behind
compromising an operating system kernel are available both freely on the Internet and for
purchase from bookstores.

The creation of kernel-mode rootkits has become somewhat commercialized as many ma-
licious actors on the Internet are willing to pay for a kernel-mode rootkit as a component of
malicious software. Also, while the operating system kernel might seem complicated, the
function and design of operating system kernels is well covered in many undergraduate
curriculums and information about their function is freely available on the Internet.

Duqu included a kernel-mode component that was responsible for coordinating many of
the actions of themalware as awhole. Typically, kernel-mode drivers can be used to take bod-
ies of code that perform logical actions and inject those bodies of code into already-running
processes. In the Windows operating system, processes are containers for units of execution
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known as “threads.” Multiple threads can run within a single process, and it is possible that
one thread executes the logic associated with this process, for example, a Web browser or
Microsoft Word, while another thread executes code that is wholly unrelated to the actions
of the process. In the case of Duqu and other frameworks, a kernel-mode driver takes code
that is related to the functioning of the malware and injects it—along with a thread to run it—
into processes that are already running on the system. Duqu would inject code and a thread
into processes that matched a selection criterion, specifically the name of the process. The pro-
cesses that Duqu preferred to insert code into were processes that were part of the core
Windows operating system, such as services.exe or lsas.exe. Duqu would also inject compo-
nents into firefox.exe, iexplore.exe, or svchost.exe, depending on its configuration, for
communication with a command and control server.

Kernel-mode rootkits are usually separated from the actual functioning of a piece of ma-
licious software. Kernel-mode rootkits’ responsibility is usually to maintain a presence in an
operating system and allow for the repeated execution of malware code, and also to position
malware code to execute. However, once the malware’s logic is executing, a kernel-mode
rootkit stays in the background and provides services as needed to the malware logic.

VULNERABILITIES IN THE OPERATING SYSTEM

Duqu used a nonpublic exploit in a component of the Windows kernel. This component
was the font specification parser in win32k.sys, which is a component of the Windows kernel
that executes at the highest level of privilege in the operating system and is responsible for
displaying graphical dialogs and rendering text. To support the rendering of text that is
encoded in third party fonts, win32k.sys may load and process font specification files from
external sources. The font specification format is extremely complicated and the data
processed is entirely produced by a potentially untrusted individual. An error present in
the processing of these font specification directives in win32k.sys could lead to the corruption
of memory in the Windows kernel. This corruption could be leveraged into the execution of
arbitrary code.4

Duqu was installed by a Microsoft Word or other Microsoft Office document that
contained a font specification file that was specifically crafted to corrupt memory inside
the operating system kernel so as to cause arbitrary code execution. In this way, simply by
opening an Office document that had been appropriately prepared, the first stage of Duqu
would begin executing on a victim’s computer with the highest level of privilege.

The boundary between user-mode programs, such as Web browsers and Microsoft Word,
and the operating system kernel is considered a trust boundary and is responsible for
brokering all interactions between programs to enforce a security policy. An especially per-
nicious aspect of vulnerabilities that allow arbitrary code execution within the operating
system kernel is that they entirely subvert any security mechanism that the operating system
can implement. The use of these weaknesses allows a potential attacker to circumvent any
security policy that is in place on a computer.

The boundary between user programs and the operating system is extremely broad and
consists of every service or facility that the operating system provides to running programs.
Every occasion in which a program presents data to the operating system to be inspected or
parsed is an opportunity for the operating system to completely compromise the security
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of the system. Due to the incredibly broad nature of this attack surface, vulnerabilities in the
operating system kernel have historically been plentiful and are generally described as “priv-
ilege escalation vulnerabilities.”

STOLEN KEYING MATERIAL

Duqu and Stuxnet turned heads in the computer security community by making use of
stolen code-signing keys. Starting with Windows Vista, Microsoft began requiring that any
company or individual who wanted to create a device driver for Windows had to use the
global Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to “sign” device drivers. Such a signature would attest
that the device driver was actually produced by the company that produced it.

Digitally signing a message, whether or not that message is human-readable text or the
binary code of a device driver, allows for verification that the text has not been altered. With
such a set of rules in place, the operating system can guarantee that only code that was signed
by appropriate parties is executed.

Keys in the PKI are split into two halves, a public half and a private half. The public half is
published and globally available, and the private half is kept secret and should be known only
to the owner of that key. In the case of the code-signing PKI, the owners of code-signing keys
would be companies that produce device drivers, and Microsoft, the operating system
vendor. However, private keys are files that are stored on general purpose computers. Tech-
nology exists to protect private keys by storing them within high security modules whose
only purpose is protecting cryptographic keys. However, the infrastructure that is used to
produce signed device drivers is not compatiblewith the high securitymodule infrastructure.

In such an environment, companies also have to work with their private keys practically.
Microsoft provides a mechanism to place Windows into “test signing” mode, so that device
drivers that are not signed with a globally recognized key may still be loaded. However, “test
signing” mode is cumbersome and requires, effectively, the maintenance of a secondary PKI
within the company writing device drivers. Additionally, the threat of theft of a code-signing
private key, until recently, has been seen as both remote and abstract. The code-signing keys
had little value and, apparently, no organization was attempting their mass compromise.5

It is not generally known how the Duqu and Stuxnet authors obtained the code-signing
certificates to sign their device drivers. All that is known is that stolen certificates in Stuxnet
were fromRealtek Semiconductor Corp. and JMicron Technology Corp.,6 while the Duqu cer-
tificates were stolen from C-Media Electronics, Inc.7 It can be assumed that these companies
were not complicit in the development of malicious software. Therefore, the best explanation
for the use of the code-signing certificates is that they were stolen. It is notable that both
Realtek and JMicron have offices in Hsinchu Science Park, Taiwan.8 Hence, the geographic
proximity may suggest physical theft in the case of Stuxnet. Further, C-Media is also a
Taiwanese company.9

This is not wholly remarkable. The theft of private keys has always been a problem with
deployments of PKI. For this reason, high-security modules were developed that could be
trusted with holding private keys. These high-security modules have memory to store the
private key and processors to interact with data and the private key, but they do not allow
the transfer of the private key off of the high-security module. Using this technology, theft
of a private key is only possible by the theft of the physical module.
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However, on developer workstations, the private keys are loaded into the operating sys-
tem. Hacking into one of those workstations would give the attacker the ability to sign device
drivers as if they were the original owner of the key. The use of stolen private keys could con-
tinue until the theft was uncovered and the booty keys were added to a revocation infrastruc-
ture maintained by Microsoft. Once added to the revocation list, drivers signed with those
keys would be blocked from executing.

Had the compromise of the keys been noticed before Stuxnet and Duqu were detected in
the wild, the addition of those keys to revocation lists would have been quite inconvenient to
the attackers.

COMMONALITIES BETWEEN STUXNET AND DUQU

Both Duqu and Stuxnetmake use of a kernel-mode rootkit. Some analysts have attempted to
draw parallels between the structure and functionality in the kernel-mode rootkits in both
malwares. The overall functions of Stuxnet and Duqu differ significantly. Stuxnet is a worm
that takes action independent of any human agent, while Duqu appears to be only responsive
to command and control servers and is used largely for information theft. The assessment that
Duqu is used largely for information theft is based on the presence of a keylogging component,
aswell as the recovery of some information from computers compromisedwithDuqu—such as
info about computers on the local area network. Stuxnet did not, to the best of public knowl-
edge, collect any information.10 PerhapsDuqu,which did seem to collect such information,was
more intended as an intelligence-gathering tool—used in preparation for future attacks.

However, Kaspersky Labs has identified several similarities between Duqu and Stuxnet
that have led them to believe that theywere projects created by the same team of developers.11

In particular, they point out similarities in architecture—the overall scheme as to how the two
pieces of software operate. Further, security experts from the US Air Force (conducting anal-
ysis outside of their official military duties) identified numerous source-code and binary sim-
ilarities between Duqu and Stuxnet.12

Kaspersky also discovered two different device driver files, one of which was part of
Stuxnet and the other of Duqu. They discovered that the same stolen digital signature
was used to sign both of these files. This would mean that whoever prepared both files
had access to the private key for that code-signing certificate. It could be that the same
organization compromised this code-signing certificate and used it in both Stuxnet and
Duqu, which would indicate that both were developed by the same team of developers.
This aligns well with the theories of Kaspersky and the Air Force security experts. How-
ever, different organizations could have stolen the code-signing certificate independently
because it was easy to compromise, due to its storage in an unsecured location. Or, a
third group, compromised this code-signing certificate and sold or otherwise provided
it to two different groups, one of which was responsible for Stuxnet and the other of which
produced Duqu.13

INFORMATION-STEALING TROJANS

Information-stealing Trojans are directed by their controllers to search for and return dif-
ferent types of information. That information could be stored on the file system, or could be
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entered via keyboard by the compromised computer’s operator. The type of information
that the controller of the information-stealing Trojan will look for will generally vary,
and the exact parameters of the search will certainly differ, so it is necessary for these
Trojans to be in constant or near-constant contact with some central server that the controller
of the Trojan has access to. The operation of these servers is generally perilous and is
the weak link in any information-stealing malware campaign. These Trojans need to upload
information to some server on the Internet that is generally not publically accessible. Most
malware authors use either compromised servers, or servers that they rent or buy from “bul-
letproof hosting companies.” These hosting companies advertise that they do not cooperate
with international law enforcement and charge a premium to provide services to botnet
operators.14

A danger of the server-centric model of malware command and control is its possible
detection by an antivirus company or a law enforcement agency, which in their analysis of
the malware code will likely discover the Internet address of the command and control
servers. When this address is discovered, investigators can take steps to simultaneously neu-
tralize the command and control servers and denymalware controllers access to them, aswell
as recover any information that was stored on those systems. This information could include
both the information that the Trojan was able to access on compromised computers as well as
information that could potentially identify and incriminate the controllers of the Trojan. We
have previously described examples where security professionals have discovered and
exploited command and control servers used by Iranian and Chinese hackers (in chapters
5 and 7 respectively).15

Kaspersky performed some forensic analysis of servers; themselves compromised systems
that were used to control Duqu Trojans. Their forensic analysis revealed that much informa-
tion was removed from these systems only days prior to Kaspersky gaining access to inves-
tigate these systems. However, some information that was left behind gave potential
indicators as to the system administrators’ habits of the controllers of the Duqu Trojans. Those
indicators consisted of administrator commands as well as misspellings and incorrect com-
mands to configure and operate the system. Also left behind by the controllers was a logfile
maintained by the Linux operating system that detailed the remote addresses of administra-
tors of the malware who accessed the compromised systems.16

THE GEOGRAPHY OF DUQU

During the response to Duqu, the antivirus community learned a lot about the geographic
distribution of the Duqu command and control systems as well as computers that had been
compromised. The owners and operators of the Duqu framework had complete and arbitrary
choice regarding the geographic spread of their software, both in terms of the systems they
used for command and control servers as well as the systems they targeted for the installation
of the client software.

The choice of command and control servers was influenced by which servers were vulner-
able. However, vulnerable servers exist globally; so an operator building, a network of
compromised servers, could select servers that are as clustered or dispersed as desired.
The controllers of Duqu opted to compromise servers that were dispersed around the world.
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Additionally, the client software, which would be installed on desktop computers containing
information that the controllers wished to extract, was focused in specific geographic areas.
WhereDuqu is deployed is also a choice wholly left up to its controllers, sowhere it is found is
indicative of, to a least a broad degree, the type of information that its operators are looking to
steal. Kaspersky reported finding Duqu only in Iran and in Sudan.17

Kaspersky, while researching the command and control structure for Duqu, discovered
that at least 12 command and control servers had been used by the controllers of Duqu over
the past 3 years. On every server that Kaspersky examined, large portions of information
relevant to Duqu’s activities had been erased days prior. This action does communicate
a signal—the controllers of the operation were cognizant of their exposure and were willing
and capable to take actions to mitigate the compromise.18

TDL3 AND OTHER MALWARE

There are other pieces of malicious software that are multistage and perform injection. The
TDL3 rootkit (ca. 2009) included many of the features that Stuxnet and Duqu possess. TDL3
used a nonpublic exploit in Windows to elevate its privilege to kernel-mode in a way that
bypassed antivirus software. TDL3 would also make changes to existing device drivers pre-
sent on the operating system thatwould cause TDL3 to load and start every time the operating
system loaded. TDL3 is a generic rootkit framework that allows customers who purchase the
TDL3 software from its authors to assemble malware that can be installed onto compromised
computers for a variety of reasons. Some pieces of malware that are built using TDL3 are in-
formation stealers, while others send spam or attempt to entice the user of the compromised
computer to purchase fake antivirus software.

TDL3 evaded detection by exploiting a weakness in the algorithm that antirootkit technol-
ogies use. TDL3’s successful evasion of detection was the result of studying antivirus
software’s responses to previous rootkits and exploiting weaknesses in those responses.19

The media has emphasized these and other advanced techniques that are employed by
Duqu, but when viewed alongside other pieces of malware, the techniques used by Duqu
do not seem particularly advanced, while many other successful pieces of malware incorpo-
rate similar effective techniques.

OBJECT-ORIENTED MALWARE: STUXNET, DUQU, FLAME,
AND GAUSS

One aspect about Duqu and Stuxnet that has led some researchers to consider the two
pieces of malware as “cousins” is that both pieces of software were written with the extensive
use of a paradigm known as object-oriented programming (OOP). In more traditional methods
of computer programming, software is designed to resemble a series of tasks that the com-
puter must accomplish to achieve a desired outcome. In object-oriented programming, on
the other hand, the programmer creates objects that manipulate data in various ways to reach
a desired end state. One of themain advantages to using the object-oriented approach is that it
is easier for a developer to create andmaintain a large and complex piece of software. The use
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of OOP is less common in the design of malicious software where the desire to maintain a
small footprint necessitates more traditional programming paradigms.

Flame: King-Sized Malware

There have been other pieces of malware recently discovered (in 2012) that were also cre-
ated primarily using object-oriented code. The malware known as Flame is a large, compli-
cated piece of software that was primarily identified in Iran and designed to aggressively
harvest information from its target systems—for instance, it is known to be able to capture
Skype calls as well as record audio, in addition to more conventional information theft
(i.e., stealing email, password harvesting, etc.).20 Due to the inclusion of a wide variety of
information-gathering tools, as well as the wide variety of distribution mechanisms (includ-
ing USB memory sticks, printer sharing, etc.21), Flame essentially is a general-purpose
intelligence platform. This also results in an abnormally large footprint for malicious
software. When all modules are considered, Flame is 20 MB in size.22

Flamewas capable of infecting other computers on local area networks. Themethod it used
to infect those computers has not been seen in any other malware. Traditionally, malwarewill
attempt to copy itself to other computers on the local area network via a variety of means.
Some use exploits inWindows server software to connect to remote computers, exploit them,
and then infect. Others use techniques as simple as infecting executable files that are on re-
mote computers and waiting for those computers to execute the infected files.

Flame would use network-level tricks to impersonate Microsoft’s automatic update
servers forWindows. This kind of attack, a local man-in-the-middle attack, is always possible
and not sophisticated. The defensive countermeasure to this attack is the use of public key
infrastructure (PKI) to verify the identity of the remote system. The authors of Flame
implemented an attack against Microsoft’s PKI infrastructure that allowed Flame to imper-
sonateWindows Update. This attack allowed Flame to copy itself to other computers without
using memory corruption exploits, password guessing, or any known form of attack.23

Gauss: Malware to Monitor Financial Transactions

Another highly advanced piece of malware that primarily uses object-oriented coding has
also emerged in recent months (in 2012). Known as Gauss, this cyber-espionage platform is
designed to steal as much information from the target system as possible.24 Gauss steals
system information—including data about the target’s local area network, the processes
running on the target, and hardware information. It also compromises information from
the user’s Web-browsing sessions by injecting its modules into various browsers. It is also
capable of gathering information from social network, e-mail, and instant message accounts.
Perhaps most significant, it includes routines to harvest data associated with specific Leba-
nese banks—including the Bank of Beirut, Byblos Bank, and Fransabank. It is also noteworthy
that the majority of Gauss infections were discovered on Lebanese systems.

Like Stuxnet, Gauss also infects USB memory sticks. However, it uses the USB exploit dif-
ferently. When a Gauss-infected USB drive is inserted into a computer, that system is not
infected. Rather, information is harvested off that system and stored on the memory stick.
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Astonishingly after being used a certain number of times,a Gauss removes itself from the USB
stick. Like many of the modules in Gauss, the module that infects USB drives includes
encrypted portions that—at the time of this writing—perform functions unknown to com-
mercial and academic security researchers.25

Some security researchers predicted the use of encryption by malware. Nate Lawson
authored an analysis of Stuxnet that described it as “embarrassing, not amazing.” In this anal-
ysis, Lawsonreferences the existenceof a codeprotection systemtermed“secure triggers,” first
published by researchers at the University of Buenos Aires.26 The “secure triggers” system
defines a process by which a program can be bound to a specific computer system.27

Lawson argues that knowledge on how to construct such systems has existed in the public
domain for many years (since 2003), and that it provides a high degree of security and pro-
tection. Lawson asserts that this system was not used in Stuxnet, but it was used in Gauss.
Furthermore, he asserts that the use of this protection system in Gauss has protected it from
analysis by Kaspersky.28

However, we should also note that some shortcoming of Stuxnet (such as its susceptibility
to reverse-engineering) may be the result of the simple fact that this malware likely is the
product of a large organization. It is likely that the different teams working on Stuxnet
had varying levels of knowledge, skill, and ability. In such a scenario, we would expect
the quality of different components of the malware to vary. The challenge for the manage-
ment team designated to lead such a project would be to assign those with the better skill-sets
to the more critical components of the project.

Relationships Among Object-Oriented Malware

As described earlier in this chapter, some security researchers, in particular those from
Kaspersky Labs, believe that Stuxnet and Duqu were created by the same team of hackers.
Due to the use of filenames startingwith a “�d” in both Stuxnet andDuqu, Kaspersky labeled
the source of these pieces of malware the “Tilded platform.” 29 Though there is some similar-
ity in structure and function of Duqu and Flame, most security researchers regard them as
different platforms. Hence, Duqu is generally regarded as being less similar to Flame than
it is to Stuxnet. For instance, Kaspersky’s analysis of the Flame command and control
server—performed using DNS sinkholing (see Chapter 7)—highlights significant differences
between the command and control elements of Duqu and Flame.30 While there is some ev-
idence of collaboration between the creators of Flame and Stuxnet/Duqu, it appears that
the current accepted hypothesis is that Stuxnet/Duqu constitutes one framework and Flame
another.

At the time of this writing, the association of Gausswith Stuxnet, Duqu, or Flame is an issue
of debate. Based on the modular design of Flame and Gauss, as well as the method in which
they communicate to command and control servers, Kaspersky Labs has labeled Gauss as be-
ing based on the Flame platform.31 However, the security firm ESET conducted a comparison
of code in Gauss to Stuxnet and to Flame.b The researchers here found that Gausswas actually

aThis has been observed to be 30 times in the current Gauss samples.
bThe comparison was performed with the BinDiff plugin for the IDA Pro disassembler.
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closer to Stuxnet based on the programming techniques and data structures used in the cre-
ation of these pieces of software.32 These somewhat contrary findings highlight the challenges
to analyzing and making accurate statements about pieces of malicious software found in the
aftermath of a cyber operation.

SUMMARY

Duqu was an information-stealing Trojan operated by parties that remain unknown for
purposes that remain unconfirmed. It was largely successful at evading detection by an
antivirus software, operating for years before being publically revealed. Once revealed, it
yielded insights into the priorities of and decisions made by its controllers. Duqu also con-
tinued the trend of using stolen code-signing material, and gives us to a small degree of in-
sight into what a targeted information-stealing campaign looks like. The more recent
discoveries of Flame and Gauss in the wild indicate that powerful intelligence-gathering plat-
forms such as Duqu may become the standard for cyber-exploitation weaponry in the future.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

Duqu was first discovered and named by researchers from the Budapest University of
Technology who subsequently wrote a report describing their findings as well as including
some information on Flame and Guass in an article entitled “The Cousins of Stuxnet: Duqu,
Flame, and Gauss” published in the journal Future Internet. Another excellent reference on
Duqu is the “Duqu Faq” written be Kaspersky Lab researcher Ryan Naraine, posted on
SecureList. Flame and Guass have also been extensively studied by Kaspersky Labs. Particu-
larly interesting is their report Gauss: Abnormal Distribution and Alexander Gostev’s “The
Flame: Questions and Answers,” available on SecureList. For information on how the Flame
malware spreads in a network, we recommend Alex Sotirov’s “Analyzing the MD5 collision
in Flame” published by the firm Trail of Bits.
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INTRODUCTION

The early 2000s saw personal interaction and expression on the World Wide Web move
beyond simple homepages and discussion forums to social media and networking sites such
as Twitter, Facebook, and LiveJournal. These sites facilitate the spread of personal informa-
tion by leveraging the inherent network structure of human interactions. The result has been
millions of users maintaining these sites as a means to stay connected with family, friends,
and coworkers. However, the security of such sites is often called into question. Individuals
wanting to express themselves on these sites often do not adhere to the most robust security
practices. As a result, services such as Facebook pose a significant operational security
(OPSEC) issue to both the military and the corporate world alike.

In this chapter, we look beyond the simple security issues of social media which would
allow an adversary to potentially harvest sensitive information in a passive manner. Instead,
we focus on events in which cyber warriors exploit social media in a manner to either obtain
information from or influence the social network. First, we look at how a social engineer can
leverage the network to harvest information, particularly leveraging social media to exploit
the propensity of individuals to easily share information with new “friends” on these sites.
This point is illustrated by the experiment “Robin Sage” where an American security firm
created fake Facebook accounts of a fictitious user in order to entice users to befriend her
and inappropriately share information. A more recent incident involves the use of false
Facebook accounts to gain information from users at the NATO headquarters. With regard
to the second point, we study how cyber warriors influence social networks—specifically cit-
ing how pro-regime hackers in Syria designed a fake Facebook login page in an attempt to
steal login credentials from pro-revolutionary Syrians in 2011. We then look to the future
and discuss how attackers can more efficiently target social networks for a propaganda cam-
paign by leveraging the network structure.

DO YOU REALLY KNOW ALL YOUR LINKEDIN CONNECTIONS?
IMPOSTERS IN SOCIAL NETWORKS

Consider the following hypothetical situation. A businessman signs into his LinkedIn ac-
count. He sees a new friend request. He does not remember ever meeting the individual—
thepicture looksunfamiliar, and thenamedoes not ring abell.However, he clicks on theuser’s
profile and sees that three of his friends are connectedwith this individual. They also attended
the same MBA program only graduating in different years. “Ok,” our businessman thinks,
“this guy seems legit” and clicks “connect” granting the stranger access to his private profile.

If the previous vignette sounds familiar, or you suspect that people in your corporate or
military organization act in this manner, please consider the following two case studies. In
the first, a security firm creates a fake user persona on several major social networking
Web sites (including LinkedIn) and successfully tricked literally hundreds of people from
various corporations and military organizations into befriending her. The second case is
a real-world example of an imposter infiltrating a social network using a Facebook
account—this time “virtually disguised” as the NATO commander (the SACEUR).
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Duping Corporations and Military Personnel: Robin Sage

In 2010, Thomas Ryan of the American security firm Provide Security conducted an exper-
iment. He designed and subsequently operated fictitious user accounts on LinkedIn,
Facebook, and Twitter under the name of “Robin Sage”1—the name is in reference to the
culminating field exercise of the U.S. Army’s Special Forces Qualification Course. Using
the photo of a woman who posed for a pornographic Web site and creating an esteemed
resume including education fromMIT, anNSA internship, and a current position at theNaval
Network Warfare Command, he created a seemingly convincing profile—albeit one that had
some subtle hints that the accounts were fake.

Over the 28-day experiment, “Robin”was able to obtain 300 contacts on LinkedIn, over 100
connections on Facebook, and about 150 followers on Twitter. She managed to make connec-
tions with individuals on the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Chief Information Officer (CIO) of the
NSA, aCongressional chief of staff, and scores of other personnel of theDepartment ofDefense
(DoD) and DoD contractors. Ryan interacted through the guise of his faked Sage accounts, so
convincingly that some firms (among them Lockheed Martin) even made “Sage” job offers.
His expertise led “Sage” to foster discussions with military personnel. In the course of one
discussion, an Army Ranger even uploaded geolocated photographsa to her wall. Ryan noted
that individuals in the same command she claimed to work under befriended her on some of
the sites—of course they had never met the fictitious “Sage.” One cyber-security expert from
NASA Ames Research Center asked her to review some technical papers.2

Ryan cites several factors that may have contributed to Robin Sage’s success in making
connections on the various social networks. One factor he cites is Robin’s gender and attrac-
tiveness. He noted this with several anecdotal comments frommale users who complimented
her on the pictures in her online profile as well as the fact that the majority of her connections
were male. Another aspect that may have drawn connections to Sage was her false creden-
tials. While most users accepted them without verification, one user was able to call her bluff
and reveal her identify as false.3,4

The Dangers of Transitive Trust

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of how Robin Sage’s profile spread was through
transitive trust relationships. Suppose user A trusts user B and user B trusts user C. Under
transitive trust, user A will then also trust user C based simply on the fact that user B does.
We show this graphically in Figure 9.1.

Transitive trust can be thought of someone “vouching” for another person. In an online
community, this can happen quickly by simply examining the friends of a new individual
(i.e., user A in the figure would see user B listed as one of user C’s friends). Further, research
in social network analysis has indicated that relatively unconnected individuals with a
mutual friend tend to form a relationship in order to reduce social pressure.5 In the network,
this forms a “triangle” (as depicted in the previous figure), also referred to as a “cluster.”6

Ryan noted that transitive trust played a significant role in his fictitious profile adopting
more friends.7 This transitivity seemed to occur in three ways. First, transitivity would be

aPhotographs included data specifying the geographic location of where there were taken.
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based directly on personal relationships, as shown above. In the study, Ryan quoted one user
messaging “Robin Sage” stating “I’ve never met you, but I saw you had Marty on your
Facebook list, so that is good enough for me.”8 A second type of transitivity is based on a
highly respected person befriending Sage. Other users see this occurring, and even though
they do not have a direct relationship with the highly respected individual, they still view
him as a trusted source—resulting in a new relationship directly with Sage. Ryan pointed
out that once Sage established connections with some more respected individuals in the
security community, the rate at which she gained friendship links increased. The third type
of transitivity would simply be based on a similar tie to an institution. Clearly, this is even
weaker than the previously mentioned types of transitivity as information about attending
certain institutions can be faked easily. Ryan remarked that alumni of St. Paul’s School
and MIT (which was listed as her educational background) likely befriended her based on
educational ties alone.9

We note that the Robin Sage “experiment” was not conducted under the highest academic
standards. In many ways, it was more of a stunt than an experiment. However, it is notable
that such an effort—even under very tight controls—would be difficult if not impossible to
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FIGURE 9.1 The trust relationships between A and B as well as the link between B and C can give rise to a tran-
sitive trust relationship between A and C.
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conduct in an academic setting or major noncommercial laboratory due to stringent ethical
requirements those institutions have on studies dealing with human subjects. Hence, indus-
try is normally where such efforts occur, and for obvious reasons, most firms would likely
prefer not to disclose the results. This is why the Robin Sage experiment is important: it is
perhaps the only publically available study that clearly demonstrates how such transitive
trust relationships can propagate in a real-world online setting and thus shows how it could
significantly aid an adversary in intelligence gathering.

On the other hand, though the “Robin Sage” experiment proved to be highly insightful, we
have to consider an important aspect of this trial that somewhat divorces it from reality.
Thomas Ryan himself is an information security professional who regularly interacts (legit-
imately) with many of the individuals who befriended Robin Sage. In fact, Ryan initially
targeted certain individuals in the security community10 and personally interacted with
many of Sage’s “connections” under the assumed persona.11 Effectively, Ryan introduced
a potentially confounding variable into the mix: himself. His personal and expert knowledge
of the community that he was attempting to infiltrate through the Robin Sage identify made
him a formidable opponent. In the real world, an adversary would likely have to go through
significant initial intelligence collection in order to achieve knowledge close to Ryan’s.

Another potentially confounding factor is the fact that Thomas Ryanwould not allow those
who discovered Robin Sage’s true identity to divulge the information to the greater commu-
nity. For instance, Omachonu Ogali researched Robin Sage, found her to be a fraud, and
posted this information to her Facebook wall. He was subsequently contacted by Ryan
and told to keep the true identify a secret.12 This is an important aspect to consider the weak-
ness of a social network exploited by Ryan—the ease at which individuals trust each other—
may also be its strength—as an unknown party claiming that Robin Sage is untrustworthy (an
“out-er”) may also be readily trusted by those in the community. Unfortunately, the extent at
which individuals believe an unknown “out-er” versus a potential imposter, andwhat factors
affect this race condition were not studied in the Robin Sage case due to Ryan’s experimental
setup. However, this may be an interesting avenue for future work.

Getting Your Personal Data Compromised While Trying to Impress
the Boss: The Case of the SACEUR Imposter

About 2 years after the Robin Sage experiment, a real-world Facebook imposter was able to
collect a few high-level connections from NATO headquarters. In early 2012, several senior
British military officers accepted friend requests on Facebook from an account belonging to
American Admiral James Stavridis, the Supreme Allied Commander of European Forces
(SACEUR) or NATO commander. However, it turned out that the account was a fake, and
granting the friend request made their accounts susceptible to harvesting personal data by
the imposter. Facebook quickly deactivated the bogus account. Representatives from the
Supreme Headquarters of Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) confirmed the incident but were
quick to label it as mere “social engineering” and not “hacking” or “espionage.”13

It is likely that those who set up the fake Facebook account of the SACEUR were not
targeting Admiral Stavridis, but rather other higher-level individuals in the organization.
If the goal was to quickly obtain some limited personal information about such individuals,
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the attack may have succeeded—as some of the friendship requests were granted. However,
by impersonating such a prominent figure, the time to exploit the attack was likely limitedb—
as opposed to using a more innocuous account as done in the “Robin Sage” example. That
being said, it should also be noted that by impersonating the SACEUR, it is more likely that
other users would more immediately grant friendship requests—as opposed to Robin Sage
who had to spend a few days or weeks building relationships in order to generate transitive
trust. As the military is a hierarchical organization, it is likely that many senior officers would
be quick to accept a friendship request from an Admiral.

We do not know the true purpose of why Admiral Stavridis was impersonated on
Facebook. However, according toNATOofficials, this imposter incident was not the first time
that a fake Facebook account of the Admiral was identified.14 While this type of social engi-
neering likely has an intelligence-gathering purpose, it may also be used in preparation of
future attacks. By harvesting information about a person—particularly one high ranking
enough to comfortably befriend an Admiral on Facebook—an attacker gains some personal
information from the privately viewable portion of that individual’s account. This data can
then be used to socially engineer emails to other personnel in the organization. As we saw
in Chapter 7, suchwell-crafted social engineeringmessages offer an adversary a foothold into
a given computer network. Interestingly, these techniques, pointed out in that chapter, were
used in cyber operations attributed to China. Under the Chinese-attributed cyber campaign
known as Night Dragon15 (which occurred about a year prior to the Stavridis-Facebook inci-
dent), the hackers initially targeted high-ranking business executives in their social engineer-
ing efforts. We also note that the Stavridis-Facebook incident is also attributed to China
(however, this is due to media sources, rather than technical analysis).16 It is possible that
modified version of the Night Dragon strategy used to gain corporate information was being
leveraged against NATO (Figure 9.2).

The Robin Sage experiment illustrates how a fictitious user can gain trust of hundreds of
individuals. A combination of seemingly valid credentials, attractive photographs, the

FIGURE 9.2 Navy Admiral James Stavridis,
commander of U.S. European Command and
NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander-Europe
speaking at a conference in Germany sponsored
by U.S. European Command in 2011. In 2012, a
false Facebook site for Admiral Stravidis sent
out friend requests to several high-ranking offi-
cers in NATO. The fake Facebook pagewas likely
used to gather intelligence. EUCOM photo.

bIt is unknown how much data were harvested through the fake Facebook account of Admiral Stavridis.

However, a NATO spokesperson is quoted as saying that such imposter accounts are normally deleted within

24-48 h (see Nick Hopkins’ article in The Guardian cited in the endnotes of this chapter).
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snowball effect of transitive trust, and the expertise of its operator allowed “Robin Sage” to
infiltrate the American DoD (Department of Defense) information security community—
allowing her access to unpublished technical papers and even some tactical information.
Likewise, an alternative tactic of impersonating a high-ranking official may also lead to many
friendship requests—particularly if the attacker knows whom he or she is targeting. How-
ever, the time window to harvest information using such a technique will likely be much
shorter as opposed to using a “Robin Sage.”

DESIGNING COMMON KNOWLEDGE: INFLUENCING
A SOCIAL NETWORK

In early 2011, the “Arab Spring” spread to Syria. In particular, large portions of the Sunni
Islam populace was rebelling against the Shiite-dominated government. As with many of the
incidents during the “Arab Spring,” socialmediawas used extensively.With the effectiveness
of social media is spreading amessage and allowing international diasporas to providemoral
and informational support, how can an entity (i.e., a state) influence the social network of a
group of revolutionaries and perhaps reverse some of their progress on the propaganda
front? This may have been the very question many supporters of the Syrian regime asked
themselves.

In mid-2011, the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA) emerged—a pro-Syrian regime hacktivist
group, which became prominent in public media for a series of various attacks against the
revolutionaries. This group is believed to have a connection with the Syrian Computer Society,
a group led by now current Syrian President Bashar al-Assad in the 1990s.17 Noting the
effective use of social media by the revolutionaries, the SEA set out to limit its value.

How the Syrian Electronic Army Attacked Rivals on Facebook

The SEA worked to target the social media site Facebook—which is the dominant general
public social networking site at the time of this writing. One technique that the SEA used
against Facebookwas spamming. Often the focus was on popular or political Facebook pages.
Once the target page was selected, in the course of 1 or 2 h, large numbers of comments were
posted to these pages.18 Hence, the volume of bogus messages would have the effect of mak-
ing the targeted page unusable to the originally intended social group.

The SEA also used more technical means to attack the online social networks of the revo-
lutionaries. Using various Twitter accounts, the SEA sent out links to a “fascinating video clip
showing an attack on the Syrian Regime” which directed them to a fake Facebook login page.
A follow-on Tweet informed the victim that he or she might be asked to log on to Facebook a
second time as an “additional security measure.”19 If the victim clicked on the link, the first
Facebook page would harvest the user name and password, sending this information to the
SEA. The second page would actually log them into Facebook.

While this may seem like a transparent ploy, one must consider the real-world context of
Internet usage in Syria. As of 2010, less than 18% of the populationwas online,20 and the coun-
try of 22 million had only 420 hosts on the Internet—ranked 187 worldwide (a lower ranking
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than the U.S. territory of Puerto Rico).21 Hence, the lack of Internet prevalence in Syrian
society may have increased the likelihood of individuals signing on to the false Facebook
site (Figure 9.3).

Though it is unclear exactly which Facebook accounts were broken into, the SEA was
clearly successful in breaking into several of them. Further, the attack may have been ampli-
fied by awell-known vulnerability in Facebook’s password-reset system (circamid-2011).22 If
a user attempts to login to Facebook and claims his password, it can be reset through a series
of steps that include answering security questions. If these questions are answered incor-
rectly, Facebook then offers a password-reset feature based on codes sent to three of the users’
friends selected by the person resetting the password. If the selected friends were previously
compromised, then the codes are easily obtainable. The resulting dynamic is actually a case of
the classic “tipping model” described later in this chapter.

The SEA was able to compromise at least 17 sites pertaining to regime opponents, which
they defaced by pasting their logo prominently and thus co-opted the propaganda function
of the accounts. The Facebook sites remained active after the break-ins and caused the number
of (opposition) fans visiting them dropped significantly after SEA’s actions.23 We do not
have any information on how long the Facebook accounts were rendered inaccessible to their
rightful users or if access was ever returned.

The Future of Influencing Social Networks

Though somewhat effective in combating the revolutionaries’ message on Facebook, the
SEAreally scratches only the surface ofwhatmaybepossiblewith the influenceof online social
networks.Onekeyaspect of the social networks formedoutof themillionsof connections in the
site of Facebook is that information, trends, and behaviors can potentially spread through the
network very quickly. Let us consider the “tipping” model introduced by Nobel Laureate
Thomas Schelling24 in which an individual adopts a new trend if a certain number

FIGURE 9.3 Syrian Electronic Army logo. Source: http://victor.
thepro.sy/.
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(i.e., 50%) of his friends previously adopted it.c Depending on the characteristics of the original
nodes, such tipping events could lead to a social cascadewhere the trendpropagates through the
network (see figure below for an example). More recently, Damon Centola of MIT has shown
that the tipping model is viable based on real-world experiments (Figure 9.4).25

Can certain individuals in a network be targeted in order for us to ensure that such a
cascade occurs? If a group can initiate a counter-information campaign on an adversary’s
online social network, they could potentially dominate it with their message (or rather
misinformation). It turns out that our recent research indicates that it is possible to identify

FIGURE 9.4 Example of the propagation of a trend under the tipping model when each individual adopts the
trend after at least two of his friends do. The circles represent individuals and the lines between them relationships
(i.e., “friendship” relationships in an online social network). Shaded circles represent individuals who have adopted
some trend. In this example, in panel 1, only two individuals originally adopted the trend. Their presence leads to
progressively more nodes becoming “tipped” as the cascade progresses in panels 2-4.

cIf we consider the Facebook password-reset vulnerability, we can view the trend adopted as a “compromised

account” and the number of friends previously “adopting” (becoming compromised) is three as that is the

number of “trusted friends” that Facebook requires a user to have in order to reset a password without

answering any security questions.
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a “seed set” of individuals such that if they initially adopt a trend, then, following the tipping
model, the trend will spread to the entire social network.d Further, it is relatively easy for a
computer to find such a set, which is very small for most online social networks. For instance,
our study found that a sample of the Friendster social network could be entirely influenced
(assuming each user adopts if the majority of their friends do) with an initial seed set less than
1% of the population size.26 So, a group such as the SEA could potentially break into a few
Facebook accounts and map out the social network of the users. Then, using a technique such
as the one we developed, they could target a select set of nodes for their message (or
misinformation)—with the hopes of it “going viral” and spreading to the larger population.

Very recently, it seems that such research on influencing social networks for use in cyber
and information warfare has taken a significant step toward operational use. In August 2012,
RT.com reported that Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service has invested 1 million U.S. dollars
in three pieces of software designed to monitor and influence online social networks.27

The first system, called Dispute, is designed to monitor the spread of information in the
blogosphere specifically identifying popular stories and authors. This is related to the second
system, Monitor-3, which will be used to facilitate collection management (CM) for open-
source intelligence (OSINT) collection. OSINT refers to the use of publically available infor-
mation, such as news media Web sites, radio, and television broadcasts as intelligence.
A collection management system allows intelligence leaders to efficiently assign tasks to in-
dividuals who are gathering the relevant information. The Russians likely see the creation of
Monitor-3 as a necessity to conduct proper gathering of publically available information often
referred to as “Open Source Intelligence” or OSINT. This is because due to the staggering
volume of information available on the Internet, which makes this type of intelligence gath-
ering a particularly unwieldy effort. The third system is known as Storm-12 and is designed
to facilitate the spread of information through the blogosphere—likely using techniques
to influence social networks similar to the ones discussed in this chapter. Dispute and
Monitor-3 are scheduled to be complete in 2012 while Storm-12 is scheduled for completion
in 2012. The projects are underwork by a Russian firm known asKommersant, which is headed
by the former deputy head of the Russian Cryptology Institute, Igor Matskevich.

Urvan Parfentyev, head of Russia’s Center for Safe Internet, stated that the software was the
natural evolution of propaganda/counter-propaganda techniques. He is likely correct in
this statement.28 The current research and development efforts with respect to marketing in
online social networks have a clear dual use in a conflict situation. Such techniques will likely
becomemore prevalent asmore is understood of how information flows in society’s networks.

It is noteworthy that these Russian efforts are eerily similar to an American project started
about a decade prior know at Total Information Awareness (TIA) that was funded under the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.e However, this program was ultimately
cancelled over concerns over the privacy of American citizens.29

dOne of the authors recently presented the research on this phenemon. A YouTube video of this lecture can be

found at http://m.youtube.com/watch?v¼cl_88YoY0PY.
eThe Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or DARPA, is the DoD agency responsible for funding a

variety of American technological advances, including the precursor to the Internet as well as military

technology such as the Predator drone. We discuss DARPA more in the next chapter.
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Aswe have seen in previous chapters, social media on the Internet can have a great impact
in a civil conflict as it allows a groupwith limited resources to produce amessage heard by the
global community. As a result, an opposing group (i.e., an existing regime) shall seek to limit
the effects of a social media-driven information operations campaign through a variety of
means. Using social engineering techniques to exploit Facebook accounts, for example, is al-
ready being looked at by groups such as the SEA to limit the effects of social media. Further,
the linkages among user accounts in such sites form a complex social network, which often is
susceptible to the spread of ideas through cascades. This fact may indicate that in the near
future techniques to influence large portions of an online user community in a propaganda
campaign may appear in a conflict.

SUMMARY

Online social media has ushered in a new age of how information is managed in conflict
situations. These information operations can both support or be supported by cyber warfare.
We saw with the “Robin Sage” and the Facebook imposters that cyber warriors can leverage
the trust relationships of such sites in order to obtain the sensitive information that can lead to
cyber exploitation and espionage operations. On the other side, groups such as the SEA le-
verage cyber-warfare techniques to hack into user accounts of online social networks in an
effort to destroy the credibility of an adversary. Finally, in the future, such techniques may
be used with tools from the study of complex networks in an attempt to influence large por-
tions of an online user community during a conflict.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

The Robin Sage experiment is outlined in Thomas Ryan’s paper “Getting in Bedwith Robin
Sage” which was also presented at the BlackHat conference in 2010. BlackHat is one of the
premier hacker conferences. The actions of the Syrian Electronic Army were described by
the Information Warfare Monitor group in a paper entitled “The Emergence of Open and
Organized Pro-Government Cyber Attacks in the Middle East: The Case of the Syrian Elec-
tronic Army” which is available on the Information Warfare Monitor Web site (http://www.
infowar-monitor.net/2011/08/fake-facebook-page-targets-pro-revolution-syrian-users/).
Further information about common hacking techniques used to illicitly obtain access into a
user’s Facebook or Twitter account are described in the book Hacking: The Next Generation
by Nitesh Dhanjani, Billy Rios, and Brett Hardin. This book also includes accounts of how
many commercial Web-based email applications can be hacked—specifically noting how
2008 vice-presidential candidate’s Sarah Palin’s email account was compromised during
her campaign. Incidentally, some of Palin’s personal communications were posted on 4chan’s
b-board, the significance of which is described in Chapter 6.

The study of complex social networks is a new and exciting emerging field of science com-
bining techniques from computer science, sociology, physics, mathematics, economics, and
biology. For an introduction to this exciting new field, we recommend Networks, Crowds,
and Markets: Reasoning About a Highly Connected World by David Easley and Jon Kleinberg.
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The “tipping model” was first introduced from an economic perspective by Thomas
Schelling in his landmark book Micromotives and Macrobehavior. Around the same time in
the late 1970s, sociologist Mark Ganovetter studied the same phenomenon in terms of social
networks. Ganovetter’s work can be found his doctoral dissertation as well as the paper
“Threshold models of collective behavior” that appeared in the American Journal of Sociology.
This model received popular attention due to the mainstream book The Tipping Point by
Malcolm Gladwell. In that book, Gladwell describes several anecdotes in which the tipping
phenomenon is demonstrated. In a more rigorous empirical study, Damon Centola showed
that the probability of an individual adopting a new behavior is proportional to the number of
his or her contacts that previously adopted the behavior. For his study, Centola created an
isolated online social network in which he could be sure that the contagion he was studying
could only be spread through the connections in the network. Recently, one of the authors of
this book has also studied tipping. We designed a new algorithm that produces a set of nodes
that, if initially infected, are mathematically guaranteed to cause a cascade that leads to
the entire population adopting the contagion. This work, entitled “Large Social Networks
Can Be Targeted for Viral Marketing with Small Seed Sets” was presented at the IEEE/
ACM International Conference on Advances in Social Networks Analysis and Mining in 2012.
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INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 7, we discussed acts of cyber espionage that suggest Chinese involvement.
These operations focused on either massive data exfiltration for the purposes of stealing
intellectual property and industrial information and/or long-term monitoring of an
adversary’s information systems—most likely as a means of intelligence collection. In this
chapter, we look at cyber-espionage operations that focus on exploitation of a different
sort—the exploitation of data relating from ongoing tactical military operations. The exploi-
tation incidents described in this chapter deal with the theft of information either transmitted
or received from an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) system.1 Hence, as opposed to what was
discussed in Chapter 9, the incidents presented here are of much more immediate conse-
quence. Further, unlike the cyber-espionage operations of Chapter 9, where the data stolen
were normally in the “storage” state, the information pilfered in the operations of this chapter
was normally in the “transmission” state. Here, the operators are more concerned about data
traveling to or from a UAV system than static data on a hard drive. In this chapter, we briefly
describe the Predator—flagship UAV of the U.S. military—and a 2009 incident where insur-
gent operating Iraq was found to intercept the video feeds of that system.

We note that although this chapter focuses on cyber operations against American UAVs,
the cyber-espionage methods and techniques applied in such missions could most likely be
used against UAVs from other nations too. We also note that American UAV programs are
perhaps themost mature in the world. Hence, as other countries catch up in this military tech-
nology, they will most likely experience similar cyber-espionage operations against their
systems as well.

THE PREDATOR UAV

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is an organization within the
Department of Defense taskedwithmaintaining technological superiority over America’s ad-
versaries. Unlike organizations that sponsor scientific research for themilitary services—such
as Army Research Laboratories, the Office of Naval Research, and the Air Force Research
Labs, DARPA does not conduct research in support of near-term needs of the military—
but rather explore high-risk, high-payoff ideas that would allow the United States to obtain
“strategic surprise” over its adversaries. Formed in 1958 in response to the Soviet launch of
the Sputnik satellite, DARPA has been the organization responsible for military innovations
such as stealth aircraft and theM16 rifle.2 An evenmore notable technological contribution of
this organization was known as ARPANET—which today is better known as the Internet.

In the late 1970s, a firm known as Leading Systems proposed a long-endurance unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) design that DARPA funded in the early 1980s—resulting in an aerial
platform known as the Gnat 750. Due to a shift in priorities pertaining to UAV-technology
mandated by the U.S. Congress, the focus in the research community moved to systems
designed for short-range missions. As a result, Leading Systems went out of business and
the long-range UAV-technology they had developed was acquired by General Atomics. After
a successful beyond line-of-sight test, the Gnat 750 was hailed as a “Revolution in Military
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Affairs” and further development followed. The aircraft was modified with a longer fuselage
and a greater wingspan and became the Predator—which first flew in July 1994 (Figure 10.1).3

The Predator was first employed for combat by the U.S. Air Force in support of Operation
Nomad Vigil in late 1995 with flights over Albania. This was followed by the support combat
operation in the Balkans for the remainder of the 1990s.4 All the earlymissions of the Predator
were reconnaissance; however, over time the UAV evolved into a targeting tool. After spot-
ting an enemy target in the Balkans, the Predator could use its laser tomark the target in order
for another aerial platform—such as an F-16 fighter—to launch munitions. Hence, weapon-
izing the Predator so it could attack targets appeared as a natural progression for the aircraft.
Bymid-2001, the U.S. Air Force began test-firing Hellfire missiles from the Predator. After the
terrorist attacks on 9/11, the armed Predators were employed in Afghanistan to conduct ki-
netic operations. By 2008, the Predators were logging a total of 10,000 flight hours per month
in Iraq and Afghanistan.5

HACKING THE PREDATOR FEED

In late 2008, U.S. military personnel operating in Iraq arrested a Shi’ite militant in whose
possession a laptop was found that contained video footage of Predator feeds.6 In July 2009,
further finds of insurgent laptops with recorded Predator feeds followed. At the time, it was
widely suspected thatmany of the Shi’itemilitant groups operating in Iraqwere being funded
and trained in Iran—which led some officials to conclude that the ability to acquire such video
feeds had become standard practice by then. One group in particular, the Kata’ib Hezbollah
operating out of Sadr City, which was known to have been supported by Iran at the time, was
also found to be in possession of feeds and the necessary equipment to obtain them.7 Further,
reports of Predator intercepts in Afghanistan also surfaced. The story was first reported in the
newsmedia by theWall Street Journal, initiating amedia fire-storm. In this section, we describe

FIGURE 10.1 The Predator RQ-1 takes off at Balad Air Base, Iraq in September 2004 supporting Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Photograph from DARPA, www.darpa.mil.
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the vulnerability of the Predator and discuss potential reasons why the vulnerability may
have gone unnoticed by the U.S. Air Force—ultimately leading to a significant breach of
information confidentiality during military operations.

The Predator’s Vulnerability

The Predator may include a variety of high-end reconnaissance tools, including synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) with 1-foot resolution, laser designators and range finder, a moving tar-
get indicator (MTI), and the multi-spectral targeting system (MTS) which provides real-time
imagery of the battlefield—complete with features such as zoom and a telescopic spotter.8

These advanced tools can also be used for targeting—which is why the Predator became
the UAV of choice for strike operations (using the Hellfire missile) (Figure 10.2).

Successful radio communication between two devices requires that they both utilize the
same frequency. International standards have identified ranges of frequencies as “bands.”
The Predator is equipped to transmit information using a variety of different bands. Initial tests
of the Predator relied on C-band line-of-sight communications (where the sender and receiver
of the radio signal must be visible to one-another).9 However, for real world beyond line-of-
sight missions, Ku-band (Ku stands for Kurtz-undera) satellite communication (SATCOM) is
normally utilized. Additionally, it is equipped with UHF and VHF radio relay links (these
are bands often used for FM radio communication and noncable television).10 It is important
to note that Ku-band SATCOM is normally affiliated with commercial use. In fact, the Predator
relies on commercial communication satellite infrastructure to transmit its data. The design de-
cision to use commercial rather thanmilitary communication infrastructure is representative of

FIGURE 10.2 Airmen attach the radome to anMQ-1 Predator unmanned aerial vehicle at Balad Air Base, Iraq, in
2005. Photograph from www.defense.gov, taken by Maj. Robert Couse-Baker.

aThis band is split into segments according to geographical regions as determined by the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU).
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a trend in the U.S. military at the turn of the century. In the late twentieth century, the U.S. mil-
itarymade a significantmove towardusing consumer off-the-shelf technology (COTS). The rea-
son for this was twofold. First, it was a cost-saving technique as the prices of consumer
information technology (IT) equipment plummeted in the 1990s. Second, it allowed themilitary
to keep better pace with technology. Prior to the widespread use of COTS, the military would
develop its own “hardened” systems, which normally leads to a second development cycle af-
ter the piece of technology would already have appeared in the marketplace. The result was
that the military technology would often be a generation behind.

Wireless Networks

The use of Ku-band SATCOM in the Predator played a key role in the compromise of the
intelligence data collected on the aerial platform. The data were particularly vulnerable as
they were transmitted unencrypted on a widely understood medium. A key component to
the vulnerability of the Predator was the unavoidable use of broadcast model, which is used
in wireless networks (Figure 10.3).

In a wired computer network, devices such as switches and routers make decisions as to
which computer to send a given piece of information. Alternatively, with a wireless network
(that relies on radio signals) a broadcast model is used. All devices that are within the range of
the transmitter and tuned to its frequency receive the transmitter’s message. Normally (i.e.,
under most wireless protocols such as the 802.11 family), if the message is not addressed to
the receiving device, it is discarded. However, if a system is set to accept anymessage (inwhat
is known as “promiscuous mode”) it keeps receiving all messages. In order to avoid an ad-
versary computer in promiscuous mode intercepting communications, most administrators
encrypt wireless traffic.

Hacker

A  On a wired network Computer 1 sends a message to Computer 2. A switch,
connected to both computers, receives the message from Computer 1 and then sends
it to the port to which Computer 2 is a�ached. 

B  In a wireless network, Computer 1 sends a message to Computer 2. Computer 1
has s transmission range indicated by the dashed line. Note that any computer within
the transmission range can receive the message—even a hacker. 

BA

Switch

Computer 1

Computer 1
Computer 2

Computer 2

FIGURE 10.3 Wired vs. wireless networks.
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The broadcast model offered by SATCOM communications allows multiple users to “tune
in” to view the feeds. For example, during the Bosnia campaign, Predator feeds were viewed
by the control station (the pilot), the Trojan Spirit communication terminal supporting the
American forward-deployed headquarters conducting operations, and a communication sta-
tion in Britain where the signal was then sent to Washington, DC and to the U.S. military’s
networks.11 The Predator video feeds that were transmitted using the commercial Ku-band
SATCOMwere not encrypted, so that anyone capable of receiving the signal could potentially
view it. Though the identification of the precise frequencies was not public knowledge, dis-
covery was still possible. The practice of relying on little known, but discoverable pieces of
information as ameans of security is known as “security by obscurity.” In such practice, there
is no real access control—no software making decisions on whether to permit or deny access.
Instead, an administrator relies on somehow hiding the access point to the system. However,
once this access point is discovered, the system is essentially open to all users who can dis-
cover the access point. This is exactly what happened in the case of the Predator-system
through the use of a piece of Russian hobbyist software known as “SkyGrabber.” This type
of eavesdropping is illustrated in Figure 10.4.

SkyGrabber is a piece of software designed to grant a computer admission to a wireless
network using SATCOM switched to promiscuous mode—thus intercepting or “sniffing”

TV tuner

Legi�mate military
users Eavesdropper

FIGURE 10.4 The Predator UAV collection intelligence information (in the above figure, its sensors detect an en-
emy tank). When using beyond-line-of-sight communication, the UAV broadcasts its data to a satellite. The satellite,
in turn, broadcasts the data to the users. While normal military users can obtain the signal and decode it to viewwhat
the UAV sees, the information can potentially be viewed by a third-part eavesdropper. The use of the Skygrabber
software, coupled with a television tuner card allowed a British hobbyist as well as KH insurgents in Iraq to intercept
the feed of the Predator from commercial satellites in this manner.
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the incoming network traffic. Normal SATCOM-based Internet relies—as its name sug-
gests—on a satellite connection for receiving information and either on satellite or another
connection for sending information. As most services on the Internet are interactive (i.e.,
requesting and receiving Web pages, online chat, and e-mail), information flows in both di-
rections. However, some traffic, such as streaming video or Internet radio, the information
flow is one-way. SkyGrabber is advertised as a tool to receive such one-way traffic for free.
Hence, a user of SATCOM equipment trying to receive a signal, but who has no account for
the respective service provider, could through SkyGrabber view the content downloaded by
other users with accounts. Hence, SkyGrabber turned out to be a useful tool for intercepting
unencrypted Predator videos. At the time theWall Street Journal article broke in 2009, the soft-
ware cost $26 only.12 Perhaps as a result of the Predator incident, the cost of the software at the
time of this writing is $91.13

Attribution and the Kata’ib Hezbollah

Aswithmany incidents described in this book, attribution is an interesting issue to explore
in regard to the case of the vulnerable Predator video feeds too. Due to the nature of the se-
curity flaw and the availability of the SkyGrabber software, it is certainly possible that an in-
surgent group in Iraqwhose ranks included a few tech-savvy individuals could have, on their
own, found the flaw and exploited it accordingly. However, there is some evidence that the
compromise of the Predator feeds may have resulted from training classes offered by a nation
state—specifically Iran. Kata’ib Hezbollah (KH, “Brigades of the Party of God”14) was found
to have obtained Predator video feeds and the ensuing investigation of the group revealed its
ties to the Iranian regime.15

Kata’ib Hezbollah was one of several “Special Groups” in Iraq that was active during Op-
eration Iraqi Freedom. All of these groups were Shi’ite militias believed to be backed by the
Iranian government.16 The goal of this particular organization was to end the United States
presence in Iraq and establish a Shi’ite Islamic government. Further, KH is thought to be sym-
pathetic to the goal of the Lebanese Hezbollah of eradicating the state of Israel (Figures 10.5
and 10.6).17 This group has been active in Iraq since 2007—predominantly in Sadr City and
some of the southern provinces.18 In June 2009, the U.S. Department of State designated them
as a Foreign Terrorist Organization.19

Kata’ib Hezbollah’s ties to Iran are more prominent than with other Special Groups and
evidenced in open sources. Here are examples of some connections:

• Iraqi-born Jamal Ja’far Muhammadb a.k.a Abuc Mahdi al-Muhandis (“The Engineer”—he
worked as an engineer in Kuwait City from the late 1970s to the early 1980s) is thought to be
close to Qassem Suleimani, the head of Iran’s Al-Quds force20 and is believed to be
involved in themilitant group’s leadership. Al-Muhandis’ alleged involvement in the 1983

bAnother source identifies his real name as Jamal al-Ibrahimi (CTC Sentinel [11/01/2010]). The Evolution of

Iran’s Special Groups in Iraq, available at: http://www.ctc.usma.edu/posts/the-evolution-of-iran%E2%80%

99s-special-groups-in-iraq.
c“Abu” is a title (patronym) usually referencing the first born son of a man in many semitic languages can

literally translated as “father of” and often functions as a nickname.
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bombing of the French and American embassies in Kuwait City as well as in the
assassination attempt of the then Kuwaiti Emir in 1985 were probably meant to deter
support for Iraq during the Iran-Iraq war. He fled subsequently to Iran where he fought as
a senior leader of SCIRI’s Badr Brigade against Saddam Hussain’s forces during the Iran-
Iraq war. He is a citizen of both Iran and Iraq andwas a senior advisor to the Al-Quds force
and served for the Shi’a United Iraqi Alliance in the Iraqi parliament in 2006. The Quds-
force is an arm of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and handles Iranian-
backed armed groups that operate outside of Iran. Lebanon’s Hezbollah and Shi’a
anti-Saddam militias are only the most popular examples of its work. KH is thought of
Al-Quds’ surrogate in Baghdad responsible for the extensive smuggle of weapons and
explosives. From spring 2007 to summer 2008, the militant group targeted U.S. forces,
which prominently featured on (Lebanon’s) Hezbollah’smedia outlet Al-Manar, propelled
KH into the ranks of the most popular Shi’a armed groups.21 He also has been known to
transport weapons between the two countries as well as to create militias such as KH and
Jaysh al-Mahdi (JAM).22,23

FIGURE 10.6 Logo of the Lebanese Hezbollah.

FIGURE 10.5 Logo of the Kata’ib Hezbollah.
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• The U.S. Treasury Department named the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) as a
supporter of KH in 2008.24

• In 2010, U.S. Army General Ray Odierno stated that KH fighters had recently returned
from training in Iran to attack U.S. bases and that they were accompanied by IRGC
advisors.25

• Iranian-supplied Improvised Rocket-Assisted Munitions, perhaps one of the most lethal
improvised weapons used by insurgents in the Iraq war, have been used by KH.26

Though it is possible that the Predator flaw could have been found byKH independently of
their Iranian backers, the level of cooperation between the two parties suggests that the sys-
tem vulnerabilitywas first found by the Iranians, who then trained theirmilitant surrogates—
either during attack preparations in Iran or an advising session in Iraq. It is also interesting
to note that KH is perhaps one of the more technology-embracing militias—maintaining a
high-quality, up-to-date interactive Web site featuring video downloads—which was
uncommon for insurgent groups operating in Iraq.27

The History of the Predator Vulnerability

After theWall Street Journal published their article, Wired Magazine followed up the story
with a claim, that concerns over the Predator vulnerability were first raised in 1996 in an Air
Combat Command presentation.28 CBSNews subsequently stated that a 1999 presentation by
then Air Force Major Jeffrey Stephenson Air Force’s School of Advanced Airpower Studies in
Alabama hadmentioned similar concerns. Themedia also noted that the Predator’s successor
high-altitude successor, DarkStar, operated with encrypted communication.29 However, the
DarkStar program was later canceled.30

CBS also aired a story in 2002 about a British hobbyist named John Locker who was able to
intercept Predator feeds from NATO operations over Macedonia—in a manner similar to the
insurgents’ use of SkyGrabber. U.S. officials stated that the unencrypted communication was
necessary to share information with NATO allies and did not pose a security risk since the
feeds were reconnaissance-only.31 However, in the wake of the KH intercepts in Iraq, the
U.S. Air Force has resolved to encrypt all Predator feeds.32

The vulnerability of the Predator UAV illustrates a few interesting points. First, the confi-
dentiality of the informationwas violated. The Predator was still sending accurate information
to the ground control units, but the users of that information could no longer be certain
that the information was guarded from an adversary. Second, the use of “security by obscu-
rity” of theU.S. Air Force and associated contractors proved to be a poor idea. The exposure of
the flaw in publically available material in the 1990s as well as the later by CBS news
documented breach in the early 2000s may also have been recorded by an adversarial nation
(such as Iran—and then provided to a proxy [such as Kata’ib Hezbollah]) for operational use.
Third, the use of wireless networks—due to the use of the broadcast model—does provide a
potential for eavesdroppers. Finally, the idea that operational surveillance video—even used
for the more mundane operations of Macedonia—still pose a security risk as understanding
the tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) of Predator employment is likely important
information to an adversary (not to mention that the technique was later used in a more
heated conflict).
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SUMMARY

In this chapter, we described the Predator system and how insurgents in Iraq managed to
intercept its video feed. The downloading of Predator feeds by these insurgents violated the
confidentiality of the information. However, it should be noted that during that incident the
military reported that there was no evidence that the pilot’s control of the UAV was ever
compromised.33 This follows directly from the fact that the intercepts were obtained by mon-
itoring the SATCOM transmissions—the insurgents did not appear to make an effort at trans-
mitting their own signals, which would require amuch higher level of sophistication. In 2011,
Wired magazine reported that Predator and Reaper Ground Control Stations (GCS)—
computers used to pilot the UAV—were compromised at Creech Air Force Base in Nevada
a key logger34—malware used to record keystrokes and report them to a third party. Later
reports described the incident as the result of amuchmoremundane piece of malware, which
was designed to simply steal user credentials.35 Further, this malware did not actually affect
the GCS, but rather separate systems that run lesser tasks such as backup power and environ-
mental controls. Most likely this was malware simply transmitted from the Internet to the
classified workstation by way of compact disc or memory stick by a careless user—not a so-
phisticated cyber-espionage payload designed to control the Predators or even steal video
feeds. Additionally, as the malware was unintentionally operating on a classified system,
it would not be able to communicate with its C&C server—as the U.S. military’s classified
networks are isolated from the Internet. To date, there is no evidence of an adversary using
cyber-espionage to take control of an American UAV.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

The news story of the flaw in the Predator’s communications system was first reported in
theWall Street Journal and was followed by later stories in other outlets such asWired and The
Army Times—specific references for these articles can be found at the end of the chapter.

For general information on the Predator, and more details on its history, we suggest
Bill Yenne’s Birds of Prey: Predators, Reapers, and America’s Newest UAVs in Combat or
Smart Weapons by Hugh McDaid and David Oliver. Information on Kata’ib Hezbollah
(KH) is also well-documented by open-source information. In particular, http://www.
understandingwar.org/ and the Jamestown Foundation (http://www.jamestown.org) are
excellent resources for information on KH and other insurgent organizations.
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P A R T III

CYBER OPERATIONS FOR
INFRASTRUCTURE

ATTACK

In this part, we discuss how cyber operations can be used to attack infra-
structure. Unlike the cyber attacks presented in the first part of the book,
which were focused on computer systems, the cyber operations described
on the following pageswere designed to cause damage in the physical world.
We start out by introducing the class of systems affected by these opera-
tions—industrial control systems (ICS) in Chapter 11 featuring the case study
of theMaroochyWater Breach—an incident where anAustralianwater treat-
ment facility was attacked and manipulated using cyber means. This is
followed by a discussion of the possibility of cyber attacks against power
grids in Chapter 12. There, we describe how information technology is used
on the American power grid and where the vulnerability of its components
as well as its topology may present opportunities for cyber warriors. The De-
partment of Energy’s Aurora Test where a generator was destroyed will
serve as real world example for the current danger posed by cyber attacks
to essential civilian infrastructure, but also their limitations.We conclude this
part with Chapter 13, where we describe the perhaps most significant cyber
operation of the last decade—the Stuxnet—which was purportedly used to
attack Uranium enrichment facilities in Iran.
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INTRODUCTION

At the time we started writing this book, public fear of cyber attacks against infrastructure
was heightened with supposed attacks on the Illinois water system1 and the Northwest Rail2—
both of which were later discovered not to be the targets of cyber attacks. However, cyber at-
tacks on infrastructure have occurred in the past. For instance, in Australia, a cyber attack by a
disgruntled contractor resulted in the release of onemillion liters of untreated sewage into local
waterways in 2000.3 A more recent example is Stuxnet, covered in a later chapter. Due to in-
cidents like these, U.S. President Obama has recently issued an executive order to improve cy-
ber security for critical infrastructure.4 Headed by NIST (U.S. National Institute of Standards
and Technology), this order is designed to streamline information sharing on cyber threats be-
tween the government and the private sector in addition to developing a Cybersecurity Frame-
work to better thwart future attacks on critical infrastructure. This framework is also easily
tailored to fit the cyber needs of interested private users (such as companies).5 The Presidential
Policy Directive (PPD) accompanying the Presidential order seeks to update the earlier Home-
land Security Presidential Directive 7 (2003) recognizing new risks and technologies,
implementing lessons learned regarding critical infrastructure protection against cyber
threats.6 The Presidential order stresses the importance of protecting privacy and civil liberties,
for the lack of which earlier proposed legislation was harshly criticized.7

As infrastructure is often targeted in conventional military operations, cyber warfare
directed against these installations should be expected. In this chapter, we introduce and
discuss the specific concerns of critical infrastructure control systems with particular focus
on how they differ from information technology.We also describe how their inbuilt structural
interdependencies make them vulnerable to attacks that leverage network topology. We
also briefly discuss the case study of the cyber attack against an Australian water treatment
facility and its broader implications for infrastructure control systems.

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS: CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR MODERN NATIONS

Computer networks directly supporting the functioning of infrastructure systems such as
water, sewage, electrical power, and public transportation fall under a category known
as industrial control systems (ICS). This category includes various types of systems including
supervisory control and data acquisition or SCADA, distributed control systems or DCS, and
programmable logic controllers (PLCs)—all designed to manage the industrial equipment
essential to the services rendered.8

In Figure 11.1, we illustrate the interactions among common components in an industrial
control system. The components are configured in what is known as a control loop. For a given
industrial process that is controlled by the system (i.e., water, electricity, sewage, etc.), sensors
collect information—known as the “controlled variables.” These are then sent to a controller
that interprets them to produce “manipulated variables”—data relating to the controlled pro-
cess that can be adjusted by actuators. If a process is disturbed or altered, the system reacts by
adjusting the manipulated variables. A human operator interacts with the system through a
human-machine interface (HMI) to set the parameters and/or algorithms involved in controlling
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the system.Additionally, he also has a remote diagnostics andmaintenance system that heuses for
troubleshooting abnormal behavior.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY VS. INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
SYSTEMS: WHY TRADITIONAL INFOSEC PRACTICES

MAY NOT APPLY

On the surface, an industrial control system may appear to be just another type of infor-
mation technology system—one that happens to contain additional specialty software to con-
trol a certain piece of industrial equipment. However, a report by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) points out some clear differences9:

• Performance. ICS systems typically have hard requirements for delay (how long it takes for
information to be received) and jitter (the time or phase difference between the data signal
and the ideal clock), but less stringent requirements on bandwidth (howmuch information
is sent through the network). A typical IT system, on the other hand, typically has much
softer requirements for delay and jitter and often calls for assurances relating to high
bandwidth.

• Availability. ICS systems, particularly the power grid, are required to continuously deliver
a service. Typical IT practices such as rebooting computers (which would, in turn, cause a
temporary outage) often become unacceptable in an ICS setting.

• Risk management requirements. As stated in the “Introduction” section, the McCumber
information security model states that the primary goals of IT security are to ensure
availability, integrity, and confidentiality of data. A later extension to this model adds
authentication and nonrepudiation as well. Though these are important aspects to

Human-machine
interface

Remote diagnostics
and maintenance

Controller

Actuator

Sensors

Controlled
process

Sets parameters

Controlled
variables

Process inputs Process outputs

Manipulated 
variables

FIGURE 11.1 A generic diagram of an ICS control loop.
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industrial control system, the NIST adds human safety and fault tolerance. These are
important as the operation of ICS systems must prevent loss of life and avoid
endangerment of public health or confidence. As a result, there is an important link
between security and safety in the ICS world.

• Architecture. As we saw in the exploitation part of the book, many IT systems, particularly
those dealing with intellectual property were set up to use a centralized “repository.”
Right or wrong, many IT professionals use this centralization to simplify requirements—
they would just put more effort into the protection of the repository. In an industrial
control system, centralized servers are still very important. However, periphery systems
gain in significance: first, they often directly control industrial equipment (i.e., electrical
substations are responsible for providing power directly to consumers), and second,
outages in certain peripheral systems may lead to cascading failures.

• Physical interaction. Outages in typical IT systems may not have consequences outside the
virtual world. However, outages in industrial control system often affect physical
equipment—leading to real-world consequences.

• Time-critical response. In an IT system, often access control can be performedwithout regard
to data flow. The NIST report points out that the question whether to compute an
industrial control system with automated or software responses that require human
interaction potentially become critical. For example, requiring an operator to enter a
password at a certain juncture may delay an emergency operation that could result in loss
of life or expensive damage to equipment.

• System operations. As industrial control systems are part of a larger, often complicated,
structure of controlling equipment, their management would require an individual skilled
as a control engineer who better understands the impact of implementing security features
on the control of operations—in addition to mastering IT security.

• Resource constraints. Many legacy industrial control operating systems currently in use,
particularly those used for power grids, may be devices that are extremely underpowered
and resource-constrained by modern standards. These constraints may simply preclude
common (and easy) IT solutions that would otherwise increase security. Further, license
agreements in place for these often proprietary solutions may legally prevent the use of a
third-party security solution.

• Communication protocols. As with industrial control operating systems, many ICS
communication protocols may also be proprietary—again precluding a common/easy IT
solution designed for more common network protocols such as IP. Further, in many
structures, such as a power grid, a mix of different network protocols may be used as
opposed to a single protocol such as IP.10

• Change management. In IT systems, upgrades and patches to system software can often
happen swiftly and with relatively little difficulty once the vulnerability is found.
Industrial control systems introduce several levels of complexity to the issue of patching/
upgrading software. Due to the high-priority issues of avoiding loss of life or damage to
equipment, software updates and patches go through amore rigorous certification process
by vendors before being released. The end user (i.e., a local power company) will then also
perform validation tests as an outage would be scheduled well in advance of the update.
Further compounding difficulty here is the fact that some legacy ICS equipment will use
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older versions of operating systems that are no longer supported by the vendor—resulting
in unavailable patches for new vulnerabilities.

• Managed support. Due to industry-wide standards in the IT world, such as the Internet
Protocol Suite with the Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol (TCP/IP),
HTTP, and others, multivendor interoperable solutions become possible. Often with
industrial control systems, support is available only through a single vendor as the system
in question may be proprietary.

• Component lifetime. IT system components have a lifetime of between 3 and 5 years. Many
vulnerabilities may thus be resolved by the simple evolution of technology and the
purchase of a new computer. With industrial control systems, components have a typical
lifetime of 15-20 years or longer. This means that updates invariably rely on updates that
are compatible with the aging hardware and the respective certification or brand.

• Access to components. IT systems are typically local and physically easy to access (i.e., a rack-
mounted server in a computer room). Industrial control system components, by contrast,
may be isolated, remote, and physically difficult to access due to their inherent linkage
with certain industrial equipment. For example, consider a logic control card in a
centrifuge (which we shall discuss later in this part of the book with our discussion of
Stuxnet) or firmware in a protection relay (as we shall describe in the next chapter).

In the subsequent chapters, we describe several case studies highlighting the special
concerns that are inherent in industrial control systems and which pose new challenges
for security professionals.

HOW REAL-WORLD DEPENDENCIES CAN MAGNIFY AN ATTACK:
INFRASTRUCTURE ATTACKS AND NETWORK TOPOLOGY

In the past decade, a new academic field known as “Network Science” emerged. In inter-
disciplinary cooperation physicists, sociologists, mathematicians, biologists, and computer
scientists are studying complex systems for their representation as in network models. For
example, a social network can be studied, if we draw a diagram where the individuals in
the network are “nodes.” An “edge” is drawn between each pair of nodes that has a friend-
ship relationship.a Earlier in this book, we highlighted how certain aspects of social networks
had implications for cyber war.

Many important pieces of critical infrastructure can be viewed as networks. For instance,
we can represent a rail system as a network where the nodes are terminals and edges are
between pairs of terminals for which a connection exists. We can even treat the Internet

aFor example, one of the authorsmost recentlymodeledmilitant groups as social networks and concluded that

decapitation does not necessarily impede the functioning of the organization. Together with his colleagues,

Paulo found it more promising to disturb the relationship (edges) between certain strategically linked nodes in

order to achieve longer term impairment in the functioning of militant organizations (“Shaping Operations to

Attack Robust Terror Networks” by Devon Callahan, Paulo Shakarian, Jeffrey Nielsen, and Anthony Johnson.

ASE Hum J 2013:1(1)).
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(at coarse-grain resolution) as a network where the nodes are major service providers and
edges represent their connections. In the next chapter, we look at how power grids can also
be represented as a network.

The main concern with these types of networks is that when certain key nodes or edges are
taken off-line, the effect of the failure can be compounded as other nodes may depend on it.
For instance, the decommissioning of a certain rail line may have an effect on the whole rail
system as other trains would then have to be rerouted. Further, if there was no alternative
route for that single line, certain stations would become unreachable. Another real-world ex-
ample of this is a 1990 incident, in which a phone switch in New York City conducted a self-
reset once it hit its load limit for calls. When the switch returned back online, it attempted to
handle signals that had collected while it was down. This dearth of signals, in turn, caused
other switches to overload—leading to a cascading failure in the phone system. Over a 9-h
period, approximately 50% of calls failed to go through and AT&T lost an estimated $60 mil-
lion in unconnected calls (in addition to losses incurred by businesses dependent on the
phone system at that time).11

The ideas of certain nodes becoming disconnected from the rest of the network (the
unreachable stations) and that of missing nodes or edges causing signals to be transferred
to other nodes are often referred to as network fragmenting and cascading failures, respec-
tively.Wewill discuss cascading failures inmore detail in the next chapter in connection with
power grids. Here, we shall briefly introduce the idea of network fragmentation.

When describing a network, we say that there is a path between two nodes if there is a
sequence of edges that ultimately connects them. For instance, in Figure 11.2A, there is a path
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A B
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a j a j
c c
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d i d i

e f e
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b b

C D

a j a j

d i i
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hh
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FIGURE 11.2 Example network and the fragmentation effect of removing select nodes.
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from node “a” to node “h” that consists of nodes “c” and “g” along the way. However, in the
network depicted in Figure 11.2B above the path between “a” and “h” is eliminated. In most
infrastructure networks, particularly ones used for communication, transportation, and
power generation, the presence of a path betweenmost node pairs is often critical as it ensures
the availability of any given node byway of any other. As a result, the concept of a “connected
component” entails a set of nodes in a given network which are interconnected through paths
between all pairs (within that set). Network scientists are often concerned with the “largest
connected component” in a network—which can indicate the largest percentage of
interconnected nodes.

Now, assume that an adversary attacks the network by removing nodes (this idea can be
easily extended for edges as well) by simply deleting their representation (address) in the
industrial control system. Perhaps she or he does so in a way to maximize fragmentation
(and reduce the size of the “largest connected component”). For instance, if attacking a trans-
portation network, the ability to function can be destroyed by targeting merely a small
number of stations (due to the topology of the infrastructure grid). Perusing the above figure
in order to visualize the example: panel A shows the complete network of 10 interconnected
nodes; panel (B) depicts the same network after the removal of a single node (g). As a result
three other nodes (h, i, and j) become isolated, effectively diminishing the original network
as the largest connected component. If nodes h, i, and j were subway stations, they could
no longer be serviced. At the same time, the remainder of the original network of subway
infrastructure is prone to expect disruptions due to an overload of trains—caused by the
trains that were meant to connect to the four lost stations (g-j). In (C) and (D), the fragmen-
tation is compounded by the removal of two more nodes (c and d, respectively).

The number of edges each node is connected to is often referred to as “node degree.”
Consequently, an obvious attack strategy would be to target a few of the nodes with many
connections, i.e., high-degree nodes in order to maximize the resulting disconnections most
effectively. However, a more advanced strategy would be to select target nodes based on the
degree they achieve after an (initial) attack has struck the network. For instance, in Figure 11.2,
node “d” initially has a degree of 3 (in A and B), but after “c” is removed (see panel C), its
connections are reduced to two (node degree of 2). Schneider and his colleagues show in a
paper published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Science12 that this strategy
can lead to harmful results. The researchers studied the effects of node removal in a European
power network and a network of major European Internet service providers (known as the
“Point of Presence” or PoP network). In the power network, using the above-mentioned
advanced attack strategy, the removal of a mere 10% of the nodes resulted in a dramatic
90% loss of network integrity. The loss of 12% of the nodes in the PoP network yielded similar
results in that study.

From this discussion on fragmentation, a natural question arises: how can such an attack be
stopped? Oneway tominimize the harm to the network is to make it more resilient by adding
redundancy. This is done mainly by adding edges and/or nodes. Clearly, building new train
stations, laying train tracks, erecting power lines make this a difficult and expensive opera-
tion. Schneider et al. propose a simple strategy to improve the strength of a network without
the high costs in time and resources. They leverage a robustness metric of the network and
iteratively select pairs of edges, adding additional edges where needed for further fortifica-
tion. In their paper, they show that this algorithm substantially increases the robustness of
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the network to these node-removing attacks—thus, better informing the design and upgrade
of such infrastructure networks.

Robustness strategies such as Schneider’s are vitally important as many industrial control
systems are not only susceptible to individual attacks, but the interactions between groups of
these systems (such as among regional power grids whichwewill discuss in the next chapter)
are also important as well. Research is important not only for creating a strategy to strengthen
the network (which may not always be realizable) but also for the identification and monitor-
ing of critical or “at risk” nodes and edges that could lead to catastrophic and/or cascading
failures when exploited. Though cascading and fragmenting failures among interdependent
systems is an area that we are just now beginning to understand, their importance cannot be
understated.

HOW A CYBER ATTACK LED TO WATER CONTAMINATION:
THE MAROOCHY WATER BREACH

We close the chapter with a brief case study on how a cyber attack against an industrial
control system caused significant damage in the real world. The attack was directed against
Maroochy Water Services on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast in Australia.13 The Maroochy
SCADA system consisted of two monitoring stations utilizing three radio frequencies to con-
trol 142 sewage pumping stations. Several faults raised the concern of employees at the facil-
ity, which included unexplained alarms, increased radio traffic, unexplainedmodifications to
SCADA software, lack of alarms for certain events (such as pump shutdowns), and pumps
running continuously. Robert Stringfellow, the civil engineer in charge of operations at
Maroochy first suspected the faults were due to installation errors. This was a sensible expla-
nation as the system had undergone recent upgrades. However, after a thorough examination
that included reinstallation of some of the SCADA software, he noticed that the system
parameters continued to change in unexpected ways. This led him to conclude that the lia-
bilities were the result of malicious activity and not a normal malfunctioning.

Using monitoring equipment, Stringfellow discovered that a hacker was using wireless
communication technology to connect to the SCADA system. Security experts Jill Slay and
Michael Miller describe him as at one point “dueling” with the hacker as he attempted to gain
access. Ultimately, the hacker was found to be a man named Vitek Boden, a former contractor
who conducted the attack as revenge against the Maroochy Shire Council for not hiring him.
Boden was able to take control of the 142 pumping stations with just a laptop and a radio
transmitter for 3 months. During this time, he released over 1 million liters of untreated
sewage into a stormwater drain that flowed into local waterways. He was ultimately arrested
and jailed for his crime.

This incident highlights some difficulties in the security of an industrial control system.
First, identifying an attack as such may be difficult. This is a result of the sheer complexity
of an ICS system. An abnormal fault could be the result of mechanical failure, improper pa-
rameters, and inexperienced operators are just a few of the many possible sources of prob-
lems. Second, ICS systems are particularly vulnerable to an insider threat. As described
earlier in the chapter, they often feature many vulnerabilities (i.e., due to the inability to patch
or update a system as often as a normal IT system). As a result, it is more likely that an insider
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would have knowledge of the system’s vulnerabilities—as Boden clearly had of theMaroochy
plant. Finally, the damage caused by such a systemmore directly affects human lives than the
compromise of an IT system. The water contamination resulting from the release of the sew-
age into the stormwater drain very likely affected many people in the Sunshine Coast.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we introduced industrial control systems, described aspects in which they
differ from standard IT systems, and discussed how their complex interactions—in the form
of network(s)—led to special concerns. We also provided a brief case study of the attack on
MaroochyWater Services in 2000 which illustrates some of the difficulties in safeguarding an
industrial control system aswell as the real-world consequences of a cyber attack against such
a system.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

For further reading, we highly recommend NIST Special Publication 800-82: “Guide to
Industrial Control System Security” as it provides an in-depth discussion on ICS security that
is applicable in a variety of settings as well as strategies for minimizing ICS vulnerabilities.

We also recommend the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science (PNAS) paper
“Mitigation of malicious attacks on networks” (Vol. 108, No. 10, March 2011) which offers
a great discussion on a novel mitigation strategy against fragmentation attacks on complex
interaction networks—with a focus on ICS systems.
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INTRODUCTION

In April, 2009, the Wall Street Journal ran an article entitled “Electricity Grid in U.S. Pene-
trated by Spies” where several unnamed government sources claimed that Chinese and
Russian hackers had broken into power-grid systems, leaving open back doors that would
allow them to destroy certain components of the power grid.1 The following year, after
“Operation Aurora” where intellectual property from Google and other U.S. firms was stolen
by Chinese hackers (see Chapter 7),2 in a testimony before congress, the commissioner of
the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission identified an academic paper
where Chinese researchers explored cascade-based attacks on the U.S. power grid.3 Though
we have little information on actual attacks against the power grid, there ismuch literature that
describes how such an attack might occur. In this chapter, we explore the vulnerabilities of a
power gridwith both legacy and the “smart grid” technologies becomingmore prevalent in the
United States.We then look at the “Aurora Test” (different from “Operation Aurora”) in which
the U.S. Idaho National Labs conducted an experiment to see if a cyber attack could lead to
damaged power generation equipment. Finally, we also describe how an adversary could
leverage power-grid network topology tomagnify the effects of his attack—whichwould cause
more overall damage by precise targeting of a limited number of power-grid components.

CYBER ATTACKS DIRECTED AGAINST POWER GRIDS

Simply put, a power grid is the infrastructure that connects electricity consumers with a
source of electrical power generation. Various requirements of the grid, such as metering
and identifying points of failure, require information to be transmitted between certain points
of the grid—necessitating the need for various forms of information technology (IT). Cur-
rently, the IT equipment used for communication in the power grid ranges from state-of-
the-art to decades-old telephony. Current initiative referred to as “smart grid” refers to a
range of efforts to upgrade this communication equipment for improved monitoring, protec-
tion, and efficiency.4 However, regardless of whether the power grid in question is using leg-
acy or modern equipment, as with any system involving computer networks, cyber security
should be a major concern. Further, due to modern society’s dependence on electrical power,
attacking the power grid may be viewed as a military option by many nations—hence our
inclusion of this topic in our discourse on cyber warfare. This section summarizes the work
of Wei et al.5 in order to give an overview of how a power-grid functions, its major compo-
nents, and possible cyber attacks against them.

As stated earlier, a power grid is designed to connect electrical power consumers to elec-
trical power producers. There are two basic components of the grid: transmission and distri-
bution. Transmission entails the delivery of power from the generation source to substations
located closer to the consumers. This portion of delivery typically operates at high voltage
(100 kV or greater). The second component is distribution where power is delivered from
the substations to the consumers and carries a voltage typically less than 100 kV. Trans-
formers at the substation step the power down from high voltage to medium or low voltage
in order for it to be distributed.
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Wei et al. divide the major functions of the power grid into three different levels: corporate,
control center, and substation. Business management and operations management functions
are performed at the corporate level. Monitoring, forecasting, and other real-time operations
are performed at the control center level. At the substation level, primarily real-time moni-
toring associated with normal operations is performed. IT systems are used in various capac-
ities at these three levels. At the corporate level, IT systems are relied on in planning
the amount of electricity that must be generated the next day as well as performing asset
management—predicting when certain substations may experience maintenance—which
would lead to a decision to reroute power from that substation. At the control level, automa-
tion systems such as energy management systems (EMS), human-machine interfaces (HMIs),
and a Front End Processor (FEP) are primarily used for the purposes of regulating and
monitoring the power transmitted to the substations. Finally, at the substation level, IT is
primarily used for monitoring the power distributed to consumers. Devices such as remote
terminal units (RTUs) and programmable logic controllers (PLCs) can be found at this level.

Cyber attacks against power grids can be broadly categorized into three categories: com-
ponent wise, protocol wise, and topologywise.Component-wise attacks focus on a specific part
of the power-grid IT infrastructure. An example for a component-wise attack described in this
chapter is theAurora Test—where a breaker switchwas opened and closed in amanner to put
a power generator out of synchronization with the rest of the power grid—causing damage.
We describe this attack later in the chapter. Other examples of component-wise attacks in-
clude (but are not limited to) the following and their combinations:

• Attacks designed to mislead the data presented to an operator (i.e., a violation of
nonrepudiation)

• Attacks designed to damage power-grid equipment (i.e., the Aurora Test which we shall
describe later in this chapter)

• Attacks designed to shut-down a piece of power-grid equipment

In protocol-wise attacks, the perpetrator targets the protocol used to transmit information
about the power grid. As stated earlier, power-grid control centers and substations often
use protocols not typical to normal IT equipment such as Inter Control Center Protocol (ICCP)
and DNP (Distributed Network Protocol). However, these protocols are somewhat common
among electrical power automation equipment. For example,Wei et al. point out that the DNP
specification can be obtained for a nominal fee. The main type of attack accomplished
protocol-wise is aMan-In-the-Middle attack where the attacker is able tomanipulate commu-
nications between two parties. Some potential results of this type of attack could include

• Financial loss to power generation companies due to excessive power output
• Safety issues (i.e., energizing a line when electrical personnel are attempting to repair it)
• Equipment damage resulting from power overloads

One example of a very rudimentary protocol-wise attack was discussed in the previous
chapter—the attack on Maroochy Water Services. In this incident, the attacker was able to le-
verage a vulnerability common to virtually every unsecured wireless communication scheme
to take control of the sewage pumping stations.

The third type of attack deals with the topology of the power-grid network. This type of
attack could have multiple goals. For instance, a denial-of-service (DoS) attack against a
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system at a substation level would then lead to an incorrect decision at the control level, etc.
Another example of a topology attackwould be to create a cascading power failure—whichwe
shall discuss in detail later in this chapter.

The last part of the paper of Wei et al. that we will summarize is the typical methodology
for a cyber attack against a power grid. They view it as a three-step process: access, discovery,
and control. They also note that a sophisticated attacker will add a fourth step—concealing
of the action (i.e., deleting entries on log files, etc.) in order to make it difficult for the system
administrator to determine the intruder’s presence on the system (this is similar to the
actions of the hackers in Operation X of Chapter 6). We discuss each of the three components
in turn.

Access

The hackermust first gain access to a SCADA systemused tomonitor or control an element
of the power grid. Wei et al. describe three common methods for obtaining unauthorized ac-
cess to such a system: corporate network to SCADA communication, virtual private network
(VPN) links, and remote site communication to the SCADA system.We briefly discuss each in
turn here. Users at the corporate level regularly require information from the various SCADA
systems. Often the SCADA systems interface with a SQL (or sometimes a customized) data-
base—which, in turn, corporate users query for business purposes. This juncture—where
data is passed from the SCADA system to the database server—may provide a hacker the
opportunity to attack. Virtual Private Network (VPN) connections to SCADA systems
are another common method for obtaining unauthorized access. Normally used for vendor
support or users requiring access to SCADA systems from an office, these connections can be
hacked if a client system running VPN software is compromised. A thirdmethod of obtaining
access is through remote site communication. This is due to implicit trust relationships among
certain power-grid components that may be physically separated. If the communication link
between two such systems is compromised, accessmay be obtained. Examples of such remote
sites include backup facilities, quality systems, and substations.

Discovery

Once the hacker has obtained access to the system, he or she needs to understand how it
functions in order to properly conduct the attack intended. Unless the hacker has access to an
additional source of intelligence (as suspected in the case of the Stuxnet worm, described in a
later chapter), he or she must scour the power-grid automation systems for information to
decipher the inner workings of the targeted SCADA system. AsWei et al. point out: “the com-
plexity of SCADA systems is one of the best defenses against attack” which results in the at-
tacker investing a good deal of time to decipher. The attacker’s methods for doing somay also
include passive monitoring of traffic to and from a SCADA system to identify the communi-
cations protocol in use (and, in turn, possibly the vendor) as well as active scanning—which
may be of high risk to the attacker as scanning activities may be noticed by a security
administrator.
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Control

Upon gaining an understanding of the SCADA system, the hacker will then attempt the
actual attack—which involves controlling the system. At this point, the hacker will likely seek
high-payoff targets (HPTs)—systems whose compromise would greatly enhance the in-
truder’s ability to gain control. Wei et al. point out two such systems: the Front End Processor
(FEP) and HumanMachine Interface (HMI). The Front End Processor (or in some cases, mul-
tiple FEPs) sends commands from the SCADA system to the different process controllers.
Though the protocols to these controllers may vary, the FEP will have the ability to commu-
nicate with all of them. Hence, if the attacker obtains access to the FEP, the problem of
deciphering the protocols to each of the process controllers is avoided. In many cases, the
FEP does not require authentication or verification of the commands sent to it. Further, in
most cases, the FEP does not log commands. Attacking the FEP is done at the protocol level
as the hacker has to send it commands. The second high-payoff target we will discuss is the
Human Machine Interface. The HMI resides on a computer workstation and is used by op-
erators to interface with the SCADA system. Hence, if an attacker compromises it, it would be
easier to understand and manipulate. Unlike the FEP attack, which is a protocol-level attack,
theHMI is a component-level attack. Further, as it resides on aworkstation, the hackermay be
able to leverage known IT-style vulnerabilities on the machine. However, the HMIs often at-
tempt to protect against operator error—so it may be more difficult to cause damage here. As
an alternative, an intrudermay instead attempt to access the EngineeringWork Station (EWS)
which is designed for development. It may have similar screens to an HMI, but less security
features.

Next, we look at how such an attack could work in practice by examining Idaho National
Labs’ “Aurora Test” in which researchers managed to destroy a power generator through
cyber attacks.

DESTROYING A GENERATOR WITH A CYBER ATTACK:
THE AURORA TEST

A test conducted in 2007 by the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) known as the “Aurora
Test” (note this is different than “Operation Aurora”—the cyber attack designed to steal in-
tellectual property from Google and other major corporations) was meant to determine the
feasibility of a cyber attack against an actual generator. In the 2007 test, held by DoE’s Idaho
National Laboratory, a power generator was subjected to cyber attacks.6 The generator was
diesel powered, operating at 3.8 MV and working at 60% of its rated power.7 The result
was presented in a video that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) declassified
and distributed to Associated Press. In the video, the generator starts to shake. After several
seconds, smoke starts to appear, which begins to fill the screen indicating a catastrophic fail-
ure (see the figure for frames from the video; Figure 12.1).

When a generator is connected to a power grid, the frequencies, voltage, and phase rotation
must match within a certain preset tolerance. If not, protective relays will not allow it to con-
nect. However, in order to ensure a consistent power supply, some variation to the tolerances
for these parameters is allowed for short periods of time—in this way, premature
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disconnection of generators can be avoided. It is these short time periods that were exploited
during the Aurora Test. To cause the generator to fail, the “Aurora attack” seeks to place the
generator out of synch with the power grid during one of these short time intervals—hence
avoiding disconnection and causing damage.8

The Aurora vulnerability opens and closes a breaker in a time interval less than the max-
imum allowed by the protective relays. During the time the generator is operating out of sync
with the power grid, it undergoes much stress—particularly on the shaft. The sequence of
events is as follows: the breaker opens, the generator undergoes stress for a short period
of time while being out of sync with the grid, and then the breaker closes again—just in time
to avoid disconnection by the protective relay (Figure 12.2). If this is repeated over multiple

FIGURE 12.1 The generator from the
Aurora Test as the repeated high-
electrical torque causes stress on the shaft
of the rotating equipment—quickly
shortening its lifespan (frames from
Department of Homeland Security video
footage).
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iterations, the cumulative stress on the shaft leads to failure. In the Aurora Test, after 13 it-
erations, the generator began to vibrate abnormally. After 22 iterations, smoke emerged9.

Implementing an Aurora-Style Attack

The Idaho National Labs test is revealing, but may lead to wonder if an attack of this type is
possible in the real world. While it is true that the test—particularly the demonstration video
released to the Associated Press—did not include certain security measures relatively common
to this type of generator (i.e., vibration monitoring limit switches, over-speed limitation on the
diesel engine, synchronization check on the tie breaker were all disabled during the test and
synchronization check on the protective relay was disabled during the video demonstration).10

However,with knowledge of the computer network andpower generator, the attack is still pos-
sible. Mark Zeller, an engineer with Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories described several
strategies an attacker would consider at the IEEE Conference for Protective Relay Engineers11:

1. Physical attack: The adversary manually sabotages the power generator by opening and
closing the breaker. Although such a method would be less than sophisticated if repeated
and/or done at random intervals, it could result in serious harm to the machine.

Point at which breaker opens

Tolerance time interval Point at which breaker closes

Vo
lta

ge

Time

Grid

Generator

FIGURE 12.2 Notional graph displaying voltage as a function of time for a generator and the power grid based on
the results of Wei et al. Note that the generator and grid must be matched with respect to frequency, voltage, and
phase rotation. The opening of the breaker—followed by a closing—moves the generator out of sync with the power
grid. However, this occurs within a certain permissible time tolerance (designed to prevent premature separation of
the generator from the grid). Repeated opening and closing of the breaker result in severe stress on the shaft of the
rotator in the generator—drastically shortening its lifespan.
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2. Compromising the communication channel: In this scenario, the attacker is able to send
commands through whichever medium is used to communicate with the breaker.
The breaker receives commands to open and close as per the attacker’s instructions.

3. Direct hack into the protection relay: The hacker connects directly to a port on the protection
relay, thus bypassing any network security measures that would prevent him from
compromising the communications channel. The protection algorithm which ensures that
the voltage, frequency, and phase rotation parameters match before connecting the
generator to the grid could be outright eliminated in this scenario. The attacker could also
control the breaker using the same method.

4. Embedded program in the protection relay: In what appears to be the most advanced type of
attacks, the hacker uploads new software or firmware into the relay (note that here the
attacker would also likely have to leverage attack strategy 2 or 3 above). By directly
embedding code in the logic or operating system of the relay, the intruder can directly
manipulate time or power levels—possibly in coordinationwith other attacks. If the hacker
is successful in planting such a program, bypassing most security measures is easy,
providing the opportunity to render false reports (violating nonrepudiation) stating that
the relay is functioning normally.

In addition to the above four attack schemes, several other factors should be considered
when planning countermeasures for an Aurora-style attack. For instance, some generators
may include a “synchronization check” that only allows breakers to be opened or closedwhen
the voltage and frequency of the generator and grid match. In the Aurora Test, this feature
was disabled on the generator.12 However, there are also some breakers that are not directly
attached to the generator. If an Aurora-style attack is initiated on a breaker at a tie-in point
separately from the generator, the synchronization check would not take place13 (provided,
of course, that there is no synchronization check on the tie-in breaker).

Salmon et al. review the security measures that an attacker must overcome in order to con-
duct an Aurora-style attack.14 They identify three categories of such obstacles to the attacker,
all of which address the cyber security of the system. In regard to general cyber security, the
attacker must have an understanding of the computer network on which the generator
operates and has to overcome normal cyber issues such as authentication, encrypted commu-
nications, etc. Protecting the breakers of power generators is crucial (as is evident from the
Aurora Test) as an aggressor might attempt to disrupt the synchronization of the power gen-
erator and the grid—either by opening and closing the relay or by accessing the protective
dispatch. If the breaker is to be opened and closed, the intruder must be able to manipulate
the device in such a way as to avoid the protective relay to disconnect the power generator
(either by precise timing or by sabotaging the protective relay). Finally, the attackermust have
accurate knowledge of the target system. For instance, if manipulating the breaker in order to
cause system failure, the assailant needs to be aware of the fact that the breaker must be ca-
pable of multiple recloses and/or sequences of open/close events before actual damage is
implemented.

Preventing an Aurora-Style Attack. Several methods to prevent an Aurora-style attack have
been proposed.15 Here, we discuss a few such measures that can be taken:

• Time Delay on Breaker Closing: This technique enforces an extra time interval before the
breaker is closed. The idea is to eliminate the time window an attacker has for conducting
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an Aurora-style attack. This can be implemented in hardware to avoid a manual attack.
Clearly, it would be preferable to also implement time delays for commands sent through a
computer network as well.

• Command monitoring on the protective relay: With this technique, the administrator is
notified of certain patterns of open/close commands and can even set policies to provide
warnings, prevent breaker closures, enforce time delays, etc.

• Implement a second relay: This countermeasure adds a redundant relay to the setup,
providing defense in-depth to the generator. The second relay could be operating on a
different network, utilize different authentication, etc., than the first.

• Local generator island detection logic: Here, the rate of change of the frequency is
monitored. When this rate falls outside acceptable ranges (an “island condition”), the
generator is disconnected.

In practice, it will take a combination of measures such as the ones listed above—in addi-
tion to solid security practices as described earlier. There are also trade-offs, as an Aurora-
style attack is a high-impact, low-frequency event, any mitigation device must not interfere
with normal power operations. For instance, relay-based Hardware Mitigation Devices
(HMDs)—which employ protection similar to the methods listed above—are thought to have
exasperated the massive European power failure in November 2006.16

Albeit an experimental test, the Aurora Test successfully demonstrated to the world that
a cyber attack could have severe repercussions in the physical world. Further, this test led
to important research on how to better mitigate cyber attacks against the power grid. Like
other attack methods described in earlier chapters of this part of the book, the Aurora Test
is a cyber attack directed at a specific piece of industrial equipment. In the next section, we dis-
cuss how attacks on key systems in a power grid can lead tomore serious failures. These attacks
rely on leveraging the topology of the power-grid network to magnify their effects.

TAKING THE POWER GRID OFFLINE WITH MINIMAL EFFORT:
ATTACKS LEVERAGING NETWORK TOPOLOGY

In the introduction to this chapter, wementioned how a 2009 paper by Chinese researchers
Jian-Wei Wang and Li-Li Rong led to comments by the chairman of the U.S.-China Economic
Security and Review Commission in 2010 where he stated that the researchers “published a
paper on how to attack a small power grid sub-network in a way that would cause cascading
failure to the entire U.S. west-coast power grid.”17 A later report in the New York Times
discussed the comments and downplayed the significance of the research.18 Upon a close read
of the paper, it becomes apparent that the work of these Chinese researchers is simply a new
addition to an up-and-coming area of academic research where academic researchers study
where infrastructure topologies are vulnerable to attacks and explore potential mitigation
strategies. It is likely that Chinese researchers studied the power grid of the western United
States because the data was available rather than for purposes of ill will.

However this is not to say that attacks leveraging power-grid network topology are
unimportant—or not possible. For example, in the summer of 2003, much of the eastern
United States experienced blackouts resulting from a cascading failure that originated in
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Ohio. Later that same year, much of Italy also experienced cascading failure of power infra-
structure.19 While we have not seen any confirmed reports of cyber attacks resulting in such
failures, numerous academic papers have demonstrated that it is possible to do so. In this
section, we explore three scenarios in which network topology is leveraged. First, we look
at how the targeting of key transmission substations canmagnify the effects of an attack. Then
we look at how targeting certain power lines can lead to cascading failure in a power grid.
Finally, we describe how a codependency between a power grid and Internet infrastructure
can lead to cascading failure.

Targeting Key Transmission Substations

Perhaps the most notable work on vulnerabilities of power-grid topology was a paper by
Albert et al. published in 2004.20 Using a network science approach, the authors model the
North American power grid as a series of nodes and edges. The edges represented transmis-
sion lines, while the nodes were classified in one of three categories: generators, transmission
substations (substations that step down high-voltage input from generators in order to dis-
tribute the power to distribution substations), and the distribution substations (which are
designed to deliver lower-voltage power to consumers). Power is transmitted from a gener-
ator node to a distribution substation node. Along the path of the power transmission, be-
tween the generator and distribution substation nodes are one or more transmission
substations. Albert et al. define the load of a transmission node (also called betweenness)
as the number of paths that pass through it. In Figure 12.3, the transmission node has a load
of four: it lies on the path from generator A to distribution substation X, from generator A to
distribution substation Y, from generator B to distribution substation X, and from generator B
to distribution substation Y.

Generator A Generator B

Transmission
Substn.

Customers Customers

Distribution
Substn. X

Distribution
Substn. Y

FIGURE 12.3 Example power grid network consisting of
generators, transmission substations, and distribution
substations.
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Albert et al. viewed the substations with high load as key components of the power grid,
which is important from a topological standpoint as substations allow for multiple paths
between generators and distribution. From a power generation standpoint, these nodes
are important because load is thought to be analogous to the power passed through a certain
substation. Computer simulations show that an attack strategy focusing on the high-
load substations cause the network to fragment. The fragmentation results in isolated dis-
tribution substations, rendering it unable to receive any power from a generator, leaving the
customers associated with that substation in a blackout condition. We illustrate this type of
attack in Figure 12.4.

In the simulation performed byAlbert et al., after targeting only 2% of the nodes, the power
network experiences a connection loss of 60%. After taking out 8% of the nodes, the majority
of the power network becomes effectively powerless. Targeting high-load nodes leads to sig-
nificantly more fragmenting of a network than pursuing random nodes or targeting nodes of
a high degree (nodes connected to a large number of power lines).

Causing Cascading Failure

Iterative targeting of transmission nodes has not only the effect of isolating substations but
can also lead to cascading failure. In a cascading failure, the failure of certain components leads
to the failure of others, which in turn causes even more parts to stop working and so on.
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substation

T = Transmission 
substation
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FIGURE 12.4 Iterative removal of high-load transmission nodes from an example power grid network.
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In a power-grid network, this would mean that when a transmission substation fails, the
load it normally carries is redistributed to other substations. This may cause the capacity
of some of these other substations to be exceeded—causing them to collapse as well. An im-
portant paper by researchers from Arizona State University used a mathematical model to
illustrate how this could happen.21 The researchers investigated several attack strategies—
in particular, they examined targeting of randomly selected, high-degree, and high-load
nodes in a network representing the power grid of the western United States. Interestingly,
they found that targeting only a single high-load node tended to cause cascading failures
(in addition to causing network fragmentation as described earlier), which theoretically could
result in the connected component of that power-grid network to be reduced by over half of
its original size.

Dependencies on Computer Networks Can Lead to Cascading Failure

In a seminal paper published inNature,22 a team of physicists introduced a newmodel (that
we shall refer to as the “Buldyrev model”) for cascading failure in power grids. In this par-
ticular model, two infrastructure networks are considered, that of the power grid and that of
the Internet. An outage in a substation will lead to an outage in certain routers on the Internet,
which could potentially leave a transmission or control station unable to communicate and
thus cause more substation outages. We illustrate this type of cascade in Figure 12.5.
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FIGURE 12.5 (A) Initial power grid and Internet router network (S, power substation; T, power transmission
station; R, Internet router). (B) A single power substation is targeted by a cyber attack. (C) The substation outage
causes a corresponding outage to the Internet router. (D) The outage of the Internet router causes a power transmis-
sion node to fail. (E) The failure of the transmission node leads to another substation outage. (F) The second substation
outage leads to more Internet routers failing.
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Prior to this chapter, it waswell documented thatmany real-world infrastructure networks
are unlikely to fragment in the face of random failures. In the case of power networks, this is
due to the fact that the number of power lines connected to a given power station varies
widely in the network. However, if we consider the potential for cascading failure resulting
from dependence on another network (i.e., the network of Internet routers), then the network
becomes much more susceptible to random failure. To an adversary, this means that power-
grid networks highly dependent on communication infrastructure may be much easier to
target.

The Buldyrev model is of great value beyond theoretical interest as in September 2003 the
Italian power grid—in its communication highly dependent on the Internet—experienced
this type of failure, resulting in power outages for large portions of the country.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we explored the potential for cyber attacks against a power grid. These at-
tacks can be classified as component wise, protocol wise, or topology based. A basic attack
methodology for operations of this type could consist of three steps: access, discovery, and
control. The “Aurora Test” conducted by Idaho National Labs where a power generator
was destroyed by way of a cyber attack is a real-world example of a component-wise attack.
We also described how the topology of a power-grid network can be leveraged to enhance an
attack—either by fragmenting the network or causing a cascading failure.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

The classification of attacks against power grids and attack methodology where intro-
duced by Dong Wei, Yan Lu, Moshen Jafari, Paul M. Skare, and Kenneth Rohde in a paper
entitled “Protecting Smart Grid Automation Systems Against Cyberattacks” published in
IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid.

For further information on the Aurora Test and possible countermeasures, we recommend
the conference paper “Myth or Reality – Does the Aurora Vulnerability Pose a Risk to My
Generator?” written by Mark Zeller of Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories and presented
at the IEEE 64th Annual Conference for Protective Relay Engineers in 2011.

For further reading on cascading power-grid failures based on topology, we recommend
“Structural vulnerability of the North American power grid” by R. Albert, I. Albert, and G. L.
Nakarado published in Physical Review E.
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INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters, we discussed cyber-warfare considerations of industrial con-
trol systems (ICS) and the power grid. While incidents described in those chapters illustrated
that cyber warfare against ICS was possible, none of them are actual incidents of cyber war.
For instance, the Maroochy water breach was a crime motivated by revenge, the Aurora Test
was an experiment, and the cascading power outage in Italy resulted from equipment failure
rather than from malicious attack. In this chapter, we describe Stuxnet, which successfully
targeted the Iranian Natanz Uranium Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP). Unlike the previously
mentioned incidents dealing with ICS, Stuxnet appears to have been politically motivated,
which is why we consider it an act of cyber war.

Interestingly, before the discovery of Stuxnet many believed a cyber-war operation against
an industrial control system would be impossible—or at least unlikely. For instance, in 2004,
Marcus Ranum asserted that the sheer complexity of the power grid would make it an
unlikely target of attack.1 However, in July 2010, the discovery of a new piece of malware
by a small Belarusian firm known as VirusBlockAda2 changed these perceptions. The malware
discovered would later become known as Stuxnet.

In themonths that followedVirusBlockAda’s discovery, there was a flurry of activity in the
computer security community—revealing that this malware was a “worm” in other words
“self-propagating” and designed to target industrial control systems (ICS). Once it was
revealed that the majority of infections were discovered in Iran,3 along with an unexplained
decommissioning of centrifuges at the Iranian fuel enrichment plant (FEP) at Natanz,4 many
in the media speculated that the ultimate goal of Stuxnet was to target Iranian nuclear facil-
ities. In November of 2010, some of these suspicions were validated when Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad publically acknowledged that a computer worm created problems
for a “limited number of our [nuclear] centrifuges.”5

Reputable experts in the computer security community have labeled Stuxnet as “unprec-
edented,”6 an “evolutionary leap,”7 and “the type of threat we hope to never see again.”8 In
this chapter, we study how this malicious software represents a fundamental advance in
cyber warfare—an advance that is often called a revolution of military affairs (RMA).9 We
first describe the Iranian Natanz fuel enrichment facility—which is widely thought to be
the primary target of Stuxnet. Then, we describe how Stuxnet works, why it represents an
advance in the state of the art of malware design, and how it invalidated several common
assumptions about cyber security.

THE ALLEGED TARGET: THE NATANZ FUEL ENRICHMENT
FACILITY

Natanz was Iran’s main fuel enrichment facility at the time of Stuxnet’s supposed deploy-
ment. Its existence was brought to the world’s attention in summer 2002, while it was under
construction, which by then was underway for 2 years, and the IAEA monitored the further
development of the site. Apparently designed to withstand airstrikes, two cascade halls with
the capacity to hold an estimated 50,000 centrifuges each, are basically thick-walled cement
boxes with 8 m of soil covering the roofs (Figure 13.1).10
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In late April 2007, IR-1 centrifuges at Natanz started enriching uranium.72 It was not until
the IAEA reported in February 2009 that six cascades of 164 centrifuges each were actually
enriching uranium in one of the underground facilities (as opposed to working under vac-
uum, which precedes the actual enrichment process).73

In late 2009, Natanz reached what was so far its peak with 9000 installed IR-1 centrifuges.74

The number of gas centrifuges estimated to be actually enriching uranium at the Natanz FEP
was 5000 in spring 2009. Possibly an effect of Stuxnet,a this number diminished by about a
thousand within the following year, but in spring 2011, 6000 centrifuges were fed with ura-
nium hexafluoride (UF6).

75

The discovery of the Natanz site initiated an international dispute about its function.
American officials fear that Iran intends to build nuclear weapons, while Iranian officials
strongly reject this idea referring to future electricity needs in the country. In late summer
2009, the construction of another fuel enrichment plant near the city of Quom was publically
revealed by three western powers causing further apprehension over Iran’s nuclear ambi-
tions. The underground Fordow fuel enrichment plant is designed to house 3000 gas centri-
fuges.76 Over the following years, the uranium enrichment to contain 19.95% U-235 was
shifted to this facility.77

Uranium hexafluoride that is enriched to contain 20% U-235 offers multiple uses. In Iran,
its sole civilian reason to exist is its use in the Tehran’s Research Reactor (TRR), although the

FIGURE 13.1 GoogleEarth image of Natanz’ Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP) and the Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant
(PFEP). Image copyright 2012, Google.

aThe virus is also thought to have introduced a greater inefficiency in the production of enriched uranium as

the product to feed ratio appeared to have suffered substantially.
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experts at ISIS deem that much more of the 20% low-enriched uranium (LEU) already exists
than immediately needed. Further, Iran lacks the capability to transform this stockpile into
the fuel to power the research reactor.78

In 2009, R. Scott Kemp and Alexander Glaser of Princeton University estimated that it will
take Iran between 8months and 3 years to produceweapon-grade highly enriched uranium.79

Later (2011) ISIS-experts concluded that Natanz will not be able to produce the material
needed to fuel Iran’s only nuclear power plant near the city of Bushehr in the foreseeable fu-
ture.80,81 They furthermore suggest that the fuel enrichment in Natanz will resort to enriching
uranium hexafluoride (UF6) to contain 3.5% U-235 to be further enriched in Fordow.82 There,
cascades of 174 interconnected IR-1 centrifuges enrich uranium in 17 stages as opposed to the
15 stages of enrichment in Natanz.83

In November 2012, Iran had produced 7611 kg of enriched (5%) uranium hexafluoride
(UF6), 1029 kg of which have been fed into the more advanced gas centrifuges at Fordow
for the enrichment to contain 19.95% U-235. Together, the preexisting 232.8 kg of 19.75%
LEU and the ongoing further enrichment to this higher percentage of U-235 are causing im-
mense tremors in concerned western countries as 200 kg of this nearly 20% enriched uranium
hexafluoride is deemed sufficient to produce weapon-grade uranium (WGU) for one first-
generation nuclear weapon.84

In a report published in fall of 2008, David Albright and two of his colleagues analyzed the
possibility to weaken Iran’s ability to produce weapon-grade nuclear material using conven-
tional military means and concluded that vulnerability of Natanz site (impossibility to de-
stroy via airstrike or other physical military means) makes cyber weapons like Stuxnet
tools of choice.

HOW STUXNET TARGETS INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Several major computer security firms have thoroughly examined Stuxnet,85 and all con-
clude that the primary goal of this piece of software was to cause subtle failures to industrial
equipment. Additionally, it appears that the targeting of ICS was most likely the sole goal of
the software. For instance, other malware include standard code for a variety of criminal
activities—including identity and password theft, launching denial-of-service attacks, and
sending spam emails.86 Despite its high degree of technical sophistication, Stuxnet was not
designed to perform any of these activities.87 Rather, the software attempts to propagate
itself with the goal of infecting a Microsoft Windows-based computer which communicates
with the industrial equipment. This is in stark contrast to the myriad of malicious software on
the Internet that is used for a variety of criminal purposes. Stuxnet was designed solely for
sabotage, not a sophisticated tool for identity-theft.

The type of ICS that Stuxnet infects is known as SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) systems. These systems are designed for real-time data collection, control,
and monitoring of critical infrastructure, including power plants, oil or gas pipelines, refin-
eries, water systems, or other applications requiring computer-controlled equipment.11

SCADA systems often use PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers)—computer hardware
to control a physical component. To program this device, the administrator connects it to a
standard Windows computer and usually subsequently unplugged when it is ready for
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use. So, for example, if the velocity of centrifuges were to be increased, the PLC needs to be
attached to a Windows machine, which runs a piece of software that communicates with it
and uploads new instructions. Once Stuxnet has infected the computer attached to the
PLC, it essentially runs a “man-in-the-middle” attack against the system: Stuxnet intercepts
the originally intended commands to the PLC and instead sends its own instructions
(Figure 13.2). However, the software then falsely reports back to the Windows computer that
the original instructionswere uploaded. By rendering the false report, Stuxnet hides itself and
thus ensures repeat future operations. The rendering of a false success note is how Stuxnet
violates the security guarantee of nonrepudiation (discussed in Chapter 1). This guarantee
assures that the sender of the data is provided with proof of delivery and the receiver is
provided with proof of the sender’s identity. Stuxnet falsifies the proof of delivery.

Stuxnet was designed to attack PLCs controlled by Siemens’ Step 7 software12—more
exactly it only infects two models of PLCs—the Siemens S7-315 and S7-417. The former is
a general purpose controller which operates a single array of devices. Such an array or group
of devices controlled by the S7-315 may, for example, operate different phases of a
manufacturing process. The latter is a top-of-the line model, operating multiple arrays and
thereby being able to control more equipment than the S7-315.13 Security experts have deter-
mined that Stuxnet only launches attacks if the PLC is attached to devices configured in a very
specific manner. For example, when the worm detects the S7-315, it only attacks if the PLC is
attached to 33 or more frequency converter drives—devices used to control the speed of cer-
tain equipment (i.e., the rpms of a motor).14 Likewise, when attacking the S7-417 PLC, it
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FIGURE 13.2 The sophisticated propagation of the Stuxnet worm.18
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expects to find six cascades of 164 frequency converter drives.15 The malware also ensured
that the frequency converter drives were manufactured by either the Iranian company Fararo
Paya or the Finish company Vacon.16

Once Stuxnet has ascertained the preprogrammed correct number of the configuration of
frequency converters to be targeted, it launches the attack. Based on analysis of the software,
experts have found that it expects the drives to be running between 807 and 1210 Hz. It then
periodically alters this setting to values between 2 and 1410 Hz.17 In this way, the device being
controlled by the frequency converter is operating in an unexpected manner. As Stuxnet re-
ports that the PLC was programmed correctly, the operator would assume that the devices
are functioning in the normal range. The fact that Stuxnet adjusts these settings illustrates an
important point—the worm was intended to actually damage the industrial equipment. If
Stuxnet were simply a proof-of-concept, or a stunt, the adjustment of the frequencies would
probably be unnecessary.19

There has been some debate whether the Stuxnet code designed to attack the S7-417 PLC
was functional. According to the security firm Symantec, the S7-417 attack code was incom-
plete and hence not functioning—referring to a missing data block (numbered 8061), code
errors, and portions of the code that are never called.20 However, Ralph Langner, a German
industrial control system expert, who also played a major part in the analysis of Stuxnet due
to his proficiency with Siemens software,b believes that the Symantec analysis may be incom-
plete.21 First, he points out that analysis by Siemens found Stuxnet leverages the “missing”
block—hence not having to create it.22 Langner then notes that the coding errors in the S7-417
attack codewould not prevent it from executing and remarks that such errors are common for
a software project of such a scale (about 12,000 lines of code). Finally, he remarks that the por-
tions of the S7-417 attack routine that are not called appear to be the result of software devel-
opment tools.

STUXNET SUCCESSFULLY TARGETS THE NATANZ FUEL
ENRICHMENT PLANT

Not only was Stuxnet designed to target very specific ICS but there is also evidence that it
was successful in doing so. The indicators for success arise from the following line of reason-
ing. First, it appears that the initial infections of the worm occurred in Iran. Second, the data
structures in the Stuxnet code resemble the exact configuration of centrifuges at the Iranian
Fuel Enrichment Plant (FEP) at Natanz. Last, Iranian government officials admitted that their
centrifuge operations were affected by the worm.

Stuxnet Was Predominantly Found in Iran

It appears that Iranwas the epicenter of the Stuxnet attacks. This is indicated by the volume
of infections as well as analysis of malware samples. The security firm Symantec tracked

bLangner’s Web site with more information on Stuxnet and the computer science behind it can be found here:

http://www.langner.com/en/news/.
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100,000 infected machines as of September 29, 2010—approximately 60,000 of which were
located in Iran; Indonesia followed with about 15,000 infections.23 We note that Indonesia,
a predominantly Muslim country, has many economic and political ties to Iran.24 Hence,
the spread from Iran to Indonesia seems probable.

Symantec, in cooperation with other security firms, gathered 3,280 unique samples of the
Stuxnet software and its variants.25 These samples represent 12,000 total infections since the
malware maintains a list of previous systems it infected. For each given sample, researchers
were able to determine the path the worm propagated in order to arrive at that computer and
in each case traced the infection history to one of five different organizations—all of which
have a presence in Iran.26

Stuxnet Source Code Resembles the Cascade Configuration at Natanz

From what is known of the Natanz FEP, there seems to be a striking resemblance between
their centrifuge configuration and the Stuxnet code. According to the IAEA, the IR-1 centri-
fuges at the Natanz FEP operate in six cascades of 164.27 This precisely aligns with the con-
figuration Stuxnet searches for when attacking the S7-417 controller. Another potential
indicator is the maximum speed of an IR1 centrifuge: 1400–1432 Hz28—a frequency range
very close to the maximum speed the malware sets during the attack (1410 Hz).29 An IR-1
centrifuge set to such a high frequency would likely incur damage.

The process of Uranium enrichment can be optimized if it is divided into a series of phases
with multiple centrifuges operating at each phase.30 It was revealed in a 2006 interview that
the Iranians were conducting their Uranium enrichment with a method using 15 phases.31 At
each phase, a certain number of centrifuges are allocated for optimal production. Alexander
Glaser, a professor at Princeton’s Nuclear Futures lab, studied the optimal arrangement of
centrifuges in a 164-sized centrifuge cascade. SCADA specialist Ralph Langner compared
Glaser’s analysis to the data structures in Stuxnet. He found that the data structures in the
malware reflect Glasser’s analysis.32

Other evidence pointing to the targeting of Natanz comes again from Ralph Langner who
closely examined photographs of Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad visiting Natanz
in early 2008.33 Albeit out of focus and perched on the bottom, one picture features parts of
two computer screens—apparently SCADA controllers, from which Langner was able to
glean the structural organization of the centrifuges. Langner noted that the arrangement of
the cascades depicted in the photograph align precisely with the data structures uncovered
in his firm’s analysis of the malware. The depiction provided strong evidence that Stuxnet
was designed to target this exact arrangement of individual centrifuges into cascades only
present at Natanz (Figure 13.3).34

The Effectiveness of Stuxnet Against the Natanz Facility

If Stuxnet successfully targeted Natanz, it would be reasonable to expect seeing an increase
in the decommissioning of centrifuges and a decrease in LEU production. In late 2009 or early
2010, Iran decommissioned and replaced about a thousand IR-1 centrifuges at theNatanz FEP
(6 cascades of 164 centrifuges each).35 The timing of the decommissioning, along with the
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number of centrifuges taken offline is consistent with the timing and data structures of
Stuxnet. IAEA reports show an increase in the amount of enriched uranium during the first
quarter of 2008.36 It is also notable that in the summer of 2009—the approximate time of
Stuxnet’s deployment to Natanz—Iranian officials estimated that in the then past half year,
5723 kg of uranium hexafluoride had produced 500 kg of LEU, which an Institute for Science
and International Security (ISIS) report estimates is a 20% increase in the daily production of
LEU.37 However, this is considered to be an underperformance as at the time more centri-
fuges were assembled into cascades and the rate of LEU production was increasing as well.38

Again, the timing of this stagnation in LEU production is also consistent with the accepted
timeline of the Stuxnet deployment.

The obvious alternative explanation for the failure is a manufacturing defect. The IR-1 gas
centrifuge is commonly held to be rather unreliable with design problems and a short
lifespan. For instance, in 2011, the noticeably low output of 3.5% low-enriched uranium
(LEU) was attributed to the breakage of these old model centrifuges. The poor condition
of the IR-1s might have been furthered by Stuxnet, which caused the centrifuges to spin at
different speeds.39 However, the problems with the IR-1s could also hint at the inability
on the part of the Iranians to maintain and repair, let alonemanufacture these centrifuges fac-
ing shortages of key material due to import sanctions.40 At the time of Stuxnet’s deployment
in at least one of the underground cascade halls at Natanz, the enrichment process employed
exclusively the apparently targeted IR-1 centrifuges. However, as of November 2012, more
advanced centrifuges are employed in the above-ground Pilot Fuel Enrichment Plant (PFEP)
in the same military compound.

Another aspect to consider is the intent of Stuxnet. There were two theories: the first being
that the malware intended to immediately destroy centrifuges, while the second is that it is
more subtlety sabotaged centrifuges causing their output to be suboptimal over a relatively
long period of time. The first theory is largely based on the findings of Symantec41 and ISIS,42

while the second is derived from the findings of Langner Communications.43

FIGURE 13.3 Posted inmid-April 2008 on the officialWeb site of the Iranian President a snapshot fromhis visit to
Natanz revealing what was meant to be kept secret, below a crop with enhanced contrast.
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According to the first theory, were Stuxnet was designed to destroy centrifuges, the thou-
sand decommissioned IR-1s was the malware’s main success.44 By this theory, only the por-
tion of Stuxnet attacking the S7-315 PLCwas active which causes the centrifuges to operate at
near maximum frequency (the S7-417 attack code, which is more subtle, is assumed to be in-
complete, hence in-line with Symantec’s analysis and not Langner’s). By this theory, Stuxnet
had only limited success due to the relatively small number of centrifuges destroyed (approx-
imately 10%). However, ISIS notes that the loss of these 1000 centrifuges likely directly con-
tributed to Iran delaying the expansion of its enrichment operations.45

The second theory, purported mainly by Langner, suggests that destruction of centrifuges
would run contrary to the overall “spirit” of Stuxnet. In short, a piece of malware that obvi-
ously took a great deal of time, effort, and money to develop was not designed to simply de-
stroy centrifuges as such an action would likely lead to discovery—an aspect which the
malware’s creators went through great lengths to delay. Along these lines, Langner points
out that the centrifuges operating at high frequencies would not necessarily destroy them in-
stantly, but cause mechanical damage that would be realized over time. Additionally, by this
theory, the code attacking the S7-417 controller is thought to be active—hence opening the
door to a more discrete attack. If this theory is correct, then the decommissioning of the
1000 centrifuges would appear to be well aligned with the intent of Stuxnet’s creators. Fur-
ther, the stagnation of LEU production would also be viewed as evidence of this theory. This
more subtle approach would be more difficult to detect, as the IR-1s are more prone to me-
chanical failure. This would make it difficult to determine if a problem was caused by the
worm or some other part of the enrichment process.

However, there has been a recent discovery by Symantec that seems to shed further light on
the issue. An older version of the worm known as “Stuxnet 0.5” was discovered by Symantec
in early 2013.46 This version of the code contained routines used to fingerprint the target S7-417
controller and build the (previously thought) missing portion of the software for use in the
attack.47 In fact, Stuxnet 0.5 was designed only to conduct the more subtle attack against
the S7-417 controller and not the S7-315. In viewing the source code, Symantec analysts con-
cluded that this attack was designed to disrupt the valves controlling the flow of uranium
hexafluoride gas (UF6) to the centrifuges—a more subtle approach than the method used
to increase the speed of centrifuges in the S7-315 code found in the later versions of Stuxnet.48

Symantec personnel hypothesized that the creators of Stuxnetmay have been unsatisfiedwith
this restrained approach and moved toward the more forceful S7-315 attacks.49

Reactions on Stuxnet from the Iranian Regime

In addition to the aforementioned indicators, there is also some evidence of the software’s
potential effectiveness in the statements of Iranian leaders. President Ahmadinejad confirmed
the presence of malicious software affecting the centrifuges in November 2010—although he
did not explicitly describe the presence of Stuxnet.50 In an interview with SPIEGEL ONLINE,
the general secretary of Iran’s SupremeNational Security Council, Saeed Jalili, was asked spe-
cifically about Stuxnet being used to attackNatanz. Jalili did not go into details on the damage
done by the worm (again downplaying the effect it had), but did admit that an incident had
occurred by stating that “our experts already warded off this attack a long time ago.”51
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In regard to the physical deployment of Stuxnet, there is the possibility that Stuxnet was
installed atNatanz by a saboteur using amemory stick.52 In such an event, the designers of the
wormwould greatly increase their probability of success, as opposed to passively waiting for
the software to propagate to the facility. In October 2010, Iran’s intelligence minister, Heydar
Moslehi, announced that an unspecified number of “nuclear spies” were arrested in connec-
tion with Stuxnet.53 While the details and nature of the arrests are unknown, this illustrates at
the very least that Iran recognizes the various methods by which the worm could have
spread—as well as the seriousness of its impact on their operations.

Despite the Iranian claims in late 2010 that the Stuxnet worm had minimal impact on their
nuclear operations, security expert Ralph Langner asserts that the malware set Iran’s nuclear
program back two years.54 The reasons for this are bifold. First, as stated earlier, damage
caused by Stuxnet is more subtle—although most likely effective. Hence, equipment failure
caused by the software is difficult to attribute. Second, due to the prolific nature of Stuxnet, it
is very difficult to clean the malware of all computing devices involved in the enrichment
process. These concerns may explain why Iran temporarily halted all enrichment operations
at Natanz in November 2010 (for unstated reasons).55

Was Natanz the Sole Target of Stuxnet?

A naturally arising question is “what other countries were affected by Stuxnet?” Although
there were reports of the worm on SCADA equipment in Germany,56 Finland,57 and China,58

none of these infections resulted in damage to industrial systems. This could be due to the spe-
cific configuration of the PLC, as Stuxnet only launches the attacks on certain setups. Siemens
states that users of only 15 systems running their software reported infections. Of these 15
systems, none of them incurred any damage.59 Iran most likely did not report infections to
Siemens. Although they acquired S7-315 and S7-417 controller cards between 2002 and 2003,
the IAEA established that Iran most likely diverted such hardware to its nuclear program—
which caused Siemens to halt sales.60 However, after this time, they did obtain the Siemens-
manufactured S7-417 through a Russian firm known as Power Machines Corp., who installed
it as part of their Teleperm system at the Bushehr facility.61 It may be possible that Bushehrwas
also a Stuxnet target. However, there is less evidence indicating this to be the case as opposed to
Natanz. The data structures present in Stuxnet are indicative of the latter and not the former.

The specific targeting of the Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant, as evidenced by Stuxnet’s spe-
cific targeting of the hardware and configuration of the centrifuges present at that facility,
indicate that the authors of the malware had significant intelligence on their target gathered
a priori. Though it is possible that the intelligence was gathered using more conventional
means—such as human or signals intelligence—some believe that this intelligence was col-
lected through a cyber operation as well. One theory is that the Duqu malware (described
in Chapter 8) was designed for this purpose.

STUXNET IS A SIGNIFICANT ADVANCEMENT IN MALWARE

As with other pieces of malicious software, Stuxnet takes advantage of previously
unidentified security holes in system software known as “zero-day” vulnerabilities. It is the
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nature of this type of exploit that it has been previously undetected, they are also unidentified
by existing antivirus software. As a point of reference, “Operation Aurora” (Chapter 6) relies
on one zero-day vulnerability. The use of two zero-day vulnerabilities would be unprece-
dented.62 Stuxnet contains four zero-day vulnerabilities for theMicrosoftWindows operating
system and an additional one for the Siemens software. Two of the Windows vulnerabilities
used in Stuxnet deal with privilege escalation. These allow the worm illegitimate root or
administrator-level access to the infected system. Further, by using this root kit methodology
to obtain this level of access, the worm avoids detection by most antivirus software.63 The
other two deal with the propagation of the worm either through a memory stick or through
a local network. At the time of this writing, self-propagation is less common inmalware as it is
often difficult to control. For example, consider a “botnet”—a large number of computers
infected with malware and controlled by a “command and control” server which is not legit-
imately affiliated with the infected machines.64 With a botnet, propagation occurs primarily
through spam emails and maliciousWeb sites—self-propagation methods are very limited.65

By contrast, it seems as though Stuxnet primarily relies on self-propagation rather than the
other methods typically affiliated with botnets.

STUXNET INVALIDATES SEVERAL SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS

Our final aspect of the Stuxnet as revolution of military affairs (RMA) is that it invalidates
several security assumptions. The first such assumption is that isolated systems are more
secure than interconnected setups. As SCADA systems, by definition, control mission crit-
ical machinery, many administrators do not connect these computers to a network—
attempting to achieve security by isolation. As a result, file transfer to such machines is
conducted by removable media. This is often referred to as an “air-gap” system or
“sneakernet.” The designers of Stuxnet exploited this assumption by enabling the worm
to spread through memory sticks. Once the stick is infected, the Stuxnet software runs itself
on the as target-identified computers, which subsequently use the infected drive. The infec-
tion commences when the user simply clicks on the icon for the memory stick in Windows.
This is a direct application of one of the zero-day vulnerabilities that Stuxnet leverages.

Another key security assumption Stuxnet invalidates is the trust relationship set in place
by digitally signed certificates. In order to provide more stability, modern operating sys-
tems, including Microsoft Windows, limit a computer program’s access to system compo-
nents. A normal program requests systems calls to hardware via driver software. As such is
the case, the driver software has more access to lower-level system components than other
programs. To avoid the easy creation of malicious driver software, Microsoft Windows
relies on digitally signed certificates. In order to prevent detection by antivirus software,
Stuxnet uses legitimate digitally signed certificates. This is another aspect of the malware
that has not been previously observed. Early versions of Stuxnet used certificates by Realtek
Semiconductor Systems—later versions used certificates from JMicron Technology Corp.
The use of these certificates gives the worm the appearance of legitimate software to
Microsoft Windows. Security experts at ESET note that both companies were based out
of Taiwan and suspect that the certificates were stolen. Further, they believe it was most
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likely physical theft (perhaps even an inside job) as digital certificates for driver software
are not commonly found in black markets on the Internet.66

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Stuxnet is highly significant—it is a next-generation piece of malware that poked flaws in
existing security assumptions and was able to inflict damage on industrial systems that were
not connected to the Internet. Let us consider two other attacks as a comparison. First, the
Russian cyber attacks against Georgia in 2008 (described in Chapter 3) relied primarily on
botnets and activist hackers to conduct denial-of-service attacks against the Georgian Internet
infrastructure. These attacks resulted in Georgia temporarily losing its connection to the In-
ternet, primarily during Russian conventional operations. While the methods of attack were
well known in the security community at the time, they were still significant due to its scale
and the fact that they occurred in tandemwith conventional operations. However, the attacks
against Georgia were targeting computer infrastructure—not SCADA. In many ways, those
attacks were a classic example of a cyber attack with the aim to degrade a computer network.

Another operation contemporary to Stuxnet was “Operation Aurora” (Chapter 6) in which
hackers managed to penetrate the corporate networks of Google in December 2009 to steal
information, including email accounts and possibly computer source code. Aurora used a
zero-day vulnerability in Microsoft Internet Explorer—taking advantage of a common appli-
cation many use on a daily basis.67 This particular cyber attack is a good example of cyber
espionage—the attackers sought to steal information from the target.

Stuxnet differs from these two cases in several ways. Both the attacks on Georgia and Goo-
gle were targeting computer networks directly or indirectly attached to the Internet. In either
of these instances, a system disconnected from the network would have been unharmed. Not
so with Stuxnet. This advanced worm had the capability to bridge the “air-gap.” Network
administrators charged with the security of isolated systems face an interesting dilemma.
In order to ensure that such systems are protected from the latest malware, they must peri-
odically perform updates. However, in doing so, they run the risk of spreading an infection
(i.e., by memory stick or through a local area network—both of which Stuxnet could propa-
gate through).

Another key difference is that the targets in both Aurora and the attacks against Georgia
were other computers. Stuxnet, on the other hand, inflicts minimal damage to information
systems. Rather, its goal is to damage a piece of equipment in the physical world. The admis-
sion of the Iranians tells us that Stuxnet successfully affected a nonvirtual entity. This is a sig-
nificant advance in weaponry, a piece of software that only exists when a computer is turned
on was able to successfully conduct sabotage in the real world. Stuxnet clearly demonstrates
that cyber weapons can cause significant real-world damage—as opposed to the previous
idea that such software can only amount to “weapons of mass annoyance” (see Chapter 1).

What are the implications of malicious software that can affect real-world equipment?
There are numerous questions that must now be addressed. Senate hearings in the wake
of Stuxnet explore how the United States can better protect its critical infrastructure from like
attacks.68 However, prevention is only part of the puzzle. There are many policy questions—
some associatedwith cyber warfare, in general—now taking on increased importance.69 How
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dowe attribute such an attack?Howdowe respond to cyber attacks on SCADA infrastructure
by extragovernmental groups?Howdoes the law of landwarfare apply to cyberweapons that
cause real-world damage?

There are several operational and technical questions that must be answered as well. In the
realm of cyber warfare, technical and operational concerns often blend together. For example,
how do we best identify zero-day vulnerabilities (which by definition are unknown)? How
can we locate malicious software, such as Stuxnet, which was designed to go undetected?
What security assumptions are we making that can be invalidated? How do we template
an unknown cyber threat?

Will cyber weapons such as Stuxnet proliferate? Several security experts have predicted
Stuxnet-like variants to become more common.70 There have already been reports of
non-Stuxnet cyber attacks on industrial equipment in China.71 Freely available analysis by
Symantec, Kaspersky Labs, ESET, and Langner Communications GmbH, while useful from
a defensive standpoint, can also be turned on its head and used as inspiration for Stuxnet-like
worms.

By its nature, cyber warfare changes quickly. Motivated individuals and teams from gov-
ernment, corporate, academic, and black-hat (hacker) communities are constantly scrutiniz-
ing systems for the latest vulnerabilities. However, Stuxnet represents a clear advance in
state-of-the art—both as a piece of software and in what it accomplishes. It has revealed
flawed assumptions of security that need to be revisited on multiple levels, but perhaps most
important, it showed that software can also be used as a decisive weapon system.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we saw how Stuxnet was designed to target ICS and successfully targeted
the Natanz FEP. It exploited not only five zero-day exploits but alsomany of the implicit trust
relationships common in ICS. This highly-specific piece of malware was designed with a cer-
tain target in mind and seemed to be designed to limit collateral damage. Perhaps Stuxnet
may be an indicator of cyber weapons to come.

SUGGESTED FURTHER READING

This chapter is based on the article “Stuxnet: Cyberwar Revolution in Military Affairs” by
Paulo Shakarian that originally appeared in the April 2011 edition of Small Wars Journal—
published online at smallwarsjournal.com. A Spanish-language translation of the article is
also available from Air and Space Power Journal.c

Perhaps the best-known technical description of Stuxnet was written by Nicolas Falliere,
LiamOMurchu, and Eric Chien of the Symantec Corporation entitled “W32.Stuxnet Dossier.”
Another good technical description entitled “Stuxnet under the Microscope” was written by
Aleksandr Matrosov, Eugene Rodionov, David Harley, and Juraj Malcho of ESET.

chttp://www.airpower.au.af.mil/apjinternational/apj-s/2012/2012-3/2012_3_06_shakarian_s.pdf.
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The Symantec and ESET documents tell the technical story of Stuxnet from an information
assurance perspective. However, Ralph Langner of Langner Communications GmbH has
written much on Stuxnet from an industrial control system (ICS) perspective. It is interesting
to note that some of Langner’s findings differ somewhat from that of Symantec. Langner’s
writing can be found on his blog at http://www.langner.com.
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Conclusion and the Future
of Cyber Warfare

This book explored many of the major incidents of cyber warfare over the past decade.
Prior to the year 2000, cyber warfare was theorized about, but there was little indication
(at least in the public discourse) that it actually occurred. During the late 1990s and early
2000s, detractors even claimed cyber warfare would never amount to a serious threat. Since
then, incidents such as the Russia-Georgia war of 2008, the theft of UAV video feeds publi-
cized in 2009, the accounts of Stuxnet in 2010, and Anonymous’ support of the Arab Spring in
2011 seem to have shifted the debate on cyber warfare from “Is cyber war important?” to
“What should we do about cyber war?” One thing we learned while writing this book is that
many attacks that were theorized about in the 1990s were realized just over a decade later.We
have examined how the Internet plays a part in real-world conflicts from governments’ use of
the Internet as propaganda tool (Chapter 4) or to curb internal discord (Chapters 5 and 7) to
the support of physical operations on the ground (Chapters 3 and 10). Nevertheless, the em-
ployment of the Internet as means to political ends is not limited to nation states and their
official institutions. Most notably, the Internet crusades of the Anonymous collective and var-
ious affiliates come to mind. In Chapter 6, the reader caught a glimpse of the consequences of
emerging global, border-transgressing online social networks. Albeit highly prominent in the
past 2 years, it ismerely the amplification of the global citizen, who now ismore able than ever
to voice his/her discontent over matters far removed from his/her actual home base. The in-
herent dangers of the global interconnectedness, which is unfortunately only slowly entering
the body of common knowledge, are highlighted in mostly criminal and to a lesser extent po-
litically motivated social network exploitations. We outline the most prominent mechanism
that makes such an endeavor likely to be highly successful in Chapter 9 with the outline of the
Robin Sage experiment. In 2012, 34% of the world population finds itself in the favorable po-
sition to have Internet access—a growth ofmore than 500% since December 2000. In this book,
wewere able to touch onlymarginally how the use of social media by ordinary citizens of this
world is quickly gaining in its potential to change the world (Chapters 2 and 5). Moreover, it
can be alleged that we focused on the organized, concerted efforts that significantly stood out
in the successfulness of their operation—alas, reports about most of them can be found in
popular media outlets. Thus, later chapters (Chapter 8, and all the chapters in Part 3) describe
imminent and possible future threats to industrial control systems and other industrial infra-
structure. Here we dedicate an entire chapter (Chapter 13) to the highly sophisticated worm
Stuxnet, which apparently was meant to curb the enrichment of Uranium at Iran’s primary
production site—a large high-security site with underground structures that house the cas-
cade halls.
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Several parts of this book not only describe historical case studies but also highlight pos-
sibilities the future of cyberspace might bring. Extending the latest in scientific research and
technology, the authors attempt to forecast realistic scenarios of future cyber warfare tactics.
There are other issues that we should consider that could perhaps make the next decade of
cyber warfare even more interesting than the last, specifically:

• Nearly everymajor encryption technique in use today relies on the difficulty of finding the
prime factorization of large numbers. A major advance in theoretical computer science
came in the late 1990s when Peter Shor created an algorithm that could factor prime
numbers quickly.1 However, this algorithmwould require a new type of computer system
that relies on quantum mechanics—the physics that governs the extremely small subatomic
particles of nature. Such a computer is often referred to as a “quantum computer” and a
practical quantum computer does not exist as of the time of this writing. Recently, some of
the technical difficulties involved in creating such a system have been solved as advances
have beenmade in quantum computing by IBM,2 UC Santa Barbara,3 and Yale.4 It turns out
that the research team at UC Santa Barbara actually developed a quantum processor that is
capable of factoring the number fifteen5—a modest but important step toward finding the
prime factors of larger numbers. Once researchers can scale this approach, much of the
world’s current encryption techniques could become obsolete.

• Will the emerging market for exploits on which hackers sell the latest zero-day
vulnerabilities for six-digit figures6,7 to intelligence organizations lead to a cyber
arms race?

• Howwill the much-theorized “mobile botnet,”8 massive armies of compromised, Internet-
capable, high-bandwidth mobile phones, change the cyber battleground with respect to
conducting DDoS attacks? Some preliminary evidence of such a botnet has already been
observed.9

• Highly successful cyber espionage against American companies and institutions
conducted in recent years is strongly suggested to have been condoned by the Chinese
government. After considering hallmark Chinese literature on the philosophy of warfare,
is it feasible to assume that China is already conducting cyber warfare by extension to
nonmilitary operations in order to either secure a higher hand in future actual conflicts or
gain advantages while preventing all-out military ground operations?

• Is Iran attempting to create a “Cyber Shi’ite Crescent” by becoming the dominant cyber
power in the Middle East? As we are writing this book, we noticed not only a focus on
cyber warfare within Iran (see Chapter 5) but also that Iranian allies and proxies have
operatedwith increased cyber savvy. Consider LebaneseHezbollah (Chapter 3), the Syrian
Electronic Army (Chapter 9), and Kata’ib Hezbollah in Iraq (Chapter 10). All these groups
are associated with organizations supported by the Shi’ite Islamic state and all have been
successful in various cyber operations. Perhaps analogous to the “Shi’ite Crescent”10 that
Iran was often thought to be creating through proxies in Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria, a “Cyber
Shi’ite Crescent” is being created using cyber warriors in those same countries as well.

In short, the battlefields of cyber warfare will continue to evolve along many dimensions.
We are only at the beginning of a new era of information security that will likely changemany
times before reaching some sort of steady state—if such a steady state is even possible.
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A P P E N D I X

I

Chapter 6: LulzSec Hacktivities

Following is a list of hacktivities blamed on and/or claimed by the original or first crew of
the “LulzBoat”/LulzSec hacker group (not LulzSec Reborn or other spin-offs and successors).
Due to the nature of the activity, it is not feasible to present a complete account of hacks as-
sociated with the group. Although they were highly vociferous about their hacks and gained
considerable media attention from its very beginnings, the account of LulzSec’s hacktivities is
likely to reflect what the group intended to reach public attention. In media control, LulzSec
was able to hide likely failures and only hone successful attacks. For the compilation of the list
below, we only used open source media and included details such as motivation where avail-
able to addmore depth to the identity of this hacker group. Although LulzSec repeatedly pro-
claims fun as the motivation for its breaches on some occasions, political opinions certainly
played a role:

Approximate date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available) Details

May 5, 2011 Personal information of at least 73,000 X-factor
contestant hopefuls by hacking into Fox.com1,2

Lulz3

May 10, 2011 Fox.com sales database and personal information
on users released4

May 13, 2011 Intrusion and publication of names and e-mails
(passwords and user names) of more than 400 Fox
Broadcasting employees, encourages sympathizers
to use the published information for harassment5,6

@FOXUPTV, dislike of Fox News
channel,7 Lulz8

May 15, 2011 LulzSec steals and releases of the transaction logs of
3100 ATMs in the UK9,10

May 23, 2011 Sony’s Japanese Web site (sonymusic.co.jp) sees
database pilfered and published (redacted)11–13

#Sownage14; SQL injection, to
embarrass Sony15–17

May 30, 2011 Defacement of the official Web site of the American
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS); the exploitation
of vulnerabilities in PBS’ system also allowed the
gleaning and subsequent publication of more than
2000 PBS passwords and login details18,19

Frontline documentation about
WikiLeaks which was perceived to be
partial20

Continued
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Approximate date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available) Details

June 2, 2011 Sony BMG Belgium (sonybmg.be) database
intruded and exposed21

#Sownage22

June 2, 2011 Sony Pictures may have seen private information of
more than 1 million23,24 of its customers
compromised, at least 50,000 of which are
published25–28

#Sownage,29 SQL injection, no
password encryption,30 published on
MediaFire, in order to expose Sony’s
vulnerability/inability to keep user
data safe31,32

June 2, 2011 Sony BMG Netherlands (sonybmg.nl) database
breached and exposed33

#Sownage34

June 3, 2011 Breach of Nintendo and posting of the
vulnerabilities that allowed the intrusion and the
timely response to the breach on part of Nintendo,35

apology states “we like the N64 too much—we
sincerely hope Nintendo plugs the gap”36

Exposing of vulnerabilities in the
company’s IT-security37

June 3, 2011 The Atlanta Infragard chapter experiencesWeb site
defacement as well as the theft and subsequent
publication of personal data pertaining to 180
members affiliated with the FBI; among the data
gleaned are also the passwords of the CEO of
Unveillance, a network security companywho later
releases screenshots of alleged chats with LulzSec
members trying to extort money and sensitive
information, while LulzSec retorted Unveillance
had offered money for attacking competitors’ Web
sites38,39

In response to Pentagon considering
schemata according to which acts of
computer sabotage emanating from
other countries can be considered acts
of war and would be responded to
accordingly40,41

June 4, 2011 Hacking magazine 2600 hacked42 Due to its affiliation with Dutch
hacker whom the LulzSec crew
opposes43

June 6, 2011 Release of about 54 MB source code for Sony
Computer Entertainment’s Developer Network site
and network maps from Sony BMG’s New York
offices44,45

#Sownage46; the source code allows to
reverse engineer the network and
possibly create new versions of the
software47

June 7, 2011 28-year-oldHector XavierMonsegur aka (The Real)
Sabu arrested (10.15 pm) in New York City’s Lower
East Side (Jacon Riis public housing development),
Monsegur was member to Anonymous, LulzSec,
and Internet Feds48–52

“rooter”, i.e., detection of
vulnerabilities in targeted computer
systems53

June 8, 2011 Defacement of Black & Berg Cybersecurity
Consulting Web site after challenge, turns down
prize54

June 9, 2011 LulzSec hacks into the British National Health
Service (NHS)55–57

Informing the administrators of the
Web site of the vulnerabilities via
Twitter58–60

Continued
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Approximate date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available) Details

June 11, 2011 Information gleaned from pornography Web site,
www.pron.com, published around 26,000 user
e-mail addresses and passwords61

June 13, 2011 Intrusion, theft, and release of e-mail addresses and
passwords of users of theWeb site www.senate.gov
(Web site of the U.S. Senate)62

In their claim of responsibility,
LulzSec stated a dislike of the U.S.
government and claimed its hack was
helping to fix vulnerabilities63

June 13, 2011 Intrusion and theft, but without release of user data
of the Bethesda Game Studios network64,65

June 14, 2011 Web sites of Minecraft, Eve Online, League of
Legends, The Escapist,66 and FinFisher67 (IT
security company) experience downtime due to
DDoS attacks68

“Titanic Take-down Tuesday,”
disruption of service in order to
raise awareness69; by request70–72

June 15, 2011 LulzSec launches DDoS-attack on www.cia.gov
(Web site of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency),
rendering it inaccessible between 5.48 and 8 pm
EST73,74

Lulz75

June 16, 2011 LulzSec publishes 62,000 e-mails and passwords to
MediaFire (free file and image sharing Web site)
challenging readers to find out to which Web sites
they will be granted access to by trial and error76

June 19, 2011 InfraGard Connecticut intrusion and exposure of
personal information on more than 1000 FBI-
affiliated members77

SQL infection78

June 20, 2011 LulzSec declares its merger with Anonymous
launching Operation Anti-Security
(#OpAntiSec)79,80

#AntiSec81,82

June 20, 2011 Web site of the British Serious Organized Crime
Agency (SOCA, soca.gov.uk) is hit with DDoS
attacks83,84

#AntiSec85

June 21, 2011 Scotland Yard arrests 19-year-old Ryan Cleary of
Wickford, Essex, UK;Anonymous outlet denies any
affiliation while LulzSec tweets that he merely
hosted one of their public forums; charges pertain
to the Computer Misuse Act and Fraud Act86

Cleary admits to compromising and/
or DDoS-ing the Web sites of the
following institutions: National
Health Service (UK), British Serious
Organized Crime Agency (SOCA),
CIA, News International, Sony,
Nintendo, Arizona State Police,
twentieth century Fox among others87

June 22 and 25, 2011 Web sites affiliated with the Brazilian government
and Brazilian energy giant Petrobras experience
downtime due to DDoS-attack; 2 days later
compromised Petrobras employee data, which the
company denies88,89

Brazilian chapter,90 political reasons91

Continued
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Approximate date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available) Details

June 23, 2011 Documents, e-mail addresses, and passwords from
the Web site of the Arizona Department of Public
Safety gleaned and published, “chinga la migra”92

OpAntiSec93; in protest of Arizona’s
controversial immigration law94

June 25, 2011 LulzSec declares an end to its “50-day voyage,”95,96

releases cache of gleaned data including documents
from NATO, AOL,97 FBI,98 hackforums.net, and
AT&T, e-mail addresses and passwords from
Priority Investigations, lists of public facing routers
with default authentication settings,99 usernames
and passwords of various online game
environments, including Battlefield Heroes Beta as
well as IP block information, including IP address
ranges for Sony, Disney, ViaCom, LiquidWeb, EMI,
Saga, QWEST, and others100,101

Boredom, giving AntiSec and its
cause priority102,103

July 4, 2011 Apple server targeted,104 user names and
passwords gleaned and published105

#AntiSec106

July 18, 2011 LulzSec hijacks the Web site of British newspaper
The Sun and redirects it to the hacked The Times,
which was defaced and presenting an article on the
death of Rupert Murdoch. Later theWeb site linked
to LulzSec’s Twitter account, but was taken offline
shortly thereafter107

July 19, 2011 Authorities arrest 16 in association with
Anonymous and LulzSec,108 among whom is
alleged LulzSec member Tflow in London—a
16-year-old male109; Christopher Wayne Cooper,
23, aka “Anthrophobic”; Joshua John Covelli,
26, aka “Absolem,” and “Toxic”; Keith Wilson
Downey, 26; Mercedes Renee Haefer, 20, aka “No,”
and “MMMM”; Donald Husband, 29, aka
“Ananon”; Vincent Charles Kershaw, 27, aka
“Trivette,” “Triv,” and “Reaper”; Ethan Miles, 33;
James C. Murphy, 36; Drew Alan Phillips, 26, aka
“Drew010”; Jeffrey Puglisi, 28, aka “Jeffer,”
“Jefferp” and “Ji”; Daniel Sullivan, 22; Tracy Ann
Valenzuela, 42; and Christopher Quang Vo, 22, Scott
Matthew Arciszewski, 21 (LulzSec, Infragard
Tampa), Lance Moore, 21110,111

July 19, 2011 Web sites of News International experience
downtime due to DDoS attacks, Web site of the
British tabloid, The Sun, defaced with fake story
reporting Rupert Murdoch’s death and
subsequently redirected to LulzSec’s Twitter
feed112
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Approximate date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available) Details

July 27, 2011 19-year-old Jake Davis aka Topiary arrested in
Lerwick, Shetland, UK,113 later pleads guilty to two
counts of conspiracy114

Allegedly responsible for the hacks
into Web sites of the British NHS,
News International, Sony, Nintendo,
Arizona State Police, Twentieth
Century Fox, Westboro Baptist
Church, BethesdaGames, EveOnline,
HBGary and HBGary Federal, PBS
Inc., Infragard (with Ryan Cleary)115

August 15, 2011 Hector Xavier Monsegur pleads guilty to 12
criminal charges including 3 counts of conspiracy to
engage in computer hacking, computer hacking in
furtherance of fraud, conspiracies to commit access
device as well as bank fraud, and aggravated
identity theft—harges that add up to 124 years
prison116–118

August 18, 2011 1 GB of personal information gleaned from e-mail
account of Richard Garcia (senior vice president at
Vanguard Defense Industries), subsequently
published on Pastebin119,120

#AntiSec; Garcia is affiliated with
InfraGard and former Assistant
Director to the FBI’s Los Angeles
office121

September 22, 2011 23-year-old Cody Andrew Kretsinger (a.k.a.
“recursion”) arrested in Phoenix, AZ122,123

Allegedly responsible for Sony
Pictures Entertainment breach124,125

September 22, 2011 48-year-old Christopher Doyon (a.k.a
“Commander X” (PLF)) arrested on conspiracy
charges in Santa Cruz, CA, subsequently released
on bail,126 later evades authorities by emigrating to
Canada127,128

DDoS-attack on Santa Cruz County
servers (December 16, 2010)129–131

November 18, 2011 IACIS’ internal e-mail archives and personal data
(including 38,000 e-mails, voicemails, SMS text
message logs) pertaining to white hat computer
crime investigator132,133

#AntiSec, #FFF; against white hat
hackers who work to protect the
status quo Anonymous and affiliates
are seeking to destroy134

December 3, 2011 LulzSec Portugal launches DDoS attacks on Web
sites associated with the Portuguese government in
response to police’s violent reaction to protests on
November, 24135

December 11, 2011 Coalition of Law Enforcement and Retail (CLEAR)
sees member details, personal information and
more than 2400 hashed passwords exposed136

Exphin1ty, AntiSec- and
Anonymous-affiliated hacker; in
protest of law enforcement violent
treatment of Occupy Wall Street
protestors137

December 6-24, 2011 Web site of private intelligence company, Stratfor
(Strategic Forecasting Inc.), defaced; nearly 3
million e-mails gleaned, personal information of
860,000 subscribers exposed some of which (60,000)
also see their banking information used to make
donations to charitable organizations
($700,000)138,139

#AntiSec,140 #Lulzmas,141 in
pursuance of research on state-
corporate alliance in its attempts to
curb information freedom,142 internal
e-mails later leaked via WikiLeaks,
Jeremy Hammond alleged ring
leader143,144
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A P P E N D I X

II

Chapter 6: Anonymous Timeline

Following are examples of hacktivities blamed on and/or claimed and by respected Anon-
ymous’ publicity outlets and/or spokespersons and/or at least one of its different affiliates.
Due to the nature of the pursued activity, it is not feasible to present a complete timeline of
hacks executed by Anonymous. Understandably in the beginning when Anonymous was not
yet as popular, accounts of their activities were comparatively sparse, increasingly gaining
media attention with extremely high coverage even of failed hacks, and may at some point
in the future fall out of the news’ “fashion”will likely return to the occasional media coverage
(if at all). The list of hacks as shown below was compiled using open source media only and
therefore of course reflects individual stages of this cycle. In addition, the kind of activity pur-
sued by many individuals in the name of Anonymous allows a multitude of hacks in a
24-hour period, especially considering the global scope and spread of themovement. In order
to provide further insight into themovementwhen available, we provided information on the
ideological motivation as stated by one or more of the cited outlets for the respective hack. If
nothing else a glance at the list will reveal the collective’s evolution from the trolling horde of
image boards, whose main interest lies in annoying other Internet users or interfering with
peoples’ offline lives—apparently without any moral restraint and guidance to a congrega-
tion of political activists. Anonymous has nothing but a likening in the name in commonwith
its roots. Trolls (e.g., 4chan/b-tards or fags) decry the online, meanwhile globally spread col-
lective “Moralfags” because under the banner of Anonymous hackers agree and adhere to
moral standards. It appears that the protest against the Church of Scientology, Project
Chanology, forms a turning point. The huge turnout of real-world protesters and of prank
callers might have been a wake-up call for those participants, who associated a moral duty
with the campaign. Increasingly the motives became more political in nature. Increasingly
the hackswere picked up and reported about in themedia. After two years of insurmountable
numbers of hacks in the name of political activism, Anonymous has become an institution—a
house, in which anybody disgruntled or idealist enough to take action can reside (Internet-
access-world-wide):
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

2006 Habbo Hotel Raid—online game (repeatedly)
invaded by uniform avatars blocking the entrance
to the hotel’s pool with undertones pertaining or
addressing racism (Habbo did not provide African-
American avatars, banned users with that avatar,
avatars formed swastika like patterns)1

Bored Anons seeking to annoy other
Internet users2

2006-2007 4chan/b/-tards/fags pick up news about the
suicide of a seventh-grader and mock that his
motivation was the loss of his iPod (a message he
had posted on his MySpace page), b-tards deface
his MySpace page, post images of the dead with
iPod as well as a YouTube clip of a re-enactment of
his suicide, but also call the parents pretending to
be the ghost of their son for over a year3

Lulz4

2006-2007 4chan/b/-tards/fags and Anonymous disrupt
white supremacist online radio show by making
prank phone calls blocking out calls of its
constituency; Web site experiences DDoS attacks
from b-tards, publication of personal data after
encouraging his fans to retaliate as well as
publishing personal details of prank callers5

Lulz/in protest of racist nature of radio
show6

July 2007 A Fox News channel airs its investigation into
“Anonymous”7

No statement of motivation found

Decmber 7,
2007

Chris Forcand is arrested on accounts of after
Anons lure him on the Internet and alarm the
police8

No statement of motivation found

January 21,
2008

Project Chanology is launched inspired by a
YouTube video, in which actor Tom Cruise
promotes Scientology; attacks included harassing
phone calls, prank pizza deliveries, and black faxes
as well as in-person protests in front of Scientology
branches9

In protest of Scientology’s retraction of the
video, which are viewed as Internet
censorship10

June 2008 Support Online Hip Hop (SOHH) experiences
multiple DDoS-caused take-downs and
defacement (cross-site scripting)11

Anons claimed responsibility justifying the
attacks as reaction to insults made by
members of SOHH’s “Just Bugging Out”
forum12

January 2009 Anons target administrator of the Web site, No
Cussing Club, and use the personal information
found to make harassing phone calls and play
practical “jokes”13

No Cussing Sucks—Campaign14

January 26,
2009

Video release declares growing public awareness
and new technology that will put an end to
conservative forces that depend on the exploitation
and misinformation of the American public15

No statement of motivation found

Continued
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

June 2009 Anons team up with The Pirate Bay to support the
GreenMovement in Iran after suspicions arise that
the recent Iranian election was rigged; theWeb site
launched informs about privacy maintenance on
the Internet and how to launch cyber attacks
(DDoS) on government Web sites, and the
uploading of files despite government censorship
as well as connects with other activists over
Twitter16

Antigovernment protests flare up
throughout the country in reaction to
Mahmoud Ahmedinejad being declared
the winner of the recent election; Iranian
government filters the Internet and disrupt
social networking sites, Twitter and
Facebook due their role in the organization
of the protests17

June 2009 Project Skynet launched to protect the Internet
from censorship worldwide18

Project Skynet (quite possibly in reference
to the fictional self-aware computer system
featured in the movie series “Terminator”)

September 9,
2009

#OpDidgeridie is launched in response to
Australian government’s plans to censor the
Internet at ISP level19

#OpDidgeridie20

September 10,
2009

Web site of Australian Prime Minister, www.pm.
gov.au, is briefly taken offline via DDoS attack21,22

#OpDidgeridie23

February 10,
2010

DDoS attacks compromise Web sites affiliated
with the Australian government, e.g., the office of
the Attorney General, the Department of
Broadband, Communications, and the Digital
Economy; the cyber attack was planned to be
followed up by harassing phone calls, black faxes,
and e-mails feat. The specific kinds of
pornography (hence the name “OpTitstorm”) the
Australian government is censoring24,25

#OpTitstorm—in protest of the Australian
government’s initiative to filter the
Internet26

From
September 17,
2010

#OpPayback targets antipiracy groups, supporting
lawyers and lobbyists; using the Anonymous-
moniker hacktivists target ACS:Law, RIAA,Aiplex
Software, the American MPAA, Sony,27 IFPI as
well as the British Phonographic Industry and
others; across the globe denial-of-service attacks
associated with OpPayback caused 550 h of
downtime and 742 service interruptions in its first
month28–30

Initially reaction to Sony’s suing a hacker31

and DDoS attacks on file-sharing Web sites
turned protest against pro-copyright and
antipiracy organizations, dubbed
OpPayback32,33

October 6, 2010 Spanish Copyright Protection Society (SGAE),
Spanish Culture Ministry, and Promusicae Web
sites experience denial-of-service attacks causing
119 service interruptions and more than 68 h of
downtime altogether34,35

OpPayback—perpetrating cyber activists
seek to defend free P2P file sharing36,37

October 18,
2010

TwoWeb sites of Gene Simmons, bassist with rock
bandKISS, are target of distributed denial attacks38

OpPayback39

October 19,
2010

The Web site of ACAPOR, Associação do
Comércio Audiovisual de Portugal, is hacked, and
640 MB of e-mail data is stolen and later published
on The Pirate Bay40

OpPayback—the Association intended to
block The Pirate Bay-Web site in Portugal41

Continued
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

From
December 2,
2010 on

PayPal, SwissBank, Visa, and Mastercard Web
sites are repeatedly taken offline with denial-of-
service attacks42,43

OpPayback—companies ended their
business relations with WikiLeaks after its
publishing of U.S. diplomatic cables44

December 2,
2010

Attempt to collapse amazon.com failed45,46 OpPayback—amazon stops hosting
WikiLeaks Web site47,48

Early
December 2010

Facebook removes “Operation Payback” page49,50 Facebook states its policy to take action
against unlawful activities and what it
declares as sensitive content51

December 2010 Web sites of Joe Lieberman and Sarah Palin are
targeted due to anti-WikiLeaks statements by the
politicians52

OpPayback—Criticizism or impediment of
WikiLeaks or Julian Assange is perceived
as being contrary to freedom of information
and speech53

December 2010 According to PandaLabs Anonymous’ online
headquarters for OpPayback suffers downtimes,
albeit mostly of brief duration54

Perpetrators are thought to be anti-
WikiLeaks hacktivists55

December 6,
2010

Operation Avenge Assange is launched and aims
to aide WikiLeaks in publishing U.S. government
cables56

#OpAvenge Assange57

December 8,
2010

Twitter and Facebook suspend Anonymous-
affiliated accounts (@Anon_Operation) used to
organize and report on #OpPayback58,59

#OpPayback60

December 9,
2010

Twitter suspends Anonymous account, Anon-
Operation, which was used to organize cyber-
operations; OpPayback and AnonOpsNet
accounts opened61

No comment from Twitter62

December 9,
2010

Swedish government Web site targeted with
DDOS attack63

#OpPayback64/#OpAvenge Assange

December 13,
2010

#OpLeakspin is launched with the call on every
Internet user to help spread the secret U.S. cables
Bradley Manning leaked to WikiLeaks65,66

#OpLeakspin, freedom of information67,68

December 28,
2010

4Chan becomes a victim of DDoS attacks and
remains unavailable for more than 24 h,69 and
4chan had experienced similar attacks in January
and July 2010

Although the perpetrator(s) remain
unknown, it is assumed that 4chan was
targeted by anti-Anonymous/anti-
WikiLeaks hacktivists70

December 30,
2010

Zimbabwean government Web sites targeted71 Zimbabwean’s President’s wife, Grace
Mugabe, sues newspaper over WikiLeaks
article, in which she was linked with illicit
diamond trading (OpPayback),
Government censorship (#AntiSec)72,73
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January 2, 2011 DDoS attacks on Tunisian government affiliated
Web sites (Tunisian stock exchange, Tunisian
Ministry of Industry)74

#OpTunisia, in protest of Internet
censorship as executed by Tunisian
government of president Zine al-Abidine
Ben Ali75

January 10,
2011

Irish party Fine Gael’s Web site defaced76 Posted message criticized the party over its
policies77

January 27,
2011

5 Britons (all between 15 and 26 years of age)
arrested as alleged Anonymous hacktivists
targeting Web sites of companies associated with
anti-WikiLeaks actions78

#OpPayback79

January 27,
2011

Internet anonymizer Tor is used to circumvent the
blockage of the Internet by the Egyptian
government,80 the French Data Network is also
offering free dial-up connections for Egyptians81

No statement of motivation found

February 2,
2011

Egyptian government Web sites experience DDoS
attacks82

Earlier in the day the Egyptian government
reinstated Internet-connection to the
country, which it had cut off earlier in an
attempt to take the momentum out of the
public protest83 the organization of which
made heavy use of social media84; the
Internet blackout followed the momentary
blocking of social media sites, Twitter,
Google, and Facebook as well as Blackberry
and SMS services85

February 6,
2011

HBGary computer security firm suffers intrusion,
data theft, and publication,86 as well as Web site
defacement; another of Greg Hoglund’s (owner
HB Gary) Web sites, rootkit.com, DDoS-ed as well
as data stolen and published87

Aaron Barr, CEO of HB Gary Federal, had
claimed that he had identified core
Anonymous leaders after infiltrating the
movement88

February 6,
2011

Italian government’s Web site (governo.it) is
briefly taken offline by Anonymous Italy89

In protest of recent policies seen to curb
media freedom90

February 17,
2011

OpBahrain is launched in sympathy with
Bahrainian protesters against an non-transparent
governance, the curbing of free speech and the
right to protest, the censorship of the Internet91

#OpBahrain92

February 28,
2011

OpWisconsin targets billionaire Koch brothers,
calls for boycott of Koch-produced items (Georgia-
Pacific brand),93,94 and takes down two Koch-
supported Web sites (Americans for Prosperity,
Northern Quilt)95

#OpWisconsin; Koch brothers are targeted
for their anti-union sponsoring96,97

March 4, 2011 Operation Bradley is launched with Barrett Brown
publically threatening to expose those involved in
the Bradley Manning case98

Operation Bradley/Bradical99; news about
Manning’s treatment at Quantico Brig
cause outrage100
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April 2, 2011
and
throughout
April

Sony’s PlayStation Network and various Sony
Web sites experience repeated DDoS attacks and
downtime101

In protest of Sony banning (and later suing)
PS-user GeoHot for modifying his
equipment and posting this know-how
from the PlayStation Network102

April 20, 2011 Formula One Web site (Formula1.com) and F1-
racers.net experience downtime due to DDoS
attack103

#OpBahrain criticizes the organizers of
Formula 1’s Grnad Prix to ignore (and thus
support) the human rights abuses of the Al
Khalifa government; Anonymous demands
release of political prisoners104

May 1, 2011 #OpIran launched105 #OpIran in protest of a repressive Iranian
government106

May 2, 2011 #OpBlitzkrieg launched,107 sets up information
Web site, nazi-leaks.net (defunct), to reveal
interconnections between various white
supremacist organizations in many western
countries, a year later mainly DDoS attacks against
white supremacist and affiliates Web sites remain

#OpBlitzkrieg, in opposition to white
supremacist-ideology108

May 3, 2011 Several Web sites pertaining to white supremacist
organizations and affiliated Web host experience
downtime109

#OpBlitzkrieg110

May 6, 2011 #OpIndia launched111 #OpIndia, in protest of the Indian
government blocking The Pirate Bay,
vimeo, DailyMotion Web sites,112 later the
government’s general Internet censorship
and corruption is added to the agenda113

May 18, 2011 Several Web sites affiliated with the Indian
government (Supreme Court, two political parties
(BJP, INC), Indian telecommunications
department, Indian electronics, and IT ministry),
the Web site of antipiracy company Copyrightlabs
experience downtime due to DDoS attacks114

#OpIndia115

June 2011 #OpTurkey is launched to protest against
controversial plans by the Turkish government to
further Internet filtering116

#OpTurkey117

June 9, 2011 Real-world protest criticizing Indian law to enable
the government to rightfully censor the Internet in
New Delhi, Anonymous is urging Indians to file
Right to Information (RTI) applications to seek
insights into the governments filtering of
information disseminated through the Internet118

#OpIndia, OpRTIEngaged119

June 11, 2011 10,365 e-mails are gleaned from servers of the
Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
subsequently published on MediaFire; the
associated Web site experiences downtime120

#OpIran121
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June 11, 2011 Web sites affiliated with the Malaysian
government experience downtime due to DDoS
attacks and/or are intruded for the purpose of data
extraction and subsequent publication122:
www.malaysia.gov.my—down
www.sabahtourism.com—intruded, released
www.cidb.gov.my/—intruded
Land Public transport Commission (www.spad.
gov.my)—suspected target of intrusion
Malaysian Meteorological Service (www.kjc.gov.
my)—suspected target of intrusion
(www.aseanconnect.gov.my)—suspected target of
intrusion
Ministry of Education (www.moe.gov.my)—
down
Firefighters (Bomba), www.bomba.gov.my—
down
Election Commission (Suruhanjaya Pilihanraya
Malaysia), www.daftarj.spr.gov.my—down
Malaysian primary communication service
(TMNet), www.tm.com.my—down
Ministry of Works, www.kkr.gov.my—down
Ministry of Finance, www.treasury.gov.my—
down
Malaysian Parliament, www.parlimen.gov.my—
down
Ministry of Information, Communications and
Culture, www.kpkk.gov.my—down
www.jobsmalaysia.gov.my—down123

#OpMalaysia in protest against Internet
censorship as executed by the Malaysian
government124

June 11, 2011 #OpEmpire State Rebellion launched aims to put
an end to what it has declared to be the corruption
and fraud committed by the Federal Reserve as
well as to government lobbying and the power and
extortion of global, “too-big-to-fail” banks125,126

#OpEmpire State Rebellion (ESR) to destroy
organized, governmental structures
enabling profiteering by large corporations
and banks to the detriment of 99.9% of the
American population127,128

June 20, 2011 #Operation Anti-Security (AntiSec) unifies part of
LulzSecurity and Anons to expose corruption in
governments, banks, and other high ranking
institutions around the world; stated objectives are
the gleaning and leaking of classified government
information.129 Among the first sites targeted
belong to the FBI (not the first time (see LulzSec);
repeatedly) and affiliated Web sites
(Infraguards)130,131

#OpAntiSec132

June 23, 2011 #OpOrlando is launched and vows to take down
one Orlando-related Web site each day, starting
out with a tourism Web site (www.
orlandofloridaguide.com), the Web site of the city
of Orlando, as well as the Web site of Orlando’s
Chamber of Commerce133,134

#OpOrlando in support of the homeless
people of Orlando who received food
donations from the nonprofit organization,
Food not Bombs, until police arrested
members of the group giving out the
food135
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June 28, 2011 #OpIntifada launched and targets Israeli
parliament (Knesset) Web site136

#OpIntifada in protest of Stuxnet, which is
thought to be created and deployed by
Israel in cooperation with America,
targeting the Iranian nuclear program in
Natanz137

June 29, 2011 Mayor ofOrlando, running a re-election campaign,
sees his Web site getting attacked repeatedly;
Anons claim that they seek to keep it down for the
entire duration of the campaign; they minimize
resources spent on this task by exhausting theWeb
sites’ newsletter subscription feature and a script
that enters new fake e-mail addresses for
newsletter requests and the site hangs itself up
processing these repeated requests138

#OpOrlando139

June 29, 2011 Web site for Lodge 25, Fraternal Order of Police in
Orlando, experiences repeated downtime due to
DDoS attack140

#OpOrlando141

July 6, 2011 Orlando courtWeb sites experience downtime due
to DDoS attack142

#OpOrlando143

July 11, 2011 Military Meltdown Monday—intrusion, gaining
unauthorized access to Booz Allen Hamilton
contacts within the U.S. military144

“Audit” of security systems (#AntiSec)145

July 12, 2011 Project Tarmageddon seeks to uncover what is
behind the media blackouts concerning the
Canadian company, Alberta Tar Sands, and stands
behind the locals in Idaho who protest the
widening of U.S. Highway 12 and the associated
destruction of national forest for the sole purpose
of shipping refinery equipment to Alberta Tar
Sands146,147

#OpGreenRights148

July 13, 2011 Operation Green Rights—new campaign against
companies perceived as polluting the
environment; Monsanto experiences DDoS attack
on their corporate Web site, further personal
information on 2500 employees and associates is
gleaned from the Monsanto server and
published149

#OpGreenRights against environmental
pollution citing mainly these companies:
ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips, CanadianOil
Sands Ltd., Imperial Oil, Royal Bank of
Scotland, Monsanto150

July 13, 2011 Adbusters blog, “#OCCUPYWALLSTREET,” calls
for 20,000 protestors to demonstrate in Manhattan
on September 17151

Wall Street stockmarket is perceived as “the
greatest corrupter of our democracy: Wall
Street, the financial Gomorrah of
America”152

July 14, 2011 Agricultural biotech company Monsanto—
intrusion, data heist, and publication of personal
information on circa 2500 associated with
Monsanto153

Monsanto was sueing organic farmers who
(negative) advertised their produce as not
containing Monsanto products154
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July 18, 2011 (Part of) Anonymous launches AnonPlus155 Social networking site Googleþ bans
accounts of Anonymous members156

July 19, 2011 FBI arrests 14 suspected Anonymous members
throughout the United States157

#OpPayback158

July 21, 2011 Anonymous claims to have intruded an NATO
Web site and to have garnered “about one
Gigabyte of data from NATO now, most of which
we cannot publish as it would be irresponsible”159

No statement of motivation found

July 22, 2011 AnonPlus, a social networking site launched by
Anons, is defaced by the Turkish hacker group
Akincilar (“Ottoman Raiders”160)161

AnonPlus hacked162

July 30, 2011 U.S. government security contractor, ManTech
International Corporation, sees about 400 MB of
data pilfered from their servers and subsequently
published on The Pirate Bay163

#OpAntiSec, FFF; ManTech is hired by
among others government agencies and
NATO for providing cyber security; hence
although no sensitive data were leaked, the
intrusion and theft of company data appear
to be embarrassing164

August 5, 2011 Shooting Sheriffs Saturday: Intrusion, data heist
(10 GB), and publication in more than 70 Sheriffs
and law enforcement-related sites, most of which
were hosted by Brooks-Jeffrey Marketing Servers
and were launched in the past 24 h165,166

#OpAntiSec; in retaliation of July arrests167

August 6, 2011 Web site of white supremacist organization, Blood
& Honour, suffers intrusion, theft and publication
of personal data (nazi-leaks.net)168

#OpBlitzkrieg169

August 11,
2011

#OpPharisee seeks to disrupt theWorld YouthDay
inMadrid and slow down the associatedWeb sites
through DDoS attack170

#OpPharisee; seeks to bring attention to
cases of sexual abuse of children by
representatives of the Catholic church171

August 14,
2011

#OpBART is launched and targets the Web site of
San Francisco’s Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART);
for the following day, protest in front of the Civic
Center (the place where Charles Hill was shot and
killed by two BART officers on July 3) is planned;
in the following weeks, personal information on
BART employees was leaked and Web sites were
defaced172,173

#OpBART is in response to the shutting
down of cell phone service174 in order to
curb an ongoing protest about the violent
deaths of Charles Hill and Oscar Grant III
and four others since the force’s inception
in 1972, three of the shootings occurred in
3 years between 2009 and 2011175

August 15,
2011

Vanguard Defense Hack (Vanguard Defense
Industries (VDI)), U.S. Defense Contractor—
intrusion and data heist (4713 e-mails, thousands
of documents) with subsequent publication176

#OpAntiSec; VDI’s affiliation with law
enforcement agencies (FBI, Infraguard)177

August 23,
2011

Anonymous endorses the Occupy Wall Street
Movement in a video post on YouTube178

Shared goals and objectives179
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September 1,
2011

Defacement of Web site of Texas Police Chiefs
Association, intrusion, and data heist with
subsequent publication180

#OpAntiSec, #FreeAnon, in retaliation of
arrests181

September 13,
2011

German Anonymous launches OpSummerstorm
by taking downWeb site of far right-wing political
party, NPD182

#OpSummerstorm183

September 17,
2011

Magazine Adbuster’s campaign against corporate
corruption on Wall Street takes to the street after
months of planning; the movement spreads
around the world (Chicago, Toronto, London,
Tokyo,Milan,Madrid, Stockholm) in the following
months, often protesters hide their faces behind
Guy Fawkes masks184

Occupy Wall Street Movement185

October 14,
2011

Child pornography site, Lolita City, is ousted (via
DDoS) and information on 1589 registered users is
published (via SQL-injection)186

#OpDarknet187

October 15,
2011

#OpDarknet is launched and warns Web host
Freedom Hosting, which is believed to host child
pornography188

The support of child pornography plays
into the hands of pedophiles and endangers
children189

October 24,
2011

Boston Police department Web site intruded;
personal information is gleaned and published190

In protest of massive arrests and perceived
police brutality against Occupy Wall Street
protesters on October 11, 2011191

November 7,
2011

#OpBrotherhood Takedown launched targets the
Muslim Brotherhood and repeatedly causes
downtime for their Web site (ikhwanonline)192

#OpBrotherhood Takedown warns the
Muslim Brotherhood, which is seen as
threat to the Egyptian Revolution193

November 15,
2011

4Chan experiences downtime after DDoS attack
similar to the ones it had experienced in April and
July194

No statement of motivation found

November 22,
2011

#OpPigRoast launched targeting the Police
Executive Research Forum (PERF) and police and
security officers who are reported to have
employed extraneous measures; spearheaded by
Cabin Cr3w hackers195

#OpPigRoast; in protest of police brutality
exercised against protestors of the Occupy
Movement196

November 23,
2011

Release of videotape featuring personal
information on a security guard at UC Davis who
is seen spraying peaceful and unarmed Occupy
protestors with pepper spray197

In protest of extraneously harsh treatment
of protestors at UC Davis198

November 29,
2011

United Nations Development ProgramWeb site is
pilfered for 1000 e-mail addresses, usernames, and
passwords, which are subsequently released on
Pastebin by a team of TeaMp0isoN, Anonymous
(p0isaNoN), and others199

In protest of the UN’s role in western
imperialism and its failure to act in the face
of the atrocities committed in Rwanda,
Darfour, Yugoslavia, Israel/OPT200
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December 7,
2011

Web site of Monsanto’s public relation partner,
Bivings Group, suffers extended downtime and
defacement, and hundreds of e-mails were
gleaned and published; the Bivings Group, since
October 2011 “The Brick Factory”, has its seat in
Washington, DC201–203

#OpEndMonsanto204,205

December 25,
2011

TheWeb site of Stratfor Global Intelligence Service
suffers downtime and suffers leakage of its
customer list including credit card details, which
was announced to be used for donating $1 million
to charities206; WikiLeaks subsequently begins to
publish Stratfor e-mails gleaned during the
attack207

(see LulzSec) Apparently in protest of the
arrest of Pfc Bradley Manning208 or
possibly to mock Stratfor which specializes
in security and intelligence209

January 1, 2012 Launch of #OpMegaUpload; 10Web sites affiliated
with the U.S. government (U.S. Justice
Department, FBI, U.S. Copyright Office) and
American music industry (Redord Industry
Association of America (RIAA), Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA)) suffered outages
due to DDoS attacks210

#OpMegaUpload, in support of file-sharing
Web site/Kim Dotcom211; in protest of the
seizure of file-hosting service byU.S. Justice
Department (on January 19, 2012);
@Anonops declared the operation
successful with 5635 participants using
LOIC212

January 1, 2012 #OpNigeria II commences 2 months of supporting
the Nigerian Occupy movement213

#OpNigeria II (Occupy movement)214

January 4, 2012 PasteBin experiences DDoS attacks215 Unknown perpetrators216

January 5, 2012 Occupy Nigeria and local Anonymous-arm
publicly demand an end to government
corruption217

Government corruption and
mismanagement in Nigeria218,219

January 9, 2012 Finnish government Web sites experience cyber
attacks220

In protest of largest Finnish Internet
Provider, Elisa, being ordered to block
access to PirateBay (“Elisagate”)221

January 10,
2012

Finnish Copyright Information and Anti-Piracy
Center (CIAPC)Web sites experience downtime222

#OpPayback; October 2011 saw the
Helsinki District court decide in CIAPC’s
and IFPI’s favor and order Finnish Internet
provider Elisa to block The Pirate Bay or
face fines223

January 12,
2012

Dutch antipiracy group, BREIN’s Web site
experiences downtime224

#OpPayback; the Court of The Hague
decided in favor of BREIN and ordered
major Dutch Internet providers, Ziggo and
XS4ALL, to block The Pirate Bay225

January 20,
2012

As published by “Guest” (presumably on behalf of
the collective) an estimated 10,000 participants
DDoS-ed, disabled or defaced the following Web
sites226:
http://pastebin.com/cujqqtcn
http://www.paulafernandes.com.br (defaced)

#OpPayback227
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http://universalmusic.com.br (defaced)
http://www.selenagomezweb.com (defaced)
http://www.justinbieberweb.com (defaced)
http://www.allsupergames.com
http://www.newalbumreleases.net
http://www.emimusicbrasil.com
http://www.copyright.gov
http://www.vivendi.com
http://www.UniversalStudios.com
http://www.justice.gov
http://www.ifpi.se
http://store.warnerbrosshop.com
http://ofcanz.govt.nz
http://www.siae.it
http://www.usdoj.gov
http://police.govt.nz
http://justice.govt.nz
http://shop.mgm.com

January 21,
2012

As published by “Guest” (presumably on behalf of
the collective), an estimated 15,000 participants
DDoS-ed, disabled, or defaced the following Web
sites228:
http://wando.com.br
http://www.somlivre.com
http://www.universalmusic.com
http://www.iamfiss.com (defaced)
http://sony.co.uk
http://www.monsanto.com
http://ecad.org.br
http://bit.ly/AdewTp (dumped)
http://premier.gov.pl
http://visa.com.br
http://www.aflcio.org
http://sejm.gov.pl
http://pm.go.gov.br
http://www.netlinx.net (defaced)

#OpPayback229

January 21,
2012

“Polish Revolution” targets Polish government
and affiliated Web sites230; political opposition to
the signing of the ACTA agreement don Guy
Fawkes masks, Donald Tusk, suspends ratification
later231

In protest of the intention of the Polish
government to sign ACTA agreement232

January 22,
2012

As published by a “Guest” (presumably on behalf
of the collective), an estimated 15,000 participants
DDoS-ed, disabled, or defaced the following Web
sites233:
http://pastebin.com/GpEd0ssP (DDoS)
http://sefanet.pr.gov.br (DDoS)
http://tjm.rs.gov.br (disabled)

#OpPayback234
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http://sjc.sp.gov.br (DDoS)
http://paranoa.df.gov.br (DDoS)
http://parkway.df.gov.br (DDoS)
http://abw.gov.pl (DDoS)
http://guara.df.gov.br (disabled)
http://aguasclaras.df.gov.br (disabled)
http://www.rihannaonline.net (defaced)
http://sobradinho.df.gov.br (defaced)
http://sudoeste.df.gov.br (defaced)
http://www.vivendi.com (DDoS)
http://www.giannifava.org (DDoS)
http://dof.ca.gov (DDoS)
http://www.vivendi.fr (defaced)
http://brasilia.df.gov.br (defaced)
http://www.prezydent.pl (DDoS)
http://ms.gov.pl (DDoS)
http://www.vagla.pl (defaced)
http://bor.gov.pl (DDoS)
http://policiamilitar.rj.gov.br (DDoS)
http://pm.go.gov.br (DDoS)
http://www.cbs.com (disabled)

January 23,
2012

As published by a “Guest” (presumably on behalf
of the collective), an estimated 5000 participants
DDoS-ed, disabled, or defaced the following Web
sites235:
http://www.usipr.gov (disabled)
http://www.boavista.rr.gov.br (disabled)
http://www.senado.gov.br (disabled)
http://boavista.rr.gov.br (disabled)
http://fssul.pr.gov.br (disabled)
http://bomdepesca.com.br (defaced)
http://acertai.com.br (defaced)
http://emailsender.com.br (defaced)
http://mikrocenter.psi.br (defaced)
http://diretorepocanegocios.com.br (defaced)
http://tabapua.sp.gov.br (defaced)
http://mikrocenter.net.br (defaced)
http://goo.gl/O8A2n (dumped) http://goo.gl/
crINx (dumped) http://www.load.to/e6arTZSBjt/
onguard2.sql.gz (dumped)
http://goo.gl/akUCH (dumped)
http://guapiacu.sp.gov.br (defaced)
http://newsletter.editoraglobo.com.br (defaced)
http://www.onguardonline.gov (defaced)
http://sja.go.gov.br (defaced)
http://canalford.com.br (defaced)
http://alexandria.rn.gov.br (defaced)
http://tjm.rs.gov.br
http://tjmrs.jus.br

#OpPayback236
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http://aguasclaras.df.gov.br
http://www.rihannaonline.net
http://www.rihannaonline.net
http://sobradinho.df.gov.br
http://sobradinho.df.gov.br
http://sudoeste.df.gov.br
http://sudoeste.df.gov.br
http://www.vivendi.com
http://www.vivendi.com
http://www.giannifava.org
http://www.giannifava.org
http://dof.ca.gov
http://dof.ca.gov
http://www.vivendi.fr
http://www.vivendi.fr
http://brasilia.df.gov.br
http://brasilia.df.gov.br
http://www.prezydent.pl
http://www.prezydent.pl
http://ms.gov.pl
http://ms.gov.pl
http://www.vagla.pl
http://www.vagla.pl
http://bor.gov.pl
http://bor.gov.pl
http://policiamilitar.rj.gov.br
http://policiamilitar.rj.gov.br
http://pm.go.gov.br
http://pm.go.gov.br
http://www.cbs.com
http://www.cbs.com
http://www.usipr.gov
http://www.usipr.gov
http://www.boavista.rr.gov.br
http://www.boavista.rr.gov.br
http://www.senado.gov.br
http://www.senado.gov.br
http://boavista.rr.gov.br
http://boavista.rr.gov.br
http://fssul.pr.gov.br
http://fssul.pr.gov.br
http://bomdepesca.com.br
http://bomdepesca.com.br
http://acertai.com.br
http://acertai.com.br
http://emailsender.com.br
http://emailsender.com.br
http://mikrocenter.psi.br
http://mikrocenter.psi.br
http://diretorepocanegocios.com.br
http://diretorepocanegocios.com.br
http://tabapua.sp.gov.br
http://tabapua.sp.gov.br
http://mikrocenter.net.br
http://mikrocenter.net.br
http://goo.gl/O8A2n
http://goo.gl/O8A2n
http://goo.gl/crINx
http://goo.gl/crINx
http://goo.gl/crINx
http://www.load.to/e6arTZSBjt/onguard2.sql.gz
http://www.load.to/e6arTZSBjt/onguard2.sql.gz
http://www.load.to/e6arTZSBjt/onguard2.sql.gz
http://goo.gl/akUCH
http://goo.gl/akUCH
http://guapiacu.sp.gov.br
http://guapiacu.sp.gov.br
http://newsletter.editoraglobo.com.br
http://newsletter.editoraglobo.com.br
http://www.onguardonline.gov
http://www.onguardonline.gov
http://sja.go.gov.br
http://sja.go.gov.br
http://canalford.com.br
http://canalford.com.br
http://alexandria.rn.gov.br
http://alexandria.rn.gov.br
http://tjm.rs.gov.br
http://tjm.rs.gov.br
http://tjmrs.jus.br
http://tjmrs.jus.br


Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

http://biuro-gov.cba.pl (defaced)
www.itau.com.br
www.bundeskanzler.at
http://esporte.gov.br
http://apcm.org.br
http://justiz.gv.at
http://caixa.gov.br
http://kprm.gov.pl
http://kprm.gov.pl
http://justica.sp.gov.br
http://kaspersky.com.br

January 24,
2012

Federal online securityWeb site of the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission (onguardonline.gov) is taken
down and pilfered; data including personal
information of FTC officials are published237,238

In protest of the shutdown of MegaUpload
and proposed antipiracy laws, SOPA (Stop
Online Privacy Act), PIPA (Protect IP Act),
and ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade
Agreement)239,240

January 26,
2012

Web site of the European Parliament suffers
downtime due to DDoS attack241

In protest of ACTA ratification242

January 28,
2012

OpEthiopia is launched in protest of human rights
abuses, mismanagement of resources, and illicit
financial transactions/corruption within the
Ethiopian government243

#OpEthiopia244

January 30,
2012

Intrusion and theft of personal details concerning
Dana White, the President of Ultimate Fighting
Championship (UFC), additionally to defacement
of official UFC Web site245

#OpUFC, in response to Dana White
Twitter feed accusing Anonymous of being
cowards246

February 2012 Intrusion and theft of millions of Syrian
government e-mails, later handed over to
WikiLeaks247

#OpSyria (FreedomOps)248

February 1,
2012

Anonymous Brazil targets banks (including Banco
Bradesco, Banco do Brasil) with DDoS attacks249

#OpWeeksPayment250

February 1,
2012

Salt Lake City police Web site hijacked and
defaced; confidential information on informants
leaked251

In protest against proposed bill that
criminalizes the possession of graffiti
paraphernalia252

February 2,
2012

Intrusion of U.S. white supremacist (American
Third Position, A3P) Web site and theft of and
publication of forum messages, e-mails indicating
links between British white supremacists, the
chairman of the British National Party, Nick
Griffin253

#OpBlitzkrieg; in opposition to A3P’s
disguised racism254

February 3,
2012

Virtual community Web site of the Boston police
department (bpdnews.com) experiences
defacement and 6 days of downtime due to DDoS
attack255

#OpAntiSec; in response to perceived
brutality against Occupy Wall Street
protestors256
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

February 3,
2012

Intrusion and release of conference call between
FBI and Scotland Yard recorded on January 17,
2012 concerning the investigation of
Anonymous257

The phone call had the international hacker
collective as subject

February 3,
2012

Intrusion and theft of 2.6 GB of e-mail data from
the American law firm that represented the
commander of troops who are responsible for
killing 24 unarmed civilians in Haditha, Iraq in
2005258

No statement of motivation found

February 3,
2012

Boston Police Department Web site (BPDnews.
com) defacement259

In protest of police brutality againstOccupy
Wall Street protesters260

February 4,
2012

DDoS attack on Swedish government Web site
(CyberForce)261

Coincided with real-world protests in
Stockholm and Goeteborg against Anti-
Counterfeiting Treaty Agreement
(ACTA)262

February 4,
2012

DDoS attack against the Web site of the
Department of Homeland Security (www.dhs.
gov)263

Op#FuckFBIFriday264

February 5,
2012

Defacement of the Web site of Bulgarian music
industry group, Prophon265

In protest against the support of Anti-
Counterfeiting Treaty Agreement
(ACTA)266

February 8,
2012

Intrusion intoWeb sites of theWest Virginia Chiefs
of Police Association and leakage of personal data
on more than 150 police officers (CabinCr3W)267

Alleged monitoring of police brutality268

February 9,
2012

DDoS attacks on regional offices of Russia’s
leading party, United Russia, in Moscow and
Kaluga269

No statement of motivation found270

February 9,
2012

Intrusion into and theft of classified data from the
Web site of the German Parliament, the classified
data contained details of Germany’s war in
Afghanistan271

No statement of motivation found272

February 9,
2012

DDoS attack against the Web site of the Croation
presidency273

In protest of Josipovic’s support of the Anti-
Counterfeiting Treaty Agreement
(ACTA)274

February 9,
2012

“Cmd. X” crosses the U.S.-Canadian border to
evade U.S. trial; his flight was made possible by
“Operation Xport,” in which resources of
Anonymous collective and Occupy movement are
used to enable an "underground railroad" for
persecuted hackers275

Operation Xport276

February 10,
2012

Blanket DDoS attack on Mexican on 136 Mexican
Web sites (including Mexican Senate and Interior
Ministry), list of affected sites published on
Pastebin (Anonymous Mexico (Twitter:
@AnonnymousMexi))277,278

#OpMexico
In protest against the adoption of SOPA
law279,280
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

February 10,
2012

Intrusion and theft of 400 MB of e-mails from the
Mexican National Chamber of Mines
(“Camimex”)281

In protest of the working conditions for
miners282

February 10,
2012

Intrusion and theft of personal data on more than
40,000 Alabama state and law enforcement
employees, published on PasteBin283

Alabama is criticized to exhibit “racist”
immigration laws and/or to the police
department’s ignominy in its inability to
secure personal data284

February 10,
2012

Anonymous announces crusade against Israel in a
YouTube video285

Israel becomes a target due to its “crimes
against humanity” in its treatment of
Palestinians286

February 10,
2012

cia.gov experiences downtime due to DDoS
attack287

(Law Enforcement Friday)288

February 11,
2012

Interpol Web site experiences DDoS attack289 Interpol aided in the arrest of Saudi
journalist Hamza Kashgari290

February 11,
2012

Panama government Web site, www.presidencia.
gob.pa; others suffer downtime due to DDoS
attack291

In solidarity with protesting Ngäbe Bugle
Indians who seek to avert mining and
hydroelectric projects in their region292

February 14,
2012

Intrusion into and theft of personal data from
Turkish satellite provider Digiturk, published on
Pastebin293

In protest of censorship: Digiturk blocks
Web sites such as Pastebin, blogger.com,
and inci.sozlukspot.com (#OpDigiturk)294

February 14,
2012

Release of 400 MB data of U.S. Army Intelligence
Knowledge Network, published on Rapidshare295

No statement of motivation found296

February 14,
2012

DDoS attack against the Web site of Combined
Systems, a company supplying tear gas used by
Egyptian law enforcement against protesters297

In honor of the first “Arab Spring”
uprisings in Bahrain on February 14,
2011298

February 16,
2012

L0NGwave99 affiliated with Anonymous takes
down the public Web sites of NASDAQ, NYSE,
Miami Stock Exchange, BATS stock exchange, and
the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) with
a DDoS attack299,300

“Operation Digital Tornado,” in solidarity
with the “99%” and the Occupy
Movement301,302

February 17,
2012

The following Web sites experience defacements
and downtime: business.ftc.gov, consumer.gov,
ncpw.gov, ftcstaging.mt.fhdbeta.com, ncpw.gov,
consumer.ftc.gov, ftcdev.mt.fhdbeta.com303,304

AntiSec; In protest against ACTA (Anti-
Counterfeiting Trade Agreement)305,306

February 20,
2012

Defacement of online presence and intrusion, data
theft, and publication (Pastebin) of details
pertaining to 1100 customers of streetwear clothing
vendor, Streetfightversand.de307

#OpBlitzkrieg308

February 23,
2012

German branch, Anonymous Kollektiv, initiates a
“comment flashmob” on the facebook pages of the
Wall Street Journal309

In response to an article equating
Anonymous with Al Qaeda310

Continued
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

February 23,
2012

Spanish police arrests six alleged Anons311 No statement of motivation found

February 24,
2012

Infraguard chapter Dayton, OH Web site hijacked
and defaced312

#OpAntiSec313

February 24,
2012

Web site defacement against GEO Group (www.
geogroup.com), the second-largest proprietor of
private prisons in the United States314

#OpAntiSec315

February 24,
2012

Spanish National Police, DDoS attack against Web
site316

In retaliation to the arrest of six alleged
Anons the day before317

February 28,
2012

25 Anons arrested in Spain, Argentina, Chile, and
Colombia318,319

No statement of motivation found

February 28,
2012

Interpol Web site experiences short downtime due
to DDoS attack320,321

Downtime happens shortly after Interpol’s
announcement of the arrest of 25 suspected
Anonymous members322,323

February and
March 2012

Multiple attempted and successful attacks on the
official Web site of the Vatican (www.vatican.va)
starting out with intrusion and seeking to exploit
Web application vulnerabilities (unsuccessful) to
concluding with DDoS attacks324,325

Attack not against Christians, but against
the Catholic church,326 its handling of
sexual abuse cases,327 as well as historic
policies, e.g., the Inquisition328

March 1, 2012 E-mails and contact information are pilfered from
a database of the Bivings Group, PR partner to
Monsanto329

#OpEndMonsanto330

March 4, 2012 #OpOccupyAIPAC331/#OpPalestine332 launched,
AIPAC Web site experiences DDoS attack

Op Occupy AIPAC for its lobbyism and
sponsoring system, which endangers and
denigrates America’s democracy and its
image in the Muslim world, undermines
support for democratic movements in SW
Asia, its unconditional support of Israeli
govt. contrary to international law,
diversion of tax money to Israel333

March 6, 2012 Five LulzSecmembers arrested in Ireland, UK, and
USA [Jeremy Hammond of Chicago, IL (aka
Anarchaos aka tylerknowsthis aka crediblethreat;
most notably Stratfor hack), Ryan Ackroyd (aka
Kayla aka lol aka lolsoon), Jake Davis (aka Topiary
aka atopiary), Darren Martyn (aka pwnsauce aka
raepsauce aka networkkitten), Donncha
O’Cearrbhail (aka Paladium)]334

No statement of motivation found

March 7, 2012 Vatican’s official Web site (www.vatican.va)
experiences downtime due to DDoS attack335

In protest of the inquisition and the most
recent scandals of sexual child abuse
involving Catholic priests336
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

March 7, 2012 PandaLabs Web site defacement337 PandaLabs is criticized of aiding law
enforcement apprehend alleged
Anonymous members338

March 8, 2012 Critique on Invisible Children’s “Kony 2012” and
the nonprofit organization itself339,340

The nonprofit organization’s activity is seen
as not being productive in the capture of
Kony and only spends little over 30% for
their charitable programs341,342

March 9, 2012 Panda Security: Intrusion, DDoS attack and
defacement, release of personal information on 114
employees343

Panda Security had long taken public
stance against LulzSec, and the attack is
part of the revenge in the aftermath of the
LulzSec arrests344

March 9, 2012 Release of Symantec’s 2006 antivirus source
code345

In protest of the arrest of five LulzSec
members346,347

March 9, 2012 New York Ironworks police equipment supplier:
Web site defacement348

AntiSec, #FFF349

March 12, 2012 Online store of the German extreme right-wing
party, NPD sees customer data pilfered and
published350

#OpBlitzkrieg351

March 13, 2012 Anons bring down the Vatican official Web site
and centering in on Vatican Radio database352

In protest of Vatican Radio’s use of
repeaters with power transmission353

March 21, 2012 Anonymous publishes (PirateBay) 1.7 GB of data
that Anons gleaned from the Web site of the U.S.
Bureau of Justice Statistics354

#Op Monday Mail Mayhem; in support of
freedom of speech and information355

March 23, 2012 Monsanto’s Hungarian Web site experiences
1 week downtime due to DDoS attack356

#OpGreenRights; Hungary destroys all
Monsanto GMO corn fields in late
September357

March 28, 2012 Dominican Republic law enforcement arrests six
alleged Anons [Cornille Milton Jimenez
(Zerohack), Jean Carlos Acosta Leonardo (Nmap),
Cristian de la Rosa de los Santos (Mot), Robert
Delgado Reynoso (Frank_ostia), two minors are
unnamed except by their hacker names, Xtreme
and Alvin]358

No statement of motivation found

March 20, 2012 #OpVatican launched in protest of latest, global
wave scandals of the sexual abuse of minors by
catholic priests and the Vatican’s attempt to cover
these up,359 as well as the imprisonments of Paolo
G abriele and Claudio Sciarpelletti who leaked
documents uncovering corruption inside the
Vatican (Vatileaks) to a journalista;360

#OpVatican361

March 24, 2012 Contact information on the staff and donors of the
Judge Rotenberg Educational Center in Canton,
MA released (Pastebin)362

The special needs school is accused of
medieval methods of punishment such as
electric shock treatments, prolonged
restraints, and the withholding of food363

Continued
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Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

March 30-April
5, 2012

Intrusion and defacement of between 327 and 485
Web sites associated with the national as well as
regional governments and companies in China;
theft and publication (on Pastebin) of personal
data from some Web sites; “@Anonymous China”
twitter account364

In protest against Chinese Internet
censorship365

April 7, 2012 Anonymous launches Operation Defense

(#OpDefense)366
Targets supporters of Cyber Intelligence
Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA)
thought to increase the abilities of
government and private companies to
monitor online activities of individual
users367

April 9, 2012 DDoS attacks hit UK’s Home Office Web site
(www.homeoffice.gov.uk)368 and other Web sites
associated with the British government (www.
number10.gov.uk,369 www.justice.gov.uk)370

#OpTrialAtHome; in protest of the
potential extradition of accused
Anonymous hackers in order to stand trial
in the United States371,372 as well as in
protest of suggested legislation (in the UK)
that would increase Internet censorship
and surveillance373

April 9, 2012 Intrusion and theft of 2725 e-mails pertaining to the
government of Tunisia374

In protest of Internet censorship,
demanding the Tunisian government to
respect human rights and freedom of
expression375

April 11, 2012 Boeing, TechAmerica, and U.S. TelecomWeb sites
experience DDoS attack376

#OpDefense, targeted companies are
supporting CISPA legislation377

April 20, 2012 Anonymous launches new branch with Operation

Cannabis (#OpCannabis), seeking public support
for objective (support is shown by Cannabis-
related avatar on individual social networking
accounts) publication of reasons via video on
Tumblr378,379

#OpCannabis, intents to further to end the
cannabis prohibition and the legalization of
marijuana for recreational and medical
purposes380,381

April 21, 2012 Formula 1 Web site experiences downtime due to
DDoS attack; information on ticket sales and
attendees of the Grand Prix in Bahrain is
redacted382

In protest of human rights violations of the
al Khalifa government383

April 21, 2012 #Occupy Philippines defaces the China University
Media Union Web site384

#Occupy Philippines; in response to
Chinese hackers’ territorial claim (Panatag
Shoal/Huangyan Island)385

April, 27, 2012 #OpDefense Phase II launched; planned on-site
protests target AT&T, IBM, Intel, verizon, CVS,
Microsoft, Bank of America, Chase Bank, McGraw
Hill, Pepsi, Coca-Cola, Target, Wal Mart,
MasterCard, Visa, American Express on set dates
over the coming 2 months386

#OpDefense Phase II; in response to CISPA
legislation passing the U.S. House of
Representatives387
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(where available)
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May 9, 2012 UK Internet service providers, Virgin Media and
TalkTalk, experience downtime due to DDoS
attack388

In retaliation of blocking out The Pirate
Bay389

May 17, 2012 14Web sites affiliated or associatedwith the Indian
government experience downtime due to DDoS
attacks390

#OpIndia; in protest against Internet-
filtering391

From May 20,
2012

#OpQuébec launched and brings down 13 Web
sites affiliated or associated with the Quebec
government and police392

#OpQuébec, in support of students’ strike
and in opposition to recent law (bill 78),
which is intended to curb the right of
assembly and free speech to undermine
said student protest and the like393

May 25, 2012 KKK Web sites experience downtime via DDoS
attack394

#OpBlitzkrieg395

May 31, 2012 Release of personal information of Grand Prix
ticket holders396

#OpQuébec397

June 7, 2012 #OpColtanPress within OpGreenRights intrudes,
garners and releases data on products as well as
contact information on employees of Intel
(intelconsumerelectronics.com)398,399

#OpColtanPress/OpGreenRights; in
protest of the company’s support of the
conflict-perpetuating mining of Coltan in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
through its persisting business
relationship400

June 9, 2012 #OpIndia fields about 100 Guy Fawkes—mask
wearing protesters on the ground in Mumbai401

#OpIndia402

June 21, 2012 Web sites representing the KKK and the American
nazi party experience continued and repeated
downtime due to DDoS403

#OpBlitzkrieg404

June 26, 2012 #OpJapan launched Web sites associated with the
Japanese government experience DDoS attacks
and defacements405

#OpJapan; in protest of copyright revision
by the Japanese government, antipiracy law
passed406,407

June 29, 2012 #OpParaguay is launched; Occu.Py Paraguay
seeks to pursue justice for peasants, health services
for landless peasants as well as the restoration of
disowned land; like other Occupy movements,
economic exploitation by large corporations is
criticized and sought to be ended,while the federal
government is seen as not representing the
majority of the population, but as playing into the
hands of the big companies408

#OpParaguay in protest of the plight of
Paraguayan farmers409

July 25, 2012 Operation Anaheim launched, targets Anaheim
police, publishes personal information on police
chief410 and mayor Tom Tait411

Operation Anaheim; following almost a
week of protest against police brutality
(unarmedManuelDiazwas shot in the back
of his head, followed by the fatal shooting
of a man who was already
handcuffed)412,413
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July 25, 2012 #OpPedoChat and #OpDarkNet target Amy Lee
(Evanescence), her manager, and the president of
record company Wind Up Records414

Lee’s lawyer prevented witness from
reporting child pornography and other
offenses

July 29, 2012 443,000 customer records of Australian
telecommunications company, AAPT, are gleaned
and partially published (Pastebin)415

In protest of a proposed law that would
require telecommunication companies to
track online behavior and store records
thereof for 2 years416

August 9, 2012 Ukrainian Web sites of the Radio Broadcasting
Council of Ukraine (nrada.gov.ua), Ukrainian
Agency for Copyright and related Rights (uacrr.
kiev.ua), and the Ukrainian Anti-Piracy
Association (apo.kiev.ua) experience downtime
due to DDoS attacks417,418

#OpDemonoid; in protest of Ukrainian
crackdown on Demonoid419–421—a music-
sharing Web site

August 14,
2012

Ugandan governmentWeb sites are intruded upon
and defaced422

In protest of the countries anti-
homosexuality laws423

August 15,
2012

Anonymous presents measures against
recognition by CCTV cameras/“TrapWire” a
surveillance system employed by U.S. Department
of Homeland Security424,425

With PLF; anti-surveillance, warning of
Orwellian dimensions426,427

August 18,
2012

“Operation Free Assange” launched428 “Operation Free Assange” in support of
WikiLeaks cofounder Julian Assange,
demanding freedom429

August 20,
2012

DDoS attacks disrupts Web sites of and associated
with the UK government, e.g., Ministry of
Justice430

In protest of UK’s plans to extradite Julian
Assange to Sweden, #OpFreeAssange431

August 21,
2012

Defacement of Moscovian Khamovniki district
court Web site432

AnonymousRussia; Court convicted three
members of Russian punk band, Pussy
Riot, to 2 years hard labor433

August 23,
2012

Local Anonymous group calls for real-world
protests against CNMI—government (Northern
Mariana Islands) onAugust 27, 2012, 9 a.m. in front
of the CNMI Legislature434

Corruption of politicians, demanding the
government step down435

August 27,
2012

#OpColtan-hacktivists exploit SQL vulnerability to
extract and later publish data (privatepaste.com)
from AVX Corporation436

#OpColtan seeks to expose and punish
companies which purchase minerals
extracted in war-torn countries; AVX is
accused of fueling conflict in the DRC by
supporting the exploitation of coltan437

August 27,
2012

Web sites of Interpol and SOCA (Serious
Organized Crime Agecy) experience downtime
due to DDoS attack438

#Op Free Assange; in support of Julian
Assange439
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September 3,
2012

AntiSec-hackers discover, glean 12 million, and
publish redacted data of circa 1 million UDIDs
from the laptop of a FBI agent440

#OpAntiSec, #FFF; Apple’s UDIDs store
personal information and technical
behavior of the user; to find
this kind of data on a laptop of a law
enforcement officer is viewed as
constituting a breach of individual
privacy441

September 5,
2012

Call for fans to target Web sites associated with
Evanescence’s Amy Lee and the respective label,
WindUp, with DDoS attacks, announcement of
picketing concerts of the fall tour442,443

Anons found reportedly evidence that Lee
and her lawyers forced Sam Smith into
signing nondisclosure agreement, which
prevented him from reporting cases of
pedophilia on Evanescence-related online
forums444,445

September 12,
2012

Barrett Brown (Zeta, Project PM) arrested on the
charge of threatening a federal agent,446 and later
two charges of obstruction are added which his
lawyer declares as “absurd and unnecessary” (Jay
Leiderman)447

No statement of motivation found

Mid-
September
2012

Publication of credit card details of 13 FBI agents448 #FFF, #AntiSec, in response to Barrett
Brown’s arrest449

September 14,
2012

Italian arm of Anonymous publishes (depositfiles.
com) 2.5 GB e-mails of Italian priest arrested for
alleged child abuse450

On endeavor to uncover information the
Catholic church hides, in protest of the
Catholic churches stance on gay rights451

September 15,
2012

#OpHKNEC is launched and targets the National
Education Center in HongKong which set out to
introduce classes to elementary school that
encourage alignment with the Chinese
government, evaluation, and grades in these
classes that depend not on actually acquired
knowledge, but on emotional attachment to the
Chinese State/Central government452

#OpHKNEC (Hongkong govt. abandons
plans to introducemandatory Chinese civic
education classes453)

September 30,
2012

Protest of Philippines’ Cybercrime Prevention Act
of 2012454 targeting government affiliated Web
sites with DDoS attacks455

In protest of Philippines’ cybercrime
law456,457

October 5, 2012 Web sites of the Swedish government, the central
bank, and others experience downtime due to
DDoS attacks for the past week458

4chan coordinated protest against the
shutdown of file-sharing Web site459

October 20,
2012

Announced: Global Protest against surveillance
systems “TrapWire” and “INDECT”460; protest
can be tracked on Google maps461 and are
coordinated thereon as well as on piratenpad.
de,462 Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and Pastebin463

#OpNov5, #OpIndect, #OpTrapwire,464

#OpBigBrother, Worldwide Day of Protest
Against Surveillance; TrapWire, and
INDECT utilize various surveillance
technologies combining tracking of location
data, image data analysis as well as social
media and data mining for the drawing up
of individual profiles465

Continued
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Approximate

date

Target, hacktivity, and modus operandi

(where available)

Motivation as stated (where available)

October 31,
2012

#OpMyanmar launched in protest of human rights
abuses, torture, forceful relocations by the
Burmese junta466

#OpMyanmar467

November 15,
2012

Israeli governmentWeb sites experience 44million
hacking attempts in just days targeting Web sites
associated with the Israeli government, president,
military, foreign ministry, aside from retail and
businessWeb sites,most notable that of the Bank of
Jerusalem.468,469 Find a full list of 663 affectedWeb
sites here: http://pastebin.com/Ms4nJSZx [last
accessed January 19, 2013]

#OpIsrael, #OpGazaUnderAttack; In
protest of Israel’s air strike into Gaza, most
hacks have been traced to Israel and
Occupied Palestinian Territories470,471

November 15,
2012

87 Israeli Web sites are targeted in DDoS attacks
and experience defacements; Anons provide
information package for Gazans about alternative
ways to communicate with the outside world472

#OpIsrael is launched as protest against the
Israeli government’s threat to cut Gaza’s
telecommunication connections473

November 28,
2012

#OpEgypt officially launched474 In protest to new constitution and
Presidential decree that grants immunity
and decisive powers to President
Mohammed Mursi’s475 as well as violent
crackdowns on protesters that left two dead
and many injured476,477

November 29,
2012

#OpRevoluSec/Operation Syria launched478 In protest of the Assad-government
shutting off the Internet479: Anonymous
sets out to “keep open the lines of
telecommunication with the free Syrian
people” and to “be the voice of the voiceless
in Syria”480,481

December 16,
2012

Publication (anonpaste) of personal data captured
from the server of Israeli Musical Act Magazine
(act.co.il)482

#OpIsrael (Twitter handle
@OsamaTheGod)483

December 18,
2012

Intrusion, theft, and publication of personal
information of members of Westboro Baptist
Church,484 defacement of church leader’s personal
computer,485,486 hijacking of church leader’s
Twitter account,487 filing death certificate for
church leader causing her SSN to be blocked488

#OpWBC/#OpWestBor in cooperation
with The Jester489 and hacker Cosmo the
God490

Tax-exempt, hate clan,WBC, announced its
intention to picket the funeral of victims of a
Connecticut school shooting491,492

December 19,
2012

30 governmentWeb sites DDoS-ed in #OpEgypt493 In protest to new constitution and
Presidential decree that grants immunity
and decisive powers to President
Mohammed Mursi’s494 as well as violent
crackdowns on protesters that left two dead
and many injured495,496

Continued
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Glossary

A

API application programming interface
APT advanced persistent threat
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency (former name of DARPA)
ARPANET the precursor of the Internet developed by ARPA
AS Autonomous System

B

back door an unauthorized/unwanted connection from a system to an external machine, most likely under control
of an adversary

BGP Border Gateway Protocol
BOS Battlefield Operating System
botnet a “robot network” is a large group of infected computers who are under direct control of an adversary

through a “command and control” server. These compromised computers (termed “bots” or “zombies”) can then
be directed by the adversary (often called a “botmaster” or “botherder”) to do a number of activities—including
DDoS, CNE operations, and criminal activities such as phishing

C

C2 Command and Control (of a military unit)
C4ISR command, control, communication, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
C&C Command and Control (i.e., command and control server of a botnet)
CCC Chaos Computer Club
CDN content delivery network
CIO Chief Information Officer
CJP Committee to Protect Journalists
CM collection management
CNA computer network attack
CND computer network defense
CNE computer network exploitation
CNO computer network operations
collection plan a plan by which intelligence professionals use to gather information requirements
COIN counter-insurgency
COMINT communications intelligence
COTS consumer off-the-shelf technology
CSIS Center for Strategic and International Studies
CYOP cyber psychological operations

D

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DCS distributed control system
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DDoS distributed denial of service
D.D.O.S. Destination Darkness Outlaw System—a botnet software package created by Russian criminal

organizations
DNP distributed network protocol
DNS domain name server
DNS sinkholing often the C&C server of a botnet or other network of compromised computers is either shutdown or

becomes abandoned. In the aftermath of such an abandonment, the compromised systems may still attempt
to communicate with the server.With DNS sinkholing, a security professional registers a machine using the name
of the C&C server. The compromised machines then connect to the server belonging to the security professional.
The IP addresses of the compromised machines can then be identified in order to determine the extent of the
spread of a given piece of malware for which a certain hacker group is responsible.

DOC the older file format for Microsoft Word that is susceptible to compromise
DOCTEMP doctrinal template
DoD U.S. Department of Defense
DoE U.S. Department of Energy
DoS denial of service
DSIE Defense Security Information Exchange

E

ECM electronic counter measures
EMS energy management system
EUCOM European Command
EW electronic warfare
EWS Engineering Workstation

F

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
FEP Front End Processor
FEP Fuel Enrichment Plant
FSB the Russian apparatus for security and intelligence. The successor to the KGB

G

GCS Ground Control Station
GII Global Information Infrastructure
GSD General Staff Department (of the PLA)

H

HIC High Intensity Conflict
HMD Hardware Mitigation Device
HMI human-machine interface
honey pot a computer designed to appear vulnerable in order to lure hackers. Once the hackers gain access to the

honey pot, their actions are then monitored by security professionals
HPT high-payoff target
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol, the standard protocol computers use to interact with Web servers
HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol—Secure
HUMINT human intelligence
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I

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
ICA Iranian Cyber Army
ICCP Inter Control Center Protocol
ICT industrial control systems
IDF Israeli Defense Forces
IDS intrusion detection system
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
INEW Integrated Network Electronic Warfare
IO information operations
IP Internet Protocol
IP intellectual property
IR information requirements, pieces of information collected by intelligence professionals that are thought to have

a significant impact on the success or failure of a military operation.
IRC Internet Relay Chat
IRGC Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps
IRL In Real Life
ISP Internet service provider
ISR intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
IT information technology
IW information warfare

J

JAM Jaysh Al-Mahdi

K

key logger malware designed to record all the keystrokes of the victim and report them to a third party
KH Kata’ib Hezbollah

L

LIC Low Intensity Conflict
LOIC Low Orbit Ion Cannon
LTG Lieutenant General

M

malware malicious software
MBR master boot record
MCO major combat operations
MeK Mujahedeen-e-Khalq
MITM Man-In-the-Middle
MTI moving target indicator
MTS multispectral targeting system

N

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NGO nongovernmental organization
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NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NPD the (German) neo-NAZI Political Party
NSA National Security Agency

O

OB order of battle
OHHDL Office of His Holiness the Dalai Lama
OOP object-oriented programming
OPSEC operational security
OPT Occupied Palestinian Territories
OSINT open source intelligence

P

PDF Portable Document Format, a file format used by Adobe Acrobat
phishing social engineering attacks inwhichmass e-mails are sent out to a population in order to entice them to open

an attachment or click on a link that causes a piece of malware to infect their system, often resulting in their com-
puters falling under control of an adversary, often using a botnet.

PIR priority information requirements
PLA People’s Liberation Army (of China)
PLC programmable logic controller
PLF People’s Liberation Front
PMOI People’s Mujahedeen of Iran
PoP Point of Presence
PPT the older file format for Microsoft PowerPoint that is susceptible to compromise
PRC People’s Republic of China
PSYOP psychological operations

R

R&S reconnaissance and surveillance
RAM Random Access Memory (the temporary memory of a computer system)
RAT Remote Access Tool
RBN Russian Business Network
RDP Remote Desktop Protocol
RIM Research In Motion, makers of the BlackBerry mobile device
RMA Revolution in Military Affairs
RTU remote terminal unit
RUNET the Russian Internet

S

SACEUR Supreme Allied Commander of European Forces (the military commander of NATO)
SAR synthetic aperture radar
SATCOM satellite communication
SBU Sensitive But Unclassified
SCADA supervisory control and data acquisition
SCM Software Configuration Management system
script kiddies amateur hackers who merely follow instructions for a given hack or exploit—rather than using tech-

nology to fully understand or create their own exploits
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security by obscurity the practice of relying on little known, but discoverable pieces of information as a means of
security

SHAPE Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
SIGINT signals intelligence (i.e. radio intercepts)
smart grid a general term referring to the upgrade of communication systems in a power grid with the goal of

obtaining improved monitoring, protection, and efficiency
social engineering attempting to manipulate a person to divulge certain information or perform a certain action
SEA Syrian Electronic Army
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, the standard protocol used for e-mail on the Internet
SOPA Stop Online Piracy Act
spear phishing a phishing attack that targets specific users, often using information taken from CNE operations,

social media, or open sources to appear legitimate and increase the likelihood of the user clicking on themalicious
link or attachment

SQL structured query language
SQL injection an attack where an invalid SQL query is sent to a database with malicious executable code attached at

the end. The system then fails to execute the invalid query and crashes, leading to the system executing the ma-
licious executable code

T

TECHINT technical intelligence
TF-A two-factor authentication
TGIE Tibetan Government-in-Exile
TIA Total Information Awareness
Trojan see “Trojan Horse”
Trojan Horse a piece of seemingly innocuous software (i.e., a game, a pirated piece of commercial software) that has

code that enables a hacker to obtain unauthorized access to the system that the software is running on
TTPs tactics, techniques, and procedures

U

UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
UCAV unmanned combat air vehicle
URL universal resource locator
USB Universal Serial Bus

V

VOA Voice of America
VPN virtual private network

W

WWW World Wide Web

Z

zero-day exploits a vulnerability to a piece of software that is currently unknown to thewider community (including
major software vendors). All systems using that piece of software are generally regarded as being vulnerable to
such an exploit
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Note: Page numbers followed by f indicate figures.

A
Advanced persistent threat (APT)

cyber operations, 133
defined, 132

AnonPaste, 94
AnonTune, 93
Anonymous-OS 0.1/Live, 94–95
Anonymous timeline, 257
APT. See Advanced persistent threat (APT)
Arab Spring, 90–91
Aramco, 58
AS. See Äutonomous system (AS)
Aurora Test

description, 213
implementation, 215–217
vulnerability, 214–215

Autonomous system (AS), 37

B
Battlefield operating system (BOS), 29–30
BGP. See Border gateway protocol (BGP)
Border gateway protocol (BGP), 37, 37f, 38
Border gateway routers, 37
BOS. See Battlefield operating system (BOS)

C
Cascading failure

computer networks, 220–221
power-grid network, 219–220

CCC. See Chaos Computer Club (CCC)
C&C servers. See Command and control (C&C) servers
CDNs. See Content delivery networks (CDNs)
4CHAN. See Memes
Chaos Computer Club (CCC)

Chaos Meetings, 69–71
hacker, 69–71
levels, authority, 69–71
Wau Holland Foundation, 71

Chinese cyber espionage operations. See Cyber
espionage

Code-signing certificates theft, 163, 164
Command and control (C&C) servers

administrative interface, 136
communication, 137–138
file structure, 129–130
locations, 135–136

Content delivery networks (CDNs)
buyer’s systems, 20
services, 20
web site’s content, 20

Cyber attacks
on electrical infrastructure

generator destruction (see Aurora Test)
power grid (see Power grid)

Iran and Russia
Alleged Iranian Botnet Strikes, 58–60
DDoS (see Distributed denial of service (DDoS))
elections, 2009, 53–60
ICA (see Iranian Cyber Army (ICA))
Novaya Gazeta, 47–53

nonstate hacking groups (see Notable hacks on
anonymous)

Russian military operations
cyber-capable adversary, 29–30
Russian cyber (see Russian cyber attacks)

Cybercortical warfare, 35–36
Cyber espionage
active defense to offense, 117–119
art of war, 120
Aurora, 145–150
defined, 114–115
Gh0stNet (see Gh0stNet)
intrusion (see Cyber intrusion, China)
PRC, 115
Shadow network, 141–145
Sykipot, 150–152
three warfares, 119–120
Titan Rain, 124–127
warriors

academia and hacking, 124
hacker community, 121–124
and INEW, PLA, 121

Cyber exploitation
Duqu, 165–166
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Cyber exploitation (Continued)

Duqu Trojan, 160
Flame, 167
Gauss, 167–168
information-stealing Trojans (see Information-stealing

Trojans)
kernel mode rootkits, 161–162
object-oriented malware, 166–169
stolen keying material, 163–164
Stuxnet, 160
TDL3, 166
vulnerabilities, operating system, 162–163

Cyber intrusion, China
data movement, Company Y’s Network, 129–130
evidence, Chinese involvement, 131–132
exfiltration, stolen data, 130–131
reconnaissance and initial entry, 128–129

Cyber police, 60
Cyber warfare

attribution, security analysts, 4
credible threat, 2–4
deception, 5–6
defined, 2
ICS (see Industrial control systems (ICS))
information assurance, 6–8
intelligence, 5
Israel-Hamas war

IDF, 39
social media, 40–41
web site defacements, 39–40

real-world dependencies, 203–206
water contamination (see Maroochy Water Breach)

D
DDoS. See Distributed denial of service (DDoS)
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA), 186
Denial of service (DoS) attacks

LOIC tool, 13
packet flood, 13
SSL protocol, 13
tools, 14–15
web site defacement, 14

Distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks

botnet, 28
censorship tool, 44–47
motivation, 50–51
Novaya Gazeta, 47–53
optima/darkness botnet, 51–52
Russian hackers, 24

attribution, 15–16
and CDNs, 20

DOCTEMP. See Doctrinal templates (DOCTEMP)
Doctrinal templates (DOCTEMP), 29–30
DoS attacks. See Denial of service (DoS) attacks
Doxing, 80–81
Duqu. See also Stuxnet

controllers, 165–166
geographic spread, 165

F
Facebook

fake accounts, 172
OPSEC, 172
real-world Facebook imposter, 175
SEA attacks, rivals, 177–178

File transfer protocol (FTP), 130
Flame, king-sized malware, 167
FTP. See File transfer protocol (FTP)

G
Gauss

description, 167
infected USB drive, 167–168
“secure triggers” system, 168

Generator destruction, 213–217
Gh0stNet

cyber operation, APT, 133
harvesting data, compromised systems, 135–137
PRC involvement, 137–141
social engineering and malware, consolidation,

133–135
gh0st RAT, 136
GII. See Global information infrastructure (GII)
Global information infrastructure (GII), 12, 15

H
Habbo hotel raids, 87–88
Hacking, predator feed, 187–193
Hacktivists

and botnets, 29–30
defined, 25–26
patriotic, 28
web sites, 28

HBGary Federal and Aaron Barr, 91–92

I
ICA. See Iranian Cyber Army (ICA)
ICS. See Industrial control systems (ICS)
IDF. See Israeli Defense Force (IDF)
Industrial control systems (ICS)

components, 200–201
control loop, 200–201
description, 200
vs. information technology, 201–203
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INEW. See Integrated network electronic warfare (INEW)
Information assurance

authentication, 7
authenticity, 7
confidentiality, 8
McCumber model, 6–7

Information operations (IO)
and cyber warfare, 2008 Israel-Hamas war, 39–41
Hezbollah, 35–37

Information requirements (IRs), 128
Information-stealing Trojans

forensic analysis, 165
hosting companies, 164–165
operation, 164–165

Information technology vs. industrial control systems,
201–203

Infrastructure attacks and network topology
minimization, harm, 205–206
“node degree”, 205
“nodes”/“edges”, 203
rail system, 203–204

Integrated network electronic warfare (INEW), 121
Internet protocol (IP)

Hezbollah hijacks, addresses, 37–38, 37f
Russian, 26

Internet vigilantism, 88–89
IO. See Information operations (IO)
IP. See Internet protocol (IP)
Iranian Cyber Army (ICA)

controls, 58
domain name hijacking, 57–58

Iranian nuclear facilities attack, Stuxnet
effectiveness, Natanz Facility, 229–231
FEP targeting, 228
Iran, 228–229
malware, 232–233
Natanz Fuel Enrichment Facility, 224–226
reactions, Iranian regime, 231–232
security assumptions, 233–234
Source Code, 229

IRs. See Information requirements (IRs)
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), 191, 193
Israel-Hezbollah “July War”, 2006

Hezbollah insignia, 34, 35f
hijacks, IP address, 37–38, 37f
IO, 35–37, 36f

Israeli Defense Force (IDF)
destruction, civilian infrastructure, 36–37
launch, cyber attacks, 37
Spokesperson’s Unit, 39

J
July war. See Israel-Hezbollah “July War”, 2006

K
Kata’ib Hezbollah
connections, 191–193
description, 191

Kernel mode rootkits
creation, 161
description, 161
Duqu, 161–162
responsibility, 162

L
LinkedIn connections, 172–177
Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) tool, 13, 14–15
LulzSec
DDoS and SQL injection vulnerabilities

exploitation, 84
Facebook, 85
hacktivities, list of, 245
LulzSec’s logo, 82–83, 83f
“The Cabin Crew”, 85
Twitter, 85

M
Machbot network, 28
Malicious Security (MalSec), 82
MalSec. See Malicious Security (MalSec)
“March of Millions”, 52–53
Maroochy Water Breach
Maroochy SCADA system, 206
monitoring equipment, 206

McCumber model, 6–7
Memes, 72–73
“Moralfags”, 75
Moving target indicator (MTI), 188
MTI. See Moving target indicator (MTI)
MTS. See Multi-spectral targeting system (MTS)
Multi-spectral targeting system (MTS), 188

N
Nashi, 17, 18, 23, 48
Natanz Fuel Enrichment Facility
IR-1 centrifuges, 225
low-enriched uranium (LEU), 225–226
SCADA systems, 226–227
Siemens’ Step 7 software, 227–228
uranium enrichment, 225, 229

Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant, 228–232
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

201–203, 207
NATO
false Facebook accounts, 172
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NATO (Continued)

high-level connections, 175
Night Dragon campaign, 176
“virtually disguised” as commander, 172

Network science, 203
NIST. See National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST)
Notable hacks on anonymous

AnonPaste, 94
AnonTune, 93
anonymous’ campaigns, 78
Anonymous-OS 0.1/Live, 94–95
Arab Spring, 90–91
CCC (see Chaos Computer Club (CCC))
Guy Fawkes mask, 74–75, 74f, 77
Habbo hotel raids, 87–88
HBGary Federal and Aaron Barr, 91–92
headless suit, 74f, 77
Internet vigilantism, 88–89
LulzSec, 82–85
memes (see Memes)
modus operandi, 85–87
“Operation Mayhem Code Tyler”, 77
personal information, hackers, 81
physical structure, 76–77
PLF (see People’s Liberation Front (PLF))
political activism, 82
Project Chanology, 89–90
R3dH4ck (RedHack) attacks, 82
self-proclaimed Anons, 79–80
Straightforward Operations, 92–93
summer fags, 75
TeaMp0isoN, 80–81

Novaya Gazeta
defined, 47–48
LiveJournal, 49–50
“March of Millions”, 52–53
motivation, 2011 DDoS, 50–51
Yulia Latynina, 48

O
Object-oriented malware, 166–169
Object-oriented programming (OOP), 166–167
OOP. See Object-oriented programming (OOP)
Operation Aurora

indicators, 148–150
intellectual property, 146–148
Trojan.Hydraq, 145–146

Operation Cast Lead
IDF, 38–39
IO and cyber warfare, Israel-Hamas war,

39–41
Optima/darkness botnet, 51–52

P
“Patriot”, 40
People’s Liberation Army (PLA)

INEW and cyber, 121
unrestricted warfare, 118–119

People’s Liberation Front (PLF)
and Anonymous, 78
Commander X, 75
political activism and civil disobedience, 80

People’s Republic of China (PRC)
C&C serverrs, 137–138
cyber espionage operations, 138
SIGINT stations, 140–141
Tibetan government, 133, 139f
Tibetan institutions, 140

Phishing, 134–135
PIRs. See Priority information requirements (PIRs)
“Privilege escalation vulnerabilities”, 162–163
PKI. See Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
PLA. See People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
PLCs. See Programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
PLF. See People’s Liberation Front (PLF)
Political cyber attack, 2007

DDoS (see Distributed denial of service (DDoS))
DoS (see Denial of service (DoS) attacks)
Estonia
Bronze Soldier of Tallinn, 17f, 19
DDoS attacks, 19, 20
electronic and physical disruptions, 17
e-mail servers, internet, 17
government’s response, 18–19
Toompea Castle, 17, 18f

reliance, information, 12
Power grid

access, 212
cascading failure, 220–221
categories, 211
control, 213
description, 210
discovery, 212
functions, 211
offline, 217–221
“smart grid”, 210
transmission substations target, 218–219

PRC. See People’s Republic of China (PRC)
Predator UAV

DARPA, 186–187
hacking, feed
Kata’ib Hezbollah, 191–193
vulnerability, 188–191, 193
wireless networks, 189–191

Priority information requirements (PIRs), 30
Programmable logic controllers (PLCs)

SCADA systems, 226–227
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S7-315 PLC, 231
S7-417 PLC, 227–228
Stuxnet, 227–228

Project Chanology, 89–90
“Protocol stack”, 15
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

private keys theft, 163
public and private halves, 163

Q
Quds-force, 191

R
RBN. See Russian business network (RBN)
R3dH4ck (RedHack), 82
Reconnaissance and Surveillance (R&S) planning, 30
Remote access tool (RAT). See gh0st RAT
Robin Sage

discussions, military personnel, 173
fictitious user accounts, 173, 176–177
transitive trust relationships, 174–175

Rooter, 84
R&S. See Reconnaissance and Surveillance (R&S)

planning
Russian business network (RBN), 24, 29
Russian cyber attacks

attribution, 28–29
coordination, 27–28
Georgian reaction, 26
“hacktivists”, 25–26
objectives, 26–27
RBN networks, 24
reconnaissance and preparation, 28
Russian hackers, 12, 21
“US Cyber Consequence Unit”, 24
web site defacements, 24–25

S
SACEUR. See Supreme Allied Commander of European

Forces (SACEUR)
SAR. See Synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
SATCOM. See Satellite communication (SATCOM)
Satellite communication (SATCOM), 188–189, 190–191
SCADA systems. See Supervisory Control and Data

Acquisition (SCADA) systems
Secure socket layer (SSL) protocol, 13, 15–16
“Secure triggers” system, 168
“Security by obscurity”, 190
Shadow network

Chinese involvement, 144–145
Information Warfare Monitor and Shadowserver

Foundation, 143–144
websites, data exfiltration, 141–145

SIGINT stations. See Signal intelligence (SIGINT) stations

Signal intelligence (SIGINT) stations, 121, 128, 140–141,
144–145

SkyGrabber, 190–191
“Smart grid” technologies, 210
Social engineering, 175, 176
Social network exploitation
common knowledge, 177
cyber warriors, 172
Dispute, 180
duping corporations and military personnel, 173
LinkedIn connections, 172–177
Monitor-3, 180
personal data, 175–177
personal information, 172
SACEUR Imposter, 175–177
SEA, 177–178
TIA, 180
“tipping” model, 178–179
transitive trust, 173–175

Spear phishing, 134–135
SQL injection. See Structured query language (SQL)

injection
SSL protocol. See Secure socket layer (SSL) protocol
Stolen code-signing keys, 163
Structured query language (SQL) injection
defacement, web sites, 87
defined, 24–25
“Operation Pig Roast”, 85
vulnerabilities, 84

Stuxnet. See also Iranian nuclear facilities attack, Stuxnet
description, 160, 164
and Duqu

device driver files, 164
kaspersky Labs, 164
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Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)

systems
cyber attack, 234–235
Maroochy SCADA system, 206
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wireless communication technology, 206
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fake Facebook account, 172
Night Dragon, 176
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Syrian Electronic Army (SEA), 177–178
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TeaMp0isoN (team poison), 80–81
TECHINT. See Technical intelligence (TECHINT)
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